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ABSTRACT
This study is the first comprehensive geographical research upon
the bedouin tribes of Galilee.

These tribal groups have been rather

neglected in Literature and relatively little is known about them.

It

is hoped to contribute to the Settlement Geography of the Middle East and
to shed some light on studies of the Holy Land.
Settlement geography is defined for this study as having two basic
aspects: 1) explaining the processes which have created the bedouin
settlement, and 2) describing the resultant settlement patterns.
The most important period of sedentarization among the Galilee
bedouin tribes is that of the first half of the 20th Century, although
the processes of changing nomadic habits into sedentary ones were observed
in earlier times.

However, political and economic conditions of the

country, as well as the weakness of the Central government of the Ottoman
regime contributed much to the spread of nomadism into the non-desert
environment of Galilee.

However, the pattern of settlement among

the Galilee bedouin is a recent phenomenon emerging largely during the
past three decades.

It has not yet reached its final shape.

The study is divided into three parts, each part emphasizing
one phase of the sedentarization process; the first part discusses
the conditions under which the nomadism develops and the early symptoms
of the denomadization process.

The second part analyses the processes

of sedentarization, and in the third part, the final product of
sedentarization, the settlement patterns,are examined.
The thesis ends with some concluding remarks summarizing the
most significant general findings of this study and suggesting some
further research for the future.
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CHAPTER

ONE

INTRODUCTION
1 . 1 Aims
This study deals with bedouin tribes who were camping in Northern
Palestine during the last century and who today have become settled in
the same region of the State of Israel. (Fig. 1 .1).

The year 1880 was

chosen as a base year because it marks the publication of the first
scientifically surveyed map of Western Palestine. (l)

This map gives

the tribal names of Galilee. tFig. 1 .2), and thus provides a reliable
source for examining the spatial distribution of bedouin tribal territories and for comparison with more recent sources.
The main objective of this study was to undertake a geographic
analysis of the processes and the patterns of Galilee bedouin sedentarization.

The bedouin tribes of Galilee have been rather neglected

in literature and relatively little is known about them.

Despite the

fact that they were a small group of some 5,000 in 1880 and today
(1981) number only 30,000, their history has been one of continual

conflict with central government.
the product of these conflicts.

Their sedentarization processes were
Sedentarization of the Galilee bedouin

tribes has probably involved a greater variety of influences than with
most other cases of sedentarization in the Middle East.

The combination

of all these factors has produced a markedly irregular pattern of bedouin
settlement in the rural landscape of Galilee, a new pattern which
deserves the interestof settlement geographers.

This study will attempt

to analyse these sedentarization forces in terms of challenge and
response.

The discussion will include several specific cases to

illustrate the bedouin adjustment to each conflict and changing circumstance.

It will also show the great struggle of this section of the

-4-

native population to maintain their traditions and culture until the
present day.

The thesis hypothesises that there are four character-

istics by which the Galilee case can be distinguished from other arid
zone processes of sedentarization :
First

Semi-nomadism as in Galilee, is a distinctive life style
which is an amalgam of both nomadic and sedentary habits;
it is not a stage of transition from nomadism to
sedentarization.

Second

The evolution of semi-nomadism in Galilee was not a
response to climatic conditions but a response to
conditions, largely political, and economic created
by man.

Third

The process of sedentarization was not directly caused by
providing services to the bedouin or increasing the
opportunities for hired labour, but resulted indirectly
from interference with the balance between man, animals,
and pasture.

A systematic reduction of both pasture

and agricultural land has left the bedouin with little
possibility of retaining the pastoral life.
Fourth

In the case of sedentarization of nomads in humid areas,
agriculture tends to be an intermediate stage between
pastoralism and an industrial economy, whilst in arid
areas this stage is not necessarily experienced.

The

pressure of the central government upon the Galilee
tribes to change their way of life was

~o

great, however,

that an agricultural stage has often not been able to
develop as might have been expected.

-5-

The study has, in addition, the following secondary aims:
(l)

To contribute modestly to the historical and geographical studies
of the Holy Land.

From the time of Abraham (circa 2000 BC)

Palestine was the home of bedouin tribes and other ethnic
groups.

By studying these groups in the recent past it

will be possible to reconstruct their movements in Galilee
before the older generation of the bedouin disappears;
it would be difficult to shed light on certain events from
the new generation.
(2)

To produce a bibliographical record of the bedouin tribes
of Galilee and an indication of the location of major
sources.

(3)

To fill a gap in the literature on nomadic sedentarization
in the Middle East.

Most of the literature overlooks the

varied types of bedouin settled in a non-desert environment.
(4)

To document bedouin reactions to the crisis of present day
planned sedentarization; it is hoped that planners may change
their approaches to meet some of the bedouin desires more
fully, once the results of their actions are better understood.

l .2

Sedentarization : National Attidues and theoretical Models

Sedentarization is generally regarded among nomads as the culmination of a series of accidents and failure in life. ( 2 ) From this
view point the Middle Eastern nomadic people are facing major crises
in their traditional way of life.

The present study investigates

one bedouin group who seem to have been amongst the first of such
groups to meet these crises.
There are two contrasting approaches to the study of continuance
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of pastoralism in the Middle East and in other regions
1)

The general concensus is that pastoralism is a major obstacle to

social and economic development.

Central governments in the Middle East

generally regard non-sedentary populations as tribal, forming a
national problem. ( 3 )
This may be particularly true where nomadic and semi nomadic
people form a relatively large proportion of the national total population,
as in Somalia, Mali, Saudi Arabia and others as shown in Table 1.1
Table 1.1

Nomadic and Semi-Nomadic
Countries

I

I

Country

Nomadic

Semi
Nomadic

in Selected
'

Both
Combined

II
Afghanistan

I

Algeria

I

60,000

I

Botswana

14,000

Iraq

66,000

140,000

I
I

2,000,000
200,000

I

12.5
0.017
0.024

I

0.008

Jordan

95,000

Libya

150,000

Mali

Per cent of
total populat ion

5.5
9
52 a

I 308,000a
I

Saudi Arabi a

I

45

1,300,000

58
38

I

I

Somalia

I 2,000,000

Sudan

1,400,000

2,500,000

3,900,000

Syria

200,000

150,000

350,000

0.7

Tanzania

102,000b

0.01

Tunisia

60,000

0.015

100,000

0.003

Egypt

I

a. North Mali only

b. Masai only

Source : D. Christodoulou, Settlement in Agriculture of Nomadic, SemiNomadic and other pastoral people : Basic Considerations
from a World view, Land Reform, (FAO) No.1 Rome 1970, p.42.

-7It should be noted that accurate statistics on nomads are very difficult
to obtain.

The estimates are often out-dated or are deliberately
falsified by various state authorities for political reasons. l 4 ) In
Israel nomadism has ceased.

However, in 1980 the settled bEouin in

the Negev and Galilee formed 12% of Israel's Arab population.

They

also formed 2% of the total population of the state in the same year. ( 5)
The belief is that nationhood in the Arab world cannot be
achieved on a stable and permanent basis until the tribal sector becomes
fully integrated into the rest of the nation.

At the same time

pastoralism in the Middle East has become associated with
forces.

progressive~~

11

anti-

Administrative policies in agriculture, health,

educational and land reform often appear to be obstructed by pastoral
populations.

The pastoral population is seen as a source of trouble,

a backward group that stands in the way of national progress.

The only

solution proposed is the settling of the tribe, usually implying the
transforming of the man who lives upon the products of herds and
flocks into a settled cultivator of the soil. ( 6 )
2)

In contrast with these views, some authors advocate a more

objective consideration of pastoral society and its relationship with
sedentary communities.

They show that both specializations, pastoral

and sedentary are not anachronistic, but rational and complimentary.

(7

Pastoral nomadism is defined among other things as an adaptation to a
marginal environment. ( 8 ) Fisher (1961) for example, enumerating cases
where pastoralism represents the only possible utilization of limited
geographical opportunities states that this limited means of
utilization

11

does not seem to be fully appreciated by some governments

of States in which pastoral nomadism exists.

The governments tend to

regard the nomadic population as an inferior community to be civilized
as quickly as possible by the imposition of a different way of life,

)
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usually agriculture ... ( 9 ) The same notion was stated also by Sauer as
early as 1952 declaring that pastoralism is the only form of production
that the ecology of an arid area could maintain(lO).

Cole, (1975) shares

the same view : "Nomadic pastoralism represents an attempt on the part
of Middle Eastern peoples to utilize areas that are not conducive to
agriculture but which provide the potential for high returns through
the rational pasturing of animals by skilled herders."(ll)
1.2.1

Models of Sedentarization

Literature on nomadic sedentarization in the Middle East often
distinguishes between three models of sedentarization which are also
identified as indirect and direct methods. (l 2 )
(i)

Spontaneous Sedentarization
This model is a voluntary and evolutionary process; it also

involves projects which have a principal aim other than purely settling
nomads.

Spontaneous sedentarization as a whole, is the result of more

than one stimulus.

It is usually the result of a combination of environ-

mental ,economic, demographic political and social factors, all putting
pressure on the bedouin to leave their traditional way of life for a
new one.
In arid regions environmental factors are playing a major role
in contributing to the spontaneous sedentarization of the nomads.
During periods of prolonged drought when the desert becomes more barren
year after year, this leads to the loss of
capacity of the area is exceeded.

anim~ls

as the range-carrying

Hence pastoral opportunities grad-

ually decrease, consequently encouraging sedentarization as part of
a search for alternative means of survival.

The environment factors

seem also to play an important role in the spontaneous sedentarization
of the Galilee bedouin.

However in the humid environment of Galilee
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the decline of pastoral opportunities and overgrazing was not caused
by drought but - arguably - by the reduction of bedouin pasture as
considerable parts of their grazing area were transferred to other
land uses, such as agriculture and forestry.
The economic factor is generally the most common stimulus to
spontaneous sedentarization.

The improvement of a country's economic

infrastructure introduces into the life of the bedouin a new secure
economic activity other than that of pastoralism.

The best example is

the development of the oil industry which in certain parts of the Middle
East has given the nomad an opportunity to abandon the old ways of life
and to become integrated into the wider national economic system.

Other

factors such as demography, urbanisation, political and cultural
change may also be important but their role is merely to accelerate
the economic process of sedentarization which varies from one nomadic
group to another and from country to country.

In Galilee the cultural

factor is probably the most significant since the bedouin were a small
minority group camped among the settled majority in the region.

Their

socio-economic contacts with the sedentary settlement will inevitably
influence their culture and their way of life and so bring about
voluntary sedentarization.
(ii)

Induced Sedentarization
"Induced" here refers to official government policy to encourage

the bedouin to settle.

It may involve direct measures planned and

intended to encourage and promote the nomad's welfare through sedentarization.

Additional objectives are always included as part of these

overall policies.

For instance the first example of Induced Sedent-

arization in the Middle East was started in Saudi Arabia in 1912,
called al-Hijar (in Arabic, settlements of people who have abandoned
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the state of the desert for the state of sedentary life) and aimed to
facilitate combinations of social, political, strategic and religious
objectives.

Socially, the main objective was to stabilize the bedouin

by trying to induce them to accept a sedentary way of life.

It was

believed that such change would put an end to their feuds over the control
of ranges, water points, and other tribal conflicts.

Politically, in

addition to the obvious advantages of fixing the bedouin to the soil,
their settlement would provide the nucleus of a permanent army that
could be called upon at any time.

Religion was the basic force behind

this type of settlement,

These settlements become religious centres
and a means of teaching true Islam to the nomad. (l 3 )
In the case of Galilee the induced sedentarization policy was
implemented by the Israeli Government in their attempt to concentrate
(or to re-settle) the bedouin into new planned settlements, providing
modern services.

The objectives behind these Israeli induced schemes

were often not what the Authorities claim.

They were not primarily

aimed at civilising the bedouin but rather- as will be shown in
Chapter 8 - at nationalising the land and controlling the Arabs and
their economy.
(iii)

Forced Sedentarization
This type of sedentarization is regarded as a most extreme form

of induced sedentarization.

The official implementation of this policy

may involve all possible means to force the bedouin to settle, regardless
of consequent human suffering.

The prime concern of the central gov-

ernment in this policy is to break the power and the internal cohesion
of the tribes by restricting their movements.

Thus, it was believed,

the nomads would be integrated into a national framework.

Forced

sedentarization is usually associated with the two classic examples of
Iran and Turkey.

The famous case of forced sedentarization introduced
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by Reza Shah (1925-40) was a ruthless and short-sighted policy with the
single aim of forcing tribal allegiance to the government. (l 4 ) Similarly this happened in Turkey, following World War I when the Kurdish
tribal loyalty presented an internal problem for Turkey, in the form
of demands for a Kurdish National State.

The government reacted

ruthlessly, arresting and "re-educating" the elements and settling
them, but the Kurds retained a high degree of autonomy, and jealously
· nat1ona
. 1 1.d ent1ty.
.
(l 5 ) In I srae 1 t he se den t ar1za
. t•1on of
guar ded t he1r
the Negev bedouin could be regarded also as a type of forced sedentarization since all the bedouin were concentrated by the authorities in a
specifically defined area, or reservation, which constitutes only about
10% of the area previously utilized by them. (l 6 ) In Galilee there are
cases of four bedouin tribes being transported from the border area
into other places inside Galilee then eventually forced to settle
there (Chapter 7).
entarization.

This can also be regarded as a case of forced sed-

In evaluating the three models of sedentarization the

amount of human suffering caused by cutting the nomads off from their
own cultural environment should always be borne in mind.

The sad state

of the demoralized bedouin community should also be judged in terms
of the loss of a unique human culture.
The above three models of sedentarization are all represented in
Galilee and may be compared with sedentarization undergone by other
nomadic groups of the Middle East.

Spontaneous sedentarizatton occurred

during the British Mandate in Palestine (1918-1948).

However both

induced and forced sedentarization belong to the period of the State
of Israel from 1948 to the present time.
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1. 3 Sources of Data
This study utilises various sources gathered chiefly during the
research period June 1979 - September 1982, but there are also some
sources which the author gathered during earlier years as part of his
personal interest in the subject, mostly from newspapers.

The data

sources are as follows:
1 .3.1

Primary sources and historical maps

This data includes books, articles, maps and other records of
19th Century traveller-authors in Palestine.

Some of this material was

available only on microfilm or was confined to libraries and museums.
The author visited Sorbonne University and the Bibliotheque Nationale
(Paris) to use this material in December 1979 and in June 1980.

An

additional search for historical data was made in the British Museum,
London, in December 1980.
this historic data.

Part One of this thesis is mostly based on

Rather less fruitful searches were made in Utrecht,

Tubingen, Berlin, Graz and Jerusalem.
1 .3.2

Official Documents and Private collections

Part two of this study is based largely upon evidence from
official documents gathered mainly from the following three places
(1) The Public Record office, London, (2) The Israel State Archive,
Jerusalem and (3) the Centre for Middle Eastern and Islamic Studies,
the Documentation Centre, University of Durham.
1 .3.3

Field work

The periods from April to September 1981 and June 1982 were
spent on intensive work among the 49 villages and hamlets of the
Galilee bedouin while resident in these villages.

A large number of

people were interviewed during the four months field research and their
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contribution is most significant in the third part of the thesis.

In

many cases the interviewees supported their information by presenting
documents and other evidence such as land deeds, which the author was
able to photocopy.
A questionnaire was delivered in the largest bedouin village in
Galilee designed to investigate particularly the specific demographical and occupational structure of the village.

However, the author

concluded that the use of questionnaires was very risky since the events
surrounding the developments of traditional society vary greatly from
one case to another.

The field research also included a 100% census

of the Galilee bedouin (30,295 persons in September 1981) through listing
the names of each household.
1 .3.4

Personal Experience

community of Galilee.

The author belongs to the bedouin

His own knowledge of certain events and bedouin

traditions helped him assess the veracity of information gathered
during field research.

In many cases interviewees were surprised to be

asked repeatedly about certain issues which they assumed the author
should know as a part of his tribal education.

It was rare to find a

tribe in which the author did not know at least one of its members before
conducting field research.

It was due to the cooperation of all these

relatives and friends that a 100% census of the bedouin Galilee was
achieved.

They not only cooperated during field research period but

in some cases also corresponded with the author after his return
to Britain.
1.3.5

Supporting Material : This includes official and semi off-

icial material, private papers, photocopies of land deeds and other
letters.

Unfortunately there was no access to material in some government

offices.

The author visited and interviewed responsible officials in
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these offices but documentary material was not made available.

Some

officials unfortunately passed the author off with propaganda platitudes that the bedouin in Israel are treated more liberally than
their brethren in other Middle Eastern countries.(ll)
Most of the supporting material used in the text, such as village
master plans and private papers was gathered from Arab engineers,
lawyers and others who were attached professionally to bedouin villages
in one way or another.
1 .4

Organization of the Study
The study is divided into three parts:
Part One is concerned with the pre-sedentarization period of the

19th century associated with the Turkish regime in Palestine.
knowledge of bedouin in this period is limited.

Our

Chapter two discusses

the limitations of travellers• literature as evidence of the Galilee
region and its bedouin population.

Chapter three examines the unique

nature of nomadism in Galilee, associated with various forces such as
ethnic composition and semi-nomadic or semi-sedentary characteristics.
It also discusses the economic and political environment in which
nomadism was able to survive in a non-desert environment.
Part Two covers the British Mandate in Palestine (1918-1948),
and the beginnings of sedentarization.

Chapter four examines those

universal causes of sedentarization which seem applicable to the
Galilee bedouin and other groups in the Middle East.

Chapter five

examines causes for sedentarization specific to the Galilee region,
notably Jewish colonization, malaria and social influences.

Chapter

six examines the role of the British Administration in the process of
sedentarization.
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Part Three deals with the post-1948 period of the State of Israel
and the pattern of sedentarization established in Galilee during the
past three decades.

Chapter seven discusses contemporary bedouin

settlement emphasizing the factors which have influenced the pattern.
Chapter eight examines present day trends in the planned bedouin
settlements in Israel.

In this chapter a comparison is made between

planned bedouin settlement in the Negev and Galilee in order to evaluate
state planning strategies.

A summary of the major findings of the

study is presented in the concluding chapter.
1.5 Spelling and units of measure
The spelling of place-names generally follows that of the official
map of the Palestine Department of Survey 1943" (l 8 ) However, to
standardise the spelling of tribal names, some Arabic words and terms
used in the thesis have been transliterated in accordance with a
simplified version of the system used in Wehr and Cowan's (1971)
Dictionary of Modern Written Arabic. (l 9) The one exception is that in
the second chapter the spelling of tribal names in the tables are given
as they appear in the original text.

The spelling of the word

in Arabic, meaning

11

11

sons of the desert

(desert) varies greatly in literature.
and

11

Badwin" (pl.); others use

and plural.

Another version is

the purpose of this study

11

1

from the word

11

Badiah

Some talk of ''Badu

11

11

bedu

11

11

(sing.)

Bedouin' or 'Beduin' as both singular
11

Badui (sing.) and

bedouin

11

11

Badu" (pl.).

For

as both singular and plural is

11

used, which is near the normal English transliteration of the word.
The English plural

11

S

11

is generally used for the Arabic nouns.

The word "Arab" prefixed to the tribal name as an appellation
rather than an indication of the origin of the group.
in English is

11

The tribe of ... " or

text the word "Arab

11

11

It's equivalent

the bedouin groups of .... ''.

In the

is prefixed to the tribal name, as shown on most
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maps.

However, in the third part of the thesis, bedouin settlements do

not carry the appellation "Arab".

Si nee their inhabitants are considered

a settled group, the place name is annexed to the group name.
Monetary values are retained in their denominations, and are
not converted to a common currency or equivalent values.

Thus changes

in the currencies in use and in their values during the period of a
century makes accurate comparisons very difficult, and only rough
estimates of relative quantities are possible.
Units of measure

1 donum

=

1000 sq.m

= l/4

acre

=

1/10 Hectare

hectare

2.471 acres

feddan

1.038 acres= 0.42 hectare

=

10 donums
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HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE
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THE NINETEENTH CENTURY TRAVELLER - AUTHORS LITERATURE
LIMITATION AND CONTRIBUTION

2.1

General background
It is commonly accepted that Western civilizations have contributed

much to the study of the Holy Land.

Their interest started in the form

of missionary activity and encouragement of pilgrimages to the holy
places, while in the second half of the nineteenth century several European
Consulates opened in Jerusalem and some Colonial settlements followed
in the northern part of the country.

As a result, much attention is given

to nineteenth century activity in the Holy Land as, for example, in
The Rediscovery of The Holy Land in the Nineteenth Century, the author
argues that At the beginning of the nineteenth century Palestine was a
11

virtual terra incognita from a scientific point of view.n(l)

This chapter

therefore has two main objectives; first, it is a modest attempt to
introduce a methodological approach to the large amount of literature on
this period, and secondly, it will give some explanation for the lack of
information upon particular topics, while other topics have been overemphasized.

This is most applicable to the bedouin who, although camped

along the travellers• routes, were greatly neglected.

Nevertheless,

the small and fragmentary pieces of information recorded in the literature have been of great value.
2.1.1

Pre-Nineteenth Century Explorers

Ever since the Holy Land became sacred to Europe, pilgrims travellers and explorers made their way to Palestine.

They journeyed

patiently along the shores of Asia Minor until they were able to reach
the Holy Land to take back to their homes some account of the country;
while in later times the pilgrims came not singly, but in groups which

-20continually increased in size.

Later there were crusaders, colonists,

traders, Consuls and Ambassadors.

The literature of Palestine•s

exploration, therefore, begins with the establishment of Christianity.
Pilgrims from Europe kept diaries and manuscripts in various
ancient languages. Most of this material is preserved in monasteries,
church libraries, museums, and private places and only a few short
texts have been translated and published, for example, the works of
the Palestine Pilgrims• Text Society (1884-1899). ( 2) Conder (1889)
refers to an anonymous work written at the time of Salah ed-din
(1187 A.D) in these terms:
11

There are many manuscripts of this, as of earlier works,
which were preserved in the monasteries of Europe, and
recopied by students who seem to have little idea of
the importance of preserving the original purity of
their text. Some of the versions are mere abstracts,
some are supplemented by paraphraSE!S fromscripture ... (3)

Translation of these manuscripts into modern languages such as English,
German or French is more difficult than tracing the places of preservation : theoretically the more ancient narratives are the most
interesting because they relate to a period when a far greater number
of monuments of still earlier antiquity remained in existence than
are there for modern travellers; also local linguistics were closely
related to events of these early times.
2.1.2 Nineteenth Century Explorers
Travellers and explorers of the nineteenth century are only one
of many groups who reached the country in different periods, yet their
narratives have been discovered and examined so much by modern scholars
simply because this particular period is the closest to the present
century.

R~hricht

(1890) in his Bibliotheca Geographica points out

that between 300 A.D and 1878 A.D. traveller-authors produced 3,515
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references and 747 cartoQraphical works.

This represents 47 per cent
of a total of 4,262 works published between 1800-1878. (4 )
The dots of the histogram (Fig.2.l) indicate that 219
traveller/explorer-authors visited Palestine during the Nineteenth
Century.

Eleven of these visited for a second time, one a third time,

two for a fourth time, and three died in the East before their selfallotted tasks were completed.

The histogram also shows that 84 per

cent of the travellers arrived in Palestine during the 50 years from
1815 to 1864.

In contrast, only 12 per cent of the travellers arrived

in the years 1864 to 1900.

In practice, the expected increase in the

number of travellers visiting towards the end of the nineteenth
century does not appear in the histogram for two main reasons:
A.

The bibliography from which this histogram has been constructed and
modified was confined to traveller-authors in the years 1800 to
1881. ( 5 ) The single dot in 1899 being a traveller visiting for
the third time.

B.

During the latter half of thenineteenthcentury the study of Palestine
became more systematic and was organised by three scientific
societies.
i)

Many individual explorers joined one of these societies:

The Palestine Exploration Fund (British) was established
in 1865.

ii)

DeutschevereinsZur PalMstina (German) was established in
1877 together with a journal called Zeitschrift des

deutschen PalMstina-Vereins.
iii)

The American Palestine Exploration Society was established
in 1870 but disbanded in 1884.

Towards the middle of the nineteenth century changes took place in the

-23Middle East.

Firstly there was the Egyptian Conquest of Palestine and

Syria (1831-1940) which produced fairly effective rule of the country
and secondly, the completion of the Suez Canal in 1869.

Such develop-

ments brought the area back into the great traffic lanes of the world
and aroused the

p~itic~

and economic interest of the European Powers

in the Levant. (6 )
Travellers of the latter half of the nineteenth century produced
and achieved more than earlier travellers because of the favourable
conditions in Palestine.

In this period the first scientific survey of

the country was undertaken by the Palestine Exploration Fund.

The maps

and records of this society (1871 -1878) provided authentic material on
the country and served as a basis for all mapping until the first half
of the twentieth century.

In summing up this general background, it

seems advisable to sound a caution about the hi9torical geography of
Palestine before the nineteenth century : the shortage of information
about this period is essentially related to the fact that only a few
modern historians and historical geographers have attempted to study
it.

Palestine has been explored by European civilizations since the

establishment of Christianity.

This long period before the nineteenth

century is still clouded with mystery and deserves further study.

2.2 The Spirit of 19th Century Travel
Nineteenth century European literature on Syria and Palestine
was the product of various groups of writers who had contrasting points
of view and a wide range of interests.
Despite such a diversity of approach, however, no single work of
literature, certainly within the first half of the 19th century dealt
with Galilee as a single region.(?)

Material on the northern part of
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Palestine was generally included in the literature in two different forms
(A)

Galilee was described as part of the narrative of travellers who

traversed Galilee from various directions continuing to their own
destinations outside Galilee.

Such reports were usually presented

chronologically from the memoirs and personal experiences of those who
had actually visited Galilee.

Other descriptions were largely the

product of the imagination of those who had never visited Galilee, stimulated by others' primary sources. A good example to these writers is

c.

Ritter (1848- 55

).( 8 ~e never visited Palestine, basing his work on other

sources, he succeeded in compiling the information from others' primary
sources and presented a reasonably complete picture of the country.
(B)

Galilee was included in a Biblical regional study of the whole

country, often as a separate chapter.

Sometimes Galilee was merely dealt

with as a section of a chapter dealing with the wider region of Egypt,
Sinai, Palestine and Syria.
Writers in the first group, both geographers and non-geographers,
appear to show a tendency to describe only what they were attracted to
in the cultural landscape along their routes, notably religious sites.
It is often the custom of travellers to follow the routes of previous
travellers, in order to examine the reliability of their narratives or
to re-examine the accuracy of the siting of the historical elements.
The result is an abundance of information about certain places while
other parts of the region are left relatively neglected.
The second category (B) appears to show a tendency by travellers
to study the region from a regional viewpoint in which the topography
and the drainage pattern, and other physical elements are emphasised
in order to explain the biblical division and sub-division of the
Holy land.

-25It was rare to find a geographer who approached a study of the
country from a thematic viewpoint, choosing a single topic and dis9
cussing it in terms of place and time. ( ) This might be because early
19th century geography generally was dedicated to the regional approach
and the thematic aspect had still not become fashionable.
Since information on the bedouin in Galilee fell within the
thematic category it is hardly mentioned at all.

In fact, in a system-

atic search through the abundant literature of the 19th century, not a
single reference to bedouin was to be found in the first half and only
two chapters appear in the second half.
nomadic life

11

These were (i) .. Tent and

in Bible Land and Customs, (1875); (ii) the

Tent work in Palestine (1879).

11

Bedawin

11

in

( 10)

Both chapters deal with general aspects

of the nomadic life, describing habits and customs and comparing them
with those of two other classes of population living in Palestine;
the ploughmen, or agricultural peasantry (fellaheen) and the townsfolk
(belladeen).

The object of studying the bedouin people as expressed

by Conder (1879), was
11

because we should naturally expect them to throw much light
on the Bible narrative ... (11)

2.2. 1 The Significant of Travellers' Expectations
Western travellers to Palestine brought with them a certain
mental attitude, either from books they had read, or the kind of
education they had received, and this affected the sort of things they
came to see in Palestine, their manner of seeing things, and also the
character of their description.
religious.

Their motives varied, but were mostly

Only a few travellers were able to overcome their

preconceived religious and romantic feelings and see the country
realistically, and even those were influenced by religion, especially
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regarding their choice of itinerary.

The most complete descriptions

available are therefore of places of religious interest, whereas the
Sharon plain and the Hula basin, for instance, lacking such interest,
were used only for transit to somewhere else.
Some of the aims of visiting the country
clearly in the prefaces of the traveller works.
instance, considered that his
11

11

have been defined
Strauss (1849) for

journey in the East had
11

Served as an additional corroboration to my mind of the
truth of the Divine word ... 11 (12)

Murray (1868) expressed a wide range of aims of travellers for their
visit to Palestine :
11

Every traveller has, or is supposed to have, some specific
object in view in making a Pilgrimage to Palestine
One
is in pursuit of health; another of pleasure; another of
fame; another of knowledge; and adventure. (13)
11

11

•

11

Another method for gaining insight into travellers' personal interests
is by tracing their routes throughout the country and analysing their
manner of describing what they observed.

Figures 2.2 and 2.2. 1 depict

routes of famous travellers and explorers who visited Galilee in the
years 1801-1854.

Generally, they represent three groups of interests,

according to the sites they visited and the period of time spent at
these sites.
(A)

First category (Fig. 2.2 ) Travellers who spent a short while

(one week approximately) in Galilee, usually as part of a much wider
itinerary, they travel the familiar routes.

These travellers crossed

Galilee either from west to east or from east to west; from Acre to
Tiberias or the opposite.

The main interest was to visit the

11

triangle

Nazareth (the town of Joseph and Mary), Kafr Kanna; (the village where
Jesus performed his first miracle of water turning into wine) and

11
,

-c9Mount Tabor (the mountain where he was transfigured). (l 4) The order
of visiting the three places was determined by the direction of entry
into Galilee, approaching from the west, usually starting from Nazareth,
either continuing to Kafr Kanna and ascending to Mount Tabor, or
continuing to Mount Tabor and descending to Kafr Kanna.

Approaching

from the east the choice was divided between Kafr Kanna and Mount
Tabor to reach Nazareth.

Acre (and sometimes Haifa) have been visited

by most of the three groups as a point of arrival or departure.

The

contribution of this first group to the knowledge of the area is
confined merely to the sites they planned to visit.

The other part

of the country between the sites is described generally and briefly.
Travellers who exemplify this group (Fig.2.2) are : Clarke in 1801;
Ali Bey in 1807, Irby and Morglas in 1817 and Warburton in 1843. (15)
(B)

Second category (Fig. 2.2)

east was confined to the Holy Land.

Large groups whose journey to the
These had a relatively longer

period of time (1-4 weeks approximately) than the first group. Therefore,
they were able to visit other sites of secondary religious importance
merely associated with historical events.
group was still the sacred sites.

The main interest of this

In addition to the

11

triangle 11 ,

they moved onto secondary roads and visited sites such as the villages
of Nein, Zir'in and Indur south of Mount Tabor in the Plain of Esdraelon
(Marj Ibn 'Amir), Mount Carmel, and the 11 Mount of precipitation 11 , (16)
and the Horns of Hittin where Salah ed-din in 1187 A.D. defeated the
Crusaders. (l 7) The town of Safad was also visited by most of this group.
Because they were the largest group, reconstructing the landscape
is possible from the large mass of narratives they left.
travellers clearly belong to this group.

The following

Burckhardt in 1812; Buckingham

in 1816; Stephens in 1838; Stewart in 1857 and perhaps Seetzen in 1809. (lB)
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The Third Category (Fig.2.2.1) is a very small group of explorers

who ventured along unknown paths.
jour~yedfrom

They chose a point as a centre and

it in several successive directions, but always coming

back by a different road.

They crossed the length and breadth of the

country with a thoroughness without precedent.
Their contribution is invaluable for reconstructing the rural
landscape, but since they were few, it is naturally impossible to obtain
a complete picture of the whole country.

Their works have been recog-

nized by many later explorers and travellers as a basis for further
scientific research.

Despite the wide interest of issues covered they

remain within the biblical framework.

Such explorers were : Robinson

& Smith in 1838, Smith in 1840, Robinson in 1852, Van de Velde in
1851-1852 and Lynch in 1848. (l 9 ) Beyond such division of interest which
was motivated by religious feeling and which can be found across the
three groups, there are the specific interests of each individual.
For example Ali Bey (1806) was the only traveller who gave the exact
number of Roman Catholic monks in Nazareth and the whole Holy Land.( 20)
Similarly, when Lynch (1849) arrived in Haifa by sea he observed that
the first thing in Syria which strikes a visitor from
the Western world, is the absence of forest trees ... (21)
Clarke (1812) however noted on his way from Acre to Nazareth, that the
11

nomadic tent in Syria was constructed differently from that of the
Lapland tent.

The reason for this, in his opinion, was that 11 A variety
of Climate necessarily modifies the mode of their construction. 11 ( 22 )
Wilson (1824) noted certain similarities between the bedouin encampment
at the foot of Mount Tabor and that of the gang of gipsies in England.
11

I crossed a fine va 11 ey which 1ed me to the foot of Mount
Tabor, where I observed, at a short distance, a party of
Arabs had pitched their tents, which were covered with
black cloth, almost a counter-part of the exhibition I
remarked on the plains of Jericho. Taking the scene altogether,
it was similar to a gang of gipsies in England. (23)

-31This manner of description is evidence of specific personal observation
of Western travellers and explorers perceiving Eastern culture through
their Western experience, and consequent expectations, "using their
eyes to compose pictures." ( 24 )
2.2.2 Dependence upon Local Guides
Western travellers were greatly dependent on Arab local guides as
they roamed in an environment very different from that of their home
land.

Out of necessity they hired local guides in order to reach their

destinations.

The professional guides were available only in the large

towns such as Jerusalem and Damascus.
few in number and charged a high price.

These professional guides were
Burckhardt (1822) gave an

example of this category.
"I took with me Damascence, who had been seventeen times in
Mekka, who was well acquainted with the Bedouin, inured to
fatigue and not indisposed to favour my pursuits; I had
indeed reason to be contented with my choice of this man,
though he was of little further use to me than to take
care of my horse, and to assist in intimidating the
Arabs, by some additional fire-arms." (25)
But most of the local guides were under-qualified; they could speak a
smattering of the travellers' languages, perhaps as a result of guiding
previous travellers, and pretended to be experienced by mentioning
names of Western travellers who had hired them before.

However, at

some distance from their villages, their knowledge diminished and
in many cases they deserted.

Consequently, travellers very often

changed them, hiring another when they reached the next village.
(1867) in his first visit in 1838 records one such example:
"The guide whom we had yesterday taken at Nabl us proved
so incompetent and untrustworthy, that we dismissed him,
and engaged a Muslim of Jenin to accompany us to
Nazareth; not indeed to show us the road, for that was
plain enough, and our muleteers had often travelled it;
but in order to elicit from him information as to the
country along the way." {26)

Robinson
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The same notion of dissatisfaction with guides appears in Burton•s
Book Unexplored Syria (1879)
11

They accompany the traveller not because they know the
road, but apparently to honour him, and really to
receive pay - say ten piastres or two francs per diem;
conseq~ently he soon finds himself obliged to guide
his guides. 11 (27)
Despite the fact that Western travellers knew this reality, they

allowed themselves to demand this minimum service from the natives,
primarily because of the need of translations rather than showing
direction.

This absolute dependence can be seen from Robinson.

During

his second visit in 1852, passing Marj Ibn •Amir on his way from
ACre to Jerusalem:
11

There were quite a number of men ploughing in the adjacent
fields; and others at work or lounging in the mills; but
we tried in vain to obtain one of them as a guide. 11 (28)
Overall, the result of such dependence of Western travellers on

the unqualified local guides manifests itself in two ways:
1.

The selection of travellers• routes :Guides who did not appreciate

Western travellers interest in the Holy Land saw their role as finding
the shortest and the safest road in order to reach the next place.

An

example is given by Wilson (1824):
11

2.

1 cross a fine valley which led me to the foot of Mount Tabor,
where I observed at a short distance, a party of Arabs had
pitched their tents, ... The guide turned off, unwilling to
come in contact with these stragglers, apprehensive they
might lay hold of our mules, and thus sa~e the animals the
trouble of carrying us up the mount ... {29)
The reliability of the information required by the travellers.

This is clearly shown by Burton and Drake (1872).
11

It is ever difficult in the extreme to gather exact topographical details amongst a people who require truth to
be drawn from them •by wain-ropes•. Le paysan interroge,
says the astute M.Lecoq, me repond jamais ce qu•il
pense devoir etre agreable a qui 1 •interroge; il a
peur de se com promettre. 11 ( 30)
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According to such evidence it is reasonable to argue that the
local guides did not contribute substantially to exploration of the
Holy land.

In fact, in one way or another they probably blurred the

process by the misconceptions they instilled into the Western memory.

2.3 The Religious Landscape
Jerusalem and Galilee are frequently mentioned in 19th century
literature as the two most sanctified places in the Holy Land.

Both

places attracted travellers and explorers who had longed to make a
··once in a life time .. visit to Palestine:
11

The first impressions of childhood are connected with that
scenery; and infant lips in England's prosperous homes
pronounce with reverence the names of forlorn Jerusalem
and Galilee. We still experience a sort of patriotism
for Palestine, and feel that the scenes enacted here
were performed for the whole family of man. Narrow as
are its boundaries, we have all a share in the
possession : that what a church is to a city, Palestine
is to the World ... (31)

Jerusalem achieved her superiority over Galilee due to its great significance for all three monotheistic religions.

Each religion expressed

this significance by establishing physical elements such as churches,
mosques and synagogues throughout the centuries as a demonstration of
their reverence for the holiness of the place.

In contrast, the 19th

century travellers elevated Galilee to the most important place in
Christianity, relative to other regions of the country.

Murray (1868)

was expressing a widespread sentiment when he wrote:
11

NO other spot - not even Jerusalem witnessed so many of His
mighty works, no other place - not even Olivet -witnessed
so many of his discourses. His parables and his prayers." (32)
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-35A similar notion was also expressed by Conder (1889)
"Galilee always had a different place in our minds from any
other part of Palestine, because it is the cradle of Christianity and chief scene of the Gos pe 1 na rra ti ves." ( 33)
In contrast, in Judaism, Galilee was only of secondary importance, after
Judea.( 34 ) While in Islam, Galilee is hardly mentioned by the 19th
century travellers despite the fact that 83 per cent of the religious
sites are Muslim (Fig. 2.3) as shown in the map of the survey of
Western Palestine. ( 35 )
The importance of understanding the behaviour of such writers during
their first visual experience of the place shows how an individual with
a particular religious disposition will have regard for certain elements
of the landscape whilst neglecting others.

By seeing through, rather than

looking at, "the eye of faith," as Lynch (1849) recorded, ''viewed a
more i nteres ti ng and impressive s; ght." ( 36 )
2.3.1

The Christian Landscape

Western travellers made a great contribution to promoting Galilee
as the spiritual centre of the Holy Land.

To a certain extent they fol-

lowed the route of Jesus, identifying those places which he visited and at
which he performed miracles.

Travellers who possessed a theological

background or experience in archaeological studies, were enthused by enlarging the discussion and referring to evidence from the words of the Bible.
In approaching Galilee from a Christian perspective, compared
with those of the Muslim and Jewish perspectives, it was found that the
sanctity of the region was not confined only to the sites that Jesus
and his disciples visited.

In his thirty years of living and teaching in

Galilee, his experiences were spread widely over the region.

His

mission entailed moving from one site to the other throughout Galilee
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-37and thus all his routes were considered sacred.

This notion is pointed

to clearly in the narratives of Christian travellers, for example :
Stewart (1857)
11

describ~the

hills of Nazareth as follows:

There was not a hill around but his blessed foot must have
been visited by him. In no other place was presence so
long manifested. Who can visit Nazareth without calling
to remembrance the brief history of his childhood? - He
increased in wisdom and stature, and in favour with God
and Man - Luke ii .52 11 (37)

And also Lynch (1849) in his narrative when he first saw Galilee Lake
11

How dear to the Christian are the memories of the Lake!
the lake of the New Testament! Blessed beyond the nature
of its element, it has borne the son of God upon its
surface 11 (38)

Western travellers, bringing to bear a Christian perspective thus acquire
the notion that Galilee as a whole was

11

the Holy region 11 •

In this

way their outlook differed fundamentally from the outlook of the other
two religions.
2.3.2 The Jewish Landscape
According to G.A. Smith 1 s (1897) Biblical division of the Holy
Land, Galilee was the third northernmost province, after Judea and
Samaria respectively.

Its natural boundaries are clearly defined.

In

the south, the plain of Esdraelon (Marj Ibn •Amir in Arabic and in
Hebrew Emiq Israel); to the north, the great gorge of the Litani river
(Kasimiyeh); in the east, the Valley of the Jordan and the Lake of
Gennesareth (Galilee Lake and also Lake Tiberias); and to the west,
39
the narrow Phoenician coast (Acre Plain or Emiq Zebulon). ( ) This
region coincides closely with the territories of four of the Israelite
tribes (Fig. 2.4), Issachar, Zebulon, Asher and Naphtali.

Each

tribe demarcated its own territory according to the physical subdivision of the region.

Lower Galilee was almost identified with

-38-

the tribe of Issacher; Upper Galilee comprised all Zebulon and Naphtali
and the coastal plains were claimed for Asher. (40) According to G.A.
Smith (1897), the sea coast, which was claimed for Zebulon and Asher,
never belonged either to them or to the province of Galilee; it was
always Gentile. ( 4l)
It has been mentioned frequently by 19th century travellers and
explorers (for instance, Robinson (1867), Van de Velde (1864)) that the
notion of moving from one Israelite tribal territory to another was
accompanied by changes in the topography.

Consequently the literature

tends to reflect two points of view.
(A)

The region was divided conceptually into tribal units and the

physical elements were mentioned in order to explain the history of the
tribes, and to identify those events which were mentioned in the Bible.
Thus, an attempt was made to translate the language of the Bible into
that of the visible world.

Thomson, (1886) who made a journey into

Northern Palestine, typified the idea of travellers who conceptualised
the region in terms of tribal territories.
"Our travellers now cross the scriptural boundary of the
tribe of Asher, the northmost of the twelve tribes, and
enter the land of Israel. The tour through northern
Palestine may be divided into two parts, in each of which
the country is crossed from west to east, and from east to
west. In the first of these journeys, setting out from Tyre,
we traverse the territories of Asher and Naphtali, ... In
the second excursion through northern Palestine~ our route
lies chiefly through the tribes of Zebulon, Naphtal1, and
Issachar." (42)
This attitude is also portrayed by numerous cartographers in the midnineteenth century ( 43 ) (Fig. 2.4).
(B)

The information within the literature concentrates unduly upon

the physical units containing the tribes, and upon the dividing lines
between two different landscapes.

Travellers who passed through these
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demarcating lines enlarged their description of the physical environment
in order to determine the accurate boundaries of the tribes.

Con-

sequently several sites are over-emphasized because of their location on
the

11

Imagi ned Border

11
•

Examples of sites which were over emphasized : Tell esh Shuman,
or Tell Thuren, two mounds of ruins projecting into the plain of
Esdraelon indicated the - south - western frontier of the Zebulon
tribe.

The same is applicable to the village of El Meshhad the ancient

Gittah-hepher which was in the border of Zebulon.

'Abilin village in

the Wadi A'bilin was considered by Van de velde (1854) to be a landmark in the northwest between Zebulon and Asher, and the shrine
Seiyid Huda Ibn Yakub identified by Thomson (1886) to be the northern
44
limit of Naphtali tribe. ( )
In addition to the emphasizing of sites located close to or upon
the

11

Imagined Borders

11

travellers and explorers often associated the

two cities Tiberias and Safad as an integral part of the Jewish religious
landscape of Galilee.

Both cities were venerated by the Jews as Holy

cities like Jerusalem and Hebron.

They were declared sacred through the

beleif thatthe Messiah will arise from the waters of the lake, land in
45
Tiberias and establish his throne at Safad. ( )
In summing up the Jewish landscape in Galilee through the eyes
of the Western travellers one finds that such landscape referred mainly
to the two cities of Tiberias and Safad and several sites on the
Israelite tribal borders, and not to the whole of Galilee as seen in
a Christian context.
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2.3.3 The Muslim Landscape
Western travellers regarded Galilee as a Holy Christian region
contained within the territories of four Israelite tribes.

The trav-

ellers were non-Muslims who gave priority to describe and to evoke
their own religious landscape.

From this perspective, the literature

over-emphasized the Christian and Jewish landscape, with the Muslim
landscape hardly represented.
Thus, to adopt Christian and Jewish perspectives,of the kind
just outlined in order to study the Muslim landscape of Galilee can
only lead to misconception.

There was no direct experience of the

Islamic prophet in Galilee, while the preaching of Islamic faith
appears firstly outside Galilee, whereas the Gospels started inside
Galilee.

In parallel, the battle-fields of the Israelite tribes which

occurred in various places of Galilee were holy wars.

These events

mentioned in the Bible and represented by the travellers contributed
to the emergence of the Jewish landscape.

In contrast, the celebrated

Muslim battle-field of Salah ed-din in 1187 (A.D.), in the Horn of
Hittin to the west of Tiberias was of political rather than religious
46
importance and did not add significantly to the Muslim landscape. ( )
On the other hand, Jerusalem is regarded in Islam with a great
degree of importance associated with the traditional Night Journey
of Mohammed, the prophet, to the Masjid al Aksa (the further mosque).

~7 )

One's image of a place may be moulded by the traditions of the physical
experiences of a prophet, and the place then becomes elevated to an
unrealistic degree of importance.

In this respect Jerusalem eclipses

any other region in Palestine in Islamic eyes.
Nevertheless, some Western travellers paid some attention to some
of the Islamic sacred sites, which were seen from their passing routes.
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-42These sites, namely "Makam" (place), are usually seen as a white-stone
building about 10 feet square and 8 feet high, surmounted by a small dome.
They have various degrees of importance according to their names
(Table 2.1)

and the belief connected to the name.

Usually such sites

were regarded as sacred by the local peasantry (fellaheen) since they
were associated with a story that a Saint was supposed once to have
"stood" there.

Neil (1891) quoting Major C.R. Conder,

"it is in worship of these shrines that the peasantry
(fellaheen) consists. Moslem by profession, they often
spend their lives without entering a mosque, and attach
more importance to the favour and protection of village
mukam than to Allah himself, or to Mohammed, his
prophet." ( 48)
Guerin (1854) noticed on "Kubur Benat Yakub" (the tombs of the
Daughters of Yacub) bedouins have hollowed out places where the stored
grain is under the protection of the tomb. (49 ) Figure 2.3 shows the
distribution of makams in Galilee according to the map of western
Palestine.

The makams should be considered as a contribution to the

religious scenery of Galilee.
2.4 Attitudes to the Nomads
In the first half of the 19th century, Palestine was described
politically and economically in terms of anarchy and primitive economy.
This situation was documented by reports of visitors to the country
who stressed mainly the insecurity owing to raids of robbers and wild
bedouin tribesmen who wandered through if unchecked. (50 )
Ensuring personal security was a central point which enforced
travellers to follow known safe roads and to change direction according
to temporary hostile circumstances.

The following quotations from

travellers'experiences suggests the degree of suspicion and the
negative preconception possessed by European travellers towards the
Arab nomads.

-43-

In 1806 Seetzen (1855) made his way to Tiberias coming from the
eastern side of Lake Tiberias; his impression was thus
"Der Abend war mir nahe. Ich eilte daher aus diesem unsichern
Aufenthalte zu kommen, und wMre beinahe zwei Arabern in die
H~nde gefallen,die mir im dem dichten GebUsch auflauerten.
GlUcklich erreichte ich eine Stunde nach Sonnenuntergang das
kleine mohammedanische Dtlrfchen fviadschdil, welches am Ufer
des Sees liegt (in S.Briefe bei v. Zach M.C.l.c) und
wo ich die Nacht blieb" (51)
One year after Seetzen, Ali Bey (1816) passed along the same road, on
his way from Nazareth to Damascus his assessment of the situation was
as follows:
"We had hardly begun to go towards the N.N.E. before some
Bedouins on horse back appeared; they hovered near us during
half an hour, sometimes afar off, at others near, as if
they were meditating on an attack upon us. I ordered my
people to prepare their arms and be in readiness for defence;
the foe then thought proper to withdraw, though my suit was
composed only of a servant, a slave and four fusileers." (52)
This is also the only information given by Ali Bey (1816) upon Galilee
bedouin, describing the bedouin in terms of a potential enemy.

Similarly

in Buckingham's (1821) narratives, on his arrival to the feet of Mount
Tabor coming from Nazareth in 1815;
"We saw before us about a dozen Arabs, each with his gun
prepared to fire. We mutually halted to regard each other,
and not knowing whether this was an ambush lying in wait for
us, or for the boar, we unslung our muskets for defence. We
remained for some minutes in this hostile attitude, until
o.ne 9f our party accosted the band which }iad so suddenly
appeared, and received such insolent answers as to induce us
to look upon them as enemies rather than friends." (53)
Western travellers frequently mentioned their suspicions of bedouin, repeating
one another's experiences and adopting a habit of writing about these to
show their exotic experience of this race of people, without necessarily
being attacked or threatened by them.
Writers who possessed the ability to describe their experience in a
flamboyant manner gave the reader a particularly exaggerated picture.
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Murray (1868) belonged to this category of writers.

The following is a

description of the road from Tiberias to Damascus via Jisr Banat Yakub.
11

The traveller who has enterprise and courage enough to pass
this way at this season will enjoy a favourable opportunity
of seeing those true sons of the desert, and true descendants
of him of whom it was prophesied that he would be .. a wild
man, his hand will be against every man, and every man's hand
against him : and he shall dwell in the presence of all his
brethren .. Gen. xvi.l2). These words are still fully
applicable to the Bedawin, who are the scourges of eastern
Syria. Their hand is against every traveller, every unguarded
caravan ... (54)
Western opinion of the Galilee bedouin was thus derived from the

general image of nomads from elsewhere in the Middle East, although the
reference to desert here 6eems to be rather misplaced. Those who have
known the nomaffimost intimately have liked them, and trusted their
chivalry.
C. Grant (1937) came to a similar conclusion from study of the
Syrian desert, confirming the fact that European travellers hold misconceptio~on

bedouin, due to the great tribal conflict and the chronic

warfare between Arab and Turk, between the sixteenth and the middle of
the eighteenth centuries. ( 55 )
Modern travellers concur in holding a favourable opinion of the
bedouin, especially explorers who have spent many months either living
amongst them, travelling with one or more of the great desert tribes;
notably Charles Doughty (1933) and Wilfrid Blunt and his wife Lady
Anne Blunt (1879, 1889) in the late nineteenth century ( 56) and
Gertrude Bell (1911 ); Alois Musil (1927); Douglas Carruthers (1935) in
twentieth century. (57)

T.E. Lawrence (1926,1927) and W.Thesiger

(1959, 1964) who lived amongst the Arab tribes on an equally intimate
but rather different footing were much prejudiced in favour of the
bedouin. ( 58)
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There was, however, no attempt by Western travellers and
explorers to live among the Galilee bedouin and to hold a favourable
opinion which might have made more information upon them available.
It seems that having a negative preconception of nomadic people led
to the Western travellers avoiding learning about this group of people,
and the little information which was reported was moulded by a negative
misconception.

Such a limitation is a crucial element in the inter-

pretation of available material.

Moreover the statistical material

is systematically incomplete and as it stands it could hardly be used
to make any comparison.

Such statistics were gathered in order to

provide estimates for the phenomena discussed below.

2.5

Estimates of Galilee Bedouin Population
The bedouin did not play an important role in the political

and the demographic life of Galilee during the 19th century.

They were

a small minority group who occupied unused land between local settlements.

Their small size might be one reason why 19th century travellers

and explorers overlooked them.
11

Thus Conder (1879) wrote:

The Arab clans in Philistia and Sharon are too numerous
and insignificant to require notice; and in Galilee
also there is a large number of very small tribes
(59)
11

However,in the last two decades of the 19th century, a few sources
gave a list of tribes and numbers, though these were still not complete.
These sources deserve some discussion.
2. 5. 1 Jaubert (1812 )
11

The 0escription de L'Egypte,Etat Moderne

11

(1812) published

Jaubert's list of nomadic tribes of Palestine, Syria and Egypt.

Jaubert's

estimates were the first statistics available in the 19th century.
Forty six tribes were recorded in Palestine. (60 )

-46The following Table has been modified from the information
given on tribes who were in Galilee
Estimate of Galilee bedouin tribes in

Table 2.2

Tribe

1812

Horsemen

Berarych

200

Mesaid

200

Ha 1ef

(few)

Samkyeh

(many)

Soumerat

(many)

Gaatyn

(many)
1000

Khayt Beouady

(few)

Bechatoueh
Ghaur

300

Sekhour el Ghaur

300

Ghaouarheh

(unknown)

Sabyeh

(unknown)

Nemyret

(unknown)

Mohammedat

(unknown)
Total

>

2000

Source: A. Jaubert, Nomenclature des tribus d 'arabes qui campet
en}re L'Eg,Y.pt et la Palestine ... etc .. dans la Description de
L'Egypte, t'tat Moderne, vol .II, Paris,l812, pp.249-275.
11

11

Jaubert's statistics were in fact estimates of the power of tribes
and not population.

Using the number of horsemen in order to estimate

the population of a bedouin tribe is unrealistic, particularly when the
information ,

derived from the tribesmen themselves•was exaggerated

to demonstrate tribal power.
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Burckhardt (1822) who was present at the same time in the east
came to similar conclusions when he tried to estimate the •Anezeh
Tribes:
11

lt is difficult to ascertain the numbers of each tribe for a
prejudice which forbids them to count the horsemen, as they
believe, like the eastern merchants, that whoever knows
the exact amount of his wealth may soon expect to lose part
of it.
61 )
11

(

Despite the fact that Jaubert•s list was incomplete (9 tribes
out of 14 were not counted), Jaubert•s information is valuable since
he also recorded the approximate location of each tribe, thus making
it possible to trace subsequent tribal migrations.
2.5.2

Drake (1875)

Among the aims of the Palestine Exploration Fund was the collection of native traditions in Palestine, together with manners and
customs of the peasantry.

This was a subject to which Tyrwhitt Drake
(1875) gave constant attention. (62 ) Drake (1875) estimated the nomadic

population of Palestine by listing the names, location, numbers of
tents, and manpower for each bedouin tribe, as follows:
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Table 2.3

Tents

100
50

Estimate of Jordan Valley Tribes in 1874

150
70

100
60
360-l 00 1000
150
200
120
150
250
300
50
80
150
100
50

100

110

180

150
60
40
35

400
100
70
60

Source:

Tribe

Men
El
El
El
El
El
El

Tyyahah
in the Desert of the Tih
Terabi n
'Azaz imeh
Dhull am
Jehalin, south of Hebron
Ka'abineh, in Masferah, south of Hasasa, and
north-east of Hebron
El Rashaideh, near 'Ain Jidi
El Ta'amirah, south of Bayt Lahm, and Mc.r Saba
El Abbaydiyeh, serfs of the monastery of Mar Saba
El Hetaymat
El Sawaharet el Wad
El Abn Nusayr
El 'Abid, serfs of the last, who live near Ain el
Sultan
El Ka'abineh, north of Wady el 'Awjch
El Mesa'ayd (under an Emir), in Wady el Far'ah,
and east of Nablus
from east of Jordan, but usually
El Belawni
El Fahaylat ) have a few tents in the Ghor near
El Sardiyeh ) Wa dy e1 Ma 1eh
El Sakr, near Baysan, and in Wady Jalud
El Ghazawiyeh (under an Emir), east of Baysan
El Beshatwi, near Jisr el Mujami 'a
S'khur el Ghor, south of the Sea of Tiberias

C.F.T. Drake, Tyrwhitt Drake's report on May 1974,
Palestine Exploration Fund Quarterley Statement,London, 1975,p.28.

The number of tents and men was an average of the numbers
given to the author by different bedouin. This list probably represents
a high degree of reliability.

Unfortunately Drake's list was confined

only to the Jordan Valley tribes

-492.5.3 C.R.Conder and

H.H.Kitchen~r

(1_881-83)

Both authors prepared the survey memoirs which were the index
of the 26 sheets of maps comprising the Survey of Western Palestine
1880; each memoir is subdivided into three sections:

A.

The geographical and topographical description of
the sheets.

All the villages are described,

The sub-

headings of this section are 'Orography', Hydrography',
'Roads and Cultivation';
B.

Archaeology of the sheet, giving a detailed account
of the ancient remains in alphabetical order;

C.

Ethnographical, with notes on the population and on
traditions collected by the survey party in connection
with various sites.

Despite this comprehensive work, the 34 tribes which were inscribed on
the first six sheets

were not included in the Memoirs

except for one tribe mentioned in the following context:
"The Henady Arabs are survivors of a strong tribe which
was headed by Akil Agha" (63)
There is also indirect general information from sheet II (topography):
"The hills are only very sparingly cultivated, and a good
deal of the land is given to Arab tribes, who feed
their flock amongst the bush wood and have become famous
for their butter and milk (64)
Moreover, the Memoirs mentioned 15 bedouin tribes in the Shafa 'Amr
vicinity and the Marj Ibn 'Amir (Tables 2.4 & 2.4.1) but these tribes
were not marked on the survey maps of Western Palestine (1880).
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Table2.4

of Bedouin Tribes Enumerated by the Memoirs(l881-83)

List
Tribe

200

l.

Arab el Gha reifat

2.

Arab es

i deh

120

3,

Arab el K.a biyeh

200

Sa~

570

Total

C.R. Conder and H.H. Kitchener, Th~ Survey of Western Palestine
Memoirs of the Topography, Orography, Hydrology and Archaeology,
The Committee of the Palestine Exploration Fund, London,
1881-83 Vol.II, p.ll.

Source

This information was followed by a note stating that they cultivatedabout 50 feddans of land. ( 65 ) Such information was cited under
Section C; where the following tribes were also mentioned as camping
in Shafa Amr vicinity and Marj Ibn

Table 2.4.1

1

Amir.

Tr i bal_grou ps camping in Shafa 1 Amr vicinit.l: and
Marj Ibn 1 Amir (1881 :-_83)

1.

Arab el Tuwal

7. Beni Gowa (or Ben i ha h)

2.

Arab el Hujeirat

8. 1 Awadin

3.

Arab el Mureisat

9. Shageirat

4.

Arab Zebeidat

10. Beni Saidan

5.

Arab Hulf

11.

6.

Tawat-hah

12. Naghnaghiyeh

Source:

1

Alakineh

Conder anc' Kitchener, (1881-83k
vol.II, f>P· 73-74.

~it.,

Vol.I,p.355,

The lack of information in the Memoirs upon Galilee bedouin can
be seen as a gap within the work of the P.E.F.

The whole settled

population were enumerated and only those tribes who were apparently
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semi-sedentary and engaged partly in agriculture were considered part
of Galilee•s inhabitants.

Nevertheless, the contribution of the memoirs

is valuable for two reasons :
1.

The Memoirs provide information on the fifteen tribes in the.

Memoirs (which the maps do not show) and the 31 tribes marked on the
map.

Thus it is possible to trace 46 bedouin tribes in Galilee duri~g

the years 1880-83.
2.

The enumeration of the three tribes is evidence of the small

size of the Galilee bedouin tribes.
A rough estimate of the total Galilee bedouin population can be
attempted by taking 190 (the average size of the three tribes in Table 2.4)
as an indicator of the average size of each of the 46 Galilee tribes,
giving a total of 8,740 for 1880-83.
2.5.4

G.

Schumacher 1886

In 1886 the Turkish government decided to improve its road system
in parts of Palestine.

To finance this enterprise, an obligatory labour

contribution of four days per year was imposed upon each male of workingage (16 to 60 years).

To procure this labour, each district first had

to canvass its working-age male population.

G.Shumacher undertook this

task for the Acre district (Liwa 'Akka) a region covering Upper Galilee
and the region across to Haifa on the Mediterranean coast.

The Schumacher

census (1886) not only counted the working-age males, but women, children
and the aged, as well.

The total number of villages and towns in Acre

district was found to be 186 \"lith a total population of 152,965.

Ten

of the 186 villages and towns were identified as bedouin (Table 2.5 )
Their population amounted to 3,950 (Table 2.5 ) ( 66 )
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Estimates of bedouin tribes in

Akka 1 iwa (1886)

Tribe
Ghawarneh el Karabsa

165

Ghawarnet el Kuamil

210

Arab Kaisarieh

670

Ghuwarnet ez Zerka

235

Kiryet 'Adeisiyeh and vicinity
bedouins

27 5

Kiryet ed Del ham iyeh

650

Wa 'Arab el Hunady
Arab Sukjur el Ghor

650
600

(coming as far as in kada Tubariyeh)
Arab ed Da 1a i ky

295

Arab Dalaiket el Eisa

400

Arab es Sbei h

450

Total

3950

Shumacher, "Population of Liva Akka", Palestine Exploration
Fund Quarterly Statement, London, 1887, pp.l69-191.

Source~.

Schumacher's (1886) list cannot be regarded as accurate for the
following reasons.
1.

It excluded bedouin tribes of the Hula, and a considerable part

of northern Galilee, because this area belonged administratively to
Beirut liwa.
2.

The list included two tribes (Arab Kaisarieh and Ghuwarnet

ez Zerka) attached to Akka liwa; these tribes were located beyond the
southern boundary of Galilee.
3.

The list contained tribes attached to villages and Schumacher's
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statistics failed to distinguish between bedouin and non-bedouin in
the same village in the cases of Kiryet (village) A'deisiyeh and Kiryet
(village) ed Delhamiyeh.
4.

Other tribes mentioned by travellers and marked on the map of

Western Palestine (1880) are absent from Schumacher's list.
Apparently Schumacher counted only the groups which were semisedentary like the Ghawarneh and those groups whose encampments were
permanently found in close vicinity of the villages.
In reducing the tribal groups by excluding those mentioned in
reasons 2 and 3,and also excluding the tribe Skhur
belong to Galilee permanently.

~

Ghor which did not

Schumacher's lists contributed the

number of 1520 souls as Galilee bedouin population in 1886.
2.5.5

Salname-I Wilayet-i Suriye, (18C4)

From the last two decades of the 19th century the Ottoman government published the "Salname" (Yearbook) of several Turkish Provinces
(Vilayets) in the form of government publications including the "Salname"
of the vilayets of Syria and Beirut.

These "Salnames" give lists of the

villages grouped according to administrative divisions. The first being
for the year 1880/81. ( 6?) Syria's villayet salname of the year 1884
provides a list of nomadic tribes organized under each of the five liwas
of Syria's Vilayet.

The "salname" gives the number of tents of each

tribe in some liwas and the total number of bedouin souls to each of
the five 1 iwas, using the coefficient of 6 persons per one tent.
For 'Akka liwa

L2 tribes with a total population of 4,000

souls have been mentioned (Table 2.b ).
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Table 2.6

Estimates of Galilee Bedouin Tribes in

District

Tribal Name

Sa fad

Luhaib
Qi dai ryyah
sawaid
Kharanbah
Mawasi
:;;uwailat
Akrad
Zanghariyyah
Suwaitat
Samakiyyah
Shaar
Khubar

Tiberi as

Wuhaib
Subaih
Dalayikah
Shabshosh
Skhur el Ghor

Shafa Amr

Hanad1
Hawarah
~ujai rat
Turkman
Ghuraifa:t

1

Total

Source

1884

Souls

4,000

Turkey, Salnames, Salname-i wilayet-i Sur1ye,No.l7, 1302 H.
(1884), pp.229-230.
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The

11

Salnames

11

information is the most valuable one.

Through

extrapolation it will be possible to achieve a reasonable estimate of
Galilee bedouin population.

However, the Syrian Salname (1884) did

not include the eight bedouin tribes marked in the map of Western
Palestine (1880), while their tribal territories are found within the
northern part of Galilee which administratively belongs to Beirut.
In summing up the statistical data above it is possible to
construct Table 2.7 so as to provide some aspects of sizes of Galilee
bedouin tribes through the 19th century literature.

Despite the fact

that all these data are incomplete it is reasonable to conclude that
the two estimates of 4,000 and 8,740 for the

11

Salname

11

(1884) and the

P.E.F. (1880-83) respectively could be taken as low and high estimates
for the Galilee bedouin total population in the years 1880-1384.
While Galilee total population was estimated in 1880 as 139,200 ( 68 )
Thus the bedouin tribes formed less than 5 per cenc of the
whole region's population.
Table 2.7

Year

Estimate of Bedouin Population in Galilee 1812-1886

Tribe's number

Population

Source

1812

14

>2000 horsemen

Jaubert

1880/83

46

570 souls (numbered)
8,740
(estimate )

P.E.F.

1884

22

4,000

(estimate

Sal name

1886

10

1 ,520

(estimate

Schumacher
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2.6

Conclusion
There are obvious gaps in the 19th century literature concerning

the nomadic population in Palestine, and particularly that of Galilee.
It was necessary to assess this literature and to examine the amount
of the knowledge about the bedouin groups in the period in question,
in order to form any future generalization.

The names of the tribal

groups and their localities, together with the circumstances of
groups mentioned is a most vital pre-condition for researching the
present topic.
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GALILEE NOMADISM IN THE NINETEENTH CENTURY
3.1

Introduction
The aim of this chapter is to examine and to define the nature of

pastoral nomadism in Galilee during the nineteenth century,ar9uing that
such pastoral nomadism is basically different from the pastoral nomadism
of the Arabian desert or the mountain areas of Turkey and Iran.

While the

latter has been primarily developed as a response to marginal environmental conditions, the former seems to be the product of quite different
conditions.

Political and economic conditions during the period in

question were the prime reasons for the emergence of a kind of nomadic
life in Galilee.

The discussion in this chapter will consider firstly,

the general context of pastoral nomadism in the Middle East and other
regions, within which the case of Galilee could be considered and the
factors influencing Galilee nomadism in the nineteenth century

3.2

Pastoral Nomadism : Definition
Pastoral nomadism is usually regarded as a response to low annual

rainfall.

From this perspective pastoral nomadism is, among other

definitions, an adaptation to marginal resources.

Johnson's (1969)

definition of pastoral nomadism as "a livelihood form that is ecologically adjusted at a particular technological level to the utilization
of marginal resources,"(l) fits this perspective well.

Scarcity of

rainfall causes limited pasture and therefore nomads who rely almost
entirely upon livestock and their products have to migrate considerable
distances with their animals in search of pasture and water.

It should

be emphasized that such migration is not one of aimless wandering but
of regular and systematic migration, influenced chiefly by both physical
geographical factors and the distribution of settlements.

Vlithin this
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rational system of migration pastoral nomads are •not self-sufficient"(Z)
and maintain regular contact with villages and towns for purposes of
commercial enterprise. ( 3 )
Much attention has been paid to the definition of nomadism and
pastoral nomadism in the literature.

The definitions are usually based

upon migration patterns, economic activities or political organization.
For example, Fisher (1961) in The Middle East in describing the bedouin
indicates that nomadism is "regular movement in search of pasture for
animals".

He distinguished "true nomadism" from "transhumance", the

former being "movement. .. from one district to another", the 1atter
being "movement ... in mountain regions (where) different levels in the
same district are occupied successively."

True nomadism is, in effect,

horizontal movement, transhumance is more a change in altitude or
vertical movement. ( 4 ) Bacon (1954) in "Types of Pastoral Nomadism in
central and southeast Asia" bases her detailed definition on "degree of
cultivation and permanence of dwelling."
"True" or full nomads are people who dwell the year round in
portable dwellings and who practice no agriculture. In
this usage sheep-breeders following a restricted orbit in
their seasonal migrations may be as much true nomads as
camel-or horse-breeders who travel hundreds of miles in
the course of their annual migration. "Semi-nomads" plant
a few crops at their base camp before moving out on the
seasonal migration, but they normally live in portable or
temporary dwellings the year round. 11 Semisedentary" has
the connotation of people who dwell in permanent villages
during a part of the year, where they plant crops, and
move out in tents only during one season of the year .
... transhumance is applied usually to semi-sedentary or
seminomadic peoples who move vertically into the mountains
during the migratory season. but, the term does not
appear to have wide applicability since it brings
together two principles which are only accidentally found
in association. Verticality in migration appears to be
a matter of topography and climate, and may be found in
association with any of the several kinds of nomadism full, seminomadic, and semisedentary." (5)
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Patai (1951) in "Nomadism: Middle Eastern and Central Asian" states that
"Nomadism ... is the mode of existence of peoples who derive their livelihood from tending herds of one or more species of domesticated
quadrupeds and who wander to find grazing for their cattle"

Semi nomads

or sheep - and - goat - nomads according to Patai are distinguished from
true nomads who have camels or horses as their main livestock.

Trans-

humance is "a kind of 'vertical' nomadism, as against. .. horizontal
nomadism ... The nomads practicing transhumance spend the summer in the
mountains and the winter in the lower level of the plateau or in the
valleys within the area" (6 ) Stenning (1960) in "Transhumance, Migratory
Drift, tv:igration : patterns of pastoral Fulani Nomadism" is primarily
concerned with functionally different types of movement.

Among the

Fulani transhumance is "regular seasonal movement of cattle, southward
in the dry season in response to shortages of pasture and water, northward in the wet season to avoid tsetse."

"tljigratory drift" is the

"gradual dis-placement of customary transhumance tracts and orbits,
resulting eventually in a completely new orbit."

"1'<1igration" is "a

dramatic shift to different transhumance orbits without the piecemeal
abandoning of pastures which characterizes migratory drift." ( 7)
Salzman (1967) in "Political Organization of Nomadic Peoples",
tried to introduce to the study of nomadism a definition which he claims
to be a "general and flexible concept".

His suggestion was :

"Nomadism, ... , is a way of life at least partially based
upon movement of people in response to the needs of their
herds and flocks. The way of life of a particular group
could be regarded as more or less nomadic than the way
of life of other groups to the extent that is "based upon
movement ... in response to the needs of ... herds and
flocks." How all of the important factors relevant
to "extent" could be systematically weighed and evaluated
is not clear; nor is the theoretical value of such a
ranking immediately apparent." (8)
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Peppel en bosch

(1968) has described the elements of nomadism on

the Arabian Peninsula, noting that the seasonal and geographical variations of ariditity, and the consequent variations in the development
of pasture, are the basic causes of pastoral nomadism.

He recognizes

five elements which constitute true nomadism:
1.

It is "a type of non-sedentary animal husbandry determined
by the search for pasture"

2.

An entire human group accompanies the flocks and herds in their
migration.

3.

The movement is seasonal.

4.

There is an identifiable tribal area (Arabic : dirah;
Persian : il-rah) with dependence upon specific wells.

5.

The nomads are not self-sufficient, and this is shown in
their need for fixed routes, and the fact that summer
grazing is often found near a village where their animals
and products can be exchanged for agricultural produce,
weapons, etc. ( 9 )

Finally, Baer (1964) recognized four categories of nomads and semi-nomads,
based mainly on the type of livestock;
(1)

The camel raisers with the longest migrations, moving far
from areas of permanent settlement, except in summer months.

(2)

Closer to the settlements are camel raisers who occupy
themselves with sheep grazing, and have a tendency to become
full sheep-rearers using the camel only for transport.

(3)

Shwaya or sheep rearers; the range of migration is limited,
and they are thus subject to the rule of sedentary authorities.
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(4)

Baqqara;

these are intermediate between nomad and farmer,

and build houses, living in tents in spring and summer only. (lO)
In summing up the previous definitions used by authors it is notable thatthree variables are common : seasonal movement, type of livestock,
and the degree to Which additional occupations are practised.

It seems

that most authors view the idea of semi-nomadism as a stage of transition
between the earlier stage of full nomadism and ultimate sedentarization.
Although there is no common agreement on the definition of this stage,
there are a few scholars who attempt to consider semi nomadism as an
indeprnrent stage which constitutes some kind of acculturation from both
nomadism and sedentary habits.

Among those scholars who regarded semi-

nomads as a separate category

is Clarke (1959), "Semi-nomadism is not a

necessary transitional phase between nomadism and agriculture; it is a
distinct mode of life,(ll) and Pulyarkin (1972), "The semi nomadic way of life
should not be viewed simply as an intermediate stage in the process of degradation of the nomad economy (or in the process of conversion from a
settled to a nomadic way of life).

There are historical examples of the

prolonged existence of the semi nomadic economy, ... especially in areas
with dissected landforms where crop growing is conveniently combined
with stockherding.

This simultaneous reliance on the two basic activities

of agricultural production gives the semi nomadic economy the character
of a self-contained natural economy system that differs significantly
from nomadic economy."(lZ)
For the purpose of this thesis the author advocates the idea of
regarding semi nomadism as an "independent stage", since this interpretation is most applicable to the Galilee case.
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The Character of Galilee Nomadism
Galilee's favourable climate and its relatively small inhabited

area did not encourage pure nomadism.

The area is contained between the

JordanValley in the eastand the Mediterranean coast in the west, approximately 40-60 km. wide and 70-80 km. long from the Plain of Esdraelon
in the south to the Litani river in the north.

According to the PEF

Memoirs (1881-83) this area measures about 4,000 km 2 and contained 321
villages and 8 towns with a total population of 139,200 persons in the
1880's. (l 3 ) The region can be divided into three zones according to the
amount of precipitation it receives, due to its topography (Fig.3.1).
The

coastal plain in the west which is below 300 metres receives over

600 mm. precipitation.

The western uplands and the upper Galilee

mountains are between 300 metres to 600 metres.
the Mount Jarmaq (Meron) (1 ,206 metres).

The highest point is

This zone is considered a semi-

humid area with precipitation between 600 mm. and l ,000 mm.

The third

zone is the Jordan rift valley, a narrow semi-arid extension of the
desert zone in the south.

This zone ranges from 200 metres above sea-

level to 200 metres below, and receives the lowest amount of precipitation,
some 400 mm. - 500 mm. on average.

However, east of the Jordan valley,

the high land rim of the Golan on the Hauran forms a fourth semi-humid
area, closely followed by the wide semi-arid to arid expanses of the
desert, the outer fringes of the vast deserts of Syria and Arabia.
In discussing nomadism in such favourable conditions as those in
Galilee, there are five preliminary considerations :
(1)

In arid and semi-arid zones, pasture land is limited and therefore

nomads have to migrate considerable distances with their animals.

In the

Galilean case there is more than 600 mm. annual average rainfall and
groundwater sources are plentiful.
migration.

Thus there is no real necessity for
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SETTLEMENT PATTERN IN NORTH WESTERN
GALILEE (end 19th Century)
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Pastoral nomads are not self-sufficient and normally need to migrate

long distances in order to reach villages, towns and markets for purposes
of commercial exchange.

Since Galilee is one of the more densely inhabited

regions in Palestine, distances between its settlements do not exceed
more than an average of 5 km.

The availability of water and pasture and

the accessibility of markets mean that pure nomadism is therefore unlikely
to exist in Galilee.
(3)

Because of the necessity for constant movement, the traditional
material culture of true bedouins may be described as poor. (l 4 ) The chief
possession of the tribesman, after his animals, is his tent, usually
black, and woven of camel or goat hair.

Since the migration ranges of

Galilee bedouin are not extensive, there is a tendency to become attached
to immovable property such as wells, ruins, caves, and even stone buildings.
To these three considerations may be added two features concerning
the Galilee tribes themselves:
(4)

Galilee bedouin tribes are characteristically small.

Their tribal

territories (dirah) are widely dispersed between the existing Galilee
settlement pattern, with an approximate size of 3-8 km long and 2-3 km. wide,
assuming that the printing of the tribal name in the Survey of Western
Palestine maps of 1880 covered the whole tribal territory (Fig.3.2).

Since

they are small tribes and can be assumed to have small numbers of livestock they are unlikely to affect the area•s productive capacity by overgrazing. Tribal groups usually chose to camp in empty spaces between
settlements or chose areas with the lowest population densities.

The

possibility of choice was related to the relatively high amount of
rainfall in which only a small area for feeding livestock is necessary.
Table 3.1 shows the clear relationship between the amount of
rainfall and the size of area required to feed livestock.
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Table3.1

Area required to feed livestock unit (one
livestock unit= 1 cow or 7 sheep)

Annual rainfall
(mill imetres)

I

50

-

200

50 or more

200

-

400

10 - 15

400

I

Number of hectares
per 1 ivestock unit

600

6 -

12

Source

sis of the Underdevelo ed Rural and Nomadic
areas of Iran 4:77 , the Royal Institute of Technology,
School of Architecture, Department of Regional Planning,
Stockholm 1977, p.233.

(5)

The second additional feature is that of the ethnic composition of

the tribes.

Besides the Arabs there are the seven Turkman tribes (of

Turkish origin) camped in the plain of Marj Ibn 'Amir.

The Ghawarnah, a

semi settled group, camp close to swampy marshes in both Acre and Hula
plains.

There are two Kurdish tri!Des, the

Ghana1r~ah

who as the name indicates raise sheep and cows.
from Maghrib cultivate land in the Hula plain.

and the Baqqarah,

One tribe (the Husainiyyah)
In south western Galilee

there is the Hanadi Tribe originally Egyptian soldiers brought to Palestine
during the rule of Ibrahim Pasha 1831-40, and one tribe (?uwailat) of
gypsy origin.

Furthermore there are three new tribes who established

themselves in the south western part of Galilee during the first two
decades of the twentieth century, these tribes were the 'Imariyah and

.

the Sadiyyah, of fellaheen (non bedouin) origin and the tribe of Hilf which
is a mixture of both fellaheen and bedouin families who were banded into
a tribe called the Hilf

(or "the allies" in Arabic).

It should be emphasized that none of these groups were originally
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-73nomadic, but they probably form half of the bedouin population in Galilee.
Each group tends to concentrate in distinctive areas of Galilee and to
specialise in certain economic activities apart from the raising of
livestock.

With these characteristics in mind, it is very difficult to

regard the case of Galilee nomadism as resembling other Arid Zone
nomadism.

Perhaps the most convincing evidence of the distinctive nature

of Galilee nomadism is the movement of tribes between about 1880 and
1937.

Superficially these appear to be conventional nomadic long-term

migrations(Fig. 3.3).

Research reveals, however, that few of the changes

in tribal location were the results of traditional tribal movement
in response to the environment.

Three such cases are considered in the

following paragraphs.
3.3.1 Arab Luhaib
Burckhardt•s (1831) observation of the Luhaib tribe in the first
decade of the 19th century (1810) showed that this tribe practiced
transhumance, their summer pasture being found in the Upper Galilee
mountain and the winter grazing closer to the Hula lake.
11

Arab el Haib, a small tribe who in winter pasture their cattle
near the sea-shore between Jebail and Tartous. Some families
of the Haib remain up in the mountains even during the winter
months, their tents being pitched near the villages of Akoura
or Temerin. In summer time the Haib ascend Mount Libanas,
where I found them encamped, with their cattle in September,
1810, on the Ardh Lahlouh between Besherray and Akoura,near the
highest summits of the mountains: besides camel, sheep, goats,
they breed cows, pay tribute to Tripoly, and are reputed to
be great thieves.
(15)
11

It is not clear in Burckhardt•s account whether Luhaib•s transhumance
was associated directly with the necessity for pasture.
However, according to elders of the Luhaib, they practiced this
movement until the middle of the 20th century, chiefly for comfort.
During summer, the shores of Hula lake reach some 40°C and mosquitoes

-74abound.

The bedouin ascend to the mountain summits 20 kms. to the west

both to avoid the heat of the Jordan Valley and to enjoy the breeze
of the Mediterranean wind.

Similarly, in winter, the bedouin avoids

the coldness of the mountain summitsand descends to a lower altitude in
the Jordan Valley where it is warmer. (l 6 )
3.3.2 Arab Turkman
Another example of "nomadism" was recorded by the PEF Memoirs
(1881) concerning the Turkman tribes
"The plain of Sharon and the lower slopes east of it are in
winter and spring covered with flocks and herds of
Turcomans, who in summer and autumn inhabit the Merj Ibn 'Amir,
or the plain of Esdraelon. They cultivate the soil and
pay tithes or 'Ashr. They are divided into seven tribes
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
II

Tawat-hah
Beni Gowa (or Benihah)
'Awadin
Shageirat
Ben i Sa' i dan
~ under one sheikh
;Alakineh
Naghnaghiyeh
II

The Turcomans are a distinct race, and in personal
appearance approach most to the Kurds; few of them now speak
their native language, but only Arabic. Their eastern
camps are on the edge of the hills near Lejjun and Kireh.
In the spring of 1873 they were found in the plain of
Sharon, west of Kannir, as far as the Zerka river." (17)
The seasonal change of camping ground among the Turkman was strong.ly

associated with the fact of practising some agricultural activities during
the summer in the plain of Marj Ibn 'Amir rather than for the purpose
of grazing.

Moreover, their linear migration of a distance of less

than 10 km. from the south eastern slopes of Mount Carmel to its south
western slopes, associated with the autumn and the spring seasons was
probably influenced by bedouin traditions in chasing the encampment
location during the cold and the windy seasons.

Since the south eastern

slopes of Mount Carmel had the advantage of facing the sunrise from the
east, of providing protection from winds, and of being in the mountain

-75rain-shadow, they preferred to locate their camps in this locality during
autumn and winter.
3.3.3 Arab Luhaib Falahat
The author is also familiar with an example from his own tribal group,
the Luhaib Falahat whose permanent camps were formerly found in the middle
of the southern side of the Sahl al Battuf plain, at the northern foot of
Mount Turan, in Lower Galilee.

The Luhaib Falahat changed their camps once

every four years over almost a period of three decades, before they
settled (circa 1920-1950).

They changed their location by removing their

tents and flocks from the southern sides of the Sahl al Battuf into its
northern side, once in four years, while camping in the latter side only in
the autumn and the winter season.

The reason for this behaviour is assoc-

iated with the occurrence of a common animal disease every four years,
known as the "warwar", or merops.

As bedouin believe that strong sunshine is

required for animals to fight this disease, the Luhaib Falahat used to cross
the Sahl al Battuf, a distance of 3-4 km. in order to face the sun-rays
which starts 1-2 hours earlier than in their permanent camp on the south
side of the plain.
In summing up tribal migration and the changing location of camps in
Galilee between the years (1880-1937) one finds that more than half the
tribes did not change their camping place for a period of at least half a
century (Table 3.2) and there is evidence from travellers who mentioned
that some of these tribes were also in the same place half a century earlier.
Table 3.2

Change in Tribal Location in Northern Palestine 1880-1937

Description

)

Unchanged
Complete displacement
Partial displacement
Established
Disbanded

Numbered tribal groups
31
26
16
30
2

Source : Calculated from Figure 3.3
However, the migration of the tribes appearing on the map (Fig.3.3) was by

-76complete or partial displacement.

It could reasonably be categorized as a

pattern of "migratory drift", as Stenning (1960) has suggested for the
Fulani nomadism "gradual dis-placement of customary transhumance tracks and
orbits, resulting in a completely new orbit." (lS)
3.4

Political and Economic Factors Influencing Nomadism in Galilee
"At the beginning of the 19th Century Palestine was but a derelict
province of the decaying Ottoman Empire. The sublime porte
only showed interest in it because of the holy places and the
meagre revenue extorted from the wretched inhabitants. The
country was badly governed, having no political importance of
its own; its economy was primitive; the sparse, ethnically
mixed population subsisted on a dismally low standard; the few
towns were small and miserable; the roads few and neglected.
In short, Palestine was but a sad backwater of a crumbling
empire - a far cry from the fertile, thriving land it had been
in ancient times." (19)

There is a direct relationship between economic and political conditions
and the existence of nomadism in Galilee.

Both the weakness of central

government and the absence of economic development in the region seem
to have played a major role in the emergence and the survival of
nomadism in Galilee during the four hundred years of Ottoman rule in
Palestine (1516-1916).

Nomadism is generally favoured by unstable

conditions, but since these conditions changed, and the country was
ruled effectively, Galilee's potentially fertile soil began to be fully
exploited.

It is inevitable that pastoral land will decrease and rapid

spontaneous sedentarization will follow.

Both economic and political

aspects of the region will be considered.
3.4.1

Political Conditions

Galilee was not a separate political unit during the nineteenth
century. ( 20 ) It was attached to one of the three administrative divisions
of Syria as a peripheral province.

Therefore, any changes occurring in

Syria had their repercussions on Galilee.

It is thus only possible to

understand the political status of Galilee with reference to Syria
(which comprised three of the twenty seven provinces of the Ottoman
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-78Empire), and its historical-political development through the 19th Century.
In the 19th Century Galilee was attached at various times to three different Syrian provinces :Sidon, Syria and Beirut, as shown in Figure 3.4
where Liwa Safad, subsequently called Liwa Akka corresponds roughly
with Galilee.

From 1804 to 1864 Galilee was considered as part of the

eyalet Sidon and Sidon City was the residential seat of the pasha who
was subject to the Wali of Damascus.

The pasha•s main task was to collect

taxes from the people of his eyalet, and to submit a list of conscripts
to the military.

In practice the nature of the administrative system

prevented the pashas from maintaining proper security and reducing conflicts
among the various religious groups of the country. ( 2l)
The most fundamental change in this period was the Egyptian conquest
of Palestine and Syria, in the years 1931-1840 by Ibrahim pasha who
replaced the existing Ottoman administrative divisions.

He placed

Sub-Governors (Mutesellims) in the coastal towns and ruled the country
from Damascus with a certain degree of effectiveness.( 22 ) When the
Ottomans returned to rule in 1840, they re-established the traditional
pre-1831 divisions, with slight administrative changes within the
eya 1et. ( 23)
From 1864 to 1887, fundamental changes occurred in the whole of
the Ottoman Empire following a law passed on the 8th of November,
1864 which had been worked out in consultation between Foad pasha and
Medhat pasha.

The twenty-seven Ottoman eyalets were redivided into

thirty vilayets and a revised hierarchy of provinces and sub-divisions
was established. ( 24 ) The name of the reorganised province was changed
from eyalet to vilayet, an older term for

11

region 11 or

that had sometimes been applied to provinces.

11

native county"

Each vilayet was

subdivided into a number of liwas (sometimes also called

11

Sanjaks

subdivision of the old eyalet), each Sanjak into Qa9ha, and each

11
;

a
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-80Qa?ha into Qariyes (either communes or town quarters with at least 50
houses) and Nahiyes (groups of rural hamlets).

Although the law was

somewhat vague as to the exact relationship of the Qariye and Nahiye
to the higher division, it represented, as a whole, a more integrated
hierarchy than had hitherto existed, stretching from the highest three
divisions- Wali, Mutasarrif (or pasha), and Qaimacam, in descending
order.

These officials were appointed by the Sultan; only the headmen

(mukhtar) of the communes were elected by the people, with two headmen
for each

~class

or millet. ( 2S)

of peopled, which presumably meant religious community
This extreme centralising policy brought a period of

dramatic changes within the provinces.
Syria.

These changes also applied to

As a result, Sidon eyalet disappeared and Syria was divided

administratively into two vilayets : Vilayet Syria and Vilayet Halep.
The former comprised parts of Al Gazera and Anatolia. ( 26 ) The northern
part of Palestine was linked into vilayet Syria with Damascus at its
centre.

From 1887, to 1900, the administrative borders changed consid-

erably with several administrative units separated successively from
vilayet Syria, starting with Liwa al-Kudus (Jerusalem) in 1877, eventually achieving an independent Sanjak connected directly with the Porto
in Istambul. ( 27 ) Vilayet Beirut separated in 1887, and the Ottoman
State approved this separation by increasing their administrative
presence in Beirut, to reduce the growing western influence on the coast.
In addition,

since vilayet Syria contained a large part of the country,

with Damascus as its centre, Beirut remained in the second rank.

It

was, therefore, necessary to establish a new vilayet containing five
liwas (liwa Beirut, liwa 'Akka, liwa Al-Bika, liwa Tarablus and liwa
Al-Ladkia), with Beirut as the centre. ( 2S) (Fig. 3.5).
As a result of these changes Galilee in the last two decades
of the nineteenth

centu~

fell mostly within the administrative unit of
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Liwa Akka tSanjak of Acre in Fig. 3.5 ).

The villages located north of

the present political border came under the government of Qaimacam of
Sidon, who was himself under the Mutaserrif of Beirut.

Banias was the

only village of Galilee belonging to the Qadha of Kuneiterah, which was
ruled by a Qaimacam residing at Kuneiterah, on the east side of Jordan(~g)
8espite the political developments during the 14th century, Galilee
remained peripheral to Syria with Damascus at its centre.

Moreover,

change in the names of the provinces of which Galilee was a part, and
fluctuation in their size did not affect the fact that Galilee remained
on the provincial periphery.

The northern section of the Jordan

river formed the natural border of Galilee on the east, it also formed
the administrative boundary between vilayet Beirut and Syria (1887-1914).
It should be mentioned that the use of the term "border" in the Ottoman
regime context was rather artificial.

The division was used to enable

the pasha to know his ultimate jurisdiction for tax collection and there
was never any attempt to control population movement across this border.
Bedouin tribes thus established their dirah along both sides of the
river and administratively they belonged to two vilayets at the same time.
They rarely paid any taxes to the authorities and clearly enjoyed
camping in this locality.

Since there were no political frontiers in

the European sense of the word, and because Galilee lay to the west
of the "frontier of permanent settlement",( 30) (Fig. 3.6) with easy access
to it, infiltration by nomadic tribes from the desert in the east was
logical and inevitable, particularly during extremes of drought or
famine.

In this respect two points should be emphasized.

First,

bedouin infiltration into a settled region should not be seen through what
is often interpreted as the "time-honoured beduin custom and sport
of the ghazzu or raid,"( 3l) which is often a matter of survival and
contains a high risk to life.

Second, bedouin infiltration into a
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settled region may also take the form of "forced migration".
mentions that several tribal groups

Lewis (1955)

were pushed from the Syrian desert

by stronger tribes into the inhabited regions;
"many of the tribal groups which suffered at the hands of the
Anizeh and other incoming tribes in seventeenth, eighteenth,
and nineteenth centuries, and were pushed into agricultural
regions on the edge of the desert, naturally tended by
degrees to become agriculturalists. Such were some of the
Kurds and Turcomans of the northern Frontier, the Nairn and
many Mowali sections of the Homs-Hama area, and the Fadl
between Mount Hermon and the Sea of Galilee." ( 32)
Since Galilee bedouin originated east of the Jordan valley,(in Julan
or "Golan", Hauran, and the Syrian desert), ( 33 ) beyond the frontier,
and since they were small groups of various ethnic elements, it is
likely they were pushed into Galilee by other stronger groups.

Thus

they apparently lost their tribal territory and then were forced to
migrate into Galilee, to search for a new tribal territory.
The Ottoman Army had insufficient power to control this nomadic
infiltration and to protect the local sedentary farmers.

Therefore a

long term process of depopulation and abandonment of agricultural land
developed in the plains adjoining the desert.

H.B. Tristram (1876)

who travelled in Palestine in the years 1863-4, speaks of utter absence
of villages.

"There is not", he says, "even a sign of habitation or

dwellings in the valleys, even where the valley is wide, fertile, and
suitable for cultivation like the valley of Acre or the valley of
Jezreel.

Nowhere is there any break, not even a single village, in the

tame monotony of stagnation, devoid of life and movement".

According

to Tristram (1876) even a few years before his visit to Palestine the
lands of the whole valley of Ghor, i.e. the Jordan valley, were in
possession of the fellaheen themselves and were chiefly used for the
cultivation of corn, but at the time of his tour they were already
under the control of the tribe of Sukhur el Ghor, and all agricultural

-84work had ceased except on a few plots of land which were left to be tilled
by the slaves of the tribe. ( 34 ) Earlier travellers reports give a similar
impression.
qui donne

Volney (1825) expressed this as follows:

a cette

"Une devastation

partie lJudee) un aspect plus misei·able qu'au reste

de la Syrie" l 35 ) Gnd again, he says that this region, near to the desert
convenient for riders, was open to bedouin to robbery and plunder

"est une

(36)

des plus devastees de la Syrie ... ".

Murray's (1868) description is even

stronger "One would imagine, in traversing Syria ... that the whole country
had recently been shaken to its centre by an earthquake,there are so
many broken bridges, ruinous mosques and roofless caravanseries.

It is

emphatically a land of ruins and ruins are increasing in numberevery
year ... " ( 37) The Turkish authorities not only failed to protect the local
sedentary agriculture but were forced to accept,

~facto

that control was

left to the bedouin who would protect the fellaheen agricultural areas
in return for the latter paying them tributes.

This tribute or protection

tax called the "khuwa", was paid regularly to the bedouin tribes which
dwelt in the neighbourhood, but more distant tribes which rarely came
into the country also exacted the "khuwa". ( 38 ) In general, until the
middle of the 19th Century the Turkish authorities had operated throughout
their rule a policy of "Divide and rule", or, as described by Consul Finn
"Divide et Impera". ( 39 )

Thus the Turkish regime facilitated the develop-

ment of nomadism in Galilee by permitting the penetration of tribal
groups into the inhabited areas.

This created a sufficient reserve of

pastoral land to retain these groups in Galilee.

Eventually they became

permanently attached to specific areas and they became legal owners of
such areas after the issuing of the 1858 Land Code.

However, during the

second half of the 19th century, and particularly during the reign of
Sultan Abdul Hamid II (1876-1908), the Central Government exercised more
effective control, followed by some improvement in both general security

-85and economic conditions.

During this period Palestine was also subjected

to strong foreign political influences, bringing in some new technological
advances and modernization.

This modernization eventually had an impact

on the sedentarization of the semi nomadic groups of Galilee.
3.4.2

Economic Conditions

Palestine 1 s economic condition was described by most travellers
and writers in the first half of the 19th century as being primitive and
stagnant.

Agriculture was the predominant branch of the economy but

almost all production was for home consumption, at a generally low
level. (~O)

Shubert (1837), describing the mountain of Judea.reported

that because of the insecurity of property, people were not eager to
develop agriculture and preferred other occupations.

These were also

taxed, of course, but there was less danger of plunder by bedouin or
Turks.( 4l) Volney (1825) states that merchants and artisans were in less
danger from the authorities and could escape more easily. ( 42 ) Volney
also stated that the inhabitants were not interested in repairing their
roads which would only mean easier access for government and army
officials :
mais les chemins dans les montagnes sont tres penibles,
parceque les habitants, loin de les adoucir, les rendent
scabreux, afin, disent-ils, d 1'6ter aux Turks l 1 envie d 1 y
amener leur cavalerie. '' (43)
11

Traveller authors 1 descriptions of tile country 1 s econor.·,ic condition
help one to understand the continued existence of

semi-nomadis~.

in Galilee

without significant transition to sedentary life during tile whole of the
19th century.

It also explains why the local peasantry re1r.ained confined

in their small mountain villages during the same perioc.

The following

three joint reasons will explain this phenomenon in the economic context
of Galilee.
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-873.4.2. 1 Central Authority : There was no government plan to develop the
region in a manner that would benefit its inhabitants.

The lack of

government investment and innovation led the local inhabitants to continue
their own traditional occupations and methods, as for several centuries.
Moreover, due to the absence of employment opportunities and alternative.
economic incentives, the local inhabitants' subsistence economy remained.
The fellaheen strictly oriented their efforts towards agriculture and the
small bedouin groups who had penetrated within the existing rural settlement remained, raising livestock,and some groups imitated their
neighbouring fellaheen by practicing some supplementary agricultural
activities.

Burckhardt (1822) describe this phenomenon as
Agriculture'' ( 44 ) in the first decade of the 19th Century.

11

Bedouin
Table 3.3

and Figure 3.7 offer useful evidence of the lack of government investment
for development, according to the ratio of expenditure and revenue.
Table3.3
Liwa

3udget of the
Revenue
{krosh)

S~ria

Percent

vila~et

(1883)

Expenditure
( krosh)

Percent

15,244,127

25

20,572,826

79

7,555,472

12

828,702

3

Al-Bl ka

8,282,557

14

567,844

2

IHauran

6,147,840

10

662,795

3

Ham a

7,579,467

12

756,414

3

Beirut

6,042,699

l0

1,100,644

4

ITrablus

5,1 54,14 6

9

894,016

4

1A 1-1 ad k i h

4,855,681

8

579,542

2

60,861,984

l 00

25,962,783

100

Al-sham
(Damascus)
'Akka

Total
Source

modified from, A.M. 'Awacl, The Ottoman Administration in
Syria Vilayet 1864-1914, Dar al Ma'arif fi Maser, Cairo,
l 96 9 , p. 21 7 ( in Arabi c )
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Liwa Akka in Figure 3.7 represents Galilee and can be compared with the
other seven liwas comprising the Syria Vilayet.

The first impression

from the diagram (Fig.3.7) and Table 3.3 is that that revenue is twice
the level of expenditure. This is a consequence of the lack of development of infrastructure and the small number of administrative staff in
the various liwas, rather than the large amount of revenue.

In contrast,

Liwa al-Sham (or Liwa Damascus) is the centre of Syria Vilayet, the
residential seat of the Wal i, and the location of a high concentration of
administrative staff and military man power, has an expenditure three
times its revenue.

Liwa al-Sham accounts for 79% of the total provincial

expenditure and the other seven Liwa together account for only 21%
despite the fact that they contribute 75% of the total revenue.
It is concluded that Liwa al-Sham whose revenue is more than 25%
of the total for the province utilized almost 80%.

This fact is explained

by its status as the centre of the viiayet, while the liwa Akka (comprising

the Galilee region) as with the other liwas, was treated as a neglected
periphery.
3.4.2.2

The Private Development
The responsibility for developing the region's potential economy was

given by the Turkish government to 'individuals', while these individuals
were able to pay regular taxes to the government.

As in many other

examples of feudal economy, the landlords main interest was to increase
their revenue.

They oriented the development of some of the land to the

exclusive needs of outside European markets while the latter provided
good capital.

Little attention was given to direct the economy into inward

consumption.

This was reflected among other consequences, in the Palestine

land tenure, where a large landed property fell in the hands of individuals.
For example, the whole eastern part of Marj Ibn 'Amir, including nearly
all the villages extending from the foot of the Nazareth hills to the

-89sea, was owned in 1872 by a single family, the Sursock family, residents
of Beirut. 45 ) The local fellaheen were the main manpower to cultivate
the land either as tenants or Haratheen (hired workers).

The fellah's

economic condition remained at a low level while he usually had to pay
his trouble' debt to his landlord.

Strickland (1930) clearly indicates

this notion in discussing the causes of the economic stagnation of the
fellah in the excessive rate of interest.

"His trouble is his debt; so

long as a small cultivator sees the burden of his debt to be so great and
the rate of accruing

interest so high, that not only the present produce

of his fields but even the increased amount of produce which he may
hope to secure by minor agricultural improvement are insufficient to pay
off his creditors, he will make no sincere attempt to alter his plan of
cultivation.

If his present crops allow him to pay only one half of the

interest upon his debt, there is little inducement to make such improvements as will enable him to pay three-quarters of the amount.

The benefit

will fall entirely into the hands of his creditors, while he will only
labour the harder without hope of reaching freedom." ( 46 )
A recent study of A. Schtllch (1981), "The Economic Development of
Palestine,(l856-1882) shows a clear picture of the pattern of private
development.

His study, based on the commercial reports of the English,

German, Austrian, and French Consuls in Jerusalem, Jaffa, Haifa, Acre
shows that from 1850 Palestine produced a relatively large agricultural
surplus which was marketed to the neighbouring countries, such as Egypt
or Lebanon, and which was increasingly exported to Europe. ( 47 )
SchBlch study shows that "The transmission links between European demand
and the European markets after 1850 were European consular agents (the
majority of whom were themselves merchants, entrepreneurs, landowners,
and even tax-farmers), the representatives of European commercial houses
. ,( 48)

in the ports, and their partners and middlemen in the interior of the col.D1try.
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It is astonishing to learn that Palestine with its agricultural
surplus contributed substantially to both European markets and to overall
Syrian balance of trade.
in the

It did this without a significant improvement

conditions of the local peasantry.

It benefited particularly,

the merchants, middlemen, big landowners and tax-farmers and, above all,
the treasury. (49 ) This group acquired 1and from both the Turkish
government and from the fellaheen who failed to cultivate the land
because of the heavy taxes imposed on their land•s production.

They were

the only group who profited from initiating this development, and in
return for the exported grain, as Consul Finn (1856) confirms,

11

they

bury the coin in holes, they purchase arms, and they decorate their
women.u{SO)
The condition of bedouin groups probably was slightly better since
they obtained their major income from animals which they owned
themselves.

They hardly paid any government taxes and they were unlikely

to rely upon cultivating lands other than their own as they had the
choice of their traditional way of life without being controlled by others.
3.4.2.3 The Location of Galilee Region within Syria
From the earliest times great thoroughfares crossed Galilee, the
use of which has varied from age to age according to political circumstances.

These roads can be traced easily by the location of khansor

caravanserais, (whichare still in ruins) and perhaps the remains of
Roman pavements. (Sl)
Figure 3.8 shows trans-Galilee highways form two distinct
(A)

Parallel roads occurred in western Lower Galilee.

patterns~

The road took

the shortest distance towards the port City of Acre,thatthe relief
allowed.

This pattern can be explained by the fact that there was no
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-93attempt to initiate commercial activity between the local settlements
and the caravans using these roads.
(B)

The second pattern

of roads was confined to the eastern part,

where the road forked in order to take another direction, or as local
roads rejoined the highway.

At the points where the roads crossed, or

where they rejoined, towns were not established for serving caravans
or travellers passing through, quite unlike the remarkable ruined
Nabatean towns along abandoned trade routes in the Central Negev
founded during the beginning of the Christian era. ( 52 )
It seems that in northern Palestine, the humble khan took the
place of these towns in order to perform the task of servicing the
caravans, while the existing towns (Nazareth, Tiberias and Safad) at
distances of approximately 5-8 kms from the highway, did not service
the caravans passing between them.

This might be explained by the

relatively high number of khans founded in northern Palestine (Fig.3.9)
with distances of 8-15 km between each.

According to Warburton

(1845), the normal distance khans in Syria is 10-15 miles or about a
half day•s journey in terms of the level of transportation technology
in the 19th Century. ( 53 )
Burckhardt (1822) who visited Safad and Tiberias in 1812 on his
way from Damascus to Cairo, confirmed, there were no khans in either town,
and he used the Catholic Church for lodging. ( 54 ) Acre, on the other hand,
contained three khans. ( 55 ) This high number of khans reflected the fact
of being an entry point

i

t

received the highest number of trave 11 ers

and caravans who needed servicing and lodging.

Consequently, Acre was

probably the only town in northern Palestine to benefit substantially
from trade and commercial activities.

Thus Conder (1879), described

the Whole shore .. between Acre and Nahr al Maqatt•a(Qishon river) as
11
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"often covered by troops and camels brining corn from the
Houran, and dark Bedawin - some of whom have probably never
before seen the sea." (56)
There is no evidence in 19th Century literature concerning the involvement of the Galilee population in the caravan trade between the Hauran
and the Mediterranean Coast.

What Conder noted about the "dark Bedawin"

is a reference to Transjordan bedouin tribes, the powerful tribes
who monopolized the caravan trade, by providing camels for transport
and manpower for guides and guards.

Consul Finn (1857) makes a similar

statement :
" ... coin is poured in from abroad for payment. An Ionian
merchant of Caiffa (Avicrino, the Vice-Consul for Russia and
Greece) assures me that last year no less a sum than half a
million sterling passed through his hands between the
ships of Port and the Bedaween of the Hauran, who have on
their side imported no merchandize." (57)
The reason why there was no reasonable commercial exchange between
Galilee settlements and the caravan merchants is probably related to a
number of factors.

First, the local population were highly oriented

in their economic activities towards subsistence and trade was conducted
on a limited local level, in the form of a periodic market which was
held on different days in different places (Table 3.4).

Such markets

largely served the everyday needs of the people.
Table 3.4

Place

Markets in Galilee 1812 - 1881

Day

Year of Mention

Sa fad

Friday

1!312

Khan et Tujjar
(north of Mount Tabor)
O'deithat et Tahfa

Monday
?

1812, 1838
1881

Source : J.L.Burckhardt, Travels in Syria and the Holy Land, London, 1822,
pp.308,333, E.Robinson, Biblical Researches in Palestine and the
Adjacent regions ... , John Murray, London,1867,vol.II,p.368-9.
C.R.Conder and H.H.Kitchener, The Survey of Western Palestine,
Memoirs of the Topography, ... ,London 1881-83, Vol.!, pp.89,234.

-95Secondly, the caravan trade would have offered goods beyond the
needs of Galilee's inhabitants.

Therefore from an economic point of

view, the term "transit region" is applicable to Galilee during the
l~th

Century.

Several international highways passed through the region,

without making a significant contribution to the development processes
of the region.

However, the initial improvement of the economic

conditions of the region began towards the end of the 19th Century
and the beginning of the twentieth Century, partly due to the construction
of the railway ftt'm Haifa to Damascus (opened in 1906) passing through
Marj Ibn 'Amir to Hauran and continuing to Damascus.

The railway could

be expected to have replaced about one thousand camels loaded with
cereals, which came annually from Hauran to Acre and Haifa. (SB)

According

to 01 i phant ( 1887), Mr. Sursock, who owned a great part of the eastern
portion of Marj Ibn 'Amir,first encouraged this idea in order to
increase his profit from this means of communication and with a view
to cheapening the cost of transport. ( 59 ) The whole length of the
railway is some 150 miles, 30 miles of which were laid in the last year
of the 19th Century. ( 60 )
This sort of investment by the Ottoman Empire in order to develop
this part of the country had its price, for it "invited" European
interests into this part of the Middle East.

It was the first attempt

to develop the region and to invest substantial capital within the
region.

As a consequence a new era began and a new innovation came to

replace caravan transport; one of the most important branches of
bedouin income.

It also opened up prospects for alternative jobs for

the local bedouin tribes as Oliphant (188J) indicated with regard
to the bedouin tribes camped in the south of Lake Tiberias:
"The surveying party tell me that they received the greatest
kindness and hospitality from Arabs in Jordan Valley, who
were of a sedentary tribe, and cultivated the land, and who
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looked forward with pleasure to the advent of railway, and to
the chances of employment which it afforded them. Indeed,
both natives and foreigners are not little excited at the
prospect which is now being opened to them, and which promises
to be the dawn of a new era of prosperity for the country." ( 61 )
In summary, it is reasonable to conclude that political and
economic conditions of the region were a dominant factor in the continued existence of "semi-nomadic life" in Galilee during the whole
of the 19th Century and even before, while the political factor is
seen through its role in facilitating nomadic migration from the unfavourable environment of the desert into that of the favourable one
of Galilee.

The low level of economic development promoted a semi-

nomadic life, which was a subsistence economy.
Galilee's "nomadism" puts a wider perspective on the previously
accepted definition of nomadism.

It shows that pastoral nomadism is

not only a response to conditions created by nature, but also a response
to conditions created by man.

3.5

Evidence of semi-nomadic Trends in the Nineteenth Century
Probably the most useful contribution of 19th Century travellers

to this study is their observation of various forms of physical construction located within bedouin encampments.

This sort of information

is significant in tracing the early stages of denomadisation for
certain groups and it forms a base for identifying the pattern of the
settlement which was eventually established.

In most cases these

early physical constructions become the nucleus of the settlement.
Moreover the function of these sorts of physical construction, usually
associated with agricultural activities, reveals some features of
bedouin economic transition, and the emergence of activities supplementary to that of raising livestock.

Robinson (1867), passing through
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-98the encampment at Arab Samakiyyah, noted that bedouin built up a fe\'.
hovels among the ruins, which they used as stone houses.( 62 ) Robinson
(1867) also mentioned the Ghawarnah in Al Buteiha Plain, north east
of Lake Tiberias, \l.iho cultivated wheat, barley,

r.~illet,

maize and

rice and who kept a few buildings in repair on the east bank of the
Jordan Valley in el-Araj and el Mesadiyeh, as stone houses for their
grain, and other products. (63 ) In the eastern side of the Hula Plain
Guerin (1880)

visited Palestine in 1854 and 1863 and noted that bedouin
had stored grain in the tomb of Kubur Benat Yakub. ( 64 ) Ewing (1895)•

passing in the same place in August 1892 in his journey from Safad to Hauran,
observed the Arab tents and the threshing floor.( 6S) Thomson (1866)
passing through the plain of Ard el Kheit, to the south of Hula Lake,
observed bedouin making coarse mats for the walls and roofs of their
huts. (66 ) Geikie (1887) observed, on the mountainous slopes of the
\'/estern Hula Plain,

11

Cow-houses of stone ... with attached roofs, slanting

from a high back wall, with no windows, but only a door,

Geikie (1887)
states that this property belongs to a half Settled tribe 67)
11

11

11

• (

The above observations of traveller-authors foreshadow the future
sedentarization process.

First, the fact that stone constructions for

various purposes were used instead of traditional black hair tents
suggested that the bedouin tribes were heading for de-nomadization.
Secondly, for the construction of stone buildings, the bedouin have used
existing ruins in order to form their permanent tribal territory.
The characteristic location of bedouin tribal territory alone is
probably satisfactory evidence for bedouin semi-nomadic habits.

While

Figure 3.10 shows that bedouin occupied areas with the lowest density
of population; earlier Figure 3.2 showed that in these areas there
were a disproportionately high number of abandoned sites (ruins).

These
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PLATE 3.1

_PLATE 3. 2

The early bedouin house in Arab Sawaid
Husainiyyah- circa 1890 (June 1~81)
(Photo : G. Falah)

The Arched Structure of the early house (June 1981)
(Photo : G. Falah)

-100abandoned sites known to the Arabs as Khirba - may be found in all stages
of decay, from hamlets or uninhabited houses in varying degrees of
disrepair, to ruins and sites where there remain only a few scattered
stones or foundations.

The Khirba (or sometimes Khirbat) are usually

identified by their names as an indication to their former existence as
a place of habitation. ( 68 ) At the beginning of the present century,
Schwtlbel (1904) calculated the number of inhabited settlements in Galilee
(from the map of Western Palestine 1880) as 329 compared with at least
460 ruined sites. ( 69 ) The bedouin had often established their encampment
in these localities while using these ruins as their permanent base.
A Field Research Survey was carried out (April - September 1988) and
included a study of both early bedouin housing
Khirbats among the Galilee bedouin tribes.

and the function of

The Survey revealed that

these early houses have since been demolished, either because they had
been constructed in an unsafe manner or because they were considered
as old-fashioned by the local bedouin and not worth preserving.

Plates

3.1 and 3.2 show one of those surviving early bedouin houses, found in
Arab Sawaid

~usaniyyah.

owners, the Faaur family.

The age of this house is unknown to the
Most of the older generation of the tribe

admitted that this building had been erected before their birth.
Fa'aor family hold a Turkish Tapu (land title) from 1886.

The

The area

within which this house was built (some 600 donums), was owned in
partnership with the Asadi family from the nearby fellaheen village of
Deir al Asad.

According to the Tapu document, the house might have been

built during the last decade of the 19th Century.

Therefore, the value of

tracing the age of this kind of artifact is that it helps in identifying
the first stage of Galilee bedouin processes of sedentarization.
The building material and the size of the cut Nari stone,
clearly indicate their origin from some nearby Khirba.

Moreover,
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Khirbat al Mansurah north east of the present village
Luhaib Tuba (June 1977) (Photo G.Falah)
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-102some 120 metres distance to the north of this building site, there has been
found an ancient cutting in the Nari rock with some cutstme inside.
Thus, it is possible that the house stone was transported from this site.
The material which was used to bind together the different sized wal I
stones was the same material used in constructing the fellaheen village
house.

Until cement became known to the fellaheen, they cemented the

walls with mud, straw and small hard limestone, termed "Sarar".

The

roof was usually constructed from wood, covered by a thin strata
(10 em) of mud mixed with straw, which was renewed before each
winter.
The arched structure of the building (Plate 3.2) provides further
evidence about the fellaheen houses.

The three curved structures

supporting the weight of the roof, have been adjusted in view of the relatively large size room (8 metres length, 6 metres width and some
2.5- 3 metres height).

Accepting that this building was constructed in

the late 19th Century and that bedouin did not possess building skills at
this time, it is therefore assumed that the building was built by fellah.
This, to a certain degree reflects some aspects of bedouin-fellaheen
interaction apart from the fact that they were partners in the land deed.
The function of the building is clearly identified as a grain store; the
internal division of the building, together with the flat threshing floor
behind the building where all the crops were gathered, prove this.
Further evidence for the usages of Khirbats, can be seen in
the Luhaib tribe•s encampment.

According to the local bedouin the tribe

used the two Khirbats of Al Mansura (Plate 3.3) and Tuba (Plate 3.4)
as corrals for keeping their livestock.

These corals

basalt blocks, termed "Siar" by the bedouin.
during the spring season (February- May).

were fenced by

The "Siar" were used only
During the winter season

December - February, the animals were kept in a cave, located some 3 km.

-103east of the permanent winter camp of the tribe.

Thus keeping domestic

animals inside caves during the cold seasons was a unique phenomenon
for most Galilee tribes.

Shepherds took their animals considerable

distances to mountains during the winter, and most tribesmen shared
in the duty of guarding these animals during the nights.

In contrast the

neighbouring fellaheen who owned some domestic animals preferred to
keep their animals inside their houses where rooms had been constructed
for this purpose.

The floors of such rooms were on two levels.

The

entrance was at ground level and served as a place for oxen, sheep or
other domestic animals in the winter.

The second half of the floor

was approximately one metre higher than the lower level.
used as a sleeping place for the family.

This part was

In this respect it is important

to mention that the first house (since replaced) built by the tribe
of Arab Luhaib Falahat in 1918 consisted of two rooms with a similar
floor to that in the fellaheen villages.
In addition, three large caves were found in their tribal territory which were permanently used for their flocks.

It may reasonably be implied

that some bedouin groups considered these caves an advantage when
their encampment site.

choos~ng

The tribe of Arab a1 'Aramshah occupied three

Khirbats of Idmith, Jurdeih and Iribbin.

The tribe dwelt in tents and

their animals were kept inside the stone corrals of the Khirbats.
Mr. Hamada Swidan (70 years old), claimed that he was the first Aramshian
to construct a stone house in Khirbat Idmith in the year 1930.

He also

mentioned that the first bedouin houses to emerge in his tribe were
houses constructed from block stones termed "makatea'", a cut stone of
varying size brought from the nearby Khirab (plural of Khirba).
Bedouin erected such early houses regardless of the ownership of
the land, acquisition of land from fellaheen being a gradual process with
the construction of physical artifacts in the land.

Both the physical
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structure of stone houses used for storing grains and the flock corrals
were new to the traditional bedouin culture.
utilise shelters or corrals for their flocks.

Nomads did not usually
The tented encampments

were widely dispersed and arranged in different ways in order to keep
the flocks during night time in front of their owners' tents.

The dep-

arture from this traditional pattern which is seen in the case of Galilee
bedouin is evidence of the effect of exposure to the sedentary culture.
Thus it is seen that most of the sedentary aspects which were observed
among the Galilee bedouin tribes, during the 19th Century, did not
indicate a real transition from nomadism into sedentarization but this
was one of the symptoms of a semi-nomadic way of life.

It is also

considered as a kind of acculturation to their fellaheen neighbours,
as well as an adjustment into the Galilee non-desert environment.

A

real transition stage would occur only when bedouin began to establish
houses for residential purposes, during the role of the British Mandate
in Palestine 1918-1948, when improvement of the country's economic
conditions allowed the bedouin to change their subsistence economy
into a cash one.

Thus they were able to accumulate capital in order

to improve their standard of living.
3.6

Conclusion
There is too little information in the narratives of 19th Century

travellers to draw general conclusions about the traditional lifestyle
of these bedouin.

There are, however, several descriptions of tribal

groups in Galilee in the travellers' accounts which give some useful
indications of the migration patterns of these groups.

Nevertheless,

it is clear that pure nomadism is not likely to develop in areas such
as Galilee.

The tribal groups could be categorized as semi-nomadic

tribes, maintaining themselves by subsistence.

Raising livestock is

-105the prime branch in their subsistence economy.

Agriculture was prob-

ably practised among those groups who had non-nomadic origins.
in this pattern occurred only in the 1920's.
change in the country's political
by rapid sedentarization.

Changes

A new rule brought a major

and economic conditions, followed
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THE PROCESS OF SEDENTARIZATION
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CHAPTER FOUR
UNIVERSAL CAUSES FOR SEDENTARIZATION
4.1

Introduction
The period which the following three chapters will discuss covers

the last years of Turkish rule in Palestine to 1917, and that of the
British Mandate 1918-1948.

In this period censuses were first under-

taken and some useful official and semi-official publications became
available.

Unfortunately~

statistical data on the Galilee tribal groups

in the two governmental censuses (1922, 193l)(l) and other official sources
are systematically incomplete and contain large discrepancies.

For

example, the first Palestine census of 1922 excludes the bedouin groups
camping in the Hula plain since this area was still a part of the French
mandated territory and passed to the British Mandate only in 1923.

The

1931 Palestine second census used a different method of bedouin enumeration from the first census.

While the first census (1922) grouped the

bedouin tribes under the definition of "tribal areas", the second census
(1931) used a "non-synchronous enumeration" which clearly has limitations.
The term "nomadic" as against settled population was used.

As a result

of introducing a strict artificiill division between sedentary and nomadic,
bedouin groups who were camping on the lands of the villages were enumerated and included in the village population.
as an attached hamlet, mentioning

The census treated them

only the tribal group name and the

village to which they were attached.

This bedouin group was estimated
by Amiran (1963) as being 2,000-6,000 souls. ( 2 ) The Village Statistics
of 1945 ( 3) provide very useful data about tribal land holding and the
amount of cultivable bedouin land.

However, the statistical account

concerning tribal population is rather poor, some tribal groups being
totally excluded from the estimation.

The estimation used a similar
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coefficient of persons per household to that of the settled non-bedouin
population.

Nevertheless the information upon certain tribal groups in

these censuses is most valuable for purposes of comparison.

Table 4.1

shows the total bedouin population given in these sources, for what they
may be worth.
Bedouin Population in Northern Palestine (1922-1948)*

Table 4.1

I

Year

1922

Persons

13,420
I

1931

1945

11 '786

17 ,l 00

I

i

I

1948
(end)
5,000

* The tribal groups of Beisan subdistrict are excluded.
Source : Calculated from the census Returns and other sources (Amiran
1963, Ashkenazi (1938), Bar-Gal and Soffer (1981).

The interruption of population growth in 1948 is associated with the
1948 war followed by the exodus of the Arab population from Palestine.
This chapter aims to explore the reasons for the sedentarization
of Galilee bedouin tribes, which the author argues began in the late
19th Century.

The author also believes that the introduction of mod-

ernization into the Galilee region during the first half of the 20th
Century, coupled with the distinctive nature of the bedouin life style
already containing considerable sedentary ingredients, was the major
cause for sedentarization.

The two components outlined above may also

explain the differences in time and speed between Galilee bedouin
sedentarization and other groups in Palestine.
This modernization was started with the establishment of four
German Colonies during the years 1870-1917, introducing mechanisation
in agriculture. ( 4 ) The establishment of the Damascus-Haifa railway

I
!
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TRIBAL MIGRATION IN NORTHERN
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-113(opened in 1906), replacing the camel caravans, brought the region into
better contact with the outside world.

The establishment of Jewish

colonies brought with them high capital investment, associated with
drilling deep water wells, and undertaking some anti malaria measures
through draining of swamps.

Perhaps of even greater importance was

the allotting of Palestine to the British administration bringing
effective rule to the country.

Most of these developments directly

affected Lower Galilee and particularly the plains area.

A certain

degree of regional disequilibrium emerged, whereby the mountain area
of Upper Galilee became less influenced by modernization.

"Hitherto

Jewish colonization has been of a character which calls for the use of
modern agricultural machinery adaptable only for the lowlands; it has
as yet no plan for the hill country colonization, in which human labour
plays a great role."( 5)
It seems, however, there is a direct relationship between this
pattern of regional disequilibrium and the pattern of Galilee tribal
migration, developed during the years 1880-1937 (Fig.4.1).

Thus most

of the migrating bedouin groups undertook a similar direction of
movement from the northern part of Galilee into its south eastern and
south western areas, or from the mountain area into the hilly and the
plains area where modernization was proceeding.

This suggests that

such migration was largely attributable to voluntary sedentarization
and not associated with the traditional pattern of nomadic migration.
Moreover, Figure 3.3 shows that such migration changed the location
of the tribal groups who were camped in the upper part of Galilee
in 1880.

However, those tribal camps which were located close to the

plain area in 1880 did not change their location.

They seem to have

favoured the development of their immediate environment.
The causes for bedouin sedentarization could be divided into

-114three groups of factors as the following outlines A.

B.

C.

Underlying "universal" causes which apply also to the
sedentarization of other nomadic groups in Palestine
and the Middle East, notably :
(i)

Improvement of security conditions

(ii)

Demographic growth

(iii)

Migration and urbanization trends

(iv)

Socio-economic interaction

Specific factors; related directly to that of
Galilee bedouin:
(i)

Pre-state Jewish colonization

(ii)

The control of malaria

(iii)

Social influences

Factors resulting from the rule of the British
Administration in Palestine 1918-1948 :
(i)

The effect of the political boundary

(ii)

Land settlement

(iii)

Forestry

(iv)

The Bedouin Control Ordinance 1942.

These groups (A-C) will be elaborated below, each in a separate
chapter (Chapters 4-6) which aims to evaluate the contribution of each
of their factors to the sedentarization processes of Galilee bedouin
during the period in question.
It should be mentioned that some factors may appear to influence
sedentarization only indirectly.

For example, malaria control may help

to expand agricultural areas which otherwise would have been left for
pastoral purposes.

Thus the reduction of pasture land leading to sed-

entarization was caused indirectly by the anti-malaria measures undertaken.

In addition, some tribal groups tended to split up into
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sub tribal groups.

This phenomenon may be considered as a social change

which accompanied the sedentarization rather than being caused by the
demographic factor.
Finally, all the above factors will be seen to lead to one or
more of the following distinctive features of Galilee bedouin sedentari zation (i)

reduction of pasture

(ii)

introduction of private land

(iii)

increasing dependence on agriculture

(iv)

detribi1ization and disbanclinization

(v)

the establishment of stone dwellings.

11

11

4.2 Improvement of Security Conditions
The improvement of the country's security condition during the
late 19th Century, the first two decades of the 20th Century, and during
the British Mandate (1918-1948) increasingly permitted mountain villagers
to intensively cultivate their lands lying on the plains.

This new

tendency led further to the establishment of new villages, whereby
some families from the mountain villages preferred to remain in their
lands after the harvest season and eventually such small hamlets grew
to become independent villages. (6 ) Such migrations from mountain areas
onto the plains were not necessarily for the purpose of cultivating
the villagers' own lands but some of the people who made these migrations were also tenants, or belonged to a group of Harathin (singular
Harath) who were workers employed by tenants or landowners on the basis
of an annual contract.(?)
The bedouin, changing the location of their camps from Upper
Galilee into the plain, were likely to be influenced by their neighbouring villagers• movements early in the twentieth century.

The main
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reason for bedouin migration was probably to graze their flocks during
the harvest season (May- October).

It is well-known that during periods

of effective central government, relations between farmers and nomads
usually turn into symbiotic ones, whereby the nomads obtain
permission from the farmers in order to feed their animals after the
latter have gathered their crops.

At the same time farmers also
obtain animal products from the bedouin. (8 )
Some examples of travellers' observations from the 19th and the
beginning of the 20th century provide vital evidence of the improvement
of the security condition reflected by both expansion of the cultivable
land and regulations of the nomadic-sedentaryrelationships.

Geikie

(1887), described the Marj Ibn 1 Amir (Esdraelon) as an "oasis" which
attracted the bedouin; he also indicated that improvement in security
came only in the 1970
11

1

S :

So late, indeed as 1870, they were so numerous that only about
one-sixth of the plain was filled for fear of them, but
Turkish cavalry, armed with repeating rifles, taught the
lawless invaders such a lesson that they fled to their deserts,
whence, however, they return as often as the weakness of the
government give an opportunity.
9)
11

(

Laurence Oliphant (1887) described the Marj Ibn Amir as res1

embling a huge green lake of waving wheat" (lO)
11

Grant (1907) stated in the first decade of the 20th century
that the Turkish government "organized the country more closely in
favour of its own authority.

The transition stage between herding and

agriculture may be seen in the Jordan valley and eastward, where the
nomads and the village peasants go into partnership together to raise
grain. 11 )
11

(

Thus the importance of the security condition was not only in regulating relationships between bedouin and sedentary villagers, but also
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in introducing alternative opportunities to the traditional bedouin
economy, replacing some branches of this economy which had ceased.
Villagers no longer paid protection tax (khuwa) to the nomads, and
bedouin were no longer able to make raids (ghazzu).(l 2) Furthermore,
the expansion of agricultural settled land may sometimes have divided
the bedouin pastoral area, leading to a further reduction of its size.
As some of the bedouins' traditional economy ceased they tended to
share the settled villagers' economy.

This sharing often took the form

of villagers migrating into bedouin camps and converting part of the
former bedouin pasture into agricultural land.

These villagers event-

ually became members of the tribe and settled permanently among
them. (l 3)
The role of the security factor was to "denomadize" the bedouin
through reduction of pasture land and to incorporate them into the
national economic system.

Thus the bedouin began an era of stability

in their economic activities, such stability is at the heart of
sedentarization.

4.3

Demographic Growth
Previous studies on sedentarization suggested that demographic

growth within nomadic camps is an important cause for sedentarization. (l 4) A general model of this study was presented by Barth (1962)
in his work upon the Basseir nomads of South Persia.

The assumption

emphasized that nomads and semi-nomadic groups cannot be understood in
isolation from the sedentary group, particularly when they both live
in close proximity to each other.

The sedentarization process has been

explained in terms of regional equilibrium and therefore sedentarization
emerges as an outcome of the migration process.

-118Changes in the balance of fertility rates between the two groups
will cause a movement of people within anct betwEen the different groups
of the region. (l 5) Barth ll962) assumed that within the nomadic camp
the rate of natural growth of the population is higher than that among
the villagers.

Hence, in any period of total population stability there

is implied a continual imbalance between nomad and sedentary society,
leading to a flow of migrants from nomadic to settled life, a process of
sedentarization and de-nomadization at the same time.
The reasons for the differences in natural growth rates between
village and nomadic camps were summarised as follows :
"the diet of nomads was
a larger proportion of
villages; the sanitary
which the nomads lived
density made the nomad
to epidemics". (16)

better balanced; containing
proteins than that of the
and climatic conditions under
were far better; the lower
population less susceptible

In the same vein Capot-Rey (1962) confirmed that the result of two surveys
in the northern and southern Sahara indicated that the nomad's living
standards in both places were higher than those of the sedentary population;
"At Laghouat in 1955, a nomad family budget showed an
income of 53-54 francs and 1,776-7,797 calories per
person per day, against 28-46 francs and 1 ,349-1 , 770
calories for the sedentary folk. The average annual
income of a nomad family was estimated at 115,323 francs
against 106,754 francs for farming families .... At
Borkou in 1955, the nomads had 500 grammes of dates,
180 grammes of millet and 4 litres of milk per person
per day, together with a sufficient sum of money to
pay taxes, buy one or two articles of clothing and
drink a certain amount of tea. The settlers, on the
other hand, had only 400 grammes of dates, 400 grammes
of millet, very little milk and 12 francs per day in
cash." (17)
Barth (1962) also stressed additional causes for sedentarization related
to both demographic and economic imbalances; the increase of birth-rates
and reduction of death-rates in sedentary communities in a given region
led to an entirely changed balance between sedentary and nomadic
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population.

Both now have considerable natural growth rates, while only

the sedentary sector offers room for rapid expansion, either in industry
or in agriculture.

The expansion of agriculture often encroaches on the

pastures and migration routes of nomads.

Consequently, economic imbalance

continues between the two groups and it reaches a point where some nomadic
groups leave their camps and join the ranks of the sedentary groups of
the region. (lB)
In the case of the Galilee bedouin tribes the demographic factor
seems to play an important

role in both processes of sedentarization

and splitting up into tribal groups.
Unfortunately the difficulties of enumerating the nomadic groups
of Palestine during the 1922 and the 1931 census resulted in the
exclusion of the nomads from most of the published demographic reports
and other sources.

Thus, the only conclusions which could be suggested

for the bedouin tribes were inferred from those which applied to the

Musli~ population as a whole. (lg) There are, however, no great dangers
in assuming that the bedouin tribes of Galilee, who were scattered
between the settled population, had a similar high rate of natural growth
to their settled neighbours.

The relatively short distances of less than

10 km (on average) between the urban centres (Tiberias, Safad, Acre,
Nazareth and Haifa) and the furthest bedouin camp in Galilee should be
taken as an advantage in view of the accessibility to medical facilities.
In addition, the construction of roads and the introduction of public
transport eased the bedouin access to urban centres. ( 20) Vital statistical
data for the Muslim population growth in Palestine during the first decade
of the British Mandate provide useful evidence which may apply also to the
bedouin groups.

Three indices of the natural growth (Table 4.2)

(Birth-rate, Death-rate and infant mortality) for the Muslim population
are shown in Tables 4.2.1 and 4.2.2.

Apart from 1937, which shows a

-120Table 4.2

Annual Rate of Natural Increase Per Thousand of
Settled Population by Communities, 1922-37
Year

Muslims

1922-25 average
1 926-30
1931-35
1934
1935
1 936
1937
Average 1922-37

I

23.26
25.14
24.90
19.88
29.08
33.17
24.92
25.01

Jews
21 '1 9
22.63
21 . 01
20.68
22.22
20.92
18.89
21.43

j

I

Christians

I

20.24
20.64
20.80
17.30
21 . 62
23.71
19.64
20.58
i

Source: Great Britain, Palestine Partition Commission Report, Cmd.5854,
London, 1938,p.25.
Table 4.2.1

Annual Rate of Births and Deaths Per Thousand of
Settled Population by Communities, 1922-37
I

Birth-rate
Year

J

I

1922-25 average
1926-30
1931-35
1934
1935
1 936
1937
Average 1922-37

MIUS 1i ms

Jews

Christians

50.09
53.45
50.24
45.56
52.54
53.14
49.74
51.15

34.81
34.29
30.33
30.21
30.80
29.74
26.67
32.21

36.37
38.55
35.84
33.55
35.61
36.34
33.55
36.47

I

Death-rate

I

1922-25 average
1926-30
1931-35
1 934
1935
1936
1 937
Average 1922-37

I
I

I

I

26.83
28. 31
25.34
26.68
23.46
1 9. 97
24.82
26.14

I

13.62
11 . 66
9.32
9.53
8.58
8.82
7.78
10.78

II

I
I

i

16.1 3
17.91
15.04
16.25
13.99
12.63
13. 91
15. 89

Source :Great Britain (1938), op.cit. p.24.
Table 4.2.2

Infant Mortality : Deaths of Infants Under One Year
of Age Per Thousand Live Births, 1922-37

Year
1922-25 average
1926-30
1931-35
1934
1935
1936
1937
Source

I

Muslims

Jews

190.39
1 93.46
166. 41
175.15
148. 10
136.15
179.33

122.90
95.83
77.99
78.1 3
64.15
68.70
57.20

I

Great Britain (1938), op.cit., p.24.

i Christians
!

I

'

144.35
158.56
136.28
152. 39
125.81
113.72
127.34

'

I

'

-121relatively abrupt downward turn for birth-rates and natural increase
and an upward turn for death-rates and infant mortality during the first
decades of the British Mandate in Palestine there was a gradual downward
trend in the death-rate, and most notably in the rate of infant mortality.
The birth rates remained high which is seen as characteristic of a
peasant community in which family size is unrestricted. ( 21 ) Natural
growth under these circumstances is abnormally high.
Table 4.2.2 shows a rapid reduction of the infant mortality rate
among the three religious groups of Palestine•s population.

For the pop-

ulation as a whole the reduction was from 156.6 in ·1922 to 116.3 in
1941. (Z 2 ) Such a marked reduction is among other things an indication of
the improvement in both the public health services and in hygienic
standards.
The impact of demographic growth within a given bedouin tribe in
Galilee is likely to lead into one of two trends;
First- a tribe splitting, temporarily or permanently
Population growth within a certain tribal territory necessitates
an increase in livestock, assuming livestock is the main economic means,
while the productivity of the area is limited to a standard number of
livestock through their needs for pasture and water.
depend entirely upon natural

~egetation

Pastoralists who

to maintain their flocks, have

to determine the size of their livestock according to the carrying capacity
of the area.

Imbalance occurs following the reduction of the grazing

area and without necessarily raising the number of the livestock population.

Thus during the season of minimum productivity, when pasture

and water become inadequate, part of the tribe traditionally split up
into groups and searched for alternative grazing areas, such as the lands
of the neighbouring villages.

According to Ashkenazi (1938) in eastern

-122Lower Ga 1il ee the villages of Ka fr Sa b t, Lubiya and Be it Jan frequen·tl y
sold water to bedouin who roamed in their vicinity, and in Upper eastern
Galilee, the Luhaib bedouin bought water from Fir•im village.

However,

in 1923 the Dalayikah were forced to sell their livestock because of
inadequate water. ( 23 ) This sort of splitting from the tribal camp may
start as seasonal but very often becomes permanent as some tribal groups
create a new area for permanent communal grazing.

The chosen area for

alternative grazing has always been that of lower population densities
in the plains of lower Galilee.

Eventually most of these tribes became

the subjects of evacuation when the communal grazing lands were transfGrmed into forests, or acquired for Jewish colonization.

The bedouin,

therefore, had no choice other than to return to their original tribe
or to acquire new lands from the Arab villagers.
Second -The increasing dependence on supplementary economic activities( 24 )
Population continues to grow and the area carrying capacity allows
only a certain number of livestock.

In the long run the number of animals

per family will decrease and may reach a point where they can no longer
provide the basic subsistence needs.

In these circumstances, bedouin

turn to rely on supplementary economic support.

Traditionally pastoral

nomads rely upon supplementary means, particularly during periods of
drought.

Under a weak government this may mean caravan guiding and

guarding, caravan raiding and smuggling, or hunting and growing some
crops.

However, under a strong central government and after the introd-

uction of mechanized transport, many of these traditional supplementary
economic means were curtailed. ( 25 ) The bedouin were therefore forced
to rely mainly upon agriculture and outside employment.

In some regions

of the Middle East nomads took to oil industry employment and fishing
as supplementary economic means. ( 26 )
As both population

grow and demands for supplementary income
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continue, it is possible that some of the tribesmen will devote themselves to animal husbandry, while others will maintain some animals for
consumption, while largely relying on shifting cultivation and work as
labourers.

A large number of tribesmen are likely to join this trend as

they recognize that sedentary life provides more secure economic means
than increasing the livestock population.

In the case of Galilee, the

reduction of livestock population because of population growth may be
assumed, although there are no available statistics to prove this.
In practise the reduction was mainly due to the lack of suitable water
resources and pasture caused by the expansion of agricultural land,
forestry and Jewish colonization.

Since the rates of population growth

and losing pasture lands were extremely high in Galilee, the bedouin
had to search for an alternative either in agriculture or in other
employment.

Nevertheless, the raising of livestock continues after the

bedouin have settled.

Once employment outside the bedouin settlement

becomes more profitable, the new generation will not be prepared to
continue their parents' traditional economy.

Some bedouin shepherds

join the Israeli military services and create a social mobile class
replacing the sheikhs, mukhtars and even the teachers in their respective
tribes because of their social prestige and status.
4.3.1

Some Particular Causes for Bedouin Population Growth

There are two additional sources of bedouin population growth
during their stage of nomadism and after the completion of the sedentarization processes; internal migration of non-bedouin (fellaheen) into
the bedouin tribes, and some improvements in modern family services.
This section will discuss the reasons for this type of growth.
4.3.1 .1

Internal migration of fellaheen elements into the bedouin camps
Barth (1962) has called this process a "reverse nomadism" -

-124"On the other hand there is a reverse trend of villages picking
up and adopting nomadic life in a certain frequency. But it
would seem that this process reaches rates where it can
compensate for sedentarization and produce a reverse net flow
of population from village to pasture only in brief periods
of administrative collapse and chaos, when large numbers of
villagers are driven out by wholesale crop and land loss." (27)
According to various sources there are four reasons for such
phenomena in the case of Palestine.
1)

During the Ottoman period, Fellaheen groups migrated into bedouin

tribes in order to evade military conscription.

Bedouin tribes did not

encourage conscription and always struggled against being forced to
undertake military service.

Some fellaheen groups took the protection
of these tribes and eventually identified thenselves as bedouin. ( 2S)

Amiran and Ben-Arieh (1963), mention the conscription reason in addition
to the wish to be free from tribute, taxes, blackmail, debts or
drought. ( 29 ) The Ta'amreh in the Judea Desert are an example of those
who evaded conscription.

Conder (1879) reported that the Ta'amreh were

of fellah (plural :fellaheen) origin and that they "wear turbans and
sow corn. " ( 30 )
2)

Competition for land use; Ashkenazi (1957) notes that, mountain

villagers who owned large waste lands located at considerable distances
from the villages, sent their sons to guard the land in case bedouin
tribes invaded this territory and occupied it.
became semi-nomads. ( 31 )
3)

Meanwhile this group

Marx (1979) stated that fellaheen elements were found in the

Negev tribes, related to the expansion of agriculture in the Negev after
the 1870's when under relatively stable Ottoman security, the fellaheen
made strenuous efforts to increase their land holdings.

While the land

for the fellah was the main property he migrated and lived within the
bedouin camps.

This category represents the groups of the Kilaaiah

families of the Arab al 'Aazazmeh in the Negev, who were related to those

-125of fellaheen origin from Khan Younis in the Gaza district. (
4)

32

)

Tenants, Slaves and Gipsies
Tn some bedouin tribes, particularly the powerful ones, families

very often lived under the protection of the sheikh performing some
specific function.

These individuals may have arrived temporarily, but

after some time they preferred to remain permanently within the tribal
camp.

This category consisted largely of tenants who came to cultivate

the sheikh's lands under the condition of obtaining usually a fifth to a
third of the crops.

The bedouin sheikhs who owned relatively large areas

of pasture land very often encouraged this group in order to increase
their wealth and prestige.

However, as time passed this group purchased

some of the sheikh 1 s land under favourable conditions and were finally
integrated within the tribal population.

This case is well illustrated

by the fellaheen families who joined the tribes of Luhaib, Zanghariyyah and
the Kurdish tribes. ( 33 )
Bedouin sheikhs may also have acquired slaves and gipsies for
domestic work particularly helping in preparing foods for guests.

The

gipsies were responsible for entertainment.
These two groups were considered to form the lower rank of the
tribe.

However, they enjoyed special rights known to the whole tribe.

For example in the event of bedouin women marrying outside the tribe,
the slaves would benefit from some cash, called in Arabic Radwah 34 )
11

11

(

Ashkenazi (1957) mentioned that slaves were found in the tribes of Arab
Luhaib, Samakiyyah and SumairT. ( 35 ) According to Ashkenazi (1957) the
1

Arab Luhaib s slave was brought from Mecca by the sheikh when he visited
Mecca during his pilgrimage. ( 36 ) Today the freed slaves in the Luhaib
Tuba village have equal status; they numbered 85 persons (9 households),
or 4% of the village population in May 1981.

The average size of their
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Table 4.3

I

Bedouin Population in Israel 1948-1981

year

1948

I

I

Negev

I

11 ,000

Ga 11'1 ee

5,000
I

1951

I

12,740

I

1955

N/A

!

!

II

I

!

I

i

12,540

I

I

i

7,630

I
1961

I
I

1967

I
I

I

17,451
23,551

I
I

9,267
9,892

I

1Y72

I

I

31 ,650

I

30,205

Ii
I
I

10,243
l3 ,694

i

I
I

II

Ii
I

I
I

I

I

Source:

II
I

I

31 ,650

I

I

!

1968

i

II
l

1 973

30,557

N/A

1975

37,900

13 ,400

1977

N/A

25,000

1978

41 ,465

N/A

1981

50,120

30,295

G.Fa1ah, The Development of the "planned bedouin settlement"
in Israel 1964-1982 : Evaluation and Characteristics, Paper
presented at the Conference of Geographical Perspectives on
Development . Bedford College, University of London,
8-10 July, 1982, p.7. (unpublished).
(Calculated from various sources)

-127households was 9.4 personscompared with the average of 7.5 and 6.6 persons
per household in their village and in neighbouring Zanghariyyah
village.( 37 ) In the Luhaib tribes today there are also three families
belonging to the Sulubah tribe which formerly acted as clients to the
powerful 'Ane.zeh tribe in northern Arabia. ( 38 )
4.3.1.2

Population Growth after Completing Sedentarization

Since most governments have insisted that nomads must be sedentarized (or as the French say "fixe au sol")( 39 ) in one way or another, it
is essential to forecast their patterns of population growth in order to
incorporate these groups into the wider national planned services.

A

high rate of natural growth among traditional societies would be expected
in response to two factors.

First, the traditional desire of keeping a

large family, and early marriage, and secondly, the innovation of family
health care associated with improvement in baby foods and health conditions.
Table 4.3 sbows that the Negev and the Galilee bedouin increased their
populations during the last three decades of being settled by 4.5 and
6 fold

respectively, while the Arab population in Israel trebled their
population in the same period. ( 40) These relatively high rates of bedouin

population growth and its different pattern from the settled population
is a topic which deserves special attention.
put forward

Previous demographic studies

the hypothesis of new trends in fertility rates among

nomads according to their degree of sedentarization.

Henin's work (1968)

on Baggara nomads in the Sudan shows that fertility rates rose among
settled nomadic groups.( 4l) Bernus's (1981) summary of demographic
studies on the Twareg and Peul in Niger indicates that several surveys
there have shown an internal gradient of fertility according to the
degree of sedentarization. (42 ) More recently Hill et al_ (1982) in
The Mortality and Fertility of Farmers and Pastoralists in Central
Mali 1950-1981, confirm that the Bambara's (settled millet farmers)
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fertility is higher than that of the

Twa~reg

(fully nomadic pastoral).

"In

summary, we can say that Bambara fertility is substantially higher than
that of the Twareg, a difference of the order of 1 to 2 children per
woman."

(43 1.

According to Hill et al (1982), the reason for the fert'ility

differences in this particular group arises mainly from their different
patterns of marriage, in which the "exposure to the risk of pregnancy"
is higher among the Bambara than the Twareg.

Social orders and customs

played an important factor in this respect.

For example for the "free"

Twareg, sexual relations before and outside marriage are condemned, ...
Bambara women are not supposed to have children prior to marriage, but
there is a social custom whereby a young girl can spend the rainy season
before her marriage in the home of her fiance.
in her future home.

She is "1 ent" to help out

Although she will return home before she finally

does marry, some women get pregnant in this period and may have the child
before the marriage takes place. ( 44 ) The above explanation has been
mentioned to illustrate the social variables in causing fertility differences among certain groups.

This "marriage pattern• was used here as

an "intermediate variable in Fertility" which has a certain degree of
power to affect the number of children being born during the reproductive
45
life span for women (usually 15- 45). ( ) In this respect attention
should be paid to the work of John Bongaarts (1978) listing eight
"intermediate variables" for an analysis of fertility differentials
between populations.

These variables were :marriage (or its equivalent),

contraception, induced abort ion, 1actat iona 1 i nfecundabil ity, frequency of
intercourse, sterility, spontaneous intrauterine mortality, and duration
of the fertile period. ( 46 ) It is not the place here to discuss the
effect of the above intermediate variables on fertility. However, these
variables are the "practical guide" (47) for further research on demographical trends among the bedouin.

For the purpose of the present

-1L9discussion it seems however that the two intermediate variables of
contraception and lactational infecundability are likely to be the keys
to population growth among bedouin after sedentarization has been
completed.

The combination of these two intermediate variables plays

an important role in determining fertility rates since both have a
direct affect on "the exposure to the risk of pregnancy".

For example,

the introduction of bottle feeding instead of breast feeding would
probably foreshorten the lactational infecundabil ity period and thus
increase the risk of another earlier pregnancy.

The same principle is

applicable for the contraception intermediate variable since certain
communities are still not prepared to use contraception.
4.4

Socio-economic Interaction
The unique pattern of the distribution of Galilee bedouin tribal

territories among inhabited regions provides a good reason to examine some
aspects of the nomadic sedentarization processes.

There are many examples

throughout the history of the Middle East in which drought, or new forces
which arose in the desert, have at times driven migratory tribes to the
borders of settled regions, brought them into close contact with the
local populace, and consequently resulted in the conversion of these desert
migrants into settlers. ( 48 )
The following discussion examines the nature of the socio-economic
interaction of the pastoral and sedentary populations in Galilee during
the British Mandate period in Palestine (1918-1948), arguing that their
mutual interaction was a fundamental cause for the spontaneous sedentarization of Galilee bedouin tribes.
For the purpose of the present discussion the term bedouin, as it
relates to their cultural and social identity indicates the pastoral
group whose main 1 ivel ihood is based on animal husbandry, despite
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operating some sort of sedentary residence.

The term fellaheen meaning

literally "tillers of the soil" but with a cultural and social significance beyohd this, will indicate the sedentary villagers whose main
occupation is agriculture and farming.
such a division is an artificial one.

It is important to mention that
In reality there are

village-

dwelling shepherds and there are nomadic herdsmen who are part-time
farmers.

Village farmers may hire pastoralists to take care of their

herds, while pastoral groups may own villages where others do the farming
f or t hem . ( 49 )
4. 4.1

Theoretical background

There is a wide range of studies of nomadic sedentarization
throughout the Middle East and North Africa.

It seems that geographers

tend to neglect the importance of internal factors on nomadic sedentarization, such as change brought about through imitation, competition
and innovation, though they have stressed external influences.

In recent

decades, the discovery of oil followed by large-scale industrialization
in various parts of the Middle East, has led to an increased interest in
nomadic sedentarization.

Furthermore the contemporary ideology of the

governments and of the urban masses is strongly against the continuation
of nomadism, which is regarded as contrary to these goals and aspirations
of a modern nation and society. (SO)

Accordingly, in such developing

circumstances, geographers have approached the subject of nomadic sedentarization by placing emphasis on external economic and political
factors.
In contrast, anthropologists tend to attach great importance to the
internal factors which have influenced the sedentarization processes
resulting from socio-economic interaction and interdependence between
the pastoral and non-pastoral groups inhabiting the same area.

A most

valuable collection of studies on this subject has been compiled by
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Society (1973).( 51)

Nomads in the Wider

Anthropologists have approached nomad-sedentary relationship in
two ways.

First, nomadic society in relation to its total environment.

Sedentary peoples and societies are part of this total environment, and
nomads' relations to them are revealed as part of an ecologic, economic
or political analysis. ( 52 ) This general viewpoint is adopted by
Fredrik Barth (1973) in his work upon the Basseri tribes of South
Persia.

Barth (1962) has referred to this approach as follows:

"In areas with an established nomadic minority, a strong
economic interdependence tends to develop between the
village communities and the nomads, and one finds a
situation of symbiosis where they mutually depend on
each other's products, and where the whole economy of the
area is based on the presence of both groups. The
removal from such a system of all the specialized pastoral
producers can only result in economic decline for the areas
as a whole." (53)
Secondly, a more explicitly symbiotic view whereby the interconnections of nomads and sedentary people are seen as prerequisites
for the survival of each in their present form.

Abbas Mohammed (1973)

in a paper entitled "The Nomadic and the Sedentary : polar compl ementaries not polar opposites", advocates this view by drawing attention
to the joint system in which both nomads and settled populations participate. ( 54 ) In his case study of the North White Nile region of the
Sudan he shows that the nomadic contribution to the cotton picking
labour force amounted to 42 per cent.

He also concluded that due to the

employment of pastoral nomads in cotton-picking "a pattern of socioeconomic interaction has developed and become a characteristic feature of
nomadic-sedentary relations.

Mutual need, trust and goodwill are

emerging principles, and the model of mutual hostility between nomads and
their sedentary neighbours become a myth." ( 55 )
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There are obvious limitations to anthropological studies of
nomadic and sedentary groups.

They tend to concentrate their work on a

particular group, largely because their studies are mostly done while
residing among one particular group.

Therefore, their studies tend to

be either of a single village, with subsidiary references to urban and
pastoral nomadic contacts, or of a single pastoral group with subsidiary references to village and urban contacts.

The overall result is

that symbiotic production systems of villagers and nomads have been
studied in terms of separate parts rather than as regional systems containing considerable numbers of tribes and sedentary groups. ( 56 )
It has been accepted commonly by both Anthropologists and Geographers
that nomadic pastoral groups have always maintained regular access to
settlements despite their degree of mobility and their remoteness from
these settlements.

The frequency of interaction and the extent of inter-

dependence between both communities varies from region to region.

This

variety relates to the nature of the migration regime of the nomadic
group and the type of interrelationships.
Cole•s (1973) study of the Al Murrah of Saudi Arabia illustrates a
high degree of interaction.

The main grazing territory of the Al Murrah

for winter pastorage is in the Rub al-Khali.

Cole (1973) notes that

they are among the most highly mobile camel herders in Saudi Arabia;
nevertheless in the summer they live in date-grove oases villages.

In

addition, their kinship ties link them with village dwellers, and their
notables have contacts with important city dwellers.

Access to religious

instruction and sectarian affiliations are among thetr village and town
interests.

Recently, they have contributed manpower to the modern Saudi

Arabian army.

Cole•s (1973) main point is that however isolated some

segments of Al Murrah may seem at certain times of the year, it is
impossible to conceive of them as being anything but integrated to the
same ecological and national systems as villages and city dwellers. ( 57 )
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Economic Interaction

Nomadic societies in the Middle East do not exist in isolated
habitats.

They are usually in contact with other nomads, with villages,

markets, and towns.

Arensberg (1965) pointed out that the universal

integration of the pastoral and agricultural sectors of production in
the Middle East into one regional economy is evidenced by the basic
diet consumed - in tents and in villages composed of both agricultural
and pastoral products. (SB)

This point may serve as a preliminary

framework for analyzing the basic form of nomad-sedentary integration,
through demand and supply where both sectors initially conduct economic
exchange at a domestic level.

Among the pastoral nomads, the tent is

the basic social and economic unit.

The economy of the tent-dwelling

household is based on the ownership of three kinds of property
(1) a flock, cattle, sheep and goats which serve as productive capital
together with a number of transport animals, camel, horse, mule and
donkey;

(2) movable property consisting of a tent, tools, and

implements and (3)

land~

in some cases the rights of access to such

lands may only be for pastoral purposes. ( 59 )

The tent as a unit of

production and consumption has become a highly specialized subsistence
economy and its primary products are few, limited essentially to meat,
milk, wool and supplying animals for transport.

In contrast, pastoral

nomads are characteristically consumers of, or require, a wide variety
of agricultural and industrial products which are not produced by its
members, but can be obtained only from town and village.

These include

coffee, tea, sugar, tobacco, wheat, cereals, dates, fruit, clothing,
footwear, craftsman's products and industrial wares.

Pastoral nomads

are completely dependent on these products for their work and everyday
life.

Such patterns of consumption are typical of Middle Eastern

pastoral nomads and may, to a certain extent, also apply to nomads of
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other regions whose requirements and consumption patterns are different,
such as the reindeer nomads of the sub-Arctic, or the classic nomad
cultures of central Asia, both of which are closely dependent on the
products of their flock.

These flocks are used with great inventiveness

to provide a diversity of food and equipment and the nomadic community
of this type thus makes itself much more independent of supplies from
the outside. ( 60)
The products which a nomadic household needs and cannot produce
may be obtained from sedentary persons or groups in a number of different
ways.

The simplest of these is trade, but also in certain circumstances

a nomad will not hesitate to obtain it by raiding and robbery.

If the

nomad's flocks produce a sufficient amount of pastoral products, above
and beyond what he and his family consume, the surplus can be exchanged
for such agricultural and industrial goods as are available in a market.
This process implies the most complete and effective division of labour,
whereby pastoral nomadism, through suitable market institutions, becomes
fully integrated in the local economic system as a specialized occupation.
In the case of the Galilee bedouin, unfortunately both 19th
century travellers' literature and modern writers devoted very little
attention to the economic interaction between fellaheen and bedouin.
It usually describes their relationship with the sedentary people in
terms of conflicts and aggressions.

The bedouin contribution to the

regional economy was usually viewed negatively and often considered as
being a major obstacle for development. ( 61 ) In most modern literature
the Israeli writers have elaborated this notion and given to this particular topic a distorted picture.
factors.

First,

They are probably influenced by two

they apparently associated bedouin with the experience

of the early Jewish colonization in Palestine, when it is often mentioned that the Jewish pioneers struggled against bedouin and malaria. (

62

)
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propaganda "turning the desert into a rose garden."( 63 ) For example,
Arlosoroff (1930) mentioned "There is an age-old feud between the bedouin
and the fellah that may go back to the very beginnings of human civilization; that the grazing rights forced out of the defenseless peasant, and
accompanied by frequent thefts of crops, pilferings and raids, belong to
those phenomena in the social life of the desert frontier which, time and
time again have checked the progress of civilisation in these parts of the
world ... ( 64 ) Karman (1953) in his paper "the settlement of the northern
Huleh Valley since 1938" described the Ghawarnah as resisting the mandatory
government when the latter acted for the prevention of malaria.

"Most of

these activities met with resistance and sometimes obstruction from the Arab
settlers, who saw in them an interference with their traditional methods and
ways of life."( 65 ) The result of such over-emphasis on one particular
aspect could easily lead to the conclusion that economic enterprise between
local fellaheen and the bedouin in Galilee has not been greatly developed.
In reality, things are entirely different.

Galilee bedouin tribes who

formed only 5% of the total population could not establish a self-sufficient
economy.

Their demands for food from the local villages would be considerable.

Another cause of bedouin-fellaheen interaction and perhaps the most
important one is the nature of the Galilee nomadism.

Since they were charac-

teristically semi-nomadic or settled in tents, their range of movement is
usually limited and infrequent.
immovable possessions.
the true nomads.

Thus the bedouin begin to accumulate

Thus their demands for such goods are higher than

The main point suggested here is that nomads' degree of

economic interaction increased in direct relation to the progress of
sedentarization.

If the bedouin are growing crops this does not mean that

they become less dependent on the fellaheen but that they are widening
their range of economic enterprise.

The Galilee bedouin economic con-

tribution to the fellaheen was not just the provision of certain products
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as Conder and Kitchener (1883) found among the tribes of the Upper
Gal i1 ee who had "become famous for their butter and milk". ( 66 ) Some
bedouin tribes who owned extensive lands were prepared to share with
fellaheen in cultivating the land.

This sort of co-operation whereby the

fellaheen become a bedouin's tenant is convincing proof of genuine
economic interaction.
It is interesting to note that bedouin-fellaheen economic interaction continues until the present day after the completion of sedentarization.

The author is familiar with many cases where bedouin in

Lower Galilee continue to obtain yearly olive oil from their neighbouring

M~sl

im villages.

In exchange, the bedouin who still raise flocks,

provide both animal products and the ram for the Islamic Feast of
Sacrifice (or the Feast of Immolation, in Arabic 'ld

al-a9~a).

Such

sort of longstanding barter is usually conducted on the land of individuals.

This is also an extension to what Barth {1962) describes as the

'village friend' relationship, whereby each nomad has one or more trading
67
partners in villages close to his normal migration route5 fn summing
up, economic interaction between bedouin and fellaheen in Galilee was a
matter of necessity and not choice.

The contribution of such interaction

to the sedentarization process should be concluded from the increasing
degree of incorporation within the wider regional economic system.
Bedouin groups who experienced a long period of contact with the culture
of local sedentary people, and whose material life diffused from village
to camp, would inevitably obtain a similar diffusion of ideas and change
of perception whereby bedouin began to imitate their neighbouring
villages.

As a pre-condition for such processes both fellaheen and

bedouin require a stable central government which could provide effective
order.
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Social Interaction

Having discussed the nomad-sedentary interaction from an economic
viewpoint, it is necessary to examine whether such a relationship gives
rise to social repercussions of great significance.

The marriage rel-

ationship will be used as an indicator for such interaction.
little evidence regarding nomad-sedentary intermarriage.

There is

Awad (1970)

found that some sedentary tribal groups who have been settled on the
land for a fairly long time still continue to maintain their tribal
solidarity and refuse to intermarry with the earlier settlers or fellaheen.
A good example of this is afforded by the Hawara of Upper Egypt, an
Arabized Berber tribe that at one time ruled the whole of Southern Egypt.
They still refuse to give their daughters in marriage to a fellah, however
rich he may be.

But they themselves do not object to marrying a rich

fellah girl, by which means, as Awad notes, they have been able to acquire
land. ( 68 )
Marx tl974) gives evidence of certain cases of intermarriage
between fellaheen and bedouin in the Negev, where a few sheikhs have
married fellaheen girls as additional wives.

He pointed out that there

is a greater possibility that the fellaheen will give their daughters
to bedouin rather than the reverse.

Marx

(1~74)

also mentioned a case

where a bedouin father in the Negev gave his daughter to a fellah from
Hebron with whom he had engaged in trade. ( 69 )
Among Galilee bedouin tribes, there is no evidence in the literature concerning bedouin-fellaheen intermarriage, during the British
Mandate in Palestine

(1~18-1948).

However, there is evidence from recent

field work research {April -September 1981), and through close personal
acquaintance with some tribes that cases of intermarriage were found
to be quite numerous in various tribes, notably among the tribes of
Lower Galilee.

For example, tribesmen of Arab Al Nujaidat married fellah
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women from the villages of Bu•eina, Nimrim and Hittin.

In each case

there was one marriage and one bedouin girl married a fellah from Tur•an;
tribesmen of Arab Luhaib, notably the Falah family, have married fellah
women, once in the village of Uzeir and twice in Ilut.
woman married a fellah from the village of 1 Arraba.

Also one Luhaib

The Jawam1s tribe,

who settled in the land of the village of Ilut and eventually bought
their own land from the village, show two cases of intermarriage whereby
two Jawam1sian men married girls from this village.
tribes

ha~not

Since data on other

been gathered about this specific point, it is likely

that more cases of intermarriage between bedouin and fellaheen have
occurred.
The highest percentage of bedouin and non-bedouin intermarriage
in Galilee today (August 1981) are apparently found in sa•ayida Umm al
Ghanam bedouin village who settled the southern slopes of Mount Tabor.
The mothers of 25 families, out of a totai of 89 households, were of
non-bedouin Arab origin.

A rate of almost one third of all the village

have intermarried with wider society and this may be considered as
parallel to Awad•s (1954) fourth stage of assimilation. (]O)

Awad

(1954) divided the process of the assimilation of Egyptian nomads into

five states; tl) absolute nomadism (2) partial nomadism (3) partial
assimilation (4) advanced assimilation (5) complete assimilation.

In

the final stage of assimilation, Awad said that the Arabs of nomadic
origin become fellaheen as a result of intermarriage, which may have
been going on for several decades. t]l)
It should be remembered that the case of sa•ayidah Umm al
Gharam does not represent other settled bedouin groups in Galilee.
For example in the bedouin village of Nu'airn in August 1981, only one
fellaheen wife was found out of a total of 39 wives.
bedouin origin.

The rest are from

The one fellaheen wife was married to a Nuaimian
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widower as a second wife.
Thus, bedouin preserve social integration, notably through intermarriage, despite the high degree of economic interdependence.

This

may be explained by the bedouin perception of sedentary people.

For

many centuries the bedouin considered himself the highest standing in
society and considered it his customary and hereditary right to impose
his rule on those "despised toilers" who lived in houses and tilled the
'1 . (72)

SOl

But increasing nomadic-sedentary interaction through both

channels of economic exchange and possible social relationships, will
lead to eventual changes in bedouin perception of sedentary communities.

Such a confrontation between contrasting cultural societies is

likely to create a base for mutual cultural exchange by diffusion of
ideas, thoughts and material from one side to the other, through
processes of imitation and competition.

Moreover, within the same

tribe, there exist different attitudes toward sedentarization.

Those

members who have more access to, and opportunities of encountering, the
sedentary neighbours have been amongst the first tribesmen to settle.
This may be equally applicable in the regional context.

In areas where

nomadic groups have had a long contact with local sedentary populations,
there has been more rapid sedentarization than among other desert
nomads.

This factor accounts for the major difference between the

Galilee and Negev bedouin types of sedentarization.

Finally, socio-

economic interaction could encourage the bedouin to change their tents
into modern dwelling houses.
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4.5

Migration and Urbanization Trends
The Palestine type of urbanization and its regional orientation

towards the plains and the coastal parts of the country provide a good
case to test the earlier assumption of regular Galilee bedouin migration
from the upper mountain into the lower part.

This migration is assumed

to be an integral part of the sedentarization and denomadization
processes.

Thus, bedouin migration from the rural environment of Upper

Galilee into areas with close proximity to towns and modern agricultural
expansion is likely to be associated with the idea of changing the bedouin
subsistence economy into a welfare one.

Changing the base of such

traditional economy is most vital for the processes of sedentarization
since it allows both accumulation of capital for purchasing private
property such as land, and also contributes to the disintegrating of the
tribe while some of its members are absent temporarily or permanently to
search for jobs in towns.

There are several examples in the Middle East

and Northern African countries where nomadic groups have migrated into
urban areas for the purpose of employment and have eventually established
small shanty towns around their work places.

The emigration of nomadic

groups, from Southern Tunisia into towns inhabited by Europeans in
the Mediterranean zone has been mentioned by Clarke (1957), and fits
this category. ( 73 ) According to Clarke (1959) "Temporary emigration
to the towns and villages of the north is a feature of the more settled
groups."( 74 )
Other examples are found in the oil-rich countries where nomads
become settled after being permanent dwellers in the new shanty towns
around the oil fieldsand associated industry. They almost lose their
contact with the original tribes. \ 75 ) The bedouin tribes in the
Jerusalem and Bethlehem vicinities have also produced a scattered pattern
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It is only in general terms that

one can compare the case of Galilee bedouin migration with that of the
above cases.

'~hatever

was the circumstance and the reasons involved,

there is a tendency of bedouin groups with various degrees of sedentarization to abandon their traditional camp and to join the ranks of
the urbanized.

It is not always necessary that such groups migrated for

labour purposes, as most studies have heavily emphasized; there are
examples of bedouin groups who migrated with their flocks and settled on
the urban periphery at a distance perhaps not exceeding 5 km. from the
town centre.

Perhaps the prime reason for choosing such a location was

better accessibility to water resources, or to maintain daily contact
with the market rather than to search for labour.

In these cases

tribesmen and particularly the women could make a daily journey to the
town to sell the animal products, mostly milk, yogurt, cheese, butter
and ghee; sometimes also animal meat, skin, hair, chickens and eggs.
These groups very often remain settled in such a locality and contribute
considerably to the local market.
found in the Tiberias vicinity.

A good example of such groups is
A 1943 map of Palestine marked them as

being "Arab Tabariya", namely the bedouin of Tiberias, camping some
( 77)

2-5 km. west and south of the town.

Table 4.4 shows that these groups

are sub tribal groups who were split up from their original tribal
camp (Fig.4.1) to form a sort of communal grazing.

Several groups

who were camping close to each other had identified themselves by
the name of the site or the land they camped on.

In 1947, 10 families

from each of the Wuhaib and the Tawafirah were settled in the town of
Tiberias and maintained themselves from the sale of animal products and
labour. \ 78 ) The second bedouin group who migrated close to urban areas
werethose tribes of South Western Galilee in the vicinities of Haifa
and Shafa

1

Amr towns.

Figure 4.1

shows that a relatively high number of

tribal groups have chosen to concentrate around the town of Shafa

1

Amr.
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Table 4.4

Bedouin Groups Camping in Tiberias Vicinity (1931)

Tribal group
Arab Nasir ed Din

Arab a1 Mana ra

Arab Sarjuna

Arab Poriya

'

Tri ba 1 origin

Tent

Dalayikah al 'I sa,
Wuhaib

35

Tawafirah Wuhaib,
Dalayikah.Subaih

I

I
I

Population
1931
179

33

214

;

;

90*

490*

I
I
I

I

Khawalid, Dalayikah
Shuhadat and 'I sa

11

73

Da1ayikah shuhadat
and 'Isa. Ghurai fat
Tawa fi rah

19

97

Arab a1 Midraj

-

11

57

Arab al Qadish

Da 1ayi kah Shuhadat
and 'Isa

16

79

I

* Population in 1945.
Source : Ashkenazi, 1938, pp.245-247, Hadawi, 1970, p.72.

The town of Shafa 'Amr is the smallest town in Galilee and it has· never
developed any industrial activities.

It is assumed, however, that there

were other reasons influencing the high concentration of bedouin groups
in Shafa 'Amr vicinity rather than possible bedouin employment in the
town.

Thus the link between bedouin migration and employment opportunities

in this case is very weak and perhaps did not exist.

Towards the end of

the 19th century the area had attracted several bedouin groups whose
arrival in this particular area was probably because it had one of the
lowest population densities.

The oak forest south of Shafa 'Amr forms
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a good natural grazing ground and within this hilly area bedouin could
cultivate some tracts between the hills.

Furthermore, the Wad al Malik

was one of the most important water resources for watering the animals.
Finally, the town Shafa 'Amr was used by the bedouin for commercial and
services purposes.
The area continued to attract more bedouin groups in the first half
of the 20th century and particularly during the British Mandate.

The new

bedouin groups were mostly sub tribes who split off from their original
tribe in the Upper Galilee mountain.

In addition, there are also bedouin

groups who arrived to this hilly area from the plains of Marj Ibn 'Amir in
the south and Acre plain in the West.

These particular groupshad left

the plain in the 1930's when the Jewish Agency acquired the land they
were occupying.
~efore

elaborating on the reasons for the new bedouin migration

into this part of Galilee it is essential to mention that the present
groups are bedouin who camped in the lands of settled villages or towns.
Therefore their sedentarization has to be associated with the acquisition
of suitable land for establishing the new stone houses.

They are unlike

the majority of bedouin tribes in Galilee tTable 4.5) who possess their
own tribal land and had no need to invest capital in land purchase during
the stage of transition into sedentary life.

However, the reasons for

this new migration, which greatly influenced their sedentarization,
are several, two direct causes and some indirect.
ti)

The area in which the bedouin concentrated contains the great advan-

tage of being bounded by both new industrial activity in the Haifa-Acre
region in the west and agricultural activities in Marj Ibn 'Amir to the
south.

Thus, according to Golany (1966) :
''These two regions, characterised by high economic activity, have
attracted bedouin concentrations to this corner richer in means
of subsistence than any other part of the Galilee since early
times". (79)
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Table 4.5

Bedouin Land holding in Northern Palestine (1945)*

Tribe

Arab el 'Aramis ha & Arab el
Qul eitat
Arab Touqiya
Arab el Fuqara
Arab el Ghawarnia (Jist
zerga
Arab el Ghawarnia (Jidru)

Tot a1 1and
(Donum)

Cultivable
Land
(Donum)

'X of Cultiv-

able land

11 '442

2,653

23

1 ,872

196

10

680

27

15

2, 531
793

Arab Baniha

7,611

7 ,2 95

96

Arab es Subeih

3,740

3,708

99

16,690

4,080

24

Kirad el Baqqara

2 , 141

2,021

94

Kirad el Ghannama

3, 795

3,548

93

Arab Zubeid & Mallaha

1 ,838

1 , 761

95

Qudeiriya

12,487

1 ,029

16

Arab el Heib (Tuba)

13,684

7,478

54

3,556

3,410

96

27,856

7,265

26

Arab el Mawasi & el Wuheib

7 ,038

2.027

29

Manara

4,185

4,172

99

10,474

4,102

39

Arab esh Shamalina

Tyleil & el Huseiniya
Zanghariya

Samakiya

source : S. Hadawi, Village Statistics 1945, Palestine Liberation
Organization Research Centre, Beirut, 1970.
*The spelling of names are presented as they appear in the original source.
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A similar viewpoint was reported by Amiran and Ben-Arieh (1963)
"In industry the bedouin found an open market for his labour.
This applied especially to the northern part of the
country. In contrast to present trends, Haifa was in
mandatory days the preeminent industrial city. Outside
Haifa there qrew up the most uqly and shockinq shanty
towns where some of the labour force 'resided', among
them many bedouin." (80)
Thus the notion that Galilee bedouin engaged in industrial activities during the mandate period, seems to be held consistently by
several scholars.

However, according to a secret document compiled by

the Palestine Government Chief Secretary on 17th November 1942, entitled
Manpower in Palestine, there were 66,000 bedouin in Palestine "whose
labour value, incidentally, is small."( 81) Such a statement conflicts
with the former views.

It certainly seems that at this stage revenue

from industrial employment was not an important means to attract bedouin
to this area.

However, it did partially benefit some individuals but

did not reflect a general trend.

It is interesting to note that one

person of the tribe, Arab as Sadiyyay, worked as a policeman in Shafa
'Amr police station for many years during the British Mandate.

One of

his sons (51 years old) claims that 'due to his father's acquaintance
with the Shafa 'Amr's people his tribe were able to acquire their
lands. ( 82 ) There is also another case in Arab Luhaib Abu ~aiah where
a bedouin man worked for some 10 years in the neighbouring German
colony of Waldheim as a fulltime labourer.

These examples were gathered

during the field research (April -September 1981) in order to assess
the contribution of wage labour capital invested in land purchases.

The

impression which most interviews gave was that until the end of the
British Mandate the main source of bedouin income was from livestock
and some supplementary income from growing crops.

A general conclusion

may be put forward that industrial development did not radically change
the major Galilee bedouin economic activity of raising livestock.
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nomadic groups in a desert environment.

It seems, however, that the

Galilean non-desert environment allowed the bedouin in Galilee to
react slowly to the industrial development, while they preferred to
continue raising livestock and cultivating some part of the land they
possessed or turned other parts of their pasture into cultivable land.
Table 4.5 clearly shows that most of the tribal groups mentioned in
1945 cultivate a considerable part of their lands either by themselves
or through fellaheen tenants.

The hypothesis which may be put forward

is that bedouin in their early stages of sedentarization prefer to combine agriculture as a source of supplementary income to raising animals
rather than labouring.

This preference was perhaps due to the fact

that labouring demands fulltime work, while agriculture is usually
seasonal and does not upset the requirements of time and manpower
necessary for the task of raising animals.

By contrast, in arid

environments where the risk of drought is high and the opportunities of
developing extensive agriculture (without modern irrigation) are limited,
nomads in their early stages or sedentarization usually react positively to work in oil industry or irrigation schemes.
leads to the reduction of their livestock population.

This often
Since there is

the opportunity in Galilee for bedouin to turn to agriculture and to
continue raising animals it appears that agriculture has been an essential
intermediate stage in the sedentarization process.
(ii)

The second reason for the high concentration of bedouin groups

in south western Galilee is the availability of land for purchase.
The immediate needs for land are different from one bedouin group to
the other.

Those groups who had split up from their original tribe

may have needed lands not only for cultivation or grazing purposes, but
also to create a sort of small traditional dirah.

However, for those

-147groups who were evacuated from Marj Ibn Amir after the land had been
transferred into Jewish hanrls new land was urgently required to secure
their existence and keep their people together.
The introduction of the new concept of private land ownership is
at the heart of Galilee bedouin sedentarization.
was owned collectively by the whole group.

Traditionally land

Deviation from this concept

is a relatively new idea among bedouin, initiating marked social change
within the tribe and challenging tribal solidarity.
bedouin

have

Once

made the first step towards a permanent lifestyle

through acquiring land, the second stage of establishing a stone
house for dwelling usually follows quickly since the bedouin only needs
to gather cash for buying the building materials.

The period between

acquiring the land and building the stone house or digging a water well
is crucial in the process of sedentarization, during which the bedouin
adapts to the idea of immovable property.

The length of this period

varies because such processes depend on individuals rather than groups,
taking up to a maximum of ten years, but usually less.
The offering of large land sales to the bedouin from about the
early 193o•s in south western Galilee closely corresponds to the period
of the increase in urbanization in Palestine and accelerating sedentarization.

The following discussion will examine the impact of urban-

ization on the local Arab community.

Urbanization influenced the

possibility of offering lands for bedouin.

Between the years 1922-1940

the urban population of Palestine grew by 165% whereas the rural population increased only 72%. ( 83 ) Such a rate of increase was not only
due to the Jewish immigration to Palestine during the British Mandate,
but also among the Arabs urbanization was raised from 29% in 1922
to 34% in l944(Table 4.6).

The process was interrupted in the 1948 War

by the exodus of most of the Arab town population from Palestine.

Then

under the state of Israel the process apparently began again (Table 4.6).
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Table 4.6

Source

Increasing Urbanization of the Arab Population of Palestine
Between 1922 and 1975

Year

Rural (%)

Urban (%)

1922

71

29

1933

70

30

1944

66

34

1961

75

25

1 972

45

55

1975

41

59

A.J. Parkinson, An analysis of the Geographical Implications of
the Israeli-Lebanon border : The Problems of Settlement in
Northern Israel, Durham University, Geography Department,
M.A. Dissertation, 1978, p. 55 (Unpublished)
The increasing urbanization among the Arab population, particularly

the Christians (Table 4.7) resulted mainly from the expansion of Palestine's
economic infrastructure during the British Mandate.
mainly with

This was associated

1) the growing citrus industry; citrus plantations increased

about ninefold between the years 1922 to 1937

(Table 4.8), the Arab

sector developing almost to the same extent as the Jewish sector.
According to Main (1937), "the conversion of arable land into citrus groves
means a tenfold increase in the 1abour employed." (84 )
2) The construction
of Haifa hanbour, which began in 1929 and was completed in 1934.
outbreak of the Second World War in 1939.

3) The

At its peak, the wage labour

force included an estimated 100,000 full-time Arab workers, or one-third
of the entire male Arab population of working age. (85 ) It must be
emphasised here that the British administration were not able to impose
conscription for military service (unlike the Turks) on native Palestinians
because conscription would have been cuntr&ry to tile tems of the

~landate.

Table 4.7

The Rural and Urban Populations of Palestine by Religion 1922-1944

Religion

Rural
number

Years

Urban
number

%

Total
number

%

'

%

i

r

Moslem

Jews

Christian

1922
1 931

451 ,816
571 ,637

1944

693,820

1922
1 931

15,172
46,143

1944

138,220

18. 1
26.4
25.0

1922

17 '981
22,148

24.6
24.2

27,760

20.5

1931
1944

Druze

7,896

1 931

8,602

I

I
I

I

I

139,074
188,075

23.4
24.8

300,900

30.3

68,622
128,467

81.9
73.6
75.0

415,380

I

55,043

75.4
75.8

69,250
107,790

I

79.5

I

'

590,000
759,712

:

994,720

100.0
l 00.0
l 00.0

83 '7 91
174,610
553,600

l 00.0
100.0
l 00.0

73,024

100.0
l 00.0

i

100.0

'

i

I
'

I
'
'

93 '198
135,550

'

I
--'

I

1922
1944
Source:

I

76.6
75.2
69.7

I

!

12,290
---

I

83.3
85. 1
87.2

16.7
14. 9
12.8

1 '578
1 ,499
1 ,81 0
--

'

I

G.Kossaifi, contribution a 1 •etude Demographigue de 1a
Institut De Demographie Universite de Paris, Sorbonne,

-

--·--

--

- -

-

9,474
10,101
14,100

100.0
100.0
100.0

I
I

I

----·---

---

Thesis,

-!::>
\.0
I
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Table 4.8

The Development of Citrus Plantations 1922-1937
(in donums)

I

I

End of Year

Jews

1922

10,000

Total

Arab

II
I

I

22,000

32,000

I

I
1927

24,000

33,000

57 ,000

1930

60,000

47,000

107,000

I
i

1933

120,000

81 ,000

201 ,000

1935

1 53 ,000

134,000

287,000

1937

155,500

144,600

299,500

I

I
I

Source

I
I

I

I
I

D.Horowiz, 11 Arab Economy in Palestine~' in Palestine's
Economic Future, J.B. Hobman (ed. ), Percy Lund
Humphries and Company Limited, London, 1946, p.59.

I

-151However a large number of unskilled Arab labourers were needed during the
war for building Army Camps, installations, roads etc., while the British
troops had to maintain other functions.
The expansion of Palestine's economic infrastructure had a profound
effect on both bedouin and Arab village socio-economic structure.

For the

first time in history the Arab village had a better and wider opportunity
to be freed from being dependent on agriculture.

It follows that the

base of the traditional occupational structure was altered with a movement
of manpower from the agricultural branch into other modern occupations.
According to Horowitz (1946):
"No less than 10,000 Arab earners have therefore been transferred
from agriculture where the annual income per earner was in 1936
only LP27 per year, to Government employment with an average
annual pay of LP120 per salaried employee and LP60 per
daily worker." (86)
The government secret document of 1942 on manpower in Palestine gave a
similar notion:
"During a recent survey in Jenin subdistrict an estimate of
75% was given by the local authorities as the proportion of
the total labour available employed on Army works. It must be
noted, however, ... Already there is evidence from all districts
that competitive demands and high wages have dangerously reduced
the labour available for agriculture. The large landowners who
use hired labour are particularly affected." (87}
In addition, the Histadrut estimated the Arab wage force in
agriculture as being 20% of the total Arab wage forces in 1946 (Table 4.9}
towards the end of the British Mandate, compared with being 65.5% (in
1920) in the first years of the Mandate. (88 ) This decline may be largely
due to the impact of the British Mandate (1918-1948}.

-152Distribution of the Arab Wage Force in 1946

Table4.9

Occupation

Number

Government workers

24,000

Army

27,000

Rail ways

7,000

Municipalities

3,250

Arab industries and handicrafts
Arab Workers in non-Arab industry
Miscellaneous small enterprises

11 ,000
2,500
500

Mining

1 ,300

Harbours

1 ,700

Fishing

3,000

Oil Companies

4,000

Construction

7,000

Transport

N/A

Business, services, professions

14,000

Agriculture

30,000 (20%)

Miscellaneous

6. 750
147,000

Source:

R.L. Taqqu, Arab Labor in Mandatory, Palestine 1920-48 Ph.D Thesis
History, Asia Department, Columbia University 1978, p.l70.
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The decreasing proportion in agricultural employment was a direct
result of the decrease in cultivable land in many villages which were
located close to the regional economic developments, thus resulting in
either the selling of marginal areas or the abandoning of it tEmporarily,
especially when such land was formerly cultivated by tenants who turned
to industrial work or other modern jobs.

Simultaneously there was con-

tinuous manpower outflow from agriculture into the modern sectors,
creating conflicting attitudes within the same village as to the worth
of maintaining agriculture as against possible cash earnings from the
alternative activities.

This not only created a new social class within

the village, but also led to competition between villagers for the more
profitable jobs.

Table 4.10 clearly illustrates enployment and incomes

in agriculture in comparison with other branches.
Table 4.10

Estimated Number engaged in each Branch of Production and
Average Income per Head in the Arab Community, 1944.

Branch of Production
Agriculture, livestock, fisheries
and forests
Industry and handicrafts
Housing
Building and construction
War Department, civil ian employment
Palestine troops
Transport and communications
Commerce and finance, hotels, restaurants and cafes
Government and local authorities
Other
Total
Source

Number
Engaged
'000
152
13

Total
Income
LP mil.
20.4
3.3

Average
income
per person LP
134
254

2. 9

15

2.9
2.7
0.2
3.5

145
l 04
l 21
233

29
32
11

6.9
4.8
2.0

238

182

300

49.6

165

20
26
2

1 50

P.J. Loftus, National Income of Palestine, 1944, Government
printer, Palestine, 1946, p.27.

-154The introduction of profitable alternatives to agriculture among
the sedentary local community was apparently the main reason for selling
some of their lands to the bedouin.

Golany (1966) shows that the settle-

ments who sold land to bedouin in south western Galilee often had relatively large amounts of land per capita as in Tables 4.11 and 4. 11. l.
The averages of land holding for the three chosen settlements was 17.6
donums (Table 4. 11.1 ), or double the district's average of 8.02 donums
(Table 4.11).
Table 4.11

The Average Land per Head in Northern Districts in 1945

District

Total land
( Donum )

i

I

I

I

II

!

I

!

I

I

A ere

I

:

Nazareth

799,663

I

497,533

!

Average 1and
( Donum per
person)

Total
population
68,330

i

I

11.7

I

'
I

l 0. 7

46 'l 00
I

I

I

Sa fad

!

696,131

53,620

12. 9

Tiberias

i

440,969

3 9, 200

11.2

Haifa

1 ,031 ,755

224,630

4.5

Total

3,466,051

431 ,880

8.02

Source: G. Golany, Bedouin settlement in Alonim-Shfaram Hill Region,
Ministry of Interior and Department of Geography, Hebrew
University, Jerusalem, 1966, p.l7.
Table 4.11.1

The Average Land per Head in Three Arab Villages in 1945
Total land
(Don urn)

Settlement

Safa 'Amr

97,606

I

II

Total
population

Average land
' (Don urn per
person)

3,640

26.8

4,330

12.7

1 '31 0

13.4

9,280

17.6

I

Su ffuriya

55,378

I Il ut
Total
Source

17,557

II

174,181

Golany, op.cit. p.l9.

I

I
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According to Amiran and Ben-Arieh (1963) the land which was offered
to bedouin in Shafa •Amr vicinity was distinctive in having little value
to the Shafa •Amr people, since such land had a low productivity and
was distant from their town;
11

The land most easily available for sale was a considerable
extent of low oak forest in the hills immediately to the north
of 1 Emeq Jezreel, which belonged to the people of Shefar•am.
This forest cover had been preserved on an area covered with
nari crust which made the land of poor agricultural value to
the conventional Arab farmer. The oak forest on the other hand
was useful for the Bed ui·n for pasturing his livestock. Bed·.Ui n had
been in this area for a considerable time, apparently since the
eighteenth century. Here, therefore, was a favourable deal, both
for the people of Shefar•am who owned a wealth of good agricultural land and had a chance to sell for fair money land distant
from their town which had little value to them, and for the
Beduin ,who could at reasonable prices acquire pieces of land
useful to them~ (89)
1

This pattern of land acquisition seems to be over simplified and represents
only the settler•s order of preference.

However, field research

(April- September 1981) among the bedouin tribes who settled in this
vicinity (notably the tribes of Zubaidat, Sadiyyah,
Ka 1 biyyah, Samniyyah and

Sawaid-~umairah)

~ilf,

Khawalid,

confirmed that the pattern

of bedouin land acquisiton appears quite different from a bedouin
perspective.

For all the bedouin groups (except the Ka 1 biyyah) the sale

was arranged through private bedouin families acquiring land from
private non-bedouins.

The bedouin usually preferred to acquire land

suitable for immediate cultivation which mostly formed a tract between
the hills or the valley bottom and also traces in the top plateaux,
(further discussion in chapter

8 ).

This pattern of preference was

greatly influenced by the religious affiliation of the settlers rather
than the distance from city.

In this respect, the Christians and the

Druzes of Shafa •Amr were among the first people to offer land for sale
to bedouin.

Thus the location of land offered depended largely on the

location of both Christian and Druze land within the total town territory.
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No evidence has been shown that these particular groups owned the
land from the town.
The Christian group were likely to offer land for sale because
they were first groups among the Arab society to move towards urbanization.

They were the most skilled class among the villagers and they

were the first people who were attracted, or perhaps encouraged, by the
British Administration to engtge in modern employment, industry, in
military bases, construction, trade, etc.

Their qualifications allowed

them to earn a higher wage than others in the same village.

The wage of

a skilled worker exceeded tbe rates for unskilled labour (go) by four to
six fold during the British Mandate.
In summing up this part, one could clearly see that migration and
urbanization had contributed to the process of sedentarization, through
gradual detribalisation and through migration.
accelerated private land acquisition.

Indirectly, urbanization

The impact of both migration and

urbanization was of varying significance among tribes of Galilee.
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SPECIFIC CAUSES FOR THE SEDENTARIZATION OF GALILEE BEDOUIN
5.1

The

Imp~ct

of Pre-State Jewish Colonization

"The future of these tribes is a difficult problem. They
have as strong a claim as the rest of the Arabs to follow
their habitual mode of life, but that mode, with its
wasteful system of nomadic grazing, can hardly be held
to justify the perpetuation of primitive methods of cultivation. The whole question demands careful consideration.
It may be that pastoral economy and intensive culture
cannot exist side by side, in which case the bedouin's
needs must be met in other ways." ( 1 )
The impact of Jewish colonization on the ongoing process of sedentarization was probably the strongest factor for those tribes who were
camped in the plains or attached to them in one way or another.

Sir

Herbert Samuel (1920), the first High Commissioner for Palestine himself
gave the first warning of this colonization process.

In addressing

his declaration to the Zionist leader Dr. Weizman (1920) the High
Commissioner, he described the effect of large scale Jewish immigration
on Palestine bedouin as follows:
"In addition to the rights of private landowners communal village
lands, are the historical and accepted rights of the nomad and
semi-nomad Bedouin Arab located in Palestine. Their grazing
rights over lands not their permanent habitat and their passage
to and from such lands in accordance with the seasons, are
sanctified by centuries of custom and acquiescence by the
peasants over whose lands they pass on whose land their flocks
obtain summer pasturage. The unwritten law on this subject is
quite clear and includes fees paid for protection en route.
There are dividing lines across Palestine mutually accepted by
the tribes from the North, East and South. The areas of
these migrations are clearly marked and accepted and I attach
a sketch map showing these movements. Where local protecting
tribes do not exist, island colonies have been formed by the
migrating tribes on suitable grass lands so as to furnish
necessary protection to the flocks during the annual visit of
the contingent from the main tribe. The migration commence
as soon as the crops are in and grazing in the homelands shows
signs of exhaustion, that is from about June and continues into
July and August. The return starts with the first rainfall,
usually early in November.
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The number affected in the North zone are approximately 3,000,
in the centre a few hundred herdsmen, in the south up to as
many as 10,000. From the foregoing it will be recognized that
Jewish immigration to the land, if in any large numbers, will
necessitate a complete revision of the present system of tenure
and the abolishment of old tribal grazing rights and
customs." (2)
In the light of the High Commissioner•s evidence, an attempt will be made
to examine the impact of Jewish colonization upon the bedouin groups of
Galilee arguing that such impact did not contribute to the bedouin
economic stability as much as to the detribilization and disbanding of
certain groups.

In this respect, it seems that the impact arose

primarily because of the unique spatial distribution of the Jewish land
preference within the northern areas (Fig. 5.1) which follows a similar
pattern to the existing preferences of the bedouin tribes (Fig. 5.2).
This pattern of similarity led to competition for land.

On the one

hand the Zionist organization acquired this land by various methods in
order to settle immigrants and on the other hand bedouin tribes, as well
as Arab villages, were in possession or in tenancy of the same land.
In order to understand the process of bedouin detribalization it is
necessary to explain firstly the reasons surrounding the establishment
of the unique pattern of Jewish land acquisition in northern Palestine.
5.1.2

Political Background

The Balfour declaration of the 2nd November

1917 concerning the

establishment of a national home for the Jewish people in Palestine was
a turning point in the geography of Palestine, as well as in the history
of Jews.

After centuries of population stability the country become a

territory for future colonization.
The declaration itself was issued in the form of a letter from
Arthur James Balfour, the Foreign Secretary to Lord Rothschild. ( 3 )
At a Cabinet Meeting on 31st October

1917, Arthur Balfour, who was to be
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signatory to the document, said that he understood the words "National
Home" (from HeimstHtte) to which the Zionists attached so much importance,
to mean some form of British, American or other protectorate, under which
full facilities would be given to the Jews to work out their own salvation and to build up, by means of education, agriculture and industry,
a real centre of national culture and a focus of national life.

It did

not necessarily involve the early establishment of an Independent Jewish
State, which was a matter for gradual development in accordance with the
ordinary laws of political evolution. ( 4 )
In response to this declaration the British administration had to
introduce a restricted legislation of the land system in order to
5
fulfil Balfour S promise. ( ) The mandate for Palestine is the only one
1

A Category' to provide for matters such as land system and
settlement. ( 6 ) Special attention had been paid to this question in the

of the

1

mandates of the

1

B' and

1

C' categories; these territories were regarded

by the Western powers as communities who had not reached the stage of
development to enjoy control of their land systems.

The general classif-

ication of various mandated territories into three categories
and

1

1

A1 , 'B 1

C1 was based on the character of the given mandate, such as the stage of

the development of the people, and the geographical situation of the territory.

For example,

1

A' category is applied to ex-Turkish provinces and 'B

'C 1 to ex-German colonies in Africa and the Pacific.
under

1

B1 and

1

Mandated territories

C1 category needed to pass a longer period on the way

to their ultimate independence compared with the mandated territories
of A category. Despite the fact that Palestinian communities were
1

1

regarded among those who had reached an advanced stage of development
such as the other 'A mandates of Iraq, Syria and Lebanon, Palestine
1

inhabitants did not enjoy similar treatment.

1

1

From this viewpoint the

mandate for Palestine stands alone as a result of being involved

S
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-169in the national home policy. ( 7 )
It is true that the British administration did not institute such
a land system in order to colonize the country with their nationals or
in their own more or less exclusive interest, as was the case of colonization of North Africa by the French and the Italians. (8 ) However,
since their policy contained two elements : the provisions of Article ll
(the control of land) and the undertaking to

11

facilitate Jewish immig-

ration under suitable conditions" and to encourage close settlement by
Jews on the land, in cooperation with the Jewish agency (Article 6),
it follows that the British administration in Palestine was in the position of Judge and partner at the same time.

By this means the colon-

ization of the land in Palestine was, in principle, similar to any other
colonization in the world.

However, abuses of British Colonization in

Palestine were less likely to occur because they did not use the land
directly for themselves.

Nor did they begin to interpret the immig-

ration regulations more liberally to help Jews migrate to Palestine
following the Holocaust in Europe. ( 9 )
5. 1.3 Areas of Jewish Land Preference
The absolute percentage of total increase of Jewish land possession lincluding public land) during the British Mandate in Palestine
was from 1.5% in 1914 to 6.8% in 1947. (lO) (Fig. 5.3).

Such increase

may be regarded as relatively small if compared to the percentage
increase of Jewish population from 9.7% in 1914 to 35.1% in 1~46. (ll)
However, the chosen areas for colonization in Palestine are the focus of
the present paragraph.
The northern sub-districts of Haifa, Acre, Tiberias and Beisan
comprise only 14% of Palestine but in the years 1914 and 1947 comprised
71% and 60% respectively of the total Jewish land possession in these

-170years.

Moreover the four sub-districts of Haifa, Beisan, Tiberias and

Safad become the districts (beside Jaffa) with the highest Jewish land
concentration by the end of the British Mandate in 1948 (Fig. 5.3).

In

these sub districts one-third (on average) of the land was transferred
into Jewish land for agricultural and other purposes.

This strong

orientation towards northern areas is explained by a combination of
political, environmental and economic factors as follows:

5. 1.3. l

(a)

The British administration's policy.

(b)

The condition of the land.

(c)

The Jewish capital nature and structure.

(d)

The attitudes of local Arab inhabitants.

The British administration land policy
In addition to the pol icy of the land system and the

11

promoting

of the close settlement and intensive cultivation of the land'' (in
Article 11), Article 6 states that

11

The Administration of Palestine,

while ensuring that the rights and position of other sections of the
population are not prejudiced, shall facilitate Jewish immigration under
suitable conditions and shall encourage, in co-operation with the Jewish
agency referred to in Article 4, close settlement by Jews on the land,
including state lands and waste lands not required for public
purposes." (l 2 )
The text of this Article clearly indicates that immigration and
settlement on the land are closely connected with each other and that
the latter is to be the direct and immediate consequence of the former.
The obligation assumed by the mandatory, however, to encourage
close settlement by Jews on the lands includes a similar obligation
concerning the rights of the native Arab population that is they should
not be affected by the former.

Hence the Mandatory Power was to

-171co-ordinate in his land legislation for these two sets of interests.
The legislative measures to be taken by the Mandatory thus had
to provide for a double guarantee : one to the Jews who are to acquire
new land in order to be able to establish their national home in Palestine
and one to "the other sections of the population" who were in present
possession of the land.

Under such favourable conditions both Jewish
(

immigrants and lands acquisition were considerably increased in the
early years of the British Mandate.

For example, the country was opened

to immigration and between 1920 and 1929 more than one hundred thousand Jewish
3
immigrants entered the country, trebling the Jewish population of 1920. (l )
As far as land purchase is concerned, by 1925 they had already purchased
half a million donums, just about doubling their holdings at the beginning of the war in 1914. (l 4 )
In 1929 it was officially accepted that the land policy pursued was
creating a landless class of cultivators.

The two reports of the Shaw

Commission and Sir John Hope-Simpson, (1930) state
the Zionist Colonization policy on the Arabs.

clearly the effect of

According to the Shaw

Report (1930) :
"that land purchase by Jews on anything approaching a large
scale must necessarily violate the rights of the nature tenant
farmers, peasants, or squatters, and lead to the creation
of a landless class, that the rights of these groups have hitherto
not been sufficiently protected." (15)
In addition, Sir John Hope-Simpson points out that :
"to all intents and purposes the 1and purchased by the Jewish
National Fund is actually extraterritorialised and ceases to
be land from which the Arab can derive any advantage either at
present or at any time in the future. He can never hope to
cultivate, nor can he expect employment on the land as a paid
labourer. Nor can anyone help him by restoring the land, by
purchase to common use, since the land is inalienable. It is
for this reason that the Arabs discount the profession of
friendship and goodwill on the part of the Zionists in view
of the policy which the Zionist Organization deliberately
adopted." (16)
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Following these two inquiries the Administration initiated a scheme
for the settlement of landless Arabs on government land.

Investigations

disclosed the fact that certain properties owned by the government were
not suitable, and those properties that were suitable were insufficient
for the purpose. (l 7 ) In spite of the settlement of some 350 families
(out of 3,300 applications). the number of landless Arabs, in view of
the continued purchases by Zionists, was increasing. (lS)
situation continued until 1939 when the British

The present

Administ~ation

issued

the White Paper which proved to be inconsistent with the spirit of the
terms of the Mandate. (l 9) It imposed a ceiling of 75,000 on Jewish
immigration over the following five years and restricted the areas in
which Jewish land purchases could be made. ( 20) The new policy of
restricting Jewish land purchases was practically implemented by the
issue of the Land Transfer Regulations, 1940.

These Regulations

derived their principles front the idea of "partition", suggested early
in 1937 by the Peel Commission.

Accordingly, Palestine was divided

into two major zones : (see Figure 5. 5 for northern Palestine) Zone
"A" where transfers of 1and from Arabs to Jews is prohibited with certain
specified exceptions, and Zone "B" where land sales from Arabs to Jews,
though controlled, are permitted in such cases as the consolidation of
holdings or the development of an area for the benefit of Arabs and
Jews.

In other areas (such as Zone C) which comprise municipal areas,

the Haifa industrial zone and the maritime plain, no restrictions on
transfers of property are imposed. ( 21 )
In summing up the role of the Mandatory's land policy in creating
the map of Jewish land in Palestine, it was essentially that of directing
the Jews to acquire new land in certain areas in which it considered
there would be no discrimination to the Arab inhabitants.

The

Mandatory's duty was to "encourage" Jewish settlement in Palestine.
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In the eyes of the British Administration such "encouragement" would
simply mean giving favourable consideration to any application by the
Zionist organization.
5. 1.3.2

The Condition of the Land
Before Palestine was handed over to British administration on

April 25, 1920, the private land in Palestine was largely divided into
large estates owned by a limited number of landlords.

According to

Granott (1952):
"The owners of large estates were practically all absentee
landlords, living in towns, and often abroad, and did not
show the slightest disposition to pay regular attention to
their estates. If opportunity offered they leased the
land; if not, they left it uncultivated." (22)
In most circumstances large estate lands were left in the hands of the
local fellaheen with practically no modern means to cultivate or to
develop the lands"

This sort of land tenure had generally been

encouraged by the Turkish authorities and this largely explains the
persistence of quasi-feudal land conditions in Palestine - a state of
affairs which was mainly responsible for the low degree of development
of the Palestinian soil. ( 23 )

~·Jhen the country was ruled by the British

administration the Mandatory found an obligation to form a new land
policy and to take the necessary measures for altering this state of
affairs as being inconsistent, not only with his obligation explicitly
undertaken

~o

encourage close settlement on the land in Palestine, but

also with the interests and needs of the country as a whole.

On the

other hand, it may be said that in taking such measures in order to
break the feudal system, the Mandatory might have to act contrary to the
rights and interests of the native population which meant also the big
esta::;e-owners, who it was equally his duty to safeguard.
Owing to this condition the Mandatory regulated the land system

-175so as to meet the national home policy and to prevent the emergence of new
big estates.

Hence the Mandatory's legislative measures were to inter-

fere with transactions in private lands.

The main principle in the

Transfer of Land Ordinance, 1920, was that any person wishing to make a
disposition of immovable property must first obtain the written consent
of the Administration and must fulfil three conditions : 1) the person
acquiring the land is (a) ''resident in Palestine", and (b) 'intends
himself to cultivate or develop the land immediately"; 2) the person
disposing of the land "will retain sufficient land in the district or
elsewhere for the maintenance of himself and his family"; 3) the land
itself (a) must not exceed

~either

in value £E 3000 or in area 300 donums

in the case of agricultural land and 30 donums in the case of the urban
land 11 (b) it cannot be the subject of any new disposition.
When one or more of the above conditions are not fulfilled the
only competent authority to grant the necessary consent of the Administration is the High Commissioner himself. ( 24 )
The Transfer of Land Ordinance, 1920, as it stands (with the three
conditions) may seem to act contrary to the Jewish wish of establishing
a national home in Palestine, but where the acquisition and parcelling
out of big estates occurs is, in fact, in the interest of the national
home.

However, the Ordinance left one option to meet this ambiguity.

For example, during the years 1918-1927 when the Jews had already
begun purchasing large parcels of land such as the extensive purchases
made in the plain of Acre (maritime plain) and Marj Ibn 'Amir (plain
of Esdraelon) where some 200,000 donums had been acquired. ( 25 )
The High Commissioner, theoretically, had to welcome such sales in
cases where he is satisfied that the transaction is for the benefit of
the national home and the country as a whole.

Beside this he was

convinced that the Jewish Agency which was the acquiring body ,vould

-176distribute the land among individual settlers, either in private
26
property transactions or under lease for a number of years. ( )
There is one point which must be emphasised in connection with
the settler.s here.

The Marj Ibn 'Arnir, where the biggest Jewish land

concentration is, formed part of the v il ayet of Beirut before the
inclusion in present-day Palestine as a result of the 1914 War.

By

the division of Syria, the landlord was not merely an absentee but
had become, in the eyes of the Law, a national of a foreign state :
the Lebanon under French Mandate.

This situation was ideal for the

Jewish agency to acquire large lands in northern Palestine.

The

absentees were, therefore, prepared to accept the Jewish offers, not
because of the so-often mentioned fact that higher compensation was
paid than they could benefit from the fellaheen tenants, (Z 7 ) but merely
by the fact of that as foreigners they were anxious to avoid the
difficulties of administering properties in a foreign country.
In connection with state and waste lands, the process of passing
this category to Jewish hands is less complicated.

This category

eventually called ''public lands", has always been understood to mean
lands the ownership of which was formerly vested either in the Turkish
sovereign or in the Turkish states, and which, upon the introduction
of the mandates system, passed to the

"States~

placed under the

Mandatory control.
This class of land was a significantly large class.

The Ottomans

had enlarged their ownership of land by various methods such as
introducing the "Mahlul Law 11 or the Turkish Land Code.

In this the

land reverts to the government in the event of failure of heirs of the
holder or on non-cultivation during three years. ( 2B) The Mandatory, in
his capacity of trustee for the State lands in Palestine, was

-177therefore under a twofold obligation : one, towards the country as a whole,
to administer these lands in the interest of the latter; and the other,
towards the Jewish national home, to encourage close settlement by
Jews on such lands.

If the Government does not or cannot cultivate or

develop directly the State lands in its trust, then it is in the interest
of the country that they should be thrown open to cultivation or development by private or collective enterprise.

This is what the first

obligation seems to imply, while the second points out the direction
where such enterprise is to be sought.

By virtue of the special

provision embodied in Article 6 of the Mandate, Jewish settlers seem
to have accorded priority in the acquisition or occupation of State
29
and waste lands.( )
5.1 .3.3

The Nature and Structure of Jewish Capital

The amount of capital available for both purposes of land purchase
and the establishment of new settlements is a significant factor in the
establishing of a Jewish national home in Palestine.

It is important

to mention that only about one-third of the available capital was allocated
for the purpose of land purchase.

The rest was needed for the establish-

ment of the settlement and maintaining its population.

According to

Reichman (1979), the expenditure on land purchase and its improvement
averaged 30-40 per cent. ( 30) Thus, theoretically, one may consider that
the high proportion of investment for other purposes is one limitation on
the expansion of Jewish land purchase in Palestine.

Moreover, the nature

and the structure of the available capital seems to play a dominant role
in shaping the Jewish land distribution.

This capital was largely

obtained from philanthropists who were living in various countries of
Europe and America.

Economic crisis and other political developments

within the philanthropists• countries inevitably had an effect on the
amount and the consistency of its supply.

-178Another major source of capital was imported and invested by the
immigrants themselves.

The settlers brought with them the great bulk

of the funds required for development.

However, the uncertain number

of immigrants to Palestine was another limitation on the availability
of capital, which changed with British pol icy towards regulation of
Jewish immigration.

Arab nationalism increased in Palestine associated

with the Arab resistance towards the Jewish national home.

This may

have deterred a number of potential immigrants who had capital.

The

structure of the capital invested in the national home was an important
element to the task of colonization.
public, semi-public and private funds.

This structure consists of
The proportion of private

investment may have been as much as 3-4 times the total capital contributed from national institutions. ( 31 ) According to Kaplan (1946),
out of a total LP 100-120 million invested by the Jews in Palestine,
about LP 20-25 million were derived from public and semi-public funds.
The rest of this capital was presumably derived from private sources. ( 32 )
Owing to both its philanthropic nature and the private element
in the capital structure, the investment in colonization must, as a
rule, be very profitable.

Hence the Jewish land preference was oriented

to the most fertile areas of Palestine which were located in the northern
and the coastal plains.
five plains, namely the

"It is accepted without question that the
t~aritime

Plain, the Acre Plain, Marj Ibn

1

Amir,

Al Huleh and Jordan Valley comprising an area of 5,424,000 donums are
the most fertile lands in Palestine."( 33 ) In these fertile areas the
Jewish Agency was prepared to pay relatively high prices to obtain the
land.

Such land also had particular value because they needed only a

minimum of improvement for immediate settling.

The Marj Ibn

1

Amir area

which passed to Jewish possession during the years 1918-1927 was one
of the most fertile spots in Palestine by the end of the 19th century.
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Table 5.1

(LP/Donums)

lY30

1931

1932

1933

1934

1935

The plain

5.15

5.65

8.50

9.40

9.80

18.75

25.0

Western mountain

3.50

4.20

4.85

5.60

6.40

11.0

15.0

Eastern mountain

3.50

3.50

7.75

12.25

20.5

Average price

4.05

8.0

14.00

20.0

Increase %

j

1.

1936

North

I

-

I

6.25

4.45

6.76

I

7.10

100

109

164

175

197.5

345.6

493.8

Beisan

5.0

6.0

7.0

10.0

10.0

20.0

25.0

Lower Ga 1i1 ee

3.5

4.5

4.75

5.75

8.25

13.0

18.0

*Emiq Israel

b.35

7.0

7.75

9.0

-

20.0

24.0

Han ita

3.57

-

-

-

-

15.0

15.0

13.5

14.0

14.0

21.0

31.0

39.0

49.0

Jerusalem

5.0

-

-

14.0

14.0

20.0

25.0

The South

6.0

7.6

8.5

14.25

28.0

32.0

34.0

Beersheba

2.0

-

-

3.0

4.0

6.0

8.0

Average price

4.11

7.82

8.4

I 10.571

15.875

20.625

24.75

Increase %

100

257.2

386.2

603.6

603.6

17.312

22.4

424.3

549

2.
1

I

The other
Regions

Sharon

Average price
( 1 + 2)
Increase in %
(1 + 2)
I
* Marj Ibn
Source

I

I

190.2

204.3

4.08

6.13

7.53

110

150.2

184.5

I

I

8.835 11 . 937
292.5

I 216.5
I

I

Ami r

S. Reichman, From foothold to settled territory, Yad Izhak
Ben-Zvi, Jerusalem 1979, p.235 (in Hebrew).

I

I

I

-180Thus Oliphant (1887) described the Marj Ibn Amir as resembling "a huge
green lake of waving wheat". ( 34 ) This was not just due to the efforts
of Jewish settlers and German protestants who were beginning to
establish themselves in that period, but also because Arab villagers
j

from the western slopes of the Galilee hills were starting to cultivate
land in the plains below, following
during the late 19th Century,

the increasing security in Palestine

Despite the increase in land prices of

400-500% during the years 1930 to 1936 in areas greatly sought after by
the Jewish settlers', such as the Northern plains, Beisan, 'Amiq Israel
(Marj Ibn 'Amir) and the Sharon (Table 5.1), the percentage of Jewish land
in the northern districts (Fig. 5.3) changed only slightly from 71%
in 1914 to 60% in 1947.

This was largely due to the extensive purchases

along the coast.
In fact the limitation of the available capital was not only because
of its philanthropic nature and its private structure, but also the need
of such large capital to obtain the best land suitable for maintaining
modern settlement.

Moreover, in areas considered by Jews as among the

first preference, the Jewish Agency was prepared to pay additional compensation to the sitting tenants.

This trend of land preference can

be understood only through economic considerations rather than ideological
ones.

The private investor was interested in safe returns and he

hesitated to engage in enterprises if the lands were not profitable enough.
This approach may explain the low percentage of Jewish land possession
in the southern districts.

This part of Palestine had the lowest land

prices and also the lowest Arab population density.

Its relatively

large territory should be most valuable for the idea of a national home
or an independent State.

The same factors may also explain the lower

percentage of Jewish lands in the districts of Jerusalem (3.4%) and Hebron
(0.61%) (Fig. 5.3) two cities which are regarded as the two most holy
cities in the Jewish tradition.
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5.1 .3.4

The Attitudes of the Local Arab Inhabitants

The attitude of the local Arab inhabitants towards the issue of
Jewish land purchase is most important since it determined both the
amount of land offered for sale and its price.

Figures 5.3 and 5.4

provide clear evidence of the lower percentage of Jewish land
possession in areas highly populated with Arab settlements.

Districts

such as Acre, Nazareth, Jenin, Nablus, Ramallah, Jericho, Jerusalem,
Bethlehem and Hebron comprising the three mountain regions of Galilee
tSamaria and Judea) are mostly populated by Arab settlements.

In these

districts also the Jewish land possessions in 1Y47 were very low or
non-existent.

Such correlation can only be understood by the fact that

in these areas the Arab local population owned the land and were
unwilling to sell lands to Jews whatever the price.
Granott (1952), an Israeli land expert, commenting on the
distrib11t.ion of the land from the point of view of its ownership before

it passed into the hands of the Jewish state:
"The Jews acquired their land principally from large and medium
Arab landowners; the area which was bought from small
proprietors was not extensive".
He went on to say that
"although there are no figures covering the whole of the land
acquisition, there are more or less precise data on the
majority of the lands which in the various periods passed
into the hands of the Jews."
The figures, he said:
"relate to acquisitions which were made by companies and
associations - P.I.C.A., the Palestine Land Development
Company, and the Jewish National Fund."
He then listed Jewish land acquisitions up to the year 1936 and pointed
out that the figures embrace "only about half (55.4 per cent) of all
the areas which were acquired by Jews ... ( 35 )
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According to Granott's tabulation, acquisition of land by the
three Jewish Companies by the end of 1936 stood as in Table 5.2
Purchases of Land by the Three Main Jewish Land Companies PICA (Palestine Jewish Colonisation Association),
Palestine Land Development Company and the Jewish
up to 1936.
National Fund

Table 5.2

I Percentage

The ex-owner

Donums

Acquired from large absentee
1anc!owners

358,974

52.6

Acquired from large resident
landowners

167,802

27.6

Acquired from government, churches
and foreign companies

91 ,001

1 3. 4

Acquired from fellaheen
t farmers)

64,201

9.4

Total
Source

100

681 '978

I

I

Modified from A.Granott, The Land System in Palestine,
Eyre & Spottiswoode, London, 1952, p.277.
Granott remarks :
"If we add up all these figures we shall find that no less than

90.6% of all acquisitions were of land which formerly
belonged to large landowners, while from fellaheen only
9.4% was purchased." (36)

This 9.4% which was acquired from Palestinian fellaheen forms less
than one-fourth of a single per cent of Palestine.

Fellaheen probably

refused to sell lands for Jews because of economic and social reasons
rather than political ones.

As the fellah land is his prestige and his

main income, selling his land or part of it to Jews would threaten
his existence.

He perhaps never understood the meaning of "the

Balfour C'eclaration" and its political implications.

He might welcome

the presence of Jewish Colonies beside his village since he could benefit
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by working in them.

However, for the Arabs living in towns perhaps their

refusal to sell lands to Jews was based on nationalist motivation. This
group also forms the elite in Arab society.

They established various

committees and organizations for protecting Palestine land.
important to mention

It is

the "Sanduq al Ummah" or ''fhe Arab National Fund",

established in 1935; their aims were to protect the Arab

nation~

land

by means of protesting to the High Commissioner for Palestine, raising
land prices and even imposing sanctions against those Arabs willing to
sell land to Jews. ( 37 )
In summing up the factors surrounding the creation of the Jewish
land possession in Palestine before 1948, one found that the condition
of the lands and its legal ownership were dominant factors in creating
the pattern of preference.
the plains of Marj Ibn

1

In northern Palestine the Jewish lands in

Amir, Acre, south eastern Galilee, south and

east Tiberias Lake and the Hula were acquired mostly from nonPalestinian absentee landlords.

They were mostly Lebanese, Syrians,
and even Egyptians and Iranians. {38 ) It is reasonable to assume that
land distribution in Palestine was the major factor behind the various
partition proposals for Palestine (1937-1947)and notably the United
Nations proposal plan 1947 which suggested dividing the country into
two States, Arab and Jews.

This may be seen from the Woodhead

Commission {1938) which excluded Galilee from the proposed Jewish
State because :
"it is impossible to put Galilee into Jewish State without

injury to the Arabs resident in the area, who form some
96 per cent of the population and own about the same
percentage of 1and. 11 ( 39)

-1845.1.4 Some Regional Cases
Pastoral land reduction was among the first consequences for the
Galilee bedou·in sedentarization.
most to such reduction.
almost 100%.

The Jewish land acquisition contributed

For some bedouin groups such reduction reached

It should be mentioned that in calculating pastoral land

reduction one must consider not only land where bedouin permanently
camped, but also the land of other villages acquired by Jewish Agencies
and which formed the main summer grazing.

In this way the effect on

bedouin was reflected not only in decreasing the size of tribal territory in a single tribe, or cause its totai disappearance, but the effect
was pronounced in the context of the northern region.
Since about one-third of the land on average in each of the
three sub districts of Safad, Beisan and Haifa (Fig. 5.3) was transferred into Jewish land for agricultural and other purposes, the size
of grazing areas in these sub districts will also probably have decreased
in the same proportion.
It is important to mention that in some areas where Jewish Agencies
acquired land, bedouin groups continued to camp on this land since it
was not needed immediately.

In some cases bedouin groups annually

leased lands from Jewish Agencies after the latter had acquired it
from absentee landlords.

This former group suffered often since they

did not realize that the new land owner had the legal right to ask
them to evacuate the land at any time.

They did not secure themselves

by acquiring new alternative land and also could no longer turn to their
former landlords for help since they were usually absentees in foreign
States.

In the two cases of the evacuation of the tribes of Ka'biyyah

and Sa' ayidah in 1939 and 1944, respectively, the Jewish Agency paid
monetary compensation. (40 J According to Ruppin (1936) "the Jewish
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to about £P 49, which is more than the annual earnings of a fellah
family,"( 4l) However, according to Hope Simpson (1930) the amount of
£P 27 was given as the average. (42) The following cases provide some
evidence of tribal groups in which Jewish colonization had accelerated
their sedentarization in one way or another.
5.1.4.1

Arab Dalayikah

The Dalayikah tribal territory marked on the map of Western
Palestine (1880) is located some 3-5 kmfrom the south western corner of
Lake Tiberias. The area is known as Al Hima. ( 43 ) Schumacher (1886)
estimated the Oalayikah in this locality as two groups consisting of
695 persons, ( 44 ) which seems to be the largest bedouin group at that
time.

Until 1914, the Dalayikah were considered as a "settled

farmer tribe" in the lands of the local villages of Beit Gan, Yavneel,
'45)
Poriya and Mallaha colony lands. t
PICA purchased this land before
1914 and the tribe had to disperse before the British Mandate, ( 46 )
split them up into their four main groups (al 'isa, Shuhadat, M0.hammed
and Derwish).
area.

Each group joined other bedouin groups camping in this

According to Ashkenazi (1938) the Dalayikah were forced to sell

their livestock because of inadequate water.

Towards the end of the

British Mandate in Palestine, the Dalayikah bedouin were estimated as
47
80 families (in 1947). ( ) Since this number is roughly equal to what
Schumacher (1886) gave 60 years ago it seems that a large group
of them had left Palestine and migrated back to the desert, east of
the river Jordan.

One of the 1930's writers has referred to bedouin

tribal behaviour as generally the same as the Dalayikah after their
lands had been taken :
"The third of the things that are happening is the gradual
removal of nomad tribes beyond the pale of cultivation and
settlement~ some of them are settling down in the frontier

-186district on the edge of the desert, on a very extensive and
simple system of dry farming, while those tribes which are
opposed to any change from the bedouin's tent to the peasant's
peaceful hut are slowly pushed backward across the border1 ine of the desert." (48)
The

Dal~yikah

case provides an example in which the process of

sedentarization has been interrupted.

For many years they were living

as settled farmers and when their dirah vanished the tribe split,
searching for an alternative supplementary income to agriculture.

Thus

besides raising livestock they had to turn to raiding and robbing the
Jewish colonies in that area for almost a period of half a century.
is no evidence that the

Dal~yikah

There

had attempted to migrate into the inner

part of Galilee and to acquire land such as most other groups who were
evacuated from their grazing lands towards the end of the British
Mandate.

The reasons for this exception are probably several.

First,

the Dalayikah "dirah" lay on the desert frontier and for such a relatively
large tribe, it is normai that in cases of losing land some elements
will turn back to the desert and continue a nomadic life, while some
other groups in the tribes will remain attached into their former dirah.
Secondly, the timing of the Dalayikah evacuation during the first decade
of the 20th Century corresponded with a period in which the sedentarization process for the whole Galilee bedouin was still in its early
stages.

The disbanding was at the beginning of the first World War

(1 914) but it was not until about 1920 that the economic condition of the
country began to improve, and bedouin were able to search for
alternative employment to accumulate capital and to acquire land.
The whole Arab population left this area in the 1948 War, so the
bedouin did not complete their sedentarization in Palestine.
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5. 1.4.2

Arab as Sumair1 (Sumair1)

The case of Arab as Sumair1 represents a common land dispute
between the local Arab inhabitants and the Jewish Agencies.

In this case

it seems that the problem stems mainly from the unique system of land
tenure rather than the parties involved.

Thus some explanation is

necessary before elaborating the dispute.

The land over which the Arab

as Sumairi and the PICA (Palestine Jewish Colonization Association) were
in dispute belongs to the category of "masha' ",land in which the property is joint and undivided, whether belonging to one family or to a
number of families united into a hamuleh, or to the inhabitants of a
whole village.

Under this form of ownership each family in the village

receives a portion for tillage or other purposes, usually under redistribution which takes place at fixed intervals.

The masha' land is a common

land which is often used by villagers for grazing cattle and fuel
gathering, village roads, schools, public threshing floors, cemeteries,
wadis (stream beds) etc.

The basic principle is that no individual can

point to a piece of land as being his own property.

The "Hak el

Muzara'a over this land means the right of sowing or cultivating.

No

houses or buildings may be erected and no trees may be planted on these
lands without special permission from the Imperial Treasury Authorities. If
tl1is is obtained, the house or trees then become "mul k" (free hold
property).

Each individual member of the community has the right by

inheritance to plough and to sow in "Masha' " lands by virtue of the Hak
( 4 9)
el Muzara'a.

This system is obviously not the most economic and contributed
largely to the slow growth in Palestine's economy in recent centuries.
By 1918, 70% of the land in Palestine remained masha'.

In 1930 it was
estimated that half the land was still held under this form of use. ( 50)
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respectively, ( 51 ) were a settled bedouin tribe who seemed to have been the
first bedouin group to cultivate their lands by using irrigation.

The

tribal land was located within the village lands of Ghuweir Abu Shusha,
along the north western shore of Lake Tiberias.

The land was known

as el Ghuweir Plain (or the little plain of Gennesareth), "the most
sacred region of the lake- shall we not say of the world ... ( 5Z) In the
mid-nineteenth century (1856) the area on the western shore was described
as being deserted

with only one village containing "a collection of a

few hovels" at the south eastern corner of the plain (named Majdal ). ( 53 )
However, according to Lieutenant Kitchener•s Reports at his survey camp
at Tiberias on the 30th March, 1877, the land was extremely rich, "but
is now only partially cultivated by a few bedouin and the people of
Mejde1••.

He a1so mentioned that "the water is used for i rri gat ion
purposes . " ( 54 )
In the first decade of the 20th Century Masterman (1908) described

the Sumairi tribes and the neighbouring Talawiyyah and Kharanbah as
follows:
"The plain around Mejdel is cultivated by the fellahin of that
village; between there and the mouth of Wady Amud by Tellaweyeh
bedawin; Abu Shusheh is inhabited by Kharambeh bedawin; and
the rest of the plain is under the control of the Sumeireh.
These tribes, though tent-dwelling Arabs, are not true bedawin
because they cultivate the soil like the fallahin, which the
true nomads never do.•• (55)
The above traveller•s observations confirm the idea that bedouin groups
had experienced a long period of agricultural work.
The dispute between the Sumairi tribe and the PICA was recorded in
two petitions addressed by the tribe to the High Commissioner for
Palestine, dated 1.8.1946 and 29.7. 1947.

The first petition states that

the tribe owns, in conjunction with PICA, certain masha• lands in
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Ghuweir Abu Shusha.

"The PICA partitioned these lands into two parts -

one part being the plain fertile land, and the other rocky and waste land,
and retained from them the plain fertile part, with the approval of
Land Settlement.

The partition of this land was done without the
knowledge of the members of the tribe."(S 6 ) In the second petition
(App.

1 ) , Hassan Isma 1 il (29.7.47), Mukhtar of Arab as Sumair1

explained explicitly the background of this dispute as follows:
"For a long time, the land of 1 Uweir Abu Shousheh has been
masha 1 land between them and the PICA. Before the settlement was made an agreement had been concluded between the
two parties to the effect that the land would be divided
for agricultural purposes and that the tribal share would
be irrigated by the 1 Amourl water. After some time,
how ever, government def 1ected the course of the Amoud
water to Mt. Can aan with the result that the land
belonging to the tribe became without any source of irrigation. The Mukhtar referred the matter to the PICA and the
latter agreed to dig a canal and let the water in their
possession run into the tribal land, but PICA would let the
water run only when it pleased it to do so. Consequently,
the tribe broke the agreement with it, with the result
that the Association instituted legal proceedings against it,
asking for damages of LP 2000. The tribe won the case,
however, whereupon the PICA restored to it 300 donums from
the land bought from some tribal women as compensation for
losses sustained, when the settlement began, the Survey
Department registered the land as masha 1 and orde~d partition.
The tribe protested against this order but without any
success. The PICA did not stop at that, however, but had
new partition plans drawn out by their architect to suit
their own wishes which they submitted to the Department
of Land Settlement where they were approved without consulting the tribe.
1

On the 8th July, 1947, an armed force arrived at the village
complete with tanks and military equipment (sic), seized
the land in question and handed it to the Jews who started to
plough it. The po 1 ice attacked one of the tribesmen
inflicting serious injuries on him. The petitioners claim
that these proceedings were against the Law, that they still
have rights in the land and that at any rate the Jews took
much more than is their due, and entre His Excellency to see
to it that every party receives his due."
The spirit of the two petitions suggest that bedouin did not benefit
much from the modernization introduced to the land by their partners.
The bedouin were a settled tribe who had irrigated their land by their

-190own methods.

There is no doubt that bedouin could improve their situation

and enjoy modernization if they wished to do so.

Although such modern-

ization is usually conditioned by purchasing local lands it

appea~that

losing land contributes more to sedentarization in this case than
modernization or economic improvement.

Moreover Jewish selection of

the fertile land had interrupted the Sumairi sedentarization.
5. 1.4.3 The Ka 1 biyyah and the sa•ayidah Tribes
Both groups represented those Arab tenants who were evacuated
from the Marj Ibn Amir after the plain was purchased by the Jewish Agency.
The bedouin obtained monetary compensation with which alternative land
was acquired.
Ibn

1

Some general background must be mentioned here.

Marj

Amir formed one of the largest stretches of land that Jewish Agency

was able to buy at once.

The plain is a belt of rich soil which stretches

for some 65 km. from the sea at Bay of Acre eastwards down into the Jordan
Valley; it is some 14 km. broad, between the range of Mount Carmel and
the hills of Samaria in the south and the hills of Galilee about Nazareth
and Mount Tabor in the north.

Until the 195o•s a large portion of this

plain was owned by the powerful tribe of Bani Saqir, controlling the whole
area of Beisan district.

The Turkish Authorities wrested the lands from

the Ban1 Saqir tribe on the grounds that the bedouin could not support
their claim by producing legal title deeds. (S?)

In 1872 the Turkish

Authority sold the northern part of the plain which formed almost three
quarters of the area to the Sursock family (landlords from Beirut) at a
bargain price. (S 8 )After 1890 Jewish Agencies and private bodies were
interested in acquiring this plain "It was natural that this region, the
largest fertile plain of Palestine, should have aroused the interest of
the Jewish colonization societies at the very beginning."( 59 )

Insuff-

icient Jewish capital was available for this purpose until 1910.

Then

in February 1910 Hankin and Ruppin started their horseback journey
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The Sursock family sold

240,000 donums (at a cost of £P.726,000) during the years 1918- 1927
to the Jewish Agency. ( 60) According to the Shaw Commission Report (1930)
this sale displaced 1746 Arab farming families comprising 8,730
persons. ( 6l) This figure is much larger than that of the Palestine Jewish
Colonization Association (PICA) figures.

The Jewish Agency supplied

Hope Simpson with a list of 688 tenants who had worked the soil before the
purchases were made, and who bad to leave it as a result of the purchases.
The list contains all the tenants who were indemnified for having to
1eave the soil ( 62 ) However, Abcarius (1946), confirmed the number as
1,746 families, giving the following information :
"It should be remarked, in passing, that the plain of Esdraelon,
or Marj Ibn 'Amer, formed part of the vilayet of Beirut before
its inclusion in present-day Palestine as a result of the
1914 War. By the division of Syria, the landlord was not merely
an absentee but had become, in the eyes of the law, a national
of a foreign state : the Lebanon under French Mandate. The
sale comprised twenty two villages and the inhabitants had to
quit, with the exception of one village, the cultivators
( )
left their former holdings and accepted pecuniary compensation." 63
The real confusion between the figures arose from the definition
of landless.

For example, the Jewish organization did not regard the

"Haratheen" as true tenants, while

th~¢y

were employed by tenants or

landowners on the basis of an annual contract.
There were some Arab tenants who remained on lands acquired by
Jews for later use.

This was permitted for two important reasons, first,

not to cause a large number of landless at once, which would upset the
British administration and which might have led to some unfavourable
political decisions, and secondly, in cases where the Jewish Agency
acquired land from local people it let them occupy the land in order
to acquire additional land subsequently from the same people and
perhaps their neighbours as well.
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those tenants who remained on the acquired land by Jews for some ten
years before they had to leave.

In fact, this period was the most crucial

one in their sedentarization process.

They were "lucky" since they had

the priviledge of remaining on their land on the basis of leasing it
from the Jewish Agency.

During this ten year period they cultivated

the leased land intensively.

This land had never been part of their

grazing land.

The two tribes of Ka'biyyah and Sa'ayidah numbering in
1922, 320, and 134 persons respectively,( 64 )maintained transhumance for
many years along the south western slopes of Mount Carmel.

The

Ka'biyyah had to leave the place in 1939 and in the following years the
whole group were able to establish a new tribal territory in the hills
south-west of Shafa 'Amr.

The Ka'biyyah acquired one plot of 544 donums,

an area which consisted of some agricultural land in the bottom of
Wadi al Malik.

The wadi was used for both watering flocks and

some vegetables.

gro~tJing

The most interesting point in the Ka'biyyah group as

far as the processes of sedentarization are concerned is that most of the
bedouin who settled in the lands of otrer Arab villages acquired their
lands from individuals.

However the Ka'biyyah acquired the 544

donums

collectively from the two Christian brothers Farid and Shukri Karkaby
living in Shafa 'Amr (App. 2 ) .

The tribe divided this land equally
among them into 16 plots, each family obtaining 34 donums. ( 65 ) The
bedouin eventually distributed their houses within these lands in order to
secure their existence.

In this case the role of Jewish colonization

was to influence the bedouin to cultivate leased land and to acquire new
alternative land.

It also encouraged the process by introducing the

concept of private land and disbanding tribal groups.

The same role is

applicable in the case of the Sa'ayiddah group who were evacuated from
the village of Qira Wa Qamun in 1944.

The Sa'ayiddah split into two
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lands in

~anshiat

Zebda area and the main group went to the southern

slopes of Mount Tabor, to a place named Khirbat Umm al Ghanam.

This

group had acquired over 500 donums from the "Mu!ran", (i.e. the Greek
Orthodox Archbishop).

In February 1946 the Sa'ayidah of Kirbat Umm al

Ghanam formed a "cooperative society" and applied to the Land Settlement
Department for establishment of a planned housing scheme (Further
discussion in Chapter 6 ) .
The Sa'ayidah was the first group to replace the traditional
leaderships, sheikh and Mukhtar with a tttle of 'Umda (in English"Dean").

According to field research the bedouin also formed a committee

of six persons, and the secretary of this committee (whom the author
interviewed) went to Nazareth weekly in order to qualify as an
accountant.

5.2

This was arranged by the District Governor in Nazareth. (

66

)

The Control of Malaria
The malarious area in northern Palestine is in the Lake Hula

marshes, some swamps and seepages along the whole length of the Jordan
Valley, in the plains of Marj Ibn 'Amir and in Acre, some spots were
found along the Qishon river (Muqatta') and the Na'amin water course. ( 6?)
For many years the mountain-dwellers did not dare to cultivate
some areas in the plains because of their fear of malaria, and so the
plains remained with relatively few settlements~ 68 )

They were mostly

poor fellaheen oppressed by the burden of Turkish taxes and other debts.
These people should not be accused of allowing conditions to remain bad.
Thus draining swamps and fighting malaria must, however, be credited
to the Jewish immigrants who came wHh high capital.

"For £180,000

which the Palestine Government has at its disposal for health services
covering the wnole of the popL!lation the Jews have at their disposal over
£ 300,000 for health services within their own community". ( 69 )
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drainage schemes towards the end of the Turkish regime and eventually
the undertaking of anti-malaria controls

by

the British administration,

new areas attracted both bedouin and mountain villagers in the plain.
This sort of bedouin descent to the plains is a particular tribal
migration 1980-1937 (Fig. 4.1) which was discussed earlier as part of
the sedentarization process.
Interesting testimony is given

by

Sir Herbert Samuel as to the

way in which anti-malaria measures restored land to cultivation and
increased population density in the report of the Administration of
Palestine, 1920-1925, upon the Marj Ibn 'Amir (Esdraelon);
"When I first saw it in 1920 it was a desolation. Four or
five small and squalid Arab villages, long distances apart
from one another, could be seen on the summits of low hills
here and there. For the rest the country was uninhabited.
There was not a house, not a tree. Along a branch of
the Hijaz railway, an occasional train stopped at deserted
stations. A great part of the soil was in the ownership
of absentee Syrian landlords. The River Kishon, which
flows through the valley, and the many springs which feed
it from the hillsides, had been allowed to form a series
of swamps and marshes and, as a consequence, the country
was invested with malaria. Besides, public security had
been so bad under the former regime that any settled
agriculture was in any case almost impossible.
By an expenditure of nearly £900,000 about 51 square miles
of the valley have now been purchased by the Jewish National
Fund and other organizations; twenty villages have been
founded, with a population numbering at present about
2,600; nearly 3,000 donums (about 700 acres) have been
afforested. Twenty schools have been opened. There is an
Agricultural Training college for women in one village
and a hospital in another. All the swamps and marshes
within the area that has been colonized have been drained,
and cases of malaria are proportionately rare." (70)
Sir Herbert Samuel's enthusiasm about the progress made
colonization may be slightly exaggerated.

by

the Jewish

It must be borne in mind

that he was the first High Commissioner for Palestine.

This is the

view of a man who had been Home Secretary in Britain and was a Jew
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value and potential of development in Palestine, and in the capacity
of Jewish influence- properly mediated - to "promote Arab advancement" (?2)

(further discussion in Chapter 6).

Nevertheless, the

High Commissioner's testimony is mostly accepted.

In the same area

Main (1937) confirms that "In the valley of the River Kishon in the
Plain of Jezreel the malaria-breeding marshes have been drained.

In

that district, in 1922, 20,000 patients were treated for malaria.
Although the local population has doubled since that time, actual
malaria cases are decreasing."(7 3 ) Both quotations give insights into
some aspects of human reaction to malaria, which was thought to be a
determining factor as people had previously accepted Nature as it is.
As this condition changed,national schemes started to minimize its
effect, encouraging mountain dwellers to migrate towards the plain.
From this viewpoint the control of malaria had contributed to the
suggested "regional disequilibrium" occurring at the same time.
In fact the struggle against malaria started as early as 1887,
when the first drainage schemes appeared in the Hula.

This was not

until the whole lands in the Jordan Va1ley became the private property
of the Sultan Abdul Hamid II.

Turkish engineers came to the Hula in

1887 in order to find ways of increasing the income of the Sultan's
lands.

According to Ya'ari (1947), the engineers succeeded in

deepening the Jordan river, then the lake became lower by one metre, and
there appeared thousands of donums suitable for cultivation.

This

drainage led to the resettlement of the Ghawarnah villages at the
western edge of the swamp, and the erection of new villages in the
eastern and western shores of the lake. ( 74 )
Another attempt at drainage in 1897 is reported by a company
calling itself the "Societe Agricole de Houle", which was founded in
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1900 for the purpose of obtaining the concession. (

75

)

Unfortunately,

all these schemes were initiated in order to increase arable lands,
but did not give much attention to malaria control.
this remained high.

The incidence of

One of the visitors to the Hula in 1926 confirmed

that malarial incidences reached 30% among the children of the Jewish
settlements of Yesud ham Ma'ala and Aiyelet hashShahar, and 50-95%
among the Ghawarnah bedouin villages. l 76 J Karmon (1953) states that
in the Hula Valley it was not until 1940 when "systematic action for
the prevention of malaria was started by the Mandatory government :
cleaning of the ditches of all vegetation, interruption of the flow
in the channels for 48 hours a week, pouring of kerosene on the pools
and other means."(??)

Karmon (1953) also mentions that, "a real turning

point for this region came with the introduction of DDT in 1945.

Ten

years after the establishment of the State of Israel the Hula Lake
was completely drained lin 1958).

There is

no available information

on estimating the actual effect of both Turkish and Mandatory
anti-malaria measurements in the Hula.

However, statistics proved

that the Hula porulation increased from 3,000-4,000 in 1906 into
10,267 in 1931, a rate of increase larger than in any other part
of the country. ( 78 )

The relatively favourable conditions emerging in the plains as
a result of the undertaking of some anti-malarial measures contributed
to both stabilizing tribal camps around the plains and attracting new
tribal groups from the upper mountain region of Galilee.
The contribution of the control of malaria to the sedentarization
of some of the bedouin tribes was important, but indirect.

For those

groups who were camping in the plain of Marj Ibn Amir their former
pasture land was greatly reduced when most of the drainage area passed
into the hands of Jewish settlers.

Thus the bedouin were either pushed
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on the land of others.

However, those groups attached to the area around

the Hula marshes had the benefit of grazing their flocks and cultivating
agricultural land.

For example, the Husainiyyah bedouin (Maghribian

origin) were granted agricultural land by the Sultan Abdul Hamid and
the tribe became a settled group~ 79 )
For the sedentarization of Galilee bedouin as a whole, the control
of malaria contributed much to the demographical factor.

Demographers

often refer to the reduction of infant mortality as having resulted from
the anti-malaria campaigns undertaken by the Palestine Government
Department of Health. ( 8 0)
5.2.1

The Ghawarnah

The Ghawarnah bedouin, who were camping on the Hula marshes and
in Al Buteiha(northeast of Lake Tiberias) were among the bedouin groups
most frequently mentioned by 19th century travellers.

They were

permanently associated with the swampy areas of northern Palestine for
over one hundred years.

Thus they became a distinctive group highly

adapted to a particular environment.

Furthermore, the swarthy colour

of their skin and being composed from several mixed groups added
greatly to their social and cultural isolation.

Many travellers

describe them as living in reed huts and as being in a transitional
stage between grazing and agriculture.

Robinson (1867), described the

Ghawarnah as "an intermediate race, between the bedawin of the mountains
and deserts."( 8l) Thomson (1886) gave a similar description when
he observed them camping to the south of the Hasbani river and on the
edge of the Western plain "These tribes are stationary fellaheen of
farmers, and are therefore regarded with sovereign contempt by the
true Bedawin"~ 82 J
of this group.

There has not been enough research on the origins

They were named Gharwanah while they were resident
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PLATE 5.1

The production of straw mats in Hula (1932) Source : Bonne (1932)

"

PLATE 5.2

Buffaloes in A1 Buteiha mars he s (Source : Sonnen (1952)
{the photo. from c. 1920)

-199in the Ghor
11

11
,

which means in Arabic the bottom of the low plains, indic-

ative of the Jordan Valley.

It should be distinguished from the

Hawarnah, the people ofHauran region, to whom most Galilee bedouin
tribes belong.

The Gha\-Jarnah themselves never mentioned their origins.

However, according to Karman (1971), the Ghawarnah were "a mixture of
deserters - from the Egyptian army of Ibrahim Pasha, and escaped slaves.
They set up a number of villages, consisting of mud hovels and reed
houses and organized a primitive form ofirrigation for rice and maize,
but lived mainly on the making of reed mats and the keeping of water
They were soon decimated by malaria but steady reinforcements
arrived in the form of refugees from the law and family feuds. 83 )
buffaloes.

11

(

It is still not clear whether the Ghawarnah have a similar origin
to other groups who were also settled in marshy areas, breeding buffaloes
and initiating some sort of primitive industry.

It seems that writers

have commonly accepted that dwellers on the marshes were usually
refugees.

The same notion stated by Thesiger (1964) upon the Arabs

camped in the marshes of Southern Iraq "The marshes themselves, with
their baffling maze of reedbeds where men could move only by boat, must
have afforded a refuge to remnants of defeated people, and been a centre
of lawlessness and rebellion, from earliest times ... (84 )
It is interesting to know that the Ghawarnah themselves were the
only bedouin groups who initiated some kind of small scale "bedouin
industry for commercial purposes.
11

Their women specialised in prod-

ucing straw mats (Plate 5.1) for supplementary income.

The Ghawarnah

also were the only group who raised buffaloes (Plate 5.2).

Today

(1982), the groups of Ghawarnah who remained after the 1948 war, were
eventually settled in two villages in northern Israel, in Jisr az
Zarga (north of Qisariya) and Wad al Hamam (north of Tiberias town). The
local Arabs today recall them as being apathetic because of malaria.
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5.3 Social Influences
Social reasons are largely responsible for the phenomenon seen
in Figure 4.1 where several tribes split into two or more groups.
Baer (l9b4) refers to the phenomenon of tribal groups tending to
split into their hamulas as being an indication of a fundamental
change in the social organization accompanying the processes of
settlement.

11

ihe political and social importance of the tribe falls

steadily until total disintegration.

On settling, the Sheikh no longer

controls its economic means, the tribe tends to split up into
hamulas.''(B 5 ) Baer (1~64) mentioned the case of a tribe which settled
in Southern Iraq in the first quarter of this century; the tribe no
longer exists as a social or politial unit, and the term 'ashira (a
group of families which had a common father five to seven generations
ago) has become meaningless, particularly among the younger generation. (B 6 J

There ar-e four reasons for the Galilee bedouin tribes splitting
up into groups as shown in Figure 4.1.

The first is related to the

unusual political organization of the Galilee bedouin tribes.

The

absence of a customary hierarchic structure increased the importance
of the nuclear family.

The nuclear family in Galilee functions

as an independent unit, and therefore it is likely that under certain
circumstances, families will split from the tribal camping ground.
The second reason relates to the improvement in the State's internal
security; the tribe loses its function as the main protector of
its members.

Traditionally, the tribes' members bore collec-

tive responsibility to protect each other against any danger.

This

tradition was only practical during periods of weak central government.

However, once the central government replaced the tribe in this

function the individual tribesmen were not afraid to split from their
main camp since they consider state protection effective for their tribe.
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The third reason can be understood from Figure 4.1

There are

great similarities in the direction in which the departing groups moved.
Most of the groups splitting up from their original camp in Upper Galilee
moved to the south west and south east.

Social reasons for bedouin

changing location provide insufficient explanation of this pattern.
Since most of the splinter groups migrated towards areas where modernization and economic opportunities were present it is likely that such
splitting was also associated with other factors such assearching for
alternative pasture, modern employment opportunities, and acquiring land.
It seems that both social change and tribal splitting up may be inevitable
in the process of changing traditional economy into a modern one.

Since

most traditional economic activity such as raiding (Ghazzu), smuggling and
livestock rearing are usually conducted collectively by the whole tribe,
the tribesmen had to organize themselves and to camp close to each other.
However, modern economic activity such as agriculture and labouring can
be maintained individually and does not necessitate camping in one place.
It follows that often some families split from their original group in
search of new jobs or cultivated lands.

The combination of these socio-

economic changes provides a more satisfying functional delimitation for
the term "sedentarization

11
;

it suggests that socio-economic changes within

the tribal groups are the basis of sedentarization rather than transition
from wandering to permanent settlement or a description of the phenomenon
of converting tents into stone houses.
Table 5.3
Model of Socio-economic changes within tribal groups
Nomadism ------------------------------------?~ Sedentarization
Traditional economy
Modern economy
Activity :

Ghazzu

Pastoralism

Agriculture

Labour

Participation:

Collectively

Collectively

Individually

Individually

Collectively

Individually

&

&
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which may not fit into any categories.

Two case studies of Galilee

bedouin who split into several small groups follow.

These show how

outside observers may often misunderstand traditional communities.
Information on these cases was gathered during field research (1981).
Arab Luhaib al

5.3.1

1

Aithah

For many years the tribe Luhaib al

1

Aithah practiced transhumance

utilising winter pasture in Khirbat Tuba in the warm Jordan valley east
of Safad and in summer they ascended to the Upper Galilian mountains
north of Safad.

Two other groups of the Luhaib (Luhaib Rasatimah and

Luhaib Al Mureidat) camped permanently in the area.

The map of Palestine

(87)

1943, marked all three groups.

of Luhaib al
new sheikh.

1

Each group had its own Sheikh.

Aithah began before

191~

The story

when the tribe wished to appoint a

At that time the tribe comprised the following Beits (The Beit

is the extended patriarchal family, the basic unit of bedouin society)
Mustafa at Taha, Falah, Fawaz, Abu Khazal, Humran.
one ancester (named,

1

Aithah).

All these families shared

While the Mustafa al Taha Beits insisted

on appointing their man because they were probably the biggest group,
the Falah Beit also insisted on chasing their sheikh.

The Falah family

was supported by their close cousins the Fawaz and Abu Khazal Beits.
lt is relevant to note that having two sheikhs for such a small group
of 24~ persons (in 1922)( 88 ) would normally be unlikely as it would have
weakened the power of the tribe in the eyes of other bedouin tribes.
The conflict was resolved when the Falah

1

candidate said to the

S

Mu~tafa

al Taha candidate a famous bedouin saying Two horses were never tied by
89 ) This
the same rope. You are a horse and I am a horse as well
11

11

•

(

means both have equal qualification and there could be no compromise.
thus agreed that Falah

1

S

Beit would split from the camp in Khirbat Tuba

and the latter were then able to choose their independent sheikh in a

They
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The Falah and the

Mu~~afa

al :aha Beits agreed to continue

intermarriage but not to Share in blood .. (in Arabic Hutt Ba Dam) which means
11

to pay some of the blood money in case of murder.

According to bedouin

law and traditions, vengeance for murder can be taken not only on the
murderer but also on any one of his male relatives except where there
has been a renunciation of association and of mutual responsibility. (flO).
5.3.2 Arab Nu•aim
In the first decade of the 20th century a small group of the
Nu•aim was camped in the central part of Upper Galilee, attached to the
Druze village of Kisra.

In that year two families in this group had to

split and to join the Sawaid tribe, camping some 10 km. to the south
of Kisra village.

The reasons for this split were associated with the

murder of a Druze man of Kisra.

The two families, whose mother came

from the Sa.waid, found her tribe an appropriate place to protect her
sons.

Eventually the Nu•aim preferred to stay under the protection

of Sawaid once the mother had been settled and the blood money paid.
In time these two families split again from the Sawaid, by removing their
camp some 3 km. to the west, to a site known as Khirbat Abu Qirad,
claiming their independence.

Today this group (of 36 households or

224 persons) is known as the Nu•aim Abu Qirad settlement.
In conclusion, whatever the reasons were for the splitting up
of groups this phenomenon contributed much to the detribalization
process, which itself is an essential part of sedentarization.

The

process of splitting derives from traditional tribal structures, which
is in turn weakened by undermining the power of the leadership and increasing the importance of the nuclear family.

This detribalization

process leads finally to incorporation of the bedouin within wider
society.
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-209CHAPTER SIX

THE ROLE OF THE BRITISH ADMINISTRATION 1918-48
G.lintroduction
Palestine was occupied by the British army in 1917-18 during the
last year of the first World War.

For nearly two years after the Armistice,

and pending the allocation and confirmation of the Mandate, Palestine was
under British military authority.

The Civil Administration of Palestine

was initiated on l July, 1920 with Sir Herbert Samuel as High Commissioner, but the Mandate was not approved by the League of Nations
Council until 24 Jul~ 1922. (l)

The guiding principle of the British

administration was that "the well-being and development" of the inhabitants
of certain ex-enemy colonies and territories should be a "sacred trust
for civilization" under the tutelage of a mandatory power on behalf of
the League of Nations. ( 2 ) The twenty eight articles laid down in
Article 22 of the Covenant of the League provided the degree of authority,
control or administration to be exercised by the Mandatory. ( 3 ) This
led to the Palestine Mandate in which "The Mandatory shall be responsible
for placing the country under such political, administrative and economic
conditions as will secure the establishment of the Jewish national home"
(Article 2). (4 ) Furthermore, "the administration of Palestine shall
take all necessary measures to safeguard the interest of the community in
connection with the development of the country ... (part of Article ll ). ( 5 )
The commitment to the Jewish national home entailed the pledge to promote
"close settlement and intensive cultivation of the land" (Article ll ). ( 6 )
Associated with this intensification of cultivation were aspirations to
develop the resources of Palestine, both for the benefit of its inhabitants and for the security of the British presence in the region. ( 7 )
At the same time the mandatory's wish to protect the traditional social
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order in the Arab Community represented its solution to the questions
raised by development in Palestine.

The considerable communal autonomy

which had been granted under the terms of the Mandate thus became the
effective basis for separate social policies.

In this way, the govern-

ment hoped to isolate the Arabs from the impact of Jewish settlement,
as far as possible.

This notion was pronounced by Herbert Samuel in his

first report of 1921:
11

lt is the clear duty of the Mandatory power to promote the
well-being of the Arab population, in the same way as a British
Administration would regard it as its duty to promote the
welfare of the local population in any part of our Empire.
The measures to foster this well-being of the Arabs should be
precisely those which we should adopt in Palestine if there
were no Zionist question and if there had been no Balfour
Declaration.~~ (8)
An attempt will be made to examine the contribution of the new

colonial power in changing the bedouin way of life in the Northern part
of the country.

It

seems that under the "pax britannica" (1918-1948),

the processes of sedentarization among the Galilee bedouin accelerated
more than at any time before.
direct and indirect effects.

It is intended therefore to identify both
Indirect effects will be dealt with first

since it refers to the nature of the Western style of administration which
expresses its ideas and principles in developing a colonized region.
Hence the sedentarization process was affected by the new system of law
and order applied to the whole region.

Some of these laws stood in direct

conflict to the continuity of the bedouin way of 1 ife.

However, the

direct impact of the British Administration on bedouin sedentarization
refers to that of certain actionsimposed on specific tribal groups in
order to control their traditional movement and to abolish some of their
economic bases.

The discussion will include four case studies (since

documentary sources on these tribes are available).

The case studies

aim to illustrate the adjustment of bedouin tribes to modern effective
Government.
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6.2 The effect of the political border
Under the Turkish regime, Palestine did not exist as an administrative unit.

Before the First World War, the Southern part of Palestine

was under direct rule from Istanbul.

The most southerly part and the

area east of the River Jordan were part of Damascus district, and northern
Pa·l estine was part of Beirut district.
The northern and the north eastern border of the country are both
of prime concern in the present discussion.

These were created by the

French and the British after the Anglo-French Convention of 23 December.
1920 and were confirmed in 1923 following delimitation on the ground.( 9 )
Both countries had a long history of activity in the Middle East and they
played an essential role in creating the boundaries of today.

Each

party's claims were backed by geographical, strategic, historical and
political arguments. (lO)

New boundaries were created in order to satisfy

the interests of Western countries in the region and regardless of
cutting across an inhabited region or damaging the bedouin's traditional
nomadic routes.

A similar example is that of the establishment of the

boundaries during the partition of Africa and their subsequent evolution,
which took no account of grazing practices of the nomadic tribes on the
border of the Somali Republic. (ll)

As the result of such arguments,

Galilee formed the boundary of three countries (Fig. 6.1 ).

In the east,

the Jordan river - the old administrative border between the vilayet of
Damascus and the vilayet of Beirut, became the border between Galilee
and Trans Jordan, which passed to British Mandate while Syria was under
the French Mandate.

However, the northern border was considerably changed.

It is not that of the Biblical Litani river, but was a new 1 ine further

to the south, cutting an inhabited area of Galilee from Ras an Naqurah on
the Mediterranean (lat.33°06' N, long.35°06' E) to a point west of Kades,
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north to Metulla, and east to a point a short distance west of Banias
(lat. 33°15 1 N.,Long. 35°41

1

E.).

This line eventually became the border

between the states of Lebanon and Israel.

Since this 1 ine was also the
divide between British and French authority in the Middle East (l 2 )
(unlike the border with Trans Jordan) International customs posts were
erected.

Following this change of the northern boundary of Galilee, the

new border cut the two tribes of Arab al Aramishah and Arab al Qulai~at:
into two sections and created a new shape of grazing area for Arab al
Hamdun.

The Arab al

~amdun

along the new border.

dirah suddenly changed to be some 10 kilometres

The eastern border similarly cut the four tribes of

Arab Bashatwah, Arab al Bwatl, Arab al Ghazzawiyyah and Arab Bani ~aqir
(Fig.6.1).

Bedouin tribes in Galilee and in other places in the Middle

East, particularly northern parts of the Arabian peninsula and the Syrian
Desert have had to cope with such new political adjustments on the
division of the Ottoman Empire after the First World War, fol.lowed by
the establishment of frontiers between independent nations.

These

frontiers, and the treaties and agreements between the new nations,
greatly restricted the bedouin 1 s freedom of movement. (l 3 )
The effect of the northern and the eastern border of Palestine
were pronounced on three tribal groups located at various distances from
both border sides.

These were :

The powerful tribes whose dirah were located east of the Jordan
river, but occasionally invadeddeeply into the settled region west of the
Jordan river.

This was always an important traditional bedouin activity

with economic motives called the Ghazzu or raid.

The Ghazzu of the Rwala

before the First World War (1914-1918) are well remembered; their
invasion reached as far as Jub Josef in upper Galilee and to Yavneel,
Yamma and Beit Gan in eastern lower Galilee. (l 4 ) Small bedouin tribes
camped in the west of the river and settled villages had to unite in
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order to protect themselves.

Once the Jordan river had become the border

such invasions from the east were curtailed and the river also became a
strategic line against bedouin tribal invasion from the east.

An example

of this is that before it was known that Palestine would become part of
the British area, the British army in the area (1921) asked for defensive
lines in the east against bedouin tribes from Arabia. (lS)
Baer (1964) states that one of the new causes of bedouin settlementis that"for the first time in history, overwhelming military supremacy passed into the hands of the Central authorities.

Previously, both

had employed the same weapon -the rifle- and the same methods of
transport - camel and horse.

The bedouin had often the upper hand because

of his greater mobility and because of the depth of the area from which he
fought.

Nowadays, the Central authorities have armoured vehicles and bombs

against the bedouin 1 s rifie~(l 6 )
There is evidence that the most modern weapons were used against
the bedouin by both French as well as British military in the beginning
of their Mandate in the Middle East.

In October 1919 the French military

fired the house of Amir Faaur(l?) in the Khi~a~ village in northern
Hula

and also fired the tents of bedouins who camped in the villages of

Al Mansura and Dafna in the same place. (lB)

However, two British

aircraft fired 60 to 70 rounds of ammunition on bedouin tents pitched
in the French territory. This attack was on the afternoon of 30th August, 1929.( 19 ) Such action handicapped even the most

near Marjayoun

powerful tribes.

The result of pacifying the eastern border of Galilee

was that both bedouin tribes as well as villages were able to live in
peace and security.

Both elements are important for the bedouin in his

first stage of transition toward the sedentary style.

In peace and

security he tends to become attached to a permanent place and gradually
intensify his contact with the neighbouring settlements.
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The second group of bedouin tribes had both tribal territory and
grazing rights on both sides of the border.
routes subsequently deteriorated.
most affected.

Their dirah and wandering

On this basis, this group was the

They were usually kept under observation and control,

since they were suspected of co-operating with smugglers.
for controlling this group of bedouin was because
danger from the malaria point of view.

Another reason

they'~onstituted

a

The migration of flocks from the

east and the south in seasons of scanty rainfall, notably to the Jordan
Valley, is still a factor of importance in the epidemiology of this
disease!' ( 20 )
Bedouin tribes had to adjust themselves, therefore, for the first
time in their history, to a bureaucratic process
legally from one side of their dirah to another.

in order to move
To facilitate the move-

ment of animals across the northern and north eastern borders of Galilee
an agreement was arranged on the 2nd February i926, between the High
Commissioner of the French Republic for the states of the Levant under
French Mandate - Syria and Lebanon and the High Commissioner of Palestine.
This agreement called, "Agreement between Syria and Palestine to facilitate
the movement of certain animals from one territory into the other for
purposes of grazing and watering, ,(Zl) contains the following conditions
1.

The Syrian, Lebanese and Palestinian owners of farms within
the Sub-Districts of Acre and Safad and the Kazas of Tyre
Merjayun, Kuneitra and Hasbaya shall be allowed to ~ass freely
with their animals across the frontier with a view to proceeding
to any of their respective lands; provided
(a) that each owner or his herdsman accompanying the animals
is in possession of an identity card as approved, establishing
that his village of origin is one of the villages within the
Sub-Districts of Acre and Safad and the Kazas of Tyre, Merjayun,
Kuneitra and Hasbaya entitled to benefit from the provisions
of the Bon Voisinage Agreements and indicating the number of
animals of each kind (cattle, sheep, goats, horses, mules,
donkeys and camels; and that
(b)

each animal is marked by a metal ribbon bearing the letter
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"s" in the case of Syrian and Lebanese animals and the 1etter "P"
in the case of Palestinian animals, securely attached to its
right ear.
2.

Identity cards shall be issued by the officiers des Services
Speciaux in the case of Syria and the Lebanon, and the District
officers of Safad or Acre in the case of Palestine in the form
scheduled to this agreement.

3.

Identify cards shall be produced on demand to any pol ice or
veterinary officer.

4.

Any disputes that may arise as to be the interpretation of the
agreement or the enforcement of its terms shall be settled
directly between the competent officers of the Governments of
Palestine and of Syria and the Lebanon or any officers duly
authorized to act on their behalf.

5.

This agreement shall remain in force for one year from the date
of its signature.
There was also a similar arrangement for the tribes of Ban1

~aqir,

Ghazza wiyyah, Bwatl, and Bashatwah (App. 3) these tribes were

camping on the border of the south east corner of Galilee with TransJordan.

Since the border in this part of Galilee divided two British

Mandates, bedouin who wished to cross their river were treated under
easier legislative terms than that of the northern border with the French
Mandate.

They were ''supposed to be in possession of a passport and to

have it visa 'ed for entry into the other territory" (App. 3 )"
however, the District Commissioner of Galilee District admitted that
"naturally none of these tribesmen do this nor is it practicable to
expect them to comply with such formalities." (App. 3).
The reaction of these tribal groups was

"instead of passing through

the authorised points of entry and exist they use one or more of the
numerous fords which exist across the river." (App. 3).
This action, from the bedouin viewpoint may be regarded as
struggling to keep their own regular traditional movement but from the
Authority's viewpoint "Thus a large number of quite innocent persons are
turned into potential law breakers". (App.3 ).
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expected to change their economy from that of a movable type such as
raising livestock into a more permanent one, i.e. cultivating land.

The

1948 War forced the group to leave their dirah and the border was closed
so that this process was not evaluated.
The third group affected by the political border was that of the
tribes in the Inner Galilee who camped on the west side of the Jordan
river.

Some of the Galilee tribes had a long history of smuggling,

notably the Arab al Hamdun (App.4 ) and the Arab Luhaib.

As the

introduction of effective government brought significance to political
boundaries, the incentive to smuggle would be expected to decrease.
Former smugglers would, hopefully, find alternative means of support.
It seems that the effect of the border closure on Galilee bedouin tribes
may have been a psychological rather than economic measure.

There is no

accurate method for examining the psychological factor at that period,
and this assumption can only be taken as a possibility.
6.3 Land Settlement
There are no formal title deeds to land in Palestine prior to the
year 1858.

Tradition alone was sufficient and was respected by everybody.

At that time, however, unbridled violence was very prevalent, and strong
villages used to annex the lands of weaker ones. ( 22 ) Tribal territories
have been established apparently in a similar manner and therefore the
boundaries of tribal territories were vaguely defined.
On the 14th December, 1858 the Ottoman Authority promulgated the
law of tabu, the purpose of which was to make title deeds obligatory for
all lands and to fix the rights of ownership to them. (23 ) Every
landowner was ordered to have his property inscribed in the Land Register,
and he was given permission to receive a Certificate of Ownership to it.
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On the technical side the first Register was not cadastral and, therefore,
it did not cover the land continuously, but it was on the basis of individual registration by each owner as he came along.

The result was that

the Turkish Land Registers never indicated correctly the
ownership. ( 24 )

~tate

of land

Some bedouin sheikhs were attracted to the idea of registering land
which was already known as their dirah, the tabu describe the boundaries
of the dirah by using the description of the area from its four sides.
They used physical features and traditional names existing in the area,
but not modern survey methods.

With the occupation of Palestine by the

British a modern system of land tenure was established.

The idea of

developing a new system derived from the obligation stated in Article 11,
which provides that the British Administration of Palestine

11

shall

introduce a land system appropriate to the needs of the country, having
regard, among other things, to the desirability of promoting the close
settlement and intensive cultivation of the land". ( 25 )
The bedouin tribes in northern Palestine seem to have been affected
by both the introduction of a new system of land registration and the
policy of promoting the intensification of cultivation.

Unlike the Turkish

registration the mandatory authority adopted, in 1928, a new procedure for
determining the ownership of land.

The rights of ownership and possession,

therefore, stated by The Land Settlement Ordinance were confirmed only
after the Land Survey had been concluded.

In accordance therewith a

special machinery was instituted and settlement parties were appointed
with the task of investigating in every village the rights and adjudicating
all claims.

Following such investigation title deeds were issued for
individuals. ( 26 ) The registration of land was in the names of specific
individuals rather than in the names of the sheikhs in the bedouin tribes.

This was the first attempt to break the tribal solidarity and give
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encouragement to private property. The most fundamental term brought
within the Cadastral Survey was that tribal territories' boundaries were
fixed with demarcating lines appears in the map .

For many centuries

tribal boundaries had not been defined accurately, including some tribes
whose lands formerly comprised lands belonging to the state and to that
of the neighbouring village.

Since the land settlement survey made a

clear distinction between the various landowners, tribes lost considerable
portions of their land when dirah boundaries were defined accurately for
the first time.

The dirah's size then decreased and some tribal groups

became landless, particularly those groups who were split from their
original tribal dirah and were camped on the villages land.

This new

system handicapped bedouin tribes and enforced them to adjust to small
areas of grazing as its capacity allowed.

The new reality of diminishing

dirah size may be seen from two different perspectives.

From the admin-

istration's viewpoint as was illustrated in the case of the Arab

~ub~iD,

it was deemed to be in "the best interests of Government for this unruly
tribe to settle on the land allocated to them and to concentrate on an
qgricultural rather than a pastoral existence."( 27)
However, from the viewpoint of the Arab

~ubaiQ

tribe it was stated

in a letter to the Deputy District Commissioner of Nazareth on 22.2.1946,
"You are well aware that this is the only land remaining to our tribe for
grazing purposes and if the said land is taken by the Forest Department no
land will remain to us for the grazing of our flocks.

You have kindly

noticed yesterday that the barbed wire fence of Kadoorie Agricultural
schoo 1 is not more than 3-4 metres from our dwelling houses and if the
land subject of this letter is taken by the Forest Department we will
become imprisoned in our houses and surrounded by barbed wire fences;
Moreover we will have no other land for grazing of our herds and flocks. "( 28 )
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-221Considering the words we will become imprisoned in our houses and
surrounded by barbed wire fences one may understand here the psychological

implications introduced to the bedouin mind by the evaluation of a modern
system of land

registration.

The former freedom of choice of unlimited

grazing land became subject to outside interference.

The following case

of Arab Subaio is one example of an external power playing the dominant
role in transferring an undefined tribal territory pattern into a geometric
one (Fig. 6.2).
6.3.1

Arab

~ubai~

The Subaih tribe were probably the most powerful tribe of Galilee
during the 19th century, after the Ban1 ~aqir tribe. (zg)
iated with the northern slopes of Mount Tabor.

Its dirah was assoc-

Since the famous Damascan-

Egypt road passes through his dirah and it was also located closely to the
travellers routes, particularly that of Tiberias-Mount Tabor route, the
~ubai~

encampment was mentioned by most of the travellers who visited Mount

Tabor and Khan et Tujar.

Burckhardt (1912) observed the

~ubaiD

on his way

from Tiberias to Mount Tabor when he arrived at the Khan of Djebel Tor
(The same name for Khan et Tujar).

11

At a quarter of an hour from the Khan

is a fine spring, where we found an encampment of the tribe of Szefeyh
whose principal riches consist of cows. 11 (30)
Robinson (1867) also mentions the Subaih on his way from Beisan
to Khan el Tujar passing through the eastern foot of Mount Tabor.

He

mentioned that Wadi Sharar is the border between the Subaih dirah and the
31
Bani ?aqir. ( ) Both tribes were enemies for a long time and on one
occasion the ~ubai~ killed the Shaikh of the Bani ?aqir. ( 32 ) Villages of
lower Eastern Galilee, notably those of Dabburiya, Ein Mahil and Deir
Hanna paid 'khuwa' to the

?ubai~

for many years.

By doing so the villagers

were able to cultivate their lands in relative peace.

The absence of

an effective government that could protect the villagers from bedouin
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1 ife. For at least a period of two centuries they were attached to Mount
Tabor, maintaining their livelihood from livestock, smuggling, tribute
and cultivating a considerable part of their land.

From the beginn:ing

of the British mandate which introduced modern ideas after many centuries
of stagnation, the

~ubai~

like other bedouin tribes were forced to adjust

to an ongoing process of modernisation along western lines.
The case of Arab
of the conflict.

On

~ubail,l

provides graphic illustrations of both sides

one side the tribe insisted on preserving the status

quo in their dirah, while the state wished to break the tribal sovereignty.
The following material is presented to demonstrate the changing patterns
of land ownership of the tribe between the years 1927-1947. The information
was obtained from two files( 33 ) in the Israel State Archives in Jerusalem
on the

~ubai~

pondence.

which contain a large number of letters, notes and corres-

This matedal will be presented chronologically.

Information obtained from a record in the Director of Land Settlement•s file D/Naz/1971( 34 ) compiled during the British mandate (1918-1948),
confirms that the Ottoman Government had offered certain lands for sale
and Subaih Arabs purchased 94 plots.
as Khirbet Mujhayer.

The name of the locality is given

In about 1879 A.D they sold one-half to a certain

N.Mudawar of Beirut who, 24 years later (around 1903), sold the land to
the Palestine Jewish Colonization Association.

In the meantime, around

1890, the Subaih
.
. Arabs had sold the other half of their land to Sultan
Abdul Hamid and had become tenants paying rental tithes. ( 35 ) This was
presumably the position at the time of the British occupation in 1917.
Disregarding the fact that certain areas are disputed by neighbouring villages, the total area once in the occupation of Subaih was
109192 donums, of this area 6,471 donums were cultivated and 3,721
were apparently used as grazing lands.

Furthermore, a wadi (a sluggish
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herds and domestic purposes. ( 36 )
In 1927 (or earlier) the Government re-possessed part of the cultivable area occupied by the Arab Subaih
. . tribe (some 2,175 donums) in the
vicinity of Mount Tabor for the establishment of an Agricultural school
from the Funds of the Kadoorie bequest. ( 37 ) It was therefore necessary
to consider what compensation should be paid to the tribe for deprivation
of rights to this land.

Subsequently, on 29th June 1928 the tribe sub-

mitted their petition to the High Commissioner of Palestine.
ition contains the following .( 38 )

This pet-

Your Excellency,
The Government has, for the purpose of construction of an
Agricultural school, taken from within our lands in Nazareth subdistrict a plot of 1,800 donums of land, and what remained at our
disposal including cultivable lands, abiding places, accommodation
for our cattle and other animals, is equivalent to only two
fifths of the original areas of 3,000 donums, which is unjust
and illogic.
2.
But the major part of the portion which was decided to be
taken from us is grown with fruit bearing trees and contains residential places for us and accommodation for our animals and crops,
and all these constructions are in value much greater to the land
itself; but lands of such a status are, in accordance with the law
unrestorable to claimants who appear to be the rightful owners of
same.
3.
But nevertheless, we, our fathers and forefathers back to
300 years ago are and have been in free possession of these lands,
and to take them from us after such a long duration of title would
be construed as a "Dispossession by violence", and the Government
in order to realise this, has but to evict us from the place by force.
4.
We do not wish to dwell lengthily on the subject to prove
the Government•s unwise conduct by such a treatment, but can only
invite her, in order to justify this her attitude, to try if she
could make the part of the land which has been left for us wide
enough to accommodate ourselves, our animals and our agricultural
materials, at least while crowded together.
5.
Many are the
erection of schools
unobjectionably and
undoubtedly realise

unclaimed lands which are suitable for the
thereon, and the Government may do this
without infraction of the law. The Government
the result of her dispossession to our lands
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and granting them to others, and also appreciates the heavy losses
that befall us in consequence; but if she tries to ignore the
situation, it is but for some secret ends which she herself only
knows.
6.
We wish the Government to justify her attitude legally for
her attempt to scatter away 1400 souls, including the old and the
young, the male and the female, the strong and the infirm, for
the purpose of erecting on their land an agricultural school which
should be erected elsewhere, and it is an unjudicious policy to
cause by this her deed to create incessant disputes between the
new settlers and our ever-peaceful tribe.
7.
We beg to repeat our solicitations from the Government, in
the name of the law, the true conscience and humanity, in that our
lands be left for us for enabling us to utilise them for our
maintenance and the settlement of our debts with our private
creditors, and if she persists to have her will, the sharrar lands
are more fit for the construction of an agricultural school thereon;
if this also is impossible we have but to find recourse to the
Ministry of Colonies for a favourable judgment.
SIGNATORIES
Mukhtar Husein el Assad
Osman Shehab,
Member
Falah Ayesh
Khader el Assad, Elder
Isa Mahmud
Ikhreis el Ali
Salim Hamaidi
Diab Hamaidi
Yusef Ragheb
Ibrahim !seed
Hazza Isseed
Ahmad Hamaidi
All of Arab Subaih
.
.
II

29.6.28.

After some twelve years of negotiation on the matter this petition
brought a visit of the High Commissioner to the tribe on the 19th June
1933. ( 39 ) Meanwhile a committee was appointed to decide what steps should
be taken to settle the various points at issue during the period between
the petition•s submission date (29th June 1928) and the 9th February 1929.
The Government made certain promises to the tribe, summarised as
follows :( 40 )
(i) the remaining cultivable lands would be sold to the tribe
on certain easy terms.
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(ii)

compensation would be paid for fruit trees, buildings, caves,
and improvements to the land which was taken from the tribe
for the establishment of the school.

(iii)

arrangements would be made to supply the tribe with water if
they were deprived of access to water.

(iv)

they would be given a free right to the forest for grazing and
other purposes.

(v)

proceedings would be introduced in regard to the area of land
occupied by the tribe which was in dispute.
No agreement was concluded even though negotiations continued on

and off for the next twelve years.

The following is a summary of the

action taken.
On the 9th February

1929 the tribe was offered the lease of

5,893 donums at Kafr Misr but this offer was refused.

They were also

given the opportunity of buying the same lands but they similarly refused
this offer. (41 ) This offer was apparently in addition to the sale of
the cultivable part of the lands they occupied.
In February

1929 the District Commissioner, Northern District, was

told that registration of the undisputed area of the land they occupied
in the name of the tribe should be taken at once. (42 ) Presumably this
action would follow the 'Land Settlement Ordinance' which had appeared
one year before.
In July

1929 the tribe stated that they wanted the land which

was to be transferred to them to be registered in the names of the sheikhs
of the three sub tribes and it was decided that there would be a mortgage
back to the Government to secure the unpaid balance of the purchase price.
The Government was advised, however, that it would be doubtful if such
a mortgage would be valid and it was therefore decided in October

1929

that the land should not be registered in the names of the sheikhs until
the purchase price had been paid in full. (43 ) This proposal was not
however conveyed to the tribe and in January

1930 it was decided to
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abandon the proposal and to transfer the land by the terms of the
Mudawarra agreement of 19th November 1921 by which state domains land
were transferred to private individuals (bedouin and others) in
perpetuity. ( 44 ) From 1930 to 1932 negotiations seem to have been postponed pending the settlement of claims for compensation in respect of
improvements to the land taken from them, and nothing is recorded as
having been done until August

1932 when as a result of a petition the

District Commission, Northern District, was asked if the cultivable
land had been sold.

He replied in the negative and also stated that

the lands at Kafr Misr were refused because they were not of the class
desired by the tribe. (45 )
In 1933, the Development Officer stated that the land offered at
Mount Tabor was not sufficient for the requirements of the tribe and
that they had been, therefore, offered land at Kafr Misr; and that no
objection would be raised by the Development Department to a new offer
being made.
No further action was taken until April

1934 when the District

Commissioner, Northern District, reported that the tribe needed additional land and that the only land available was at Kafr Misr, but that
the Development Department was of the opinion that this land was so
poor that the tribe would not accept it.

It was suggested, however,

that if the price charged for the lease of land was made low it might
be acceptable and that investigations were proceeding. (46 ) The result of
these investigations was a report by Mr. Foot, Acting District Commissioner
of Nazarefuin which he made the following recommendations: (4?)
(i)

that Government should waive collection of arrears of rental
tithe amounting to Lp.l87 and reduce the rest of the cultivable
land for the future to a nominal sum, a lease of 99 years
being given;
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(ii) that forest reserve to the extent of 1600 donums should be
abolished and this area leased to the tribe at a nominal
rent for terracing and planting of fruit trees; and
(iii) that a further 300 donums of state domain should be leased
to the tribe for 99 years at a nominal rent.
These recommendations were eventually submitted to the High
Commissioner who with the support of the Chief Secretary (Mr. Hall)
gave the following decision :
11

All Mr. Foot's suggestions should be accepted with the
exception that only 500 donums of forest land and not the
whole of 1600 donums for the present to be leased to the
tribe".

His Excellency stated further that :
11

it should be laid down clearly that my decision is that the
remaining 1100 donums will be leased to the tribes if they
make use of the 500 donums; and this pledge should be given
just sufficiently definitely to make it incumbent on my
successor to fulfil it. (48)
11

Following the High Commissioner's decision the Arabs were informed
and a written promise was given in August 1934 with regard to the lease
of the remaining 1100 donums of forest land if they made a good and
successful attempt to cultivate the 500 donums.

Negotiations for the

completion of the lease were then initiated, but the tribe was reluctant
to enter into a lease arrangement and desired to have full ownership of
the land.

They suggested that they should be given ownership under the
terms of the Ghor Mudawarra agreement.\'49)
Owing to this refusal on the part of the Arabs in 1935 the
Government delayed taking a decision apparently due to the absence of
the Development officer on leave, and then to the loss of the Secretariat
file, and it was not until December, 1936 that the Government decided
that the decision to lease the land to the Arab Sheikhs should be
maintained.

The Government, therefore, turned down the request of the

tribe and confirmed the recommendation of the District Commissioner,
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lease. ( 50)
In March
the Arabs had

1938 the District Commissioner, Nazareth, reported that

consiste~ly

refused to sign any lease and had stated in

writing that the land which they occupied should be sold to them on
terms similar to those of the Ghar Mudawarra agreement in Beisan. ( 5l)
The District Commission, therefore, asked if he could demand the
payment of rental tithe as from the lst April

1934, i.e. the date from

which arrears were remitted in accordance with Mr. Foot's proposals.
The District Commissioner was then asked what the arrears amounted to
and how he proposed to collect them.

He replied in June

1938 that

arrears amounted to LP.282.131 in 1937, and that he considered the tribe
could pay these in instalments.

The Government agreed to the proposals
of the District Commissioner and asked for a report in a year's time. ( 52 )
The Arab

?ubai~,

who had struggled for their land since 1927,

achieved their main wishes only in 1940, following a meeting held at
Kadoorie School on 26th June, 1940, to dispose finally of certain
53
matters relating to the Arab Subaih
. . . ( ) At this meeting representatives
of the following sides were present : Acting District Commissioner,
Director of Agriculture, Conservator of Forests, Director of Land Settlement and also in attendance; Assistant District Commissioner, District
officer, Assistant Conservator of Forests, and the principal of Kadoorie
school.
of the

There are, however, no records of whether any representatives
~ubai~

tribe attended this important meeting.

The committee

noted the various promises made in this case and was unanimous in its
decision that every effort should be made to implement the original
promise to register the land left to the
Kadoorie school, in their names.

~ubai~

after the imposition of
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After discussion, it was agreed that Blocks I (1 ,436 Donums),
II (747 Donums) and III(2,493 Donums), comprising 4,676 donums in all,
formed the area in question.

The committee decided, therefore, that

Blocks I and II and all that part of Block III, which was not Forest
Reserve, should be registered in the name of the Subai~. ( 54 )
In this connection the committee noted that Block V was in dispute
with Dabbouriya village, Block VI with Er Reina, and Block VII with
Ein Mahil, and that the Government had promised to assist the
their case against Dabbouriya.

Subai~

in

This question had, however, been left

to the Land Settlement administrators, when, if judgement went in favour
of the

~ubai~,

the land was to be registered in their names.

It was

assumed that this promise would also apply to Blocks VI and VII, but it
was agreed that the promise made for Block III regarding the Forest
Reserve (2,000 donums) should hold good for all areas in which it existed.
The committee was satisfied that there was more than one reason
for the breach of the promise to register the land in the name of the
Subai~; ( 55 )
(i) The first was of a technical nature. The tribe was not a legal
body and, therefore, no legal agreement could be made with it.
The committee thought that, despite the greater work entailed, there
could be no objection to registering the land in the names of all the
members of the tribe, leaving the partitioning of the land among
individual members to the Land Settlement Department in due course.
(ii) The second objection arose from the first and was that no
valid mortgage of land could be made by the tribe pending
settlement of the debt due for the land.
The committee was of the opinion that this could be overcome by obtaining
the agreement of the tribe to have the debt collected in accordance
with the Tax collection ordinance in consideration of the fact that the
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(iii)

The third reason was that it was almost certain that the
Subaib would do their best to sell lands over which they
might have control.
It was thought that this could be prevented - if necessary by

enactment of an ordinance prohibiting the sale of the land for at least
30 years.
It agreed, therefore, that the land (Blocks I, II and part of III)
as a whole should be registered in the names of all the members of the
tribe and that partition should be left to land settlement; that payment
for the land should be at the rate of 800 mils a donum over a period of
thirty years - that all amounts paid by the tribe since 1928 by way of
rental for land should be counted as part of the sum due in respect of
the land; finally, that in the contract of sale it should be stipulated
that the purchase price should be subject to forcible collection in the
same manner as taxes.
6.4 Forest
The Woods and Forests Ordinance of the year 1920 - one of the first
activities of the Government Department of Agriculture - laid down amongst
other things that the boundaries of the state lands were to be defined
in such a way as to fix the location of forests and to create Forest
Reserves. ( 56 ) For the protection of wide forest areas the authorities
were allowed to define as State Forests ''woodlands to which no prima
facie evidence of private or corporate title exists".

Forest Reserves

were defined as '•provisional reservation of scrub areas which are being
protected so far as possible pending Land Settlement ... (5?) The result of
such a definition was that many tribal groups became landless.
groups failed to introduce any evidence of title to lands.

These

They knew

the land had been utilized by them for centuries, but they could produce
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payment became recognized as the only valid land holding papers.
they were forced to evacuate such lands.

Then

As a result of "closed Forest

Areas", some bedouin groups eventually managed to create a new form of
permanent settlement on the edge of the closed forest boundary.
The development of forest may be seen as going hand in hand with
the development of the new land registration system which was a strong
attempt to free state land from illegal private occupation.
lands", were proclaimed to be

11

closed Forest Areas".

The 'freed

These, as the name

indicates, are fenced-in areas within which grazing, cutting of wood, and
any encroachment are forbidden. ( 58 ) The expansion of forest areas was
confined to the hilly region of the country.

Since most Galilee bedouin

tribes are found in this environment, considerable conflict could be
expected.

Rational forest development was not only seen through the

closing of large areas to nomadic grazing which was considered to be the
principle cause of deforestation, but also in creating new internal
boundaries. ( 59 ) Such boundaries frequently infringe upon the customary
rights of bedouin grazing.

A high pressure on bedouin traditional
movement therefore became a new problem. (60 ) Grazing routes, however,
deteriorate and the desires of continuing nomadic life are frustrated
(see note 28).
Table 6.1 shows the development of areas of forest reserves during
The numbers speak for themselves; areas were added

the years 1925-1947.

every year in both northern and southern divisions of the country
(for forest administration purposes the country is divided into these
two divisions only).
northern division.

The most rapid increase is, however, in the
The number of blocks increased 4.3 and 2.7 times

respectively in northern and southern divisions and the areas in donums
increased 1.7 and 4.7.

The increased number of forest reserves meant
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I

Areas of Forest Reserves in Palestine 1925 - 1947

l

I

Number of areas

I

Area in donums

Year

Northern
Division

Southern
Division

Northern
Division

Southern
Division

1925/26

73

47

467,918

49,370_

1926/27

41

5

93 '196

33,558

1927/28

5

22

3,918

9,050

1928/29

5

-

1929/30

3

1

1930/31

-

-

1931/32

3

I

I

1933/34

14

-

1934/35

s

l

1935/36

32

1936/37

1

I

-

750

534

-

2,531

-

8

II
I

I

4,358

2,890
I

4,432

-

5,481

4

32,710

-

84

i
''

906
4,320

-

I
I

1937/38

3

1

4,068

1938/39

1

-

l ,072

-

1939/40

9

-

1 ,070

-

166

!

1940/41

10

1941/42

3

1

1942/43

22

-

i

1943/44

30

3

1944/45

1

32

1945/46

43

-

1946/47

4

1

315

127

Total
Source

I
I

I

7

I
I
I

21 '262

-

1932/33

I

I

I

i

!

2,612

113

2,281

663

56,008

-

57,956

24 '182

43

108,291

39,794

422

4 '136

121

805,680

234,586

I

'

iI
I

I

!

A Granott, The Land System in Palestine, Eyre & Spottiswoode,
London 1952, p.ll6.

!

iI
i
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the creation of extensive internal boundaries within bedouin grazing
pastures.
Table6.2shows the distribution of the Forest Reserves according
to the 17 districts of the country at the end of the years 1944-5.
Table6. 2

District

Distribution of Forest Reserves According to
Districts 1944-5

Number of forest
reserves

Total area in
donums

Haifa

96

131 ,752

Acre

21

100,073

Nazareth

38

85,562

Tiberi as

26

18,231

Nablus

13

64,266

Jenin

34

175,371

Tulkarm

14

9,184

Sa fad

19

41 ,574

Beisan

1 ,072

Jerusalem

9

9,384

Bethlehem

3

3,947

Rama 11 a

3

1 ,300

Jericho

3,500

Ramle

18

12,686

Hebron

81

44,901

7

57,074

Gaza
Beersheba
Total

100,000
385

859,877

Source : PG. Department of Statistics, Statistical Abstract of
Palestine, 1944-45, p.239.
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Beisan which cover the Galilee region) contained 52 per cent of the total
number of forest reserves and 44 per cent of the total area in donums.
This provides clear insight of the relatively high forest development
within the regional context since the total Galilee area amounts to less
than one fifth of the area of the country.

Having examined the general

development of forest expansion within the northern part of Palestine,
it is now essential to identify specific examples of tribal groups
who were affected by this kinds of development.

It will also throw

light on Government policy towards settling bedouin tribes.
6.4.1

Arab Subai[l
Previous discussion on the Arab Subaih
.
. showed how the tribe lost

a considerable part of its land due to the Government's project of
building an Agricultural school.

Three years after the agreement of 1940

the tribe faced another challenge to its Landrights. The case started
in June 1943 when the State Domain Inspection Committee recommended
that two blocks in Mount Tabor, 17218 and 17219 (Fig. 6.2) should be
allocated to the Conservator of Forests as "managed grazing grounds". (61 )
The tribe and the Arab National Fund (Sanduq al

Ummah) responded by

submitting two petitions to the High Commissioner (Apps. 5, 6). dated
14.1.1946 and 19.3. 1946 respectively.

According to the correspondence

associated with the case, the Government's attitude was clearly aimed at
directing the

Subai~

bedouin to a sedentary livelihood.

For example, the Conservator of Forests stated in a letter dated
20th February, 1946 -''When Government decided to allot domain land to
Arab es

to the north of the Forest Reserve, it was intended that
this tribe will go more for land cultivation." ( 62 )
Sbei~

Another statement in the letter of the District Commissioner of
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Galilee dated 25 March, 1946 reads : l'It should be emphasized that the
decision of the Land Settlement Officer was not based on evidence or
legal argument but was merely a confirmation and continuation of the
status quo.

From a strictly legal point of view registration of the

land is in the name of Government and the people are there as tenants
in Jiftlik 11 • ( 63 ) Moreover the District Commissioner confirms in the
same letter that the

Subai~

tribe prevented the officers of the

Department of Forests from carrying out the work of fencing.

He states

also that 'a number of the Arabs had erected for themselves permanent
stone houses at the foot of the mountain and had planted trees in the
immediate neighbourhood''. (64 )
Such activity by the
sedentarization.

~ubaiQ

was a unique step in their process of

The aim of building permanent stone houses was not,

presumably, the outcome of a voluntary process, but in this case was
undertaken to establish physical facts in order to protect their land.
These houses were erected on the boundary of the now disputed land and
it was regarded by the tribe as the strategic front line rather than
primarily for dwelling purposes.

However, this unique practice could

be regarded from the Government viewpoint as evidence of failure to
persuade the bedouin to adopt settled life.

This case found only a

partial solution since the British Mandate in Palestine terminated in
1948 while the case was being negotiated.

However, the following

recommendation recorded in 24.6.1946, addressed to the District Commissioner and the Forest Conservator

indicates a last attempt at

solving this problem. Unfortunately, the signature of the Government
officer is illegible.
(i )

That the Arab Subai~ should first of all be given a formal
promise that grazing ground will be provided for their
animals.
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That they should be instructed in the system of grazing by
rotation, and be made to see its usefulness to themselves.

(iii ) That unless the Arab ~ubaib agree to a larger area being
immediately closed, half of the area only should be so
closed for the purpose of improving the grazing. The other
half would be closed and improved only after the first
half had been re-opened and made available.
(65)

( i v)

Meanwhile fencing should not proceed.

Arab Suwaitat

6.4.2

The Arab Suwaitat case in Haifa District represents the category
of landless tribes who were affected by both forest expansion and Jewish
land acquisition during the British Mandate period (1918- 1948).
The magnitude of these phenomena could be understood from the
Chief Secretary s letter to Haifa District Commissioner on November,l946;
1

11

1 agree that the problem of settling this and other landless
Arab tribes is a matter of great concern to the Government.
However, in order to appreciate the seriousness of the
situation which is gradually developing in your District I
am directed to request that a careful survey of the position
should be urgently undertaken by you with a view to
ascertaining the number of such tribes and preparing an
inventory of the number of landless Arabs in each tribe
for which land has to be found (66)
The $uwaitat tribe became a victim of the new development of

forest expansion in Mount Carmel in 1934.

For many years they estab-

lished a permanent camp in Khirbat Aqqara on the north western slopes
of Mount Carmel.

Since they were a small group camping in the middle

of the forest and far from travellers
by 19th Century travellers.

1

routes, they were never mentioned

Their existence remained generally unaltered

until March 1934 when their lands were declared as a forest reserve
and subsequently in 1937 when the Department of Forests and the police
evacuated the Suwaitat from Khirbat Aqqara.
According to information mentioned in a memorandum submitted to
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Nakkara, dated 16.3.1946, the tribe was numbered as 385 souls and as
possessing nearly 2,000 beasts. (67 ) Their case was brought in the first
instance to the judgment of Haifa district Court and on 21.6.1940 it
declared : we accept their evidence of title and find that for a period
of exceeding living memory they and their fathers have camped and
pastured on this land.

Subsequently for the period 1937-1946, the

tribe camped on the lands of other villages, and during this time
appealed to the High Commissioner to facilitate their return to their
previous place by purchasing at a ••nominal priceh the 663 donums which
constituted parcel 1 of Block 11896 on Mount Carmel. (App.

7 ) enabling

them to continue their semi-nomadic life.
The present case remained without a final solution,
Mandate terminated in 1948.

before the

However, Government policy in this case was

in favour of settling this bedouin group permanently as is clearly seen
from the Acting District Commissioner•s letter dated 24.10.1946.

11

It

would, however, be an advantage from every point of view if the tribe
could be settled and I am examining the possibility of some alternative
subsistence area being provided for them (App.

7

) 11 •

6.4.3 The Tribes of Tiberias District
According to the Galilee District Commissioner•s note of 7.2.1977
(App. 8 ) some of the tribes - Wahaib, Dalayikah, Qazaq, Masharqah,
Tawafirah,

Nujaidat and the Khawalid in Tiberias vicinity were considered

as threatening forest by illicit grazing in Tiberias special areas.
Therefore he recommended that their movements be controlled in order to
protect this area and also for matters of convenience as and when
desirable.

.

In the previous case of the Arab Suwaitat the administration

exercised the cultivators• ordinance and the Forest ordinance in order
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However, in the present case the

Government had already developed a better system of control.
were scheduled under the bedouin control ordinance. (68 )

Hence they

The present seven tribes' case is further evidence of Government
activities of developing forest areas in Galilee and at the same time
imposing pressure upon the local bedouin community.

The personal

attitudes of District Commissioners and officers towards bedouin played
an important role in controlling bedouin movement.
6.5 Bedouin Control Ordinance of 1942
The ultimate objective of the Bedouin Control Ordinance is
regarded as "primarily providing the administration with special powers
of control of nomadic or semi-nomadic tribes with the object of
persuading them towards a more settled way of life." ( 69 )
Previously, the administration had adopted the policy of indirect
persuasion as the matter arose in the context of the general development
of the country, such as out of forestry or land settlement.

In contrast

the present ordinance is a direct confrontation with the interests of
the bedouin.

District Commissioners were permitted by this ordinance

to exercise their power over bedouin groups.

Presumably this change in

British policy towards the bedouin was derived from a larger scale change
in policy within the Colonial office.

The emergence of the new policy

on bedouin direct control towards the end of the British Mandate in
Palestine was predictable.

Sir Herbert Samuel, who was the first High

Commissioner for Palestine, announced this notion on the 25th of March
1920 when he discussed the matter of tribal grazing rights and customs.
His hope was that this matter would be dealt with in the future "when a
more modern system of taxation is imposed as the progress of the
cadastral survey. n(?O)

Doubtless the accumulated experience among the
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an important role in passing this law.
The Bedouin Control Ordinance No.

18

of 1942 (Appendix 9 )

affected bedouin tribes mainly by the following points :
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

(v)

It states that any tribe "scheduled" under the ordinance could
be made subject to control by the District Commission (3)

If a tribe is"scheduled", their movements could be controlled
and they could be told to go to another area (4a).
The tribe could be investigated and arrests could be made (4b).
If an offence had been committed by a tribe the Commissioner
could seize some of their property (4c) and return it to
the people from whom it was stolen (5)
If an offence had been committed by a tribe, punishment
could be meted out (7).

The unique point made by this ordinance was to break the normal rule of
British law which states that only the individual person who has
committed the offence is guilty.

It states that if a member of a tribe

commits an offence and one cannot tell who is responsible then the
District Commissioner can investigate, arrest, control and punish the
whole tribe.
The present ordinance developed from an earlier ordinance called
the

~collective

Punishments Ordinance'' (C.P.O.).

The Bedouin Control

Ordinance (B.C.O.) had stronger powers than the previous ordinance
because the B.C.O. can allow the bedouin to be controlled before they
commit an offence, whereas the C.P.O. can only punish them after an
offence. (App. 1 u ) .
The B.C.O. therefore provides District Commissioners with more
power to exercise a general supervision over tribal movement and to take
advance precautions. (App. 1 0 ) .
In order to schedule a certain tribe, the District Commissioner
was obliged to obtain the permission of the Chief Secretary who was to
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The policy of Mr. C.T. Evans, who was the

Galilee District Commissioner for bedouin control in his district was
aimed to schedule as many tribes as possible
to have them all scheduled at the same time.

~It

would be a convenience

It will then be possible

to take action under section 4 of the ordinance to exercise general
control of their movements, as and when desirable (Appendix 8 )".
The reasons for scheduling bedouin tribes was left to his appreciation of the case.

For example, the reason for Arab al

~amdun

tribe,

which numbered some 260 persons and inhabited the area along the PalestineLebanese frontier was " ... in the interests of security on the frontier
and of good relations with the Lebanese authorities that I should be
empowered to control the movements of the tribe and take punitive action"
(App. 4 ).
The Mazarib Arabs numbering 250 souls, have, for many years camped
in the King George the Fifth Jubilee Forest (App. 11 ).
owners of which are the Jewish National Fund.

The registered

The reason for scheduling

the Mazarib is different: "As you are aware the Jewish National Fund
intend to have these Arabs evicted from the land; eventually it may be
necessary to move the tribe and it will afford me greater control if
ordinance has been applied to them".

(App. 12 ).

The account on the Sub a i h tribe is as fo 11 ows - " The Sub a i h are
1

•

•

•

for the most part quiet and well behaved but there are certain elements
at feud with the sheikh and there are other families known to have been
harbouring absconded offenders.

They are already scheduled under the

collective punishments ordinance but the control ordinance will give me
greater control over those families who live away from the tribe"
(App. 12 ).

Appendix 13 mentions no reason for the Arabs of- Mawasi,

Es Sweilut, Hujeirat Hajayneh and el Heib - being scheduled.

It is
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ordinance despite the fact that the reason of scheduling might not have
justified the case.

This argument may be understood from the Chief

Secretary s reply to Mr. C.T. Evans concerning the cases of Arab
1

~ubai~

and the Mazar1b.

The letter dated 21 September, 1943, states

the fo 11 owing :
11

You will appreciate that the Bedouin Control Ordinance is
intended to be applied only to nomadic or semi-nomadic tribes
and only in cases of real necessity, but not ad hoc in every
case where there is only a small community or-fe~
dwellers. In the circumstances I am to request you to be
good enough to confirm that you are satisfied that the tribes
mentioned in your letter do in fact fall within the category
of nomads or semi-nomads for whom the Bedouin Control
Ordinance is designed, and that it would not be sufficient
to make them amenable to the Collective Punishments
Ordinance under which several of them are scheduled
71 )
a1ready.
11

(

The Bedouin Control Ordinance of 1942 was confined in its definition to semi-nomadic and nomadic groups in the region, whereas some of
the tribal groups within the same tribes were in an advanced stage of
sedentarization during the forties.

Hence difficulties were encount-

ered over the definition of nomadic and semi-nomadic tribes in the
existing ordinance.

In order to eliminate these difficulties, the

District Commissions of Palestine organized a Conference held at Gaza
on the 31st August, 1945.

The meeting was of the opinion that the

ordinance was designed to apply to all tribes which were organised on
the basis of accepting collective responsibility, and not only to the
more lawless ones. ( 72 ) Following this Conference the Acting Attorney
General had submitted a bill designed to eliminate the difficulties
in the 1942 ordinance definition. ( 73 )
Shortly after this request,on the 8th September 1945 (eight days
following the Conference date) the Acting Chief Secretary sent a note
to the Galilee District Commissioner referring to the present report
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as follows :
"I am directed to refer ... to inform you that the law officers
have now prepared a Bill to amend the Bedouin Control Ordinance
so as to avoid the validity of orders applying the ordinance to
any particular tribe being challenged on the ground that such
tribe was in fact neither nomadic nor semi-nomadic 11 • (74)
It can be concluded from this information that the British Administration's policy of controlling bedouin tribes in Galilee had been
passing through the stages of a developing legislative system.

It seems

that the Gaza Conference appeal, which aimed to amend the B.C.O., is the
last stage of an evaluation of the complete legislative system over the
Galilee tribes.

By passing the new ordinance, it meant that the whole

bedouin tribe of Galilee would be "scheduled".

Hence~ theoretically~

all

the Galilee tribes could have their movement controlled and be displaced
as and when it was thought desirable.

This last stage of legislation was

most efficient in view of establishing a policy of planning bedouin
settlement.

The new ordinance enabled the government to exercise its

power and to incorporate the planning of bedouin settlement within the
context of developing the country.
Due to the fact that this stage in the legislation had reached the
Galilee bedouin only a short time before the Mandate terminated in
a planned bedouin settlement policy had not been developed,

1948~

However~

it

is strongly assumed here that if the British Mandate in Palestine had
survived for a longer period such a policy would have been expected.
assumption is based on an observation of a case in 1946. (75 )

This

Arab Sa'ayidah
The

tribe~

Arab Sa'ayidah, were evacuated in 1944 from the lands

of Qira wa Qamun in Marj Ibn Amir due to the Jewish agency acquiring the
land on which they were camping.

The Sa'ayidah Arab submitted an

application in February 1946 to the District Commissioner of Galilee
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Domain land, the site identified at the southern foot of Mount Tabor as
parcel 6 of Block 17004,( 76 ) the traditional name of the site being
Khirbat Umm al Ghanam.
The District Commissioner pointed out to the tribe that 'it is
desirable that the tribe should be permanently settled and that they
must remain near their lands and unless they do have a permanent habitation they will be a continual nuisance to Government and their
neighbours'. ( 77 ) This was considered as a conditional obligation on
the tribe, but he recommended that the tribe be settled on the above
mentioned parcel.

The Sa'ayidah Arab, according to the District Com-

missioner's letter were 'prepared to form a cooperative society for the
purpose of entering into a lease agreement with Government. ,( 78 )
Sincethe present case was the concern of Land Settlement
the Director of Land Settlement and Water Commissioner issued an application on 26th November 1946 to the Chief Secretary in Jerusalem
recommending the following :
"I shall be ob 1i ged if you will 1et me have your approva 1 to
conclude a long term lease agreement for the purpose of a
housing scheme for the tribe of Arab es Sa'ayidah in respect
of parcel 6 and part of parcel 13 as shown on the attached
plan. The Lease will be for a period of 99 years at an
annual rent to be calculated at 4% of the market value of the
land which will be assessed by the valuation section of this
department." (79)
The present example could be considered as a sign that the
Government was preparing its first housing scheme to settle a bedouin
tribe in Galilee.
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6.6 Conclusion
British administrative policy on bedouin tribes of northern
Palestine, in particular, did not emerge quickly to a master plan
designed by British Imperial policy.

Rather, it evolved gradually in

response to particular circumstances.

The administrative and burea-

cratic reforms undermined the political and economic traditions of the
bedouin tribes indirectly through reorganizing the country 1 s economic
resources and its public order.
Obviously abolishing the old-fashioned life-style was necessary
to pursue the way to progress in Palestine, and the bedouin became
very vulnerable.
It is true that the British did not have a policy of systematically breaking up bedouin society or forcing settlement as did the
French in Syria, but the changing economic structure and land tenure
in Palestine over which they presided did not leave sufficient space or
freedom for nomadic society to maintain the vitality and autonomy it
had enjoyed under the Ottoman regime.
The role of the British therefore was to enhance the sedentarization process in an undesirable way from the bedouin viewpoint.
Conflict was likely to emerge because the required speed of transforming
semi-nomadic into permanent habitation was viewed in two different time
scales by the administration and the bedouin.
The Administration insisted that bedouin should be settled because
they were seen as a ~nuisance to Government and their neighbours

11

•

(SO)

No attempt was made to provide the supporting facilities and supervision
inherent in sedentarization.

The bedouin themselves require a much

longer time in order to cope with change in both cultural and material
life style and also to adjust themselves to the new shape of the tribal
terri tory.
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for developing a settled occupation. this potential was not realized
by the administration because of the absence of a precise policy of
social and economic development for the bedouin.

Moreover. the Bedouin

Control Ordinance of 1942 which was introduced towards the end of the
Mandate has been used as a means of punishment rather than encouragement.
The Memorandum of Izzat el Atawneh (App. 14) submitted to the
Royal Commission in 12.2. 1937 on behalf of the bedouin of the Beersheba
subdistrict provides an insight into two aspects of the bedouin situation:(l) the Government's neglect of bedouin affairs.and (2) the
bedouin's desire for modern facilities such as education. agricultural
training and political participation.

This clearly shows that the bedouin

recognized the importance of sedentary life as a condition for obtaining
modern facilities.
The process of sedentarization was not completed during the
Mandate in Palestine.

~ritish

The Mandate terminated when the Galilee bedouin

were in the middle of reorganizing themselves to adopt a new life.
this process was interrupted by the war of 1948.
who remained in Palestine after

1~48

But

Hence the few tribes

completed the process under rather

different conditions.
Nevertheless the vital British contribution was to institute in
the bedouin mind the concept of sedentary life and at the same time the
benefit of abandoning nomadism.
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PART THREE
THE PATTERN OF SEDENTARIZATION

-250CHAPTER SEVEN
THE SPONTANEOUS BEDOUIN SETTLEMENT
7 . l I nt ro duc t i on

The discussion in this part is confined to the period of the state
of Israel (1948-1982),

when changes in both processes and patterns of the

Galilee bedouin sedentarization were undertaken under entirely new political conditions.

After the establishment of the Jewish State of Israel

in 1948, Galilee bedouin sedentarization was completed within a period of
a single decade (1950-1960).

However, the sedentarization pattern has

further evolved during the past two decades and it is likely to continue
until the end of the present century.
In the Israeli period, the pattern of Galilee bedouin sedentarization has developed in two distinct directions : firstly, by the bedouin
themselves bu·ilding permanent structures for residential purposes, and
usually referred to as

11

Spontaneous bedouin settlement 11 •

Secondly, the

planning and establishment of settlements by State authorities.
category is usually called

11

planned bedouin settlement

State was dominant in shaping its pattern.

11

This

in which the

It is important to note that

most Galilee bedouin settlements belong to the first category where the
whole tribe or individual groups were the initiators of their settlements.
It is, however, sometimes very difficult to define a bedouin cluster of
housing as a settlement since it lacks the accepted characteristics of
a settlement.
The bedouin settlements which are built by the spontaneous process
are characterized by a lack of planning and the absence of infrastructural
services such as electricity, water supply, sewage and other services.
The reason for such a lack is mainly because spontaneous bedouin houses
were built without State permission and with no connection with any

-251national settlement project and are considered illegal by the Israeli
authorities.(l)

Accordingly the State declined to provide any services

for these houses as they were not recognized as legal.
In contrast, planned settlements designated by the State Authorities,
are characterized by both uniformity and the modern services available.
A description of both

11

sponta neous and
11

11

pl anned

11

bedouin settlement

features will be elaborated within the context of the bedouin settlement
pattern in Galilee,

and the factors which have influenced their development.

The generalizations in this part are based largely on data gathered
in field research during the period of April - September 1981 and in June
1982.

The field research included 100% household survey which enumerated

the whole Galilee tribal population through listing the names of each
head of household.

This enumeration was achieved only with the full

cooperation of the local bedouin, in particular the local school directors,
teachers, university students and many other tribesmen who were convinced
of the importance of conducting a precise census.

For example, most of

the names of household owners in bedouin villages having an elementary
school were obtained from the local tribal teachers.

In some schools where

the director was a member of the village, a complete record of the village
population was found.

Formerly such a record was maintained by the
village Muckhtar or the tribal scheikhs (2 ) but when a new generation of
local bedouin teachers and university students emerged in the village
such responsibilities were passed to them.

In the cases where bedouin

groups were settled in both urban and rural areas, the listing of households
was made by the author himself during interviewing and questionnaire
delivery.

It was possible to conduct such an enumeration through the method of

listing the household owners• names and counting the number of persons in
each household because of (1) the relatively small number:of the Galilee
bedouin population, and (2) the pattern of their settlement with a
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-253relatively large number of settlements each having only a small population.
In addition the bedouin groups who were settled in towns and villages
(in non-bedouin areas) were also organized on a tribal basis.
tribal group had its own neighbourhood.

Each

This group has never been

enumerated before in the State census since it was considered as an
integral part of the non-bedouin settlement population.

Consequently

only a part of the bedouin Galilee population were numbered in the
official statistics.
7.2

Distribution of Bedouin Settlement
The majority of bedouin population in Galilee in September 1981

were settled in 43 permanent bedouin settlements (Fig. 7.1) numbering
22,377 persons or 74 per cent of the total Galilee bedouin population
Table 7.1).
(fable 7.1 :

The Population of Galilee Bedouin by Type of Sedentarization
(lst September 1981)

Type

Number of Sites

Population

%

Settled in own
tribal settlement
Settled in nonbedouin vi 11ages
Settled in
Town

43

22 '377

74

24

4,770

16

4

3,148

10

Total

71

\

30,295

!

Source

II
i

I
I

100

I

Calculated from Appendices 17 & 18.

The population in each settlement usually belongs to a single tribe or
even an extended family who form the whole population of the settlement.
There are the two settlements of Wad al Hamam and lbittin whose population

I

.
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-255is a mixture of various tribal units and of those of fellaheen origin.
The name of the settlement is identified by the name of the largest or
the dominant tribal group.

In cases where a single tribe settled in

more than one settlement the bedouin named their settlement by combining
the name of their original tribe with the traditional name of the site
they occupied, or by adding to the tribal name the name of the extended
family.
and

These cases are found in the three tribes of Luhaib,

Saw~id

~ujairat

(Fig. 7.1) who established 13 separate settlements with a total

population of 8,545 (38% of the total bedouin settlement population).
However, the official names of the bedouin settlements which have been recognized or planned were mostly the geographical Hebrew names of those
places.

The rest of the Galilee bedouin population were settled in Arab

villages (non-bedouin) and towns forming 16% and 10% of total Galilee
bedouin populations respectively (Table 7.1).

According to field research

evidence the founding of bedouin population in towns and Arab villages
was as a result of (1) the 1948 war when several tribal families fled to
towns and large Arab villages after their tribe was disbanded.

This

group has remained in these places until the present day, identifying
itself with the town or village population, tribal identity remains
important to them.

These groups are mainly the bedouin who settled in

Haifa and Acre and Upper Galilee villages (Fig. 7.2).

(2) Migration of

bedouin groups took place from bedouin settlements during recent years
(1965-1981) for various reasons, one main reason being the lack of
sufficient modern services in their original locations.

These groups

are mainly the bedouin who settled in Shafa 'Amr, Nazareth and the
villages of lower Galilee (Fig.7.2).
The bedouin groups who were settled in rural and in urban areas managed
to concentrate their dwellings in a bedouin neighbourhood.

They usually

settled around the boundaries of the towns and the villages in areas where
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PLATE 7.1

Bedouin houses in Shafa 'Amr•s southern quarter
\August 1981) \The houses belong to the tribe Sawaid)
(Photo : G. Falah).

PLATE 7.2

Bedouin houses in the east side of Eilabun village.
(August 1981) (The houses belong to the tribe Mawasi)
(Photo :G. Falah).

-2~7-

they were able to acquire small pieces of land from the local inhabitants
(Plates 7.1. 7.2).

The social organization cf the relatively large numbers

of tribal groups in the towns and their interaction with the local nonbedouin population and with other bedouin settlements are topics which
deserve further research.

In the framework of the present research

there is insufficient space to discuss such topics.

However it is

essential to indicate the role of such groups in attracting bedouin
relatives who wish to be urbanized.
Figure 7.1 shows the distribution of bedouin settlements by size and
by official status.

These settlements are located in the lower part of

Galilee with only four settlements close to the border area.
for this pattern is the result of the 1948 war.

The reason

The remainder of the

Arab villages and bedouin tribes were concentrated in the central part of
Galilee associated with the area which, according to the United Nations
partition proposals (1947), should be a part of the Arab State (Fig. 5.5).
Both spontaneous and planned bedouin settlements were established in the
hilly area of the southern and central part of Galilee located between
the 100 and 300 metres contours, except for the two settlements of
~ujairat

Dahirah and

metres.

In addition most of the spontaneous settlements were established

Saw~id

Kammana, which

between main roads (Fig. 7. 1).

occu~

topography above 500

The roads do not seem to have played

an important role in the choice of the settlement location because in the
initial stages of spontaneous sedentarization, the importance of motor
transport had not been realized.

Thus prime consideration was given to

the lands which were used as pasture and eventually acquired for establishing houses.
The largest number of bedouin settlements were established between
the two parallel roads Nazareth - Shafa

1

Amr and Nazareth - Qiryat Tivon,

an area which had a few Arab villages pre 1948 but after 1949 most of
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these villages had disappeared.

Consequently this area has become a rel-

atively large concentration of bedouin settlement.

Despite the fact that

although half of the bedouin Galilee settlement is to be found in this
part of South West Galilee, the total population in September 1981
numbered only some 8,000 persons or 36% of the Galilee bedouin settlement
population and 26% of the total bedouin in Galilee.

The reason for such

a large number of settlements is chiefly the relatively high number of
different tribal groups each of which insists on building its own separate
settlement.
7.3

Factors influencing the nature of spontaneous settlement
The characterization and definition of the bedouin settlement raises

difficulties which arise from the relatively large number of factors
involved.

Some of these factors influence the development of the settlement

in two contrasting directions.

Consequently, spontaneous settlement is not

uniform and there is a great variety of patterns among the settlements and
even within the same tribe.
In examining the pattern of bedouin settlement in Galilee it seems
that the chief characteristics were conditioned by three factors:
1)

The dynamics of population growth in each settlement not solely

due to natural growth.

There are settlements whose population is increasing

at a fast rate, some where it is increasing slowly and others whose population growth has been interrupted, or is in decline (Figs. 7.3, 7.4).
2)

The settlement economy; this continued to rely on the traditional

economy of flock raising and agriculture during the years 1948-1965 and
gradually became based upon wage earning, particularly in the services sector.
3)

The building material :tin shacks and wooden huts were associated

with the early phase of the settlement and at a later phase, stone, cement
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PLATE 7.3 : Luhaib Tuba from the so uth (July 1977)
(Photo : G.Falah)

PLATE 7.4

The Nuj aida t Sett l ement (Jun e 1981)
(Photo : G. Falah).
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PLATE 7.5

PLATE 7.6

' Akbara village from the north (June 1982)
(Photo :G. Falah).

Some part of Wad al ~amam houses (June 1982)
(Photo : G. Fa 1ah).
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and concrete blocks.
have

11

However, there are many examples of settlements which

leapt" straight from the tent phase to that of the conventionally

constructed house, skipping the intermediate phases of tin shacks and
wooden huts.
These three factors were in turn influenced by other political,
social, and environmental factors :
(a)

Landownership

(b)

Military rule in Galilee (1948-63)

(c)

The state strategy of establishing Jewish settlement and the
related concept of concentrating bedouin population in Galilee.

(d)

The size of the population, family relationships and age
structure.

Each will be considered in the following paragraphs.
7.3.1

Landownership
The impact of land ownership on the development of dwelling patterns

is very strong.

It explains a large part of the increased activity in

house building and also the dispersal of these houses over the land.

In

cases where bedouin groups remained within their traditional boundaries
of their origin, ther-e is decisive development of house building (see Plates
7.3 and 7.4).

In contrast to them, groups of both bedouin and non-bedouin

who were evacuated from their lands in the early years of the State and
eventually transferred to other places were among the latest groups to
build stone houses,

They remained in tin shacks and could not build new

houses on land which they never acquired. These groups have been observed
in the Negev( 3 ) and in Galilee; the groups of 'Akbara village (Plate 7.5)
and Wad al Hamam (Plate 7.6) representing these groups.

The inhabitants

of 'Akbara were evacuated from the village of Qaddita in 1949 and the

/

('
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PLATE 7.7

The pattern of dispersed bedouin houses in
the east side of Bir el Maksur (June 1982)
(Photo :G. Fa l ah).

PLATE 7.8

The pattern of cl uster bedouin houses in the
east side of Bir el Maksur (June 1982)
(Photo :G. Falah).
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inhabitants of Wad al

~amam

evacuated from northern Hula (further discussion

(4)

page 291 ).

The tendency of establishing permanent houses on land which

was possessed by bedouin is strongly associated with the fact that bedouin
see the role of the stone house as both protecting the land and asserting
their claim to land ownership.

This approach has contributed largely to

the creation of a dispersed pattern of houses which characterises the
spontaneous bedouin settlement.

The individual households were established

in the middle of the plots or in one side of it preserving the rest of
the land for the next generation (Plates 7.7. 7.8).

One can observe three

stages in building up the tribal settlement reflecting three generations.
(i)

In the first generation, the settlement (or part of the settlement)

contains a number of households with relatively large distances between
them (Plate 7.7).
(ii)

The density of the settlement is extremely low.

In the second generation, the settlement is laid out in a cluster

pattern (Plate 7.8) with a relatively small distance between the houses
in the cluster, but the distances between the clusters remain high.
(iii)

In the third generation, the empty space between the houses in the

cluster falls in area because of the new houses, and infilling of the lands
between the clusters occurs (Fig. 7.5).

It is important to mention that only

at this third stage does the settlement begin to develop its centre with
one or two shops, a mosque and land allocated for a cemetry.
In fact this model of stages describes only some of the Galilee
bedouin settlements.

The important factor in creating this model is,

as a rule, that the entire land in the settlement must belong to the local
bedouin inhabitants and that there are no official restrictions on building
new houses.

The tribal settlements of Luhaib Tuba, Zanghariyya,

and 'Aramshah are likely to develop on the lines of this model.

?ubai~

Since their

former dirah land was defined by the Department of Land Settlement in

I
N

0'\
-....!
I

PLATE 7. 9 :The pattern of bedouin houses in Luhaib Furush (June 1981)
Cthe bedouin settled on the land of Saffuriya)
(Photo : G. Falah) .

"
\
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1945 as one block.
Palestine. (S)

This appears on the map like any other village in

However, the lands of the rest of the Galilee bedouin tribes

who settled on lands of other villages were divided by other owners -they
could not pass to the third stage but mostly remain in the second stage of
a single settlement created from several clusters of housing (Plate 7.9).
7.3.2 Military rule in Galilee (1948-1963)
"the system of military government imposed on the Arab
population performs no particular function in protecting
the security of the State against its enemies from without
or in closing the door to infiltrators entering the
country ..• As for the absorption of the Arab population into
the State of Israel and instilling sound feeling of citizenship into them, the military government is a negative factor
which arouses resentment, creates obstacles and is an actively
injurious factor which is bound to poison relations between
Jews and Arabs. It is therefore more liable to shake the
security of the State than strengthen it." (6)
Within the structure of Military rule and by virtue of Article 125 of the
Emergency Laws of 1945, the Israeli Minister of Defence had used powers
granted to him by the Emergency Laws of the British Mandate (1945) to
appoint military governors in three principle' areas: the Central area,
the Negev and the Northern area which included the whole of Galilee,
although the precise boundary of the area and the closed areas are known
to no one in the country except the staff of the Military Government. ( 7 )
Furthermore, the authorities could declare a "security" area in
which no one could live permanently or enter without a special permit.
Under the Emergency (Security Areas) regulations of 1949, the authorities
were allowed to expropriate land and hand it to nearby Jewish settlements. ( 8 )
The impact of the military rule (1948-63) on the development of the spantaneous settlement is important since it coincided with the period of bedouin
completing their sedentarization process. creating a nucleus of permanent
settlements.

This study suggests that the period of military rule from

1948 to 1963 was the dominant cause of spontaneous bedouin settlement.
the end of this period it was virtually complete.

There are cases where

By
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bedouin groups who were evacuated from within their traditional boundaries
by military orders and concentrated in certain areas pronounced as
"Closed Areas".

The confinement of the bedouin to an allotted area

chosen by military governors is tantamount to forced sedentarization.
Such sedentarization had later consequences which further affected the
attitude of bedouin hesitating to join Government programmes of planned
sedentarization.

A good example of groups being confined to special areas

are the Negev bedouin who were concentrated in the northern and central
Negev and only within this area were the bedouin allowed to establish their
settlements tFig. 8.1).

This is discussed in the next Chapter.

In Galilee, there are the cases of the four bedouin groups
\Ghanamah, Baqqarah,

Kha~a~,

and Ghawarnah) who were evacuated from the

Syrian border area and then transported into deserted or semi deserted
villages in central Galilee.

As well, 17 Arab villages have been declared

"closed areas" and their populations either deported or annexed to other
existing villages. {g)

However, most Galilee tribes remain in their former

traditional lands, being affected only in cases when their presence
conflicted with the ongoing processes of developing the country or with
military regulations as in the case of the Sawaid group, according to
Ma ·a r i v ( 1 956) :

"The Defence authorities are now taking administrative measures
against the bedouin tribe of the Sawaid, who live in the hills
of Galilee, after their 'revolt' against a military order and
their refusal to remove their tents, which were pitched in a
closed area. The penalities imposed on this bedouin tribe
include the prohibition of its members to move from their place
of residence to the neighbouring area, the withdrawal of all
government permits (for hunting, pasturing, movement etc.), the
closing of the primary school, and a ban on the providing of
the tribe with foodstuffs, and on its selling its produce
outside its place of residence. The members of the tribe say
that they wi 11 not leave the land which has been theirs for
generations as long as there is breath left in their bodies." (lO)
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In the period of military rule 1948-63, the bedouin tribes continued to live close to their early stone houses built before 1948,
but mostly continued to live in black tents.

Gradually they con-

verted the tents into more stable structures of wooden huts and tin
shacks as both house forms contain the advantages of cleanliness and
low cost.

A few bedouin whose budget allowed them to acquire material

for building fixed stone houses, obtained housing permission.

These

small groups were apparently keen to apply for permission to transport
building materials such as iron and cement rather than to obtain
authorization for building fixed houses.

Appendix 1 reveals this

notion:
11

I do not have either cement nor iron and then please approve
this because the Winter is approaching 11 •
There were two reasons for the slow rate of establishing fixed

stone houses during the period of military rule (l948-1Y63),

The first

reasons may be deduced from Rosenfeld's (1970) observations: Since the
11

Military Government of Israel, both for security reasons and in order not

to flood the market with cheap and largely unskilled Arab labour at one
time severely restricted the movement of Arabs from one part of the
country to another

11

•

(ll)

Thus bedouin had not the opportunity to accum-

ulate capital by wage labour.

Secondly bedouin fully realize the import-

ance of keeping their livestock as a secure basis of subsistence and if
they had to sell part of their livestock preferred to acquire land which
could also provide additional subsistence.

During this period the bedouin

people as well as the Arab villagers in Galilee remained economically and
politically isolated from the larger economic and political system of
the State. (l 2 ) It was only after October 1963 that the military rule was
lifted and particularly after the 1967 war more job opportunities
were available. (l 3 )
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However the main contribution of military rule to the bedouin settlement pattern was to stabilize population movement so that the population grew
rapidly while out-migration was extremely low.

Figures 7. 3, 7. 4 show that

in all the Galilee bedouin settlements the population grew rapidly between
the years 1955-1969 (except

~ujairat

Dahirah).

The reason for such

growth is a familiar feature of nomadic groups who complete their sedentarization processes (as previously discussed- see page 127).

However, in

the case of the Galilee bedouin it seems that the military rule had played
a role in maintaining such growth.
7.3.3 The State strategy of establishing Jewish Settlement and the related
concept of concentrating bedouin population
11

The Arab minority centered here presents a continual threat to
the security of the nation ... Its presence adde to the burden of
the Government and will create problems when the permanent
borders are finally defined. The very existence of a unified
Arab group in this part of the country is an invitation to
the Arab States to press their claims to the area ... At the very
least, it can become the nucleus of Arab nationalism, influenced
by the nationalist movements in the neighbouring countries,
and undermining the stability of our state. (14)
11

And also in Ben-Borat (1965) :
the claim has been repeatedly made that Galilee was not intended
as part of Israel according to the partition plan, and this
continues to feed the hope that a plebiscite will be held in the
area which is after all Arab and not Jewish. [Thus] the problem of
Galilee is a Jewish problem ... it is an Arab Empire within our
borders ... and those who believe with government that military
rule alone will liberate [Galilee] are simply mistaken. (15)
11

11

After 1948, the view of the distribution of Jewish settlement was
changed.

Thus pre 1948, the approach of selecting the settlement site
was influenced by the existing geopolitical situation. (l 6 ) The chosen site
was located, as a rule, in areas where Jews were able to acquire land

and to assert full legal ownership over it~l7) Land was acquired first and
settlements were established thereafter.

This guiding principle did not

continue after the establishment of the S1ate when the two main obstacles,
the White Paper of 1939 and The Arab National Fund (Sanduq al Ummah) were
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removed .
However, after 1948, the land ownership factor in chosing the
settlement site seems to hold minor importance in comparison with other
new ones.

This

notion may be concluded from the announcement of the

Finance Minister in 1950 when he presented the Development Authority Law
to the Knesset:
"we have established over 150 settlements without full legal
title to their land ... thousands of dwellings have been built
for immigrants and we plan tens of thousands more ... it was
essential to legalize the procedure to provide a financial
and credit basis for our operation." (18)
This announcement reveals how the government could take any legislative
measure for obtaining any lands as long as such land was to serve the
nation, "upbuilding of the country and absorbing immigrants."(l 9 ) In
the particular case of Galilee, the impact of the Jewish settlement
distribution pattern on the development of the bedouin settlement is
very strong and perhaps is the major factor which determines both bedouin
economy and their living standard.

The real problem arose basically

because of a conflict between two contrasting planning strategies : the
national dispersal of Jewish settlement and the local concentration of
bedouin settlement.

The first strategy of dispersal was given priority

since the Jewish settlement distribution was required to achieve security
which Arab settlements were not expected to provide.

The quest for

security stand at the heart of Jewish population dispersal as may be seen
from Granott (1956) :
"In everything we do, we are bound to consider the strategic and
geographic situation of Israel" (20)
and also
"Thus the function of population dispersal becomes a cardinal
requirement of security." (21)
Figures 7.6 and 7.7 show the two stages of Jewish settlement strategy
in relation to the Arab settlement location.

Figure 7.6 shows Jewish settlements
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. PLATE 7.10

The Subaih settlement on the northern slopes of
Mount Tabor (June 1982)
(Photo : G.Falah) .

PLATE 7.11

The Sa'ayidah settlement on the southern slope of
Mount Tabor. (June 1982) {Photo:G.Falah).

.•

-276established in the border areasand lowlands surrounding the Arab villages.
Figure l7shows the strategy of penetrating into the heart of Arab settlements in Central Galilee selecting distinctive blocks for new settlements
which deliberately divide the Arab village clusters.

As a result of the

implementation of these two stages, 17 Arab villages close to border areas
disappeared and their lands were taken to sup~ly the needs of Jewish
settlements old and new. ( 22 ) The bedouin lands were not exempted from such
treatment. In most cases agricultural land was the target for expropriation ( 23 ) and their owners accepted the situation as it was, concluding
that appeals to the Supreme Court were ineffective as case studies discussed
below will demonstrate.

Some bedouin tribes lost their agricultural land

in the early years of the State (1948-55) without being necessarily located
close to the border area.

For example, the two tribes of Arab

?ubai~

and sa•ayidah who established their settlements on the lower slopes of
Mount Tabor (Plates 7.10 and 7.11) lost their agricultural lands in 1952
regardless of being among the bedouin groups located furthest from the
border area. ( 24 ) Their expropriated lands adjacent to their houses
are cultivated today by Jewish settlements and both tribes maintain themselves by doing agricultural and service work in Jewish settlements,
without having the opportunity to farm their own lands.

In fact, the losing

of bedouin lands during the first years of the State, without necessarily
fulfilling state security needs, was arguably a result of Strong arm ..
11

military rule coupled with the weakness of the Arab bedouin who had never
recovered from the 1948 hostilities.
The concentration policy for bedouin settlements is connected strongly
with the idea of concentrating Arab land to facilitate the establishment of
Jewish settlements, and for national development objectives.

This may

be understood from the words of the Ministry of Agriculture in 1960:
11

the state and the Bevelopment Authority and the Keren Kaymet Le
Israel are the legal owners of thousands of donums in the Galilee
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Table

7.2

Changing in Landholding of Bedouin Groups in South
Western Galilee 1949-1958 (in donums)

Group

1949/50

Zubaidat

1 '17 4

K1 abiyyah

1 ,550

~ujairat

2,337

!

1958

Rate of Change
(%)

496

- 58

705

- 58

488

- 79

282

+ 61

62

261

+ 76

1 '123

555

- 51

Ghuraifat

640

288

- 55

sawaid

656

139

- 79

~ajajirah

604

147

- 76

S 1 adiyyah

99

67

- 32

423

143

- 66

s aa Y i dah
(Manshiat Zebda)

-

380

+100

Ras 1 A1i (non-bedouin)

-

18

+100

Tab 1 un (non-bedouin)

341

36

Mazar1b
1

110

Imariyah

Hilf

Luhaib (Abu

~aia~)

I
I

I

- 89
I

Samniyyah

559

57

Muraisat

-

-

Kaza1nah

-

Turkman

-

-

-

Jawam1s

269

291

+ 22

-

132

+100

Saffuriya
refugees (non-bedouin)

I

-

I

I
I

- 90

-

j

Total

10,572

4,510

-57

I
Source

G.Golany, Bedouin Settlement in Alonim-Shafara 1 m Hill Region,
Ministry of Interior and Department of Geography, Hebrew
University, Jerusalem 1966, p.40.

iI
'

'
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Triangle and Wadi Ara districts and more than 250,000 donums
divided up into small plots are surrounded by the lands of
other Arab owners. There is no possibility of exploiting
these lands for settlement or development purposes unless the
government takes action to concentrate the lands they own in
large lots for the purpose of improving, developing and
settling them in accordance with requirements of the State" (25)
Unfortunately, no complete statistical data have been published on
the rate of changing landholding among Galilee bedouin tribes.

However,

official statistics in Table Z2suggest a decrease in land holding for
the bedouin groups in south western Galilee,during the years 1949-58
of 57%.
As a result of the reduction of the size of bedouin lands and at
the same time increase in population, coupled with the type of inheritance
practised in the Arab-Muslim society (whereby sons inherit their father's
land equally) many households may be reduced to small holdings in a few
generations.

Either these lands cannot support the family, or they are

too small to provide full time work.

Such reductions in both pastural

and agricultural land inevitably create surplus labour.

Work opportunities

were more plentiful after 1967, some households had more than one person
able to accumulate cash, parents and sons could share money to establish
new houses.

Thus during the past decade more than 70% of the s tune houses
were established. ( 26 )
The impact of Jewish settlement on the bedouin's changing way of
life is usually described by the authorities in terms of advantages and
benefits, as in the words of the Director of the Department of Minorities,
Ministry of the Interior in 1966:
"it is due to the presence of neighbouring Jewish settlements and
to the activities of the Israel Government ... Availability of water
and access roads, improvements in the various branches of agriculture and organization of most of the villages within the
municipal network - all these favoured rapid progress and have
induced far-reaching changes in the bedouin way of life" (27)
Certainly the bedouin have benefited from the introduction schools,
social services, modern health care and perhaps some of them became
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PLATE 7.12

Bir el Maks ur from the south : sce nery of a
plann ed bedouin sett l ement (Jun e 1982 )
lPhoto : G.Falah)

PLATE 7.13

Luhaib Furush from the east : scenery of a r ecognized
bedouin settlement lAugu st 1981)
(Photo :G. Falah).
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PLATE 7.14

Sawaid Kammana houses : scenery of an unrecognized
spontaneous bedouin settlement (August 1981)
(Photo : G.Falah)

PLATE 7.15

Nu'aim settlement : scenery of an unrecognized
spontaneous settlement where stone houses are
prohibited (June 1982)
(Photo : G.Falah).

-281prosperous from working as unskilled labourers in Jewish settlements, but
they have probably more often lost a great deal.

Although their sedent-

arization has been offidaTiy encouraged, they may settle only on lands
designated for them by the authorities.

Bedouin dwellings constructed

on their traditional lands without official approval are liable to
demolition. ( 28 ) An appreciation of the important role of the authorities
in changing the bedouin way of life is crucial, particularly when it
comes to a comparison between various forms of settlement.
ments were planned by the Authorities

(Plate7.1~;

settlements recognized as legal (Plate7.13).

Some settle-

others were spontaneous

Such settlements had the

opportunity to build the most modern houses.

Other groups, however, were

unable to produce the types of modern stone houses as seen in Plates7.12
and 7J3since they were not officially recognized (Plate7J4) regardless of
being settled on private land (Plate7.15).

The gap between the living

standards of recognized and unr·ecogni zed bedouin settlements is consider-able.

While the former may establish new houses as finance allows, the

latter build with cheap materials for urgent needs and under fear of demolition.

It is reasonable to conclude that a low standard of living and

tin shacks are merely an indication of a transition from the officially
unrecognized settlement type to the recognized one, rather than a symbol
of transition between tent dwelling and permanent stone houses, as is so
often concluded.
/.3.4 Size of population, family relationships and age structure
These factors vary from tribe to tribe.

Their role in the development

of the bedouin settlement pattern is very important since they may operate
to the disadvantage of the tribe.

The effect of these factors has to be

seen in conjunction with the external factors of modernization and State
policy.

State policy is to concentrate bedouin groups in planned

settlements and to remove other settlements by means of non-recognition.

-282The force of modernization is acting at the same time to pull these groups
from their traditional settlements towards planned bedouin settlements or
other settlements where better services and modern opportunities are available.
7.3.4.1 The settlement size
Table 7.3 shows that 58 per cent of Galilee bedouin settlements have
a population of less than 500 persons, and 93% did not exceed 1,500
persons.

A small size population is regarded as a disadvantage since it

is vulnerable to both the external factors; the state always used the
smallness of bedouin settlements as an argument for non-recognition and
for not providing modern services.
in Table

~4

literature.

Most of the small bedouin settlements

have never previously featured in official census data or other
Since they have never been recognized by the Authorities as

legal their exclusion is of course deliberate.

Previous scholars who have

conducted o. popula.tion survey of the Arab population have obta.ined their
data about unrecognized bedouin groups from the officials of the Department
of Arab Affairs in Haifa, who usually simply referred to a few scattered
families who would in the future be attached to one or another of the
planned settlements. (29 )
The level of modern services is very low or non-existent among such
groups so that the pressure for modernization is extremely strong.

This

is particularly true where these settlements lie a short distance from an urban
centre, which naturally raises expectations among the bedouin.

Figure 7.4

shows the result of these two pressures on the three groups of Khawalid,
Sawaid

~umairah

and Samniyyah located 5-10 km. from the town Shafa 'Amr.

This pressure leads to settlement depopulation.

It is notable that the

population of the three tribes increased during the years 1955-69 and it was
only after 1969 thatthe population started to decrease.

This may be due to

the fact that pre 1969 the settlement economy was largely based on pastoralism and agriculture, but after 1969 a new generation began to move

-283Table 7.3

I

I

I

1500

3

500 - 1500

15

<

Population t%)

Number of settlement (%)

Group size
>

I

Galilee bedouin settlements, by size and number
(lst September 1981)

500

!

Total

5,660

(25)

(35)

11 '861

(53)

L5

(58)

4,856

(22)

43

ll 00)

22,377

( l 00)

( 7)

Source : Appendix 17
Table 7.4

The population of Galilee bedouin settlements, by
official status and population (1st September 1981)
Settlements

I
Status

Name
rat Birel ~1aksur
tlosmat Tivon
Sawaid Wadi Sa1lama
lbittin
Wad al Hamam
~ujai

Planned

Recognized
Spontaneo us
settlement

Luhaib Tuba
Subaih
. .
Ka 'biyyah
Mazar1b
~ujairat Mikman
Nujaidat
sa•ayidah Umm al Ghanam
Ghuraifat
•Aramshah
Luhaib Furush
~ajajirah

Luhaib Abu Salah
.
Jawam1s
sa•diyyah
Manshiat Zebda

Population
I, 926
937
768
696
568
2 '1 04
1 ,630
l '124
'375
868
864
719
685
637
556
498
488
452
441
128

Population total
by settlement
status
Number
%

4,895

22

12,169

54

I
I

I

Cont.
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Table 7.4

(Cont.)

Settlements

Population total
by settlement
status

I

I

-'

Status

Unrecognized
spontaneous
settlement

I

I
I
I
I

Name
Sawal'd Kamman a
Zubaidat
Hilf Umm Rashid
Kharanbah
Khawal i d
~ujairat Dumidah
Tawafirah & Sumai r1
Nu-' aim
Hilf 1abash
Zanghariyyah
Muraisat
Kazalnah
Rami 1
Tuaisanat
Hujairat
Dahirah
.
Sawaid Humairah
~ujairat Umm az Zinat
Luhaib Ya'ara
Luhaib Falahat
Rumihat
Hamdun
.
~ubail)at Ras al 'Ein
Samniyyah

Population
1 '158
768
538
331
267
250
250

'

Number

I
I

%

'

I
I

I

2L4

212
178
151

I
I

151

124
119
96
94
91
74
72

67

I
I

46
38
14

II
5,313

24

I

--+------------'---+--1
Total

Source: Field Research (April-September) 1981.

22,377

100

II
!
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PLATE 7.16

Luhaib Falahat settlement :A settlement which started
from a single nuclear family tJune 1977)
(Photo
G.Falah).

•

PLATE 7.17

a. The Father•s house. b. The son's hou se
of hou ses in Luhaib Abu Sa iah (June 1977)
(Photo : G.Falah).
·
·

pattern

-286outside as wage earners, as the national economy experienced growth.

As

their connection with Shafa 'Amr has become stronger, the pressure for
modernization has also become stronger.
7.3.4.2 Family relationships
The tribe's social structure is the most significant factor in the
character of a single settlement.

The settlement consists, generally, of

one or several extended families that

belo~to

the same hamuleh (clan).

Family relationships are thus fundamentally important in the social composition of the settlement, being regarded as a factor which protects
the settlement against other external pressures.

Strong family relation-

ships were often regarded as one explanation of the lack of rural-urban
migration among the fellaheen Arab settlements in Galilee. (30) This
view is only partly true in the case of the bedouin in Galilee.

Thus

27% of them are living in urban and rural areas outside true bedouin
communities; they provide evidence of bedouin eagerness for modernization
and at the same time the degree of loosening of family ties.

Most of the

small bedouin villages in Galilee were founded by a single nuclear family
(a father and his sons).

The families who leave the small villages are

usually those whose lands are very small.

Those who remain are the land-

owners whose ownership of land is more likely to influence their
family relationships.
(Plate 7.16).

The houses were built on land acquired in 1935 by a single

nuclear family.
(App. 16 ).

A good example is the Luhaib Falahat settlement

The land title to this land was acquired in 2.3.1945.

After the death of the owner in 1958, his 12 sons divided

their father's land between them, each inheriting only two donums.

In

1960 the total village land was some 50 donums but by 1982 it had been
expanded by purchases to more than 200 donums.

Such a relatively small

amount of land led to the migration of eight families out of 15 into
Nazareth between 1963 and 1979.

They sold their two donums to their
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brothers, who continued to strengthen their attachment to the area by
acquiring additional land.

In this case the disadvantages of both lands

and population size forced more than half of the village to migrate.
These families left their brothers, after becoming convinced that there
was no future in the Luhaib Falahat, without giving undue importance to
family relationships.
7.3.4.3

Age Structure
The importance of age structure in influencing the settlement

pattern is strong, particularly in respect of differences between housing
patterns in the same settlement.

The younger generation whose daily work

and experience are strongly connected with the world outside the village,
are likely to produce a different style of housing from the older generation who still prefer traditional life.

The contrast between the older

and the younger tribesmen in their response to the outside world is due
to the degree of their assimilation and imitation.

While the young had

a better education and opportunities to work outside for cash, it follows
that most of the house building activity was initiated by this generation.
Within the same bedouin settlement one could easily distinguish between
houses built by the elders and their sons, as in plate 7.17 where the
parents' houses were built on the grounds of their son's modern house.
Since the youngest generation also form the largest section of the population it is likely that the establishment of modern houses will be
extensive in the future.

Table 7.5 shows that the age group 0 - 19

form two-thirds of the village population (63.7%).
second largest group is the 20 - 45 age group.
this group is significant since
activities.

it

However, the

The high percentage of

carries out most of the building
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Table 7.5

The Pattern of Age Structure in Luhaib Tuba (May 1981)

Male

Female

Total

Age
Number

%

Number

19

202

36.1

154

27.6

356

63.7

20 - 44

67

74

13.3

141

25.3

45 - 64

26

4.6

4

4.3

50

8.9

+ 65

6

1.05

6

1.05

12

2.1

0 -

Source

12

%

Number

%

Field Research, Random sample of 72 households,May 1981.
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The Develorment of Spontaneous Bedouin Settlements
I lustrated by Six Case Studies

The following case studies have been selected to illustrate the
various factors discussed in the first part of this chapter which have
influenced the pattern of spontaneous settlement in Galilee.

The cases

are arranged in chronological order.
7.4.1 The Kurdish Tribes in the Village Sha 1 ab
The two Kurdish tribes of al Ghanamah and al Baqqarah represent
a category of tribes and Arab villagers who have been evacuated from
border areas and were transported by military forces into the inner part
of the country in April 1951.

The original camps of the two Kurdish

tribes were located some 2-3 km. from the Israeli-Syrian border, and a
similar distance from Jisr Bnat Yaqub which forms a strategic point
and which was also used by the United Nations soldiers as a post in 1949.
Pre 1948 the Jordan river was used both for the irrigation of crops and
for watering the tribes• flocks, their cultivable lands being located
between the two pre 1948 Jewish Colonies of Aiyelet hash shahar and
Mishmar hay Varden.
According to field research data (July l98l)gafuered from the two
tribes living in Sha•ab and Shafa •Amr, ( 3l) the tribal history was
radically altered during the 1948 war.

At the peak of the war the

Syrian forces occupied an area west of the Jordan river, including the
village al Baqqarah, but the al Ghanamah village in the west of the
al Baqqarah was held by Jewish forces.

After the outbreak of hostilities

the al Ghanamah bedouin became refugees and remained away from their
village for one and a half years, living in the meantime in Syria.
group returned to their village after a cease-fire was agreed.

This

On July

20, 1949 the area was declared a demilitarized zone (Fig.5.5 ) with
both bedouin and Jews being obliged to remain in their villages under
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the supervision of the United Nation forces.

The present situation lasted

until the 24th April, 1951, when the Israeli army ordered the al Ghanamah
bedouin to leave their village for a few hours and go to the next village
of al Baqqarah, stating that hostilities were expected.

After the two

tribes were gathered, (estimated 200 families) a curfew of 48 hours was
announced.

At the end of this curfew, buses arrived and the two Kurdish

tribes were transported into Sha~b, a semi deserted Arab village in the
vicinity of Acre.

The bedouin refugees were ordered to take over the

empty houses, but when they expressed their desire to return to their
original villages, a curfew was imposed on them for three months.
this period food rations were delivered to each family.

During

Twenty two families

had been re-evacuated during the first three months (May- July, 195l),two
of them being sent to Shafa •Amr and twenty to the village of Dannun.
After six months (in November 1951) had passed the United Nations
were able to enter Shaab and by their intervention a choice was given
to the tribes between remaining in Shaab or returning.
obliged to sign if they decided to return.

The people were

Some of them were suspicious

of giving their signatures, so the two tribes divided into two groups, one
group signing, and thus able to return and the others, who refused,
remaining in Shaab, eventually appealing to the Supreme Court to join the
first group.

After three years the Supreme Court decided in favour of

the bedouin, but a stronger military order prohibited them from returning.
Meanwhile, the 1956 war between Israel and Egypt broke out.

As a result

the Israeli-Syrian border became tense and the Kurdish bedouin who lived
close by were expelled to Syria on the 30th October, 1956.( 32 )
After a while an option was proposed to the bedouin of Shaab
to sell their lands and instead to take possession of the
lands.

None of the bedouin agreed to such a deal.

Sh~ab

absentees•

Some families migrated
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to the bedouin village of Luhaib Tuba in 1970/71 and the rest of them
remained in Sha'ab.

Each family leased one donum of State land for building

houses after a master plan for the village was made in the 1970's.

These

houses now represent the main concentration of Kurdish people in Galilee.
They were enumerated on 17th July 1981, as 41 al Baqqarah families (270
persons) and 24 al Ghanamah families (149 persons).

Their original lands

were annexed to the Jewish settlements of Aiyelet has Shahar and Mishmar hay
Varden.

The main income of the Sha'ab bedouin is today derived from lab-

ouring, some families also taking temporary jobs in agriculture in the plans
of Acre during the summer season.
7 .4.2 The Kha~a~ (Sawalmah) and the Ghawarnah of Wad al ~amam'
Both these bedouin groups had a similar story to the Kurdish
tribes.

The tribes were camping in the north east corner of the Hula

plains, distance of 2-3 km. from the two borders of Syria in the east and
Lebanon in the north.

The land of the tribes was located between the two

northern tributaries of the Jordan river, the Hasbani from the west and
the Banias from the east.

Before 1948 the

Khas~s

ship with the Jewish settlers in the Hula plain.

group had a good relationThey also cooperated with

the Israeli forces by providing knowledge on the movement of the Syrian
forces. ( 33 ) However, in 1949 the Israeli armY transported them together
with the neighbouring Ghawarnah group (of the villages of Qetiya and
Al Muftakhira) into the deserted village of 'Akbara (south of Safad)
(Plate 7.5).

Another non-bedouin group from the village of Qaddita had
previously been taken there. ( 34 ) The bedouin of Khas3s
.. and Ghawarnah
were subsequently re-evacuated that same year to another deserted village,
Majdal (north Tiberias).

This general area was called Wad al

~amam.

The bedouin were promised by the military that they could return to their
land when the place was secure.

However, the war ended and the military
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government did not fulfil their promise.

Hence in 1952 the bedouin

appealed to the Supreme Court asking to be allowed to return to their
The Court finally granted their request on June 24th, 1953.( 35 )

village.

However, the military authorities immediately served them with orders
to leave by virtue of the Military Regulations and when the matter was
again referred to the Court it decided that it could not intervene because
the powers of the authorities as regards .,security affairs• were
36 ) The bedouin of Wad al ~amam remained in tin shacks until
absolute
11

11

•

(

1975 when the government started to plan the village.

They had been unable

to improve their condition since the Authorities had neglected them and
none of the basic services had been supplied.

In May, 1972, Davar wrote

an article entitled the Weeping Valley beside Migdal .. , describing the
11

low standard of living for this bedouin group where civilization stopped
37 ) The newspaper also mentioned that according
in front of their doors
11

11

.(

to the Arab Affairs Advisor, the reason for the 24 years of neglect was
that

11

the bedouin never asked the government to improve their conditions·~ ( 38 )

In fact the real reason for the neglect of Wad al

~amam

until 1975

(Plate 7 .6) was that the Authorities tried to persuade the bedouin refugees
to forsake their original lands in the Hula and to accept monetary compensation.

The Akbara villagers who are still living in tin shacks until
1

the present day (1982) is another example (Plate 7. 5)
realized by the bedouin of Wad al
families migrated from Wad al

~amam

~amam

This strategy was

with the result that in 1969 many

to the Shafa 'Amr and to the villages

of Maghar and Luhaib Tuba (see the changein Wad al Hamam population profile
1969-1981, in Figure 7.3 ) where they acquired some lands and built new
stone houses. ( 39 )
The groups who remained in Wad al
group.

~amam

were mostly the Ghawarnah

Each family of this group leased a single plot (450-650 sq.m.) for

house building.
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7.4.3

Luhaib Tuba
The Luhaib Tuba settlement is the largest Luhaib tribal settlement

(lable 7.5) and also the largest bedouin settlement in Galilee.

The

Luhaib Tuba is thought to have a good relationship with the Israeli
Authority.

The origin of such a relationship goes back to the l940 1 s

when the tribe•s sheikh sold a small part of his tribal lands to the Jewish
national fund (Keren Kayemet Le Israel).\ 40 ) According to village statistics in

1~45,

the Luhaib Tuba total lands were 15,992 donums, including

2,307 donums (14%) Jewish land (this presumably being the lands which were
sold to the Jewish agency) and also one donum of State land. (4l) In the
1948 war, the sheikh Husain al Mohammed chose to cooperate with the Israeli
forces by providing 40 tribesmen of his people to fight beside the Jewish
forces. (42 ) The sheikh•s brother Ali al Mohammed refused this cooperation
and as a result the brother fled to Syria with other families.
village is the only Arab

vill~ge

Today Tuba

to remain in eastern Galilee after

war within a distance of 2.5 km. of the Israei-Syrian border.

1~48

The village

population was estimated in 1945 as 590 persons but by the end of 1948
the population had declined to 300 persons and reached 2,104 persons by
May 1981. \ 43 ) The sevenfold increase in the village population during
the past three decades is due not only to the high natural increase but
also to the village attracting various bedouin and non-bedouin families
whose main tribes were disbanded in 1948 (see Fig.7.3).

These groups

today compose about 50% of the village population.
During the early years of the State, the sheikh and his sons made
great efforts to persuade the authorities to a1 1ow the sheikh •s brother
to return from Syria but no progress was made.

Meanwhile, the Kibbutz

of KefarHa Nasi was established in the 19so•s north of the village
and as a result 1,8u0 donums of Luhaib Tuba•s best agricultural
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Table

7.6

Luhaib Population According to the Type of Sedentarization
(lst September 1981)

'

I

Type

Settled in own
tribal settlement

I
I

Site Name

Population

Tuba
Furush

556

Abu Saiah

488
74

Falahat

72

Settled in other
tribal settlement

Wad al Hamam

51

Settled in town

Nazareth

87

7

146

Shafa 'Amr

4

6

Eil abun

205

Ar Rama

22

Tar Shiha

I

2,104

Yaara

Settled in nonbedouin
villages

%

I

I

I

19

Hurfeish

18

Sha'ab

16

Kafr Kanna

10
I

1 Tota 1
I

Source: Calculated from Appendices 17 & 18.

i
I

3,787

l

I

100

I

I
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PLATE 7.18

The changing function of tin shack houses in
Luhaib Tuba tJune 1977) (Photo : G.Fa1ah)

PLATE 7.19

The purpo se of fencing area around hou ses in Luhaib Tuba
(June 1977) ( Photo : G.Falah).

··~
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authorities reasons for refusing the return of the brother who had inherited
one-fourth of Tuba village land.( 45 ) In this respect Tuba experience a
similar process of losing land to other bedouin groups.
During the years 1948-67 most of the bedouin converted their tents
into tin shacks and only after 1972, when a master plan for the village
was approved ( 46 ) did they start to move into modern stone houses, although
the tin shacks remain an integral part of the village scenery until the
present day.

However,their function has changed from a dwelling house

into a coffee house, kitchen, store or shelter for animals (Plate 7.18 ).
It is important to mention that among other reasons for the abandoning
of the tent after 1948 were (1) the disappearance of the tentmakers and
other craftsmen from Safad town after the 1948 war and (2) the military
rule (1948 - 1963 ) did not allow the bedouin to travel along the Jordan
river and the Hula marshes to gather the reeds. (47 ) Thus the bedouin
turned to tin shacks because building stone houses was also restricted.
The real change in village life and in their living condition occurred
in the 1970's after a massive industrialization programme was launched
in the northern development towns of Galilee, associated with the idea
of increasing the Jewish population.

In 1968 industrial employment in the

northern development towns was heavily weighted towards food, clothing
and textiles. (48 ) As a result of such development the bedouin of Luhaib
Tuba had the opportunity to take work in these development towns, notably
Hazar (located 5 km from their village) and Qiryat Shemona.

At the same

time they also had the opportunity to work in the nearby settlements
in the citrus season.
The transition from a traditional economy into a modern one was
very fast and accompanied by the introduction of two innovations.
First, some bedouin introduced intensive farming systems whereby
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houses (Plate 7.19) instead of open grazing on pastoral land.

This

phenomenon began to emerge as a result of losing most of the tribal
pasture lands (including the water spring) east of the village and also
accelerated after the introduction of tap water to the village in the
1960's.

The advantage of such a system is in minimising the need for

manpower and at the same time freeing people to work outside.
of economy is by no means the main one.

This sort

The small number of people

still practicing this type of economy and the small number of cows in each
case is an indication of its marginal contribution to the income of the
inhabitants.
Secondly, as a result of the nature of the outside employment,
which is largely organized in a shift-system in industry and in seasonal
citrus work, the bedouin introduced a contract system in which they
worked as groups.

The organizer, usually a member or several members of

the village, took the responsibility of transporting his group each
day to the work places.

The advantage of this contracting system was

that for the first time the women had the opportunity to contribute an
equal part in cash to the village economy.

Since a member of the tribe

took the responsibility to provide the manpower he could easily arrange
a group of 10-20 women from his extended family for this purpose.
Moreover he might acquire a mini-bus to transport his group.

Thus in

the village there are teams of such worker groups organized on family
kinship lines.
Table 7.7 is a result of a random sample which investigated 72
households (out of 282) or 25% of the total.
dependence on outside employment.

It shows almost complete

The village is a good example of a

'dormitory village' where the workers commute daily to the place of work.
In each household there are at least two persons who are wage earners.

Table /.7

The economic structure of the Luhaib Tuba settlement {May 1981)
Construction j
Industry
j lFood,clothing
guarding,
textiles)
diviners etc.

M

48

I

'

F

t

I

I

i

I

'

-

M

F

II

M

F

I

I
I

i

i
I

M

i
I

F

!

f

I

-

13

Government
(Teachers,
policemen)

Livestock
(including herd
ing for
others)

I

I

36

I
I

I

iI
21

Agricl:llture
(Citrus and
others)

-

10

I

I
I

F

M

Others
I{disabled,

Total
pen-

sioners)

M

I

I

i

F

I

I

4

~

7

i

F

M

i

!

!

I

i

3

I
I

I

i

i

I
N
I.C

I

OJ
I

Total

48

57

13

10

6

10

104

41

%

33

40

~

7

4

7

n

28

Source:

Field research, May 18-28 1981.
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The high percentage working in industry is associated with the
participation of women who contribute significantly to the village economy.
The Luhaib Tuba's economic structure is not typical of most of the Galilee
bedouin settlements.

It is typical of only a small number of settlements

which are geographically isolated from the majority of Arab settlements in
Galilee.
'Aramshah.

These settlements are notably Zanghariyyah, Luhaib Ya'ara and
They are surrounded by Jewish settlements and it seems that

the women's cash contribution to the economy in their particular settlement
is largely due to their being influenced by the example of neighbouring
Jewish settlements.
In 1979 a new development occurred in Luhaib Tuba village with
a factory being established in the village.

Instead of transporting the

women daily into Qiryat Shenoma, the sewing machines are located on the
premises of the bedouin contractor. ( 49 ) A similar development has been
observed in the two planned bedouin settlements of Bosmat Tivon and Bir
el Maksur.

This sort of industry is likely to develop increasingly in

the large bedouin settlements.

It is also likely to be the sort of

industry which the authorities mean when they speak about future industrialization in bedouin villages ( 50) where cheap labour is an attraction.
The disadvantages of this private industry is its insecurity \'Jhereby
businessmen have the right to change the factories' locations in order
to maximize profit.
A good example happened in Bosmat Tivon where during the past five
years three private sewing firms have been established and closed by
three different private businessmen and in each case the working women
were made redundant. ( 51 )

-3007.4.4 Zanghariyyah
The Zanghariyyah settlement is located some 500 metres to the south
of Luhaib luba. Of the Zanghariyyah bedouin, estimated in 1~45 as 840
persons, ( 5Z) only 10 families (60-70 persons) remained after the 1948
war.

Those families hid during the war with the neighbouring tribe of

Luhaib Tuba who had good relations with the authorities.

These families

owned most of the Zanghariyyah tribal land and their strong attachment
to it motivated them to seek the protection of the Luhaib Tuba's
sheikh. ( 53 ) According to village statistics in 1945, the Zanghariyyah
tribesmen were the biggest land owners among the Galilee bedouin during
the British mandate. In 1945 they possessed 27,856 donums. ( 54 ) They
refused to sell land to the Jewish agency before 1948, although Jewish
land surrounded their lands on three sides, north, west and south.

The

Zanghariyyahs problems began in 1953 when the Development Authority first
mooted a cattle farm called Kary Daysha on tribal ·land.

The Zanghariyyah

bedouin appealed in 1953 to the Supreme Court claiming ownership of
20,000 donums. ( 55 ) This represented an area larger than the total tribal
land in Galilee which was estimated as 19,000 donums in 1949/50 according
to an Israeli census. ( 56 ) The court, in its decision Number 63/55 (1955)
approved the legal rights of the Zanghariyyah over the land.

However,

implementation of the Court's decision was changed by the parties
to a "compromise" which was claimed to be generous to both sides
of the dispute. ( 5?) That "compromise" was recorded in an agreement
dated

2~th

June 1955 involving three partners; on the one side the

Zanghariyyah bedouin and on the other side, the Agriculture office
(representing the Government) and the Development Authority.

This

agreement contains 7 Articles whose main points were (I) The Government
and the Development Authority pledge to compensate the tribe by land
exchange in return for the land which was taken in the years 1953 and
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1954.

(2)

The Government and the Development Authority pledge to pay

for the costs incurred and the taxes required for the implementation
of legal land transfer.

(3) The Government and Development Authority

pledge to provide water requirements for both people and their animals
free of charge within a period of two months.
At the same time the tribe was required to 1) withdraw its appeal
to the Supreme Court Number 63/55 and 2) not to use wells and water
springs within the cattle farm land after its establishment.

They

could, however, use four water springs outside known as •Ein Abu
Shibah, •Ein al Kurka, •Eiyun Garah and •Ein Audah.
After this agreement was signed the cattle farm was established
immediately and the bedouin received water in accordance with the agreement.
However, the promises of land exchange and legal transfer of ownership
have not yet been fulfilled.

Eventually, the bedouin realized that their

Jewish Advocate - Mr. Fingal was the reason for this delay.

He succeeded

in keeping their case unresolved in court for 15 years until he retired
and then he confiscated valuable documents and land deeds which he had
gathered from the bedouin in order to protect them. ( 58 )
Meanwhile, in December 1980 a second "agreement .. was signed in
Nazareth between the tribes and the Israel Lands Administration office. ( 59 )
According to this, the bedouin agreed to accept repossession of 13% of
their original land, 3,200 donums for pasture and 500 donums for agricultural use.

However, the official land title for this second .. agreement ..
has not been issued. ( 60 )
Despite the fact that the State had greatly benefited from the
Zanghariyyah•s lands, their 27 spontaneous houses (housing 178 persons
on 18th May 1981) have not been recognized by the Authorities as
1ega 1 .
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7.4.5

~ujairat

The

~ujairat

are among the largest tribal groups in Galilee

numbering 3,639 in September, 1981.

Most (88%) are settled in their

own tribal settlement (Table 7.8) consisting of four perament villages
located 5-10 km. to the east of Shafa

1

Amr.

Some are camping in tents

(Plate 7.23) in the Carmel mountain region (Fig. 7.1
Table 7.8

The

).

population by type of sedentarization
(lst September 1981)

~ujairat

i

;

I

I

Type

Site name

Settled in own tribal
settlement

!

I
I
I

Population

Bir el Maksur

%

1 '926

Mikman

868

Dumidah

250

Dahirah

96

Umm az Zinet

91

88

I

Settled in Town

'

Shafa

1

149

Amr

4

I

Settled in non-bedouin ! Uzeir
villages
Ibillin

152
79

Tamra

"13

Isfia

8

Jude ida

7

8

I

I

Total

3,639

I

100

The groups who settled in non-bedouin areas were mainly in the town of
Shafa

1

Amr and Uzeir village; these groups originated from a single

nuclear family.

The family who settled in Shafa

1

Amr acquired their lands
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P.LATE 7.20

The Hujairat Bir el Maksur settlement
(June 1982), a view from the south west.
(Photo : G. Fa 1ah).

il·

.

PLATE 7. 21

The Hujairat Bir el Maksur settlement - land
allocated for establishing new houses (June 1982)
(Photo : G.Falah).
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PLATE 7.22

The ~ujairat Dahirah settlement; semideserted houses tSeptember 1981)
tPhoto : G.Falah).

PLATE 7.23

The Hujairat Umm az Zinat - a tent camp
tJune 1982) (Photo : G.Falah).

-305from a Jewish landowner in 1956. ( 6l)

However, the bedouin who settled in

Uzeir arrived at this village from the Dahirah in 1935 and eventually
settled there.
The

~ujairat

case illustrates the role of State policy in bringing

about changes in population.

It also probably provides the best example of

State success in concentrating bedouin in a single settlement through
persuasion.

.

In 1968 the Government approved the plan for Hujairat Bir el Maksur
and the chosen site for this settlement was a double hill (Plate 7.20)
located about one hundred metres to the south of the Nazaret-Shafa 'Amr
road.

This plan was designed to persuade the northern group of Dahirah,

Dumidah and Mikman to concentrate in Bir el Maksur where the Government
had begun to prepare a suitable infrastructure (Plate 7.21).

At that time

the tribe was organized politically under two Mukhtars who were members
of the two largest hamulets in the tribe.

The Mikman group had their

own Mukhtar and the rest living in Dahirah and Dumidah also had their
own Mukhtar.

Thus the Authorities concept of persuasion was to encourage

the bedouin by giving their leaders an "appropriate reward" for doing the
persuading.

After 14 years this policy had been partiaily achieved.

The

Mikman Mukhtar and his group refused to leave their houses and only after
10 years of insisting that they would not move to Bir el Maksur did the
Authorities recognize the Mikman settlement as legal in 1978. ( 62 )
In contrast, the rest of

~ujairat

and particularly the Dahirah

and Dumidah groups agreed to sell most of their lands and to re-settle in
the new planned settlement of Bir el Maksur.
process of depopulation for the

~ujairat

their migration to Bir el Maksur.

Figure /.3

shows the

Dahirah after 1969 because of

However, the reason for an apparent

decrease in Bir el Maksur's population between the years 1969-1981 is
that official statistics for Bir el Maksur between the years 1955-1969
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separated the Mikman population following their recognition as an
independent settlement.
According to field evidence during 1981 the people who migrated to
Bir el Maksur confirmed that their Mukhtar has played an important role
in persuading his group to sell their land to the Authorities and to
re-settle

in Bir el Maksur.

The bedouin had to accept the offer because

they were granted compensation in addition to the value of the land.

They

were given alternative pasture with piped water for continuing animal
rearing, mostly cattle.

Moreover, within this arrangement the lands of

the three deserted villages of Hittin (in Tiberias vicinity), Umm az
Zinat (in Mount Carmel region) and Saffuriya (4 km south east of Bir el
Maksur) were chosen for

~ujairat

pasture.

It is important to note that

these villages were formerly a "closed area" and now the

~ujairat

the only Arab group who were allowed to pasture in these places.

were
In

addition to the pasture the bedouin were given the opportunity to collect
and to sell tree fruits (particularly olives) from these deserted villages.
Indeed the bedouin were overwhelmed by the privileges granted by the
Authorities.

Within a relatively short period the bedouin accumulated

capital to build modern houses in Bir el Maksur (Plate

7.12 ).

As one

bedouin said "they handed their lands to the Authorities after the wealth
blinded them". ( 63 ) As far as the Mukhtar's rewards are concerned, they
were given the village of Saffuriya as the closest deserted village to Bir
el Maksur.

The Mukhtar's brother also obtained a new identity card as
being the resident of the Jewish settlement of Zapori (64 )(taking the

Arab village name, Saffuriya).

However, the Mukhtar himself was chosen

by the Labour Party as the first bedouin in Galilee to be nominated for
the 1973 election and at the same time another bedouin sheikh from the
Negev was chosen to represent his people. ( 65 ) The story of the Hujairat
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As most of the

lands in Uahirah and Dumidah passed into State ownership the Authorities
started to withdraw their promises.
had to evacuate the village.

As in 1975, the group sent to Hittin

They sold their animals to the nearby Jewish

settlement Kefar Hittin and returned to Bir el Maksur.

However the group

at Umm az Zinat remained in their homes until the end of July 1982 in
the hope of obtaining pasture for their animals.

This was doubtless due

to the fact that the members of the tribe were eligible to vote in the
1981 election.

The last group of Saffuriya (the Mukhtar's brothers)

have to evacuate the place at the end of 1984.

.

The methods used in the case of Hujairat seemed to produce better
results than suppression implemented during the military rule period.
The Sawaid Kammana and Wadi Sallama
The

Saw~id,

numbering 3,174 (Table 7.9) are the third largest

tribal group in Galilee after the Luhaib (3,787 persons) and the
(3, 639 persons).

~ujairat

The high proportion of 30% settled in towns is due to

the fact that several groups of the tribes were settled in the Shafa
'Amr suburbs in the late 1940's and during the past two decades this
group has become part of the city, as city boundaries were extended.
The Sawaid Kammana and Wadi Sallama is the case where bedouin
groups become the victim of the policy of "Judaization of the Galilee".
This policy was designed to increase the Jewish presence in Galilee and
particularly in areas where Arab villages are predominant. ( 66 ) The
policy of "Judaization" had been proposed as early as 1953.

The then

head of the Jewish National Fund (J.N.F), Joseph Nahami, advocated the policy which was to break up the concentration of Arabs by an increase in the
Jewish population (Note 14).

But the effective implementation of this
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The Sawaid Population by t~e Type of Sedentarization
(1st September, 1981)

Table 7.9

Type

Site Name

iI Population
I

Settled in own tribal
settlement

Kamman a

768

Humairah
Shafa 'Amr

Settled in nonbedouin village

Abu Sinan

94

II
I

I

113

I

26

Kafr Yasif

17

Deir Hanna

17

Tamra

15

30

I

6

14

Rama

3,174

I Tota 1

64

952

Ibillin

I Ar

%

1 '158

vJad i Sa 11 ama

Settled in Town

i

I

100

Source : Calculated from Appendices 17 & 18.
policy came only after 1974 with the massive development of a new Jewish
settlement (Fig. 7.7)

However, this occurred after

a decade in which the

Jewish population percentage showed a relative decrease while the Arab
population was increasing (Table 7.10 ).
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I

Population Change in Galilee by Jews and Arabs 1961-1976

Jews

y ear

Population
1961 a

I

I
I

I

Arabs

I

Population

%

I

I

%

.o t a 1

T

i

I

194,300

57.6

142,800

42.4

337,100

236,400

56.7

180,200

43.3

416,600

1967b

238,636

56.1

186.644

43.9

425,280

1970a

248,800

54.0

211 '100

46.0

459,900

285,700

52.3

260,400

47.7

1966a

1976b

Source

I

I

I

•

546 '1 00

b- Katz and Menuhim, 1978, Table No.1

a- Pe1di, 1972, p.71

The demographic composition of Galilee was thought to be one of the
important goals in developing the region as may be seen in the preliminary
conclusion on the Galilee (1978) :
"The population goal involves growth, dispersal and stability.
Jewish population in Galilee region has risen from 238,636 in
1967 to 285,700 an increase of about 20% while non-Jews have
increased from 186,644 in 1967 to 26,400 in 1976, an increase
of over 40% Population dispersal also leaves something to
be desired. Settlements have been established along the
northern border. However, there are still few settlements in
a number of critical areas such as "Mountain Galilee".
Population stability also leaves something to be desired. The
evidence suggests that net out-migration is higher for the
Galilee than for, say, the Jerusalem Region." (67)
It was the Sawaid'd groups "misfortune" to be located in the
so called "critical area" for the Judaization of Galilee.

Their span-

taneous settlements are scattered in an area which divided the two
biggest Arab settlement blocks.

In the north are the villages of

Ar Rama, Sajur, Nahf, Deir al Asad, Al Bi'na and Majd a1 Kurum along the
Safad-Acre Road and in the east and south are the villages of Maghar

I

I

..

I

w

---'

0
I

"-\

PLATE 7. 24

A view from Mi zpe Kamon l598 contour) to the Sawaid Wadi Sallama s ettlement
and the Arab village of Deir Hanna , (June 1982) .
tPhoto : G. Falah) .

;

. ·.,..j,'

I

w
--'

I

PLATE 7.25

"
\

The planned settlement of Sawaid Wadi Sallama in the north east foot of
Kammana mountain (June 1982)
(Photo : G. Falah) .
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Furthermore, some of the Sawaid group had

established their settlements along the tops of the Kammana (Kaman)
mountain, but such locations are required for "look out
(or Mizpe) (Plate 7.24 ).

11

settlements

The role of those settlements is apparently

to observe and to control the undesirable expansion of Arab villages and
also to protect State land at the same time. ( 68 )
From the Authorities view point, the Sawaid tribal lands are
required for military training.

The entire area in which the Sawaid

established their settlement was declared as military training area
number 9 or Area 9 69 ) The bedouin were thus pressurised to abandon
11

11

11

,

their location (Note

11

• (

10 ).

It is important to remember that in 1953
the Authorities issued building permission for the Sawaid bedouin( 70)

and up to 1960 five schools had been established by the Ministry of
Education in the various Sawaid settlements.

However, great pressure

was imposed on the bedouin during the years 196i-i971 foiiowing the
official closure of the schools. When they hired private teachers, the
Authority arrested them. ( 7l) The bedouin accepted such difficulties and
preferred to stay in their own places rather than migrate into other
non-bedouin villages (see Sawaid's population profile between 1955 - 1969
in Figure

7.3) . It was only in 1971 that one of the schools reopened
72
and eventually in 1975 a settlement plan was approved. ( ) Only part of
Sawaid's children had the opportunity to continue a normal education
because of shortage of schools.

The approved Sawaid settlement plan in

1975 is associated with the establishment of four new Jewish settlements
(Lutam, Zevia, Makmonim and Kaman) in 1974.

It aimed at concentrating the

bedouin in a specific area located at the south-eastern foot of the
Kammana mountain (Plate 7.25) and at the same time to establish two
out

11

settlements at the top of the mountain where some of the Sawaid

are also settled (Plates 7.26,7.27J.The two contrasting strategies of

11

look

t

sawaid
Kammanaeast

Mizpe
Kaman

I

w
......
w
I

PLATE 7. 26

Settlement strategy in the
"
eastern top of Kammana mountain
(June 1982)
(Photo : G. Falah)
Sawaid
Kammanawest

PLATE 7.27 : Settlement strategy
in the western top of
Kammana mountain
(August 1981)
(Photo : G. Fa1ah)

L

'

\

,,
\

Mizpe
Makmonim

_j

-314concentrating bedouin settlements and dispersing Jewish settlements are
clearly seen in the present case.

Once an area is allocated for the

purpose of concentration, it is followed by both policies of "discouragement'' and "encouragement".

The "discouragement policy" is accompanied

by non-recognition of the spontaneous settlement, the establishing of
new houses is prohibited, and above all, none of the basic services
are supplied.
policy.

Plates 7.26and 7.27provide a clear illustration of this

The houses of the two Sawaid settlements, Kammana west

(Plate 7.26) and Kammana east (Plate 7.27) are located less than 100 metres
apart from their neighbouring "look out" settlements.

Despite this fact

they were not able to obtain electricity and piped water passing beside
and between their houses to the neighbouring Jewish settlement.

These

bedouin groups therefore asked to sell their houses and land and to
descend from the mountain plateau to surrounding lowland where they could
obtain modern services. ( 73 )
In order to encourage the Sawaid to concentrate in the planned
settlement called Wadi Sallama (Zalmon), during the years 1975-1978,
the Israel Lands Administration offered the possibility of purchasing
plots in Wadi Sallama instead of leasing these plots. ( 74 ) This offer
should be regarded as an unusual deviation from the practise of land
tenure in Israel whereby State lands should not be transferred into
private ownership as Gronott (1956) testifies :
"The Finance Minister told the Knesset that the Government did
not intend to sell one foot of agricultural land to individuals
"either officially or unofficially. ~Je have not sold or
transferred, and not promised to sell land to any private
institution or individual in Israel ... We wish to sell land to
the Jewish National Fund and public bodies, including the
Municipalities and Local Councils". There was a proposal
in the Knesset that an express limit be imposed guaranteeing
that rural land should not be alienated in perpetuity, and
the demand was even made that the Government should not be
75
authorised under any circumstances to carry out such a sale". ( )
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Such an offer found only in the case of Wadi Sallama suggests that the
Authorities apparently failed to
new planned area.

persuade the Sawaid to move into the

Although this offer has not achieved much, since only

15 persons have accepted the offer and these were actually local bedouin
of Wadi Sallama who did not have to change their houses.

At present

Wadi Sallama, as a planned settlement is still in its early stages of
development.

The gap between the Authorities objectives and the bedouin

claims are very wide, while the Authorities stress that the solution for
the Sawaid problem is the Zalmon concentration,"experience proves that once
a suitable infrastructure is established, the bedouin tend to move into the
new place despite the fact that they abstain in the beginning~( 76 )
However, the bedouin prefer to stay in their spontaneous settlement asking
the government to recognize their settlement in order to continue their
chosen way of life.

According to field research (1981) evidence from the

Sawaid group living in the Kammana Mountain, the bedouin in this part
had greatly strengthened their attachment to the place after the establishment of two "look out" settlements beside their houses.

This tendency

is primarily due to the introduction of the road to the new settlements.
The innovation of roads into this mountain environment has changed entirely
the bedouin's image of their living space.

The feeling of isolation and

remoteness has become irrelevant since the building of the road.
Authorities decline to provide water and electricity.

The

Yet after the

establishment of the road bedouin transport their water by tractors and
electricity is obtained through private generators.

The road also means

that the school children are no longer making the vertical walk of 10 km
daily to school in Ar Rama village.
parents' new vehicles.

They are now taken mostly by their

Meanwhile, most of the Sawaid continue to live in

the spontaneous settlements, developed during the previous decades in
ten hamlets organized under the Hamaleh system (Table 7.10 ).
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Distribution of Sawaid Population by Site and by
Family Groups (July l98l)

Site

Hamuleh

Persons

Wadi Sa 11 amah and
al Mal

Anan, Mosa Mostafa,
Khaz al
1

768

2.

Hussaineh and Ruhrah

Tahat, Qababsah

243

13.

Kh.Fukheikhira

Alabin

77

,4.
5.

Mahajir

Alabin

76

Nirab

Abu Dall ah

6.

Sa nor

Qababsah

45

7.

Kammana-east

Ishaabin

277

8.

Kammana-west

Masalihah,Qulibat

308

1.

131

1 '925

Source : Field Research,July 1981.
The houses were established despite the restrictions imposed.

The

unclear policy towards the Sawaid before 1975 and the pressures imposed
upon this group have contributed much to the development of this
scattered settlement pattern.
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7.5 Conclusion
The study of tribal bedouin settlement in Galilee shows how State
policy towards this group has generated subtle differences between tribal
settlements.

There is however some danger of generalization here.

Most

of the material was derived from the bedouin viewpoint giving the
impression that official sources were neglected.

While there is no

shortage of official material on the Galilee bedouin and their lands,
access to it is restricted.

During field research (April-September,l981)

the author visited several offices repeatedly,

~articularly

the Department

of Minorities in the Ministry of Interior in Jerusalem, and the Israel
Lands Administration office in Nazareth) to obtain access to documents
in order to check the bedouin version of events.
unfortunately, given.

No cooperation was,

There is therefore the need to continue further

research on the subject, for which this chapter may be considered a
modest beginning.

It should be emphasised that there is no reason to

disbelieve the evidence presented here, but clearly good scholarship
would require the official view to give a right balance.
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CHAPTER EIGHT
THE PLANNED BEDOUIN SETTLEMENT IN ISRAEL

8.1.

Introduction
1

Sedentarisation projects -which killed the Bedouin heritage
and eradicated bedouin tribal society - seemed at the
beginning to be for the welfare of the bedouin as they ....
brought wide hopes for a transfer from the life of hardship
and misery to an undreamt of life of happiness and comfort
(1)
1

•

The idea of planning and establishing a permanent settlement for
nomadic groups has always been a priority goal for many governments in
the Middle East.

The aims and the methods implemented vary from one

country to another.

Some countries stress the importance of detribal-

isation through settling the nomads in order to achieve a permanent
political structure for the whole country. ( 2) At times governments
have felt a moral responsibility for improving the living conditions of
their bedouin people and helping them reach the standard of life of their
other settled populations.( 3 )
In May 1965 a meeting, sponsored by the League of Arab States on
the settlement of nomads, was held in East Jerusalem (under the Jordanian
regime).

Fifty two participants from 12 Arab countries were present, in

addition to representatives of the U.N. Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO), the United Nation Regional office for the Near East in
Beirut, Lebanon, the International Labour Organization (ILO) and six
experts designated by the League of Arab States.
Several papers were presented during the meeting by representatives
of the participating countries and many of them expressed the need to
improve conditions of bedouins by integrating them in their national
development programmes. (4 )
Most governments in the Middle East have sponsored farming and
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agricultural projects as a recognised method for changing the pastoral
nomadic economy, and also as a means of fixing them in a permanent
location.
bedouins

1

The chief problem involved in such projects was that of the
preparedness to accept such changes in their cultural life-

style, and their lack of agricultural experience.

On these points the

governments considered training as an essential part of settlement
projects. ( 5) Careful planning must also take into account continuing
support for the new settlers after establishing the projects.

Such

support is essential for the bedouin to overcome the psychological
change following the changeover from nomadic habits.

Furthermore,

government willingness to devote both the effort and the capital required
is essential in ensuring the stability of the sedentarization programme. ( 6 )
However, the planning of bedouin settlements in Israel seems to be rather
different in both the government approach and bedouin needs.
The basic difference revolves around two points.

First, Israel

1

S

approach is that the settled bedouin population will not be agricultural,
but a wage-labour force; therefore the overriding consideration in
locating these settlements is the availability of such employment.(?)
Secondly, the Israeli authorities are dealing with bedouin
groups who have been settled in a variety of forms and at various sites.
Hence the main task is to resettle bedouin in places which fit into the
general framework of national and regional planning.

At the same time

the Authorities seek to prevent a continuation of the process whereby
this group has allegedly annexed extensive areas of State lands. (B)
Despite the contrasting environments of the Negev and Galilee,
Israel planners put forward similar strategies for bedouin settlement
in these regions.

The concepts of encouraging the bedouin to be

labourers and of concentrating them in certain areas chosen by the
planners are strongly interrelated.
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In examining the experience of the Israeli programmes for resettling
the bedouin and judging the degree of success, one can identify the same
developing stages of bedouin settlement planning in Galilee and the Negev.
Various measures were designed to encourage the concentration of the
disparate bedouin hamlets, and further attempts were made to seek
appropriate formulae for attracting bedouin into the planned settlements.
Israel started its first attempt to resettle bedouin tribes in a
modern housing scheme in the Negev in 1966.

The settlement was located

4 km. east of the city of Beersheba, regional capital of the Negev and is
linked to Beersheba by a tarmac road.

It is, therefore, essentially a

suburban settlement, particularly as the majority of its working population will be employed in the city and its various industrial plants.
Comparing this case with other plans which were eventually established
in the Galilee region, some idea of the problems of planned bedouin
settlement in Israel can be obtained.
8.2

Planning bedouin settlement in the Negev - Tel Sheva
Tel Sheva is regarded as the most original, elaborate, and inter-

esting attempt at bedouin settlement in the Negev.

Construction was
started in Tel Sheva by the Ministry of Housing early in 1966 ( 9 ) with

49 small houses on 400 sq.m plots, (less than half a donum).

The

settlement included medical, commercial and educational facilities to
support the 15,000 residents projected for the year 2000.

The planners

also tried to adjust the buildings to the local semi-arid conditions;
windows, for example accounted for only six per cent of the outer-surface
of the buildings.

The needs of the bedouin were also considered;

elongated back-yards were provided for example, for the husbandry of
animals.

The initial residential unit it a one-family house with two

rooms, kitchen, bath room, and toilet.

The house itself stands in a
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spacious courtyard enclosed by a wall.

The wall and the house have a

rough finish of yellow-brown mortar in keeping with the prevailing colour
of the region.
Despite the most modern facilities invested in Tel Sheva the bedouin
were unwilling to purchase the highly subsidized plots offered, and only
a few families of sub-tribes of fellaheen origin were attracted to the
idea.

Most houses remained empty and were eventually occupied by Arab

teachers who came from Galilee to teach in the Negev bedouin schools. (lO)
Several explanations have been offered for the failure of Tel
Sheva.

Some maintain that although planned modern bedouin settlements

may fit the requirements of a developing community in regard to all the
modern services, by means of a compact layout and equipment to modern
standards, "there is no precedence in the tradition of the bedouin
community" (ll) for such development.

According to this interpretation,

the Negev bedouin had not reached a stage at which they could take
advantage of the new houses and amenities offered.

Another explanation

for the failure referred to the quality of the first bedouin families.
These families came from the "lower tribal ranks" of the Negev bedouin
while the place did not attract other "noble bedouin'' who are "socially
superior".(l 2) The same author also mentioned that bedouin sheikhs
refused to cooperate because they were suspicious of losing the land
which they claim and which they still dispute with the government.
However, a more recent idea has stressed that planners failed to consider
the particular needs of former nomads and that Tel Sheva was planned as
a relatively high-density neighbourhood in contrast to the scattered,
low density pattern of spontaneous bedouin settlements. (l 3) Unfortunately
the crucial point repeated by each bedouin has never been mentioned.
Bedouin refuse to accept the modern houses and the small plots of land,
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not because they were unattractive, but because of other factors recorded
in the contract which they were obliged to sign, the lands being offered
for lease and not for rea 1 putchase.

A bedouin who accepted the dea 1
knew that he would hold state land for a period of 49 years.( 14 ) An
analysis of the conditions contained in the Articles of the Contract( 15 )
in terms of state control and private rights of landholding found that
the basic needs of security of tenure were missing here.
For example, the bedouin did not hold the land in perpetuity and
had to accept that the state had the right to enter his land at any time
and for any purpose (Article9b).

However, in Articles llb and llc the

bedouin did not have the right to oppose any possible change in both size
and boundary of the plot he occupied and at the same time the state had
the right to change the shape of the plot for any future development.
Moreover, the 1955 Israeli Tenant 1 s protection law which could protect
bedouin from eviction is not applicable to this sort of agreement
(Article 17).

The ultimate government aim is clearly to prevent the

bedouin from obtaining any legal possession of the land and at the same
time retaining complete control over the bedouin-leased land.

The Negev

bedouin and bedouin elsewhere in Israel expected to avoid involvement in
such deals of leasing state land when they were offered the possibility
of settling in their own lands.
and their sons 1 land.

Their desire was to secure their land

This legal aspect of landholding could not be

avoided in discussing the problems of bedouin settlement planning.

The

system also was incomparable with the leasing of state land by Jews.
of families occupy national land and engage in farming, without
giving a moment S thought to who hold title to the land~ (l 6 ) In the case

~~housands

1

of Tel Sheva in particular the Negev bedouin sheikhs were aware of the
importance of legal ownership of the land they were occupying.
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In judging the experiences of the Negev bedouin with the Authority
between the years 1948-1963 one may conclude that hardly any government
project would be acceptable on this basis.

Tel Sheva (1966) had been

established shortly after the end of the period of martial law which
ended in 1963.

The Negev bedouin at this time had still not recovered

from the 1948 war and the restrictions of the military rule (1948-1963).
The Negev bedouin were only the meagre remnant of a pre-Israeli
population of over 70,000.

After the 1948 war, only 11,000 remained.

The rest had become refugees - or, as in the case of 6,000 members of the
'Azazima tribe - had been expelled. (l 7 ) Those bedouin who remained in
Israel have been systematically concentrated in certain areas pronounced
as 'reservations' or 'closed areas' in the northern and central Negev(Fig.8.l)
and forbidden to stray outside them by military rule.(lS)

Before 1959

bedouin were allowed to go to Beersheba only once per week without a
special permit.

In 1959, the government moved to relax the controls

permitting bedouin to enter Beersheba without permits twice weekly.(l 9 )
The special permits were issued in Beersheba only on one or two
days a week - at an army outpost.

Only the tribal sheikhs being free

from the pass system, were authorized to travel to Beersheba to apply for
permits on behalf of their tribesmen.

This restriction weighed more

heavily on the nomads than on the settled population.

Gradually the

bedouin came to feel that their very existence was being threatened.
Furthermore, the years 1957 and 1958 were years of unprecedented drought
and as a result, half of their flocks died of starvation. ( 20 ) Meanwhile new Jewish settlements were established in the desert.

The bedouin

were unable to improve their conditions by working as labourers in these
settlements because job opportunities were preserved for the new Jewish
immigrants. ( 2l) The Negev bedouin had already experienced labouring
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work under the British mandate (1917-1948).( 22 ) Marx (1967) presents
the following picture of Negev bedouin employment opportunities during
the military administration (1948-63) :
"The Military Administration delimited the number of movement
permits issued to bedouin, and acceded to requests for such
permits only for purpose it considered reasonable. Thus when
a man applied for a permit to work outside the reservation,
the officers knew how scarce jobs were and would refuse unless
he could produce a written offer of employment. Even where
a bedouin succeeded in obtaining a permit on other grounds,
it was still difficult for him to locate, and even more, to
hold, a job, for permits were issued for very short terms.
The maximum period was one month, and bedouin found outside
the reservation were frequently checked by the police. Only
where employers were unable to procure their labour from other
sources, would they approach the Military Administration,
( 23 )
which then asked a tribal chief to supply the required gang.
Meanwhile the high birth rate was causing the bedouin population
to expand and therefore an increasing number of people were having to
share essentially the same quantity of land for pasture.

They found

that the area to which they were bound was too small to provide the
means of subsistence from raising animals for the growing population.
Since such employment is not economically secure the bedouin had to
cultivate most of the suitable arid land in their reservation which
was located in a low-rainfall area where good harvests are reaped only
about one in four years. Bedouin in drought years did receive occasional
drought payments, ( 24 ) but by no means sufficient to cope with the
crisis of losing animals and they sought additional income from smuggling.
This historical background suggests that at the time it was founded and
with the economic base provided Tel Sheva was almost bound to fail.
The settlement was established after the government had failed to prove
to the bedouin that employment was a secure means of livelihood.

During

a period of 15 years of military rule, the bedouin of the Negev became
strongly attached to the land which they intensively cultivate.

In

addition Bedouin realized the implication of leasing from the state
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of Israel land which they considered their own. ( 25 )
However, bedouin who accepted living in Tel Sheva were likely
to be groups who had not previously owned land, or families who became
landless after the state acquired their lands and they had received
compensation for that land.

This group was likely to consider that

employment is the appropriate means for their survival.

The best example

of this is the Jawarish neighbourhood whose inhabitants were originally
families of different tribes and sub-tribes settled in a single planned
neighbourhood near Ramla established in 1966.

The inhabitants were
"26)

bedouin familes who migrated from the Negev during the years 1960-1965,(
following some relaxations within the military administration in the
Negev.

These were bedouin employed in Citrus work who accepted accom-

modation in planned new houses.

The houses were hired to them on easy terms

but at the same time they were obliged to forsake their rights to their
lands in the Negev. ( 27 )
Following the failure of the Tel Sheva plan, the Israeli Authorities
adopted a new policy whereby the planners had only to choose the settlement site to define the plots within which bedouin were free to build
their houses according to their own budgetary limits.

According to

Stern and Gradus (1979) the new policy of 'build-it-yourself' is a type
of programme which enables the bedouin to adjust to the planned urban
framework scheme by fulfilling their socio-cultural needs within it. ( 28 )
In fact, there are great advantages to the 'build-it-yourself'
programme as far as the state is concerned.

Both capital outlay in

establishing the modern houses and the risk of houses losing value
should they remain empty are avoided by the state.
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Planning Bedouin Settlement in Galilee
The problems of Galilee bedouin are slightly different to those

of the Negev bedouin. and perhaps also different to any other group in
the Middle East.

When the government initiated its comprehensive plans,

the bedouin in Galilee had for almost two decades been completing their
spontaneous processes of sedentarization.

These processes were

accomplished with expansion of individual families who settled where they
were able to acquire land (a phenomenon which had been observed under the
British mandate).

Hence a large number of small hamlets had been estab-

lished in various sites of Galilee.

However, the main task of the

authorities was to persuade bedouin to concentrate in a planned settlement
on a location chosen by the authorities.

In order to stimulate bedouin

movement into the new planned settlements and at the same time to discourage bedouin from remaining in their present places two contrasting
policies have been adopted:
(i)

The government provided modern services to the new settlement,

particularly roads, schools, infant clinics, water and electricity
supplies.

Usually such services are only provided when groups of settlers

undertake to move into the new settlements.
(ii)

On the other hand, are those cases where the bedouin have been

asked to abandon their spontaneous settlement which the authorities
did not recognize as a legal settlement.

In such cases, a strict

restriction is imposed on building new houses.

None of the modern services

were supplied and in some cases the school has been closed (or never
established).

The children were forced to walk several miles daily to

other schools or even remained at home without education.
The Authorities were always prepared to pay compensation to these bedouin
if they were prepared to sell their lands.
was more effective than the first.

Indeed the latter policy

Some bedouin families were unable
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PLATE 8.1

PLATE 8.2

Bosmat Tivon : General view from the south (June 1982)
(Photo : G. Fa l ah).

Wad al Hamam : General view from the south east (June
(Photo: G. Falah).

1982)
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to withstand the pressure of being deprived of access to modern amenities
and their reaction was to move to Arab villages (non-bedouin) and towns
where they could acquire land from other Arabs rather than move to the
planned bedouin settlement.

The chosen sites for the planned bedouin

settlements in Galilee, were often on single hill or on double hills
(Plate 8.1) as in the cases of Bosmat Tivon, Bir Maksur, and Ibittin.
However, in the cases of Wad al Hamam (Plate 8.2) and Nujidat the chosen
plan area was on a steep slope.

Such sites are not found in the Negev

settlement areas.
Bedouin and Arab villages have never attempted to settle such
topography.

While the Arab villages usually chose mountain tops for

security reasons, the bedouin in their spontaneous sedentarization
have chosen patches between the hills, in the wadis, and flat tracts of
land on plateaux.

Bedouin acquired such land not only to build perm-

anent houses but also to grow orchards, tobacco and crops such as
barley and wheat and consequently, the rocky hills and the steep slopes
were never considered by bedouin as suitable for acquisition.

Hence the

ownership of the sites chosen for planned settlement are mostly in waste
state lands.

Bedouin who agree to move to the new settlements will have to

overcome the psychological pressure resulting from both living in a
place which they have naturally avoided and to adapting themselves to a
crowded environment.

Among the first bedouin planned settlement of the

type of build-it-yourself was Bosmat Tivon
1

1

8.3.1 Bosmat Tivon
The planning of Bosmat Tivon was begun in 1958 and the first inhab(29)

itants settled there in 1964.

the high relative success of the new

bedouin village has been popularized in the press and many foreign
visitors have been invited to witness the progress towards modernization
characteristic of the bedouin of Bosmat Tivon.

Among the recent
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distinguished visitors on the 5th September, 1979 was the former
Egyptian President•s wife - Mrs. Jehan Sadat.

The story which surrounds

the establishment of Bosmat Tivon was that a young group of the Zubardat
tribe initiated the idea and Authorities helped to fulfil their
wishes. ( 30 ) The chosen site for Bosmat Tivon was some 2 km to the north
east of Qiryat Tivon and 8 km from Shafa

~mir.

In this part of Galilee

there were no Arab settlements after 1948 within a radius of 10 km.
(except Shafa
nections).

~mir

8 km to the north but there are no direct road con-

Unlike most other parts of Central Galilee most of the

Jewish settlement in this partwere established pre 1948 and in the early
years of the state.

Little attention has been paid to the development

of new Jewish settlementsapart from two •look out• settlements which are under
construction in 1982.
The idea of Bosmat Tivon was to establish the settlement in the
north-east corner of Qiryat Tivon town and at the same time to persuade
the two tribes Zubaidat and

~ilf-umm

Rashid (settling 3 km. to the east

from Sadiyyah Village) to join the tribe Sadiyyah (who were settled in
the north east of Qiryat Tivon and who were recognized officially as a
legal spontaneous settlement.

According to

~ar-Gal

and Soffer (1981)

•the planned size of this settlement was 5,000 covering 30 ha. and was
zoned for residences (of up to two floors), open

spa~e,

public buildings,

commerce, civic centre, workshops and industry, small farms, lanes and
roads surrounding each house, an area 500 sq.m. was added, increased to
1,500 sq. m. for those families wishing to practise agriculture.

The

success of this settlement led to the preparation of a second (outline)
plan.•• ( 3l)
The settlement was designed within the framework of two roads
circling the hill taking the shape of double rings.

The space between

the parallel roads was for building two rows of houses which also took a

·I

I

w

w

PLATE 8.3 : Bosmat Tivon : The undeveloped centre 1981 tPhoto : G. Falah)
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Bosmat
Tivon

Sadiyyah

PLATE 8. 6 : Sddiyyah and Bosmat Tivon

General view from the west (June 1982) (Photo : G.Falah)
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similar pattern.

However the top of the hill was flattened in order to

create the vi 11 age centre (Plate 8. 3).
In 1964 when the first Zubaidat families started to settle they
were surprised by the easy term loans obtained from banks for the immediate purpose of building and furnishing new housing.

Several families

sold part of their lands and signed contracts for leasing a single plot
in Bosmat Tivon.

However, after 24 years of planning and 17 years of

existence, Bosmat Tivon•s population numbered 937 persons (144 households)
by 2 June, 1981 or 19% of the expected future population.

The Zubaidat and

the Hilf groups who remained in their lands and refused to move to Bosmat
Tivon numbered 768 (113 households) and 538 persons (72 households)
respectively at the same date.( 32 ) Moreover, within the 144 households
settled in Bosmat Tivon, 36 households (one-fourth) were from other bedouin
groups than those which the Authorities planned to remove.
Table 8.1

The Tribal Origin of Bosmat Tivon Population 1981

Family origin

Household•s number

Zubaidat

108

Kulaibat

9

Naarani

7

7

Sawa i d

5

~ilf

5

Kabiyyah

2

Aiyadat

1

Total
Source

144
Field research data (June 1981)
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These small groups had arrived in Bosmat Tivon from various places and
origins.

For example, the Kulaibat migrated from Haifa Town, the

Naarani come from fellaheen origin and the Dalayikah belong to a tribe
which was disbanded in 1914 (see page 185 ).

The reasons for bedouin

objections to resettlement are natural since it would be primarily the
state which would benefit from removing the Zubaidat from their lands
along the northern built up area of the town.
Examining the possibility of expanding the town's built up area in
the future one sees clearly that Qiryat Tivon is surrounded by the Jewish
settlements of Sha'ar

'Amaqim, Oranim, Qiryat 'Amal. Allonim and Ramat

Hadassa west-south-east, respectively.

Thus the only appropriate

direction for expansion of the Town should be the gap left in its northern
side which is the land of Zubaidat. Furthermore, the Zubaidat land has
special significance in relation to the existing urban function of
Qiryat Tivon Town. The smnll town (10,600inhabitants in 1981) ( 33 )
grows as a residential place for commuters to Haifa.

Most of the town

is built as a single separate housing estate, and there has never been an
attempt to industrialize the town or to change its quiet image as a
recreation town and home for pensioners.

Some of the town's first

inhabitants lived in 'Maabarot' (transit work camp) in the 1950's close
to some of the present Zubaidat houses until their permanent houses
were completed.
Plate 8.4

illustrates the bedouin houses built in this topography

overlooking Haifa's metropolitan region 10 km. away.

Figure 8.2 shows

the housing pattern of Zubaidat tribe extending over an area of some
3 km along the northern built up area of Qiryat Tivon.

The chosen

sites of the groups' houses give an insight into the nature of spontaneous
sedentarization.

Most of the houses are built in the flattest area on
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the plateau.

Steep slopes and tops of small hills have been avoided.

Around the houses where the contours indicate a gentle change in slope,
the

Zubaid~t

acquired land over a half century ago from the Druze and
the Christian inhabitants of Shafa 'Amr . ( 34 ) The circumstances involved
in acquisition of suitable patches in this plateau may explain the
strength of Zubaidat claims to the place.
During the British mandate the Zubaidat was one of the largest
bedouin group in Galilee numbering 363 persons in 1922. ( 35 ) They

camped on the south-western foot of the hills they are occupying at present,
in a place known as the Harthiya land which forms a strip connecting
the Acre plain with Marj Ibn Amir.

The Zubaidat and other groups of

Harathen were tenants on the land engaged in intensive cultivation.
However when the Jewish Agency acquired the land in the 1930's the
Zubaidat had to evacuate it over night. They were pushed from the plateau
foot into its top. ( 36 ) Like many other groups who left the plains in
such a manner the bedouin were encouraged to acquire suitable land in this
new place.

The motivation for acquiring land and obtaining official

land titles was mainly securing their existence legally on the land they
occupied.
When the plan of Bosmat Tivon was initiated in 1964, a period of
less than two decades from their evacuation of the Harthiya land, it was
doubtful

that Zubai dat's old generation would cooperate with the young

families who accepted the deal.

To them it was a ridiculous situation

to accept modernization in Bosmat Tivon when the deal included the
dispossession of housing and lands and no equal compensation in either
land size or tenure status.

Whatever the compensation was this group

did not readily agree to the sale of tens of donums (and some families
owned more than one hundred donums), and to lease a half or one
donum for 49 years.
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PLATE 8.4

"

A view of the Haifa Metropolitan area from
Zubaidat houses. (July 1981) (Photo: G.Fa lah) .

-

PLATE 8.5

. . ..

A family household in the tribe of Zubaidat (June 1977)
tPhoto :G. Falah) .
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Some of the present families have acquired the land of their
relatives who accepted to move to Bosmat Tivon,( 3l) thus preventing
its acquisition by non-bedouins.

In spite of this some families sold

part of their lands to the Authorities and eventually these lands were
turned into small plots of forest which broke up visually the various
groups of houses.

( Plate 8. 5).

What is most interesting in this case is that the old generation
who remained and did not sell land to the state, did not object to their
young married sons leasing up lots in Bosmat Tivon as long as they did
not have to sell any land to the state instead.( 3B) This could be
explained in terms of growing pressures.

On one side on the parents'

lands there are strong restrictions on building new houses despite population growth, and on the other hand in the new planned settlement
there are better connections and daily communication with work places.
While the young generation continue to migrate to the new settlement,
their parents remain on their land preferring to accept stagnation and
to die holding their land titles intact.
The success of Bosrnat Tivon must not be judged as the state invested
a large amount of capital in order to provide modern facilities, but the
real success will come in the future as a result of breaking up the
spontaneous settlement followed by its demographic decomposition.
A comparison between Bosmat Tivon housing and the neighbouring
S'adiy.)llh houses will clearly show the different housing densities (Plate 8.6).
The relationship between the new settlers of Zubaidat and the S'adiyyah
who remained in their land and who were eventually recognized as a legal
settlement are inharmonious ones. The ~son for poor relationships
was largely jealously.( 39 ) The S'adiyyah parents were left with more space
and the option to build houses for their sons nearby.

They need only to

-343pay some taxes and a sum for building permission, but they do not worry
about having built houses on state-leased land.

On the other hand the

Zubaidat were obliged to move far from their parents and to choose a plot
in Bosmat Tivon, probably beside neighbours they may have never met.

In

the bedouin cultural context this is not acceptable.
Meanwhile, by no means all the promises of the state have been
fulfilled.

It is true that a new school ruilding has been built to replace

the old existing school ofS'adiyyah. An infant clinic was also established
with nurses coming 2-3 days a week, but other medical facilities were not
provided locally because they could be reached within a ten minute drive
to Qiryat Tivon.

The commercial centre and the mosque, clubs, sports

facilities, industry,and many other urban facilities have been planned
for 18 years but never built (Plate 8.3).

The local council leader and

his two secretaries are members of the Zubaidat tribe but are not able to
change the situation.

They are deeply concerned with daily problems such

as collecting electricity and water bills and reporting to the regional
council office and other government bodies about the serious cuts of
water and electricity.
Most of the people in Bosmat Tivon and S'adiyyat-1 are working in
various places in the Haifa area.

Bosmat Tivon's location is close to

Qiryat Tivon and the Haifa-Nazareth road, enabling the people to become
daily workers and maintaining most of their commercial activities outside
of the village.

The settlement could be described as half empty during

the day time and in the evening people return to sleep, a classic
"dormitory" settlement.
Following the experience of Bosmat Tivon a third stage in planning
bedouin settlement was apparently adopted early in the 1970's.

The

Authorities began at that time to give official recognition to certain
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spontaneous bedouin settlements.

In this latest stage the main task of

the planners is not to choose the site of the new settlement, but rather
to intervene in order to direct the future of house building.

A good

example is that of Beit Zarzir.
8.3.2

Beit Zarzir: Spontaneous Sedentarization
The Beit Zarzir tribal area is located some 10 km. to the west

of Nazareth and 17 km. by motorway.

The houses of the four tribes of

Jawamis, Luhaib, Ghuraifat and Mazar1b are scattered within a radius of
2

~m.

located mid-way between the two parallel roads; Nazareth-Qiryat Tivon

and Nazareth-Shafa

1

Amir.

These tribes have always maintained strong connections with Nazareth
for commercial and service purposes and may generally be described as being
part of the suburbs of the town.
Probably Beit Zarzir is the best case in which both patterns of
spontaneous and planned sedentarization of bedouin can be compared.

It

includes four bedouin tribes who settled within one km. of each other.
They arrived at the place under different circumstances and at different
times but house construction appears to have begun in all groups in the
1940 1 s.

Fig. 8.3

illustrates the pattern of population change in

response to the various periods of sedentarization.

For- example fluctuation

in population change, 1955-1961, indicates the period of completion of the
stage of semi-nomadism.

However, between 1961 and 1969, population

increased rapidly at least partly as a reflection of stability accompanying
voluntary sedentarization.

Between 1969 and 1981, following the introduc-

tion of planned sedentarization, each group reacted differently (further
discussion on page 354).

The role of natural increase in these population

changes is important, and the reason for high rates of natural increase
generally associated with the early period of sedentarization is the
topic of recent research (see page 127).
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The circumstances which gathered the four tribes into the same
area vary from one tribe to another.

The first three tribes attached to

the area were the Mazar1b, Jawam1s and Luhaib.

They had been in the

area as early as 1922 when the first census of Palestine (1922)
enumerated them as consisting of 125, 117, 74 persons respectively. (40)
In this same year the Ghuraifat still roamed in the plains of Marj Ibn
Amir and Acre.

In 1931 none of these tribes were estimated by the

Palestine second census (1931) as the census considered them neither
nomadic nor settled, but the two tribes Jawamis and Mazarib were mentioned
as an attached hamlet to Ilut village. (41 )
Towards the end of the British mandate in Palestine (1917-1948),
some families from these tribes started to acquire lands and stone houses
were built.

The Ghuraifat were the latest group to arrive at the place in

late 1954 when they established their first stone houses.

In 1936 the

Ghuraifat were camping in tents near the Turk-man tribes in the vicinity
of Tel Yoqne•am.

Before 1948 they had migrated northwards to the hills

of Tab•un and only in 1954 did they come to the place and acquired lands
from the Ilut village people. (42 )
Within three decades (1940-1971), a pattern of spontaneous
sedentarization was established among the four tribes.

Figure 8.4 provides

useful evidence of the pattern created among these four bedouin tribes
of Galilee.

The chosen sites for each house are not only dependent on

cultural considerations whereby bedouin groups from particular families
tend to concentrate closely, but separate from more distant relatives in
the same tribe.

In addition there are economic and personal psychological

considerations.
Comparing the pattern of housing distribution of the four tribes
in relation to topography (Fig. 8.4 ), one sees the similarities between
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the Jawamis and the Luhaib on one side and on the other between the
Ghuraifat and the Mazarih.

The first pattern of choosingthe flat land

on the plateau top was also seen in the case of Zubaidat.

In this pattern

could be found a combination of both an economic factor where bedouin
acquire suitable land for cultivation and the personal factors whereby
a bedouin prefers to locate his house within the acquired land.
traditions from the past were involved.

Here

When a bedouin has the courage

to give up the advantages of living in a mobile tent in which he used to
enjoy the freedom of space, and decides to live in a permanent stone
house, he will probably choose to locate his house on the site offering
the most extensive views of surrounding land.
However, in the second pattern of Mazarib and Ghuraifat the chosen
pattern of housing location was influenced by a strong economic factor in
most houses were located in areas in which suitable land could be cultivated~

such as the patches on the valley floors.
Moreover, above all considerations is the strong correlation

between the pattern of private land distribution and the houses which
were eventually built.

Figure 8.5 shows clearly this correlation.

There

are very few houses located on state lands, the reason being that the
inhabitants have failed to provide evidence of their ownership after
the house has been built, or the land is still in dispute and its
status remains state land
8.3.3

Beit Zarzir : rlanning Sedentarization
Two governmental plans for Beit Zarzir are considered in the

following paragraph, pertaining to 1971 and 1974 (Fig. 8.5

The first

(1971) plan aimed at concentrating the four bedouin tribes in a single
town. (43 ) Thus the concept of the planners was to persuade the Mazar1b

and the Ghuraifat to move north and to join the Jawam1s and the Luhaib

~ich
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whose settlement was recognized as legal in 1971.

The second (1974)

plan extended the area of the first plan because of the failure of that
plan to induce movement of bedouin from outside its boundaries.
The Mazar1b and Ghuraifat refused to join the Jawam1s and Luhaib
because they were not prepared to abandon their homes and lands. ( 44 )
However, the media and eventually the much publicized children's school
strike of April 1975( 45 ) succeeded in revealing the real reasons for
these objections.

For example one version stated that the Mazar1b

and the Luhaib refused to allow their children to mix in a single school
because of an old blood feud between them. ( 46 )
A later explanation was that "the difficulties were caused by the
transition from a nomadic way of life to a settled life style and by the
conflicts between tribal traditions and the demands of a modern society
with an urban orientation". ( 47 ) Meanwhile in 1974, the Authorities
reached their conclusion and delimited the Southern boundary line further
south to embrace the houses of both Mazar1b and Ghuraifat (Fig. 8.6) but
without changing the basic land use scheme within the first plan (1971).
Thus today the school is located closer to the Jawam1s and Luhaib
(Fig. 8.7) than to the other tribes only because there was not a second
(1974) plan, but merely an extension to the first plan preserving the

original principlies.

Failure to respond to the children's school strikes

of April 1975 were a clear expression of this inflexibility.
Following the approval of the so-called second plan of 1974, each
of the four tribes was left with the illusion of having achieved its
aims, apart from some houses left outside the planning boundary whose
owners felt badly discriminated against.

They also had hoped to be

included within the planned area, but they seem to have little hope of
achieving a change in the third plan.
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In examining the relationship between private land ownership
and the designated boundary line (Fig. 8.6), one finds clear evidence
of the selective avoidance of private land.
beyond the planning boundary.

Half of the Mazar1b lands are

Those lands which

where bedouin have already established houses.
boundary are forbidden for building houses.

~re

included are those

Lands outside the

Thus the line was delimited

to exclude the maximum area of unbuilt private land.

However, within the

plan boundary private lands were also cleverly excluded from the land
designated for private housing, while the state land was fully exploited.
The planners were clearly committed to the principle of safeguarding
state lands for residential purposes.

Private land has consequently

been cut by roads but in cases where the planned road does not cross
the private land such land was designated for non-residential uses.
Even footpaths were calculated to pass through the private lands.

The

very limited private lands where bedouin were still able to build legally
were in the empty spaces left between the original houses.
In both plans of 1971 and 1974, the planners followed a similar
principle, in which the state sought to allocate state land for purposes
of residential development.

Thus the future growth of the settlement has

to be described in terms of a guided sedentarization rather than planned
sedentarization.

This guided sedentarization seems to introduce a

unique pattern of both future housing distribution and population growth.
8.3.3. 1 Housing pattern 1974-1981

The Beit Zarzir second plan involved planning where population
already existed in permanent homes.

The spatial pattern of the new

housing is affected by both the early housing pattern and the principles
of the new plan.
A housing survey in June 1981, presented in Figure 8.8 shows

-355some aspects of bedouin adjustment to the Israeli concept of the planning
of bedouin settlement, and also gives some insight into the planners
achievements in this latest stage.
Within a period of a single decade, two distinctive patterns have
crystallized in Beit Zarzir
(i) Mixed spontaneous and planned houses as in the Luhaib and Jawam1s
group (Fig.8.7

).

Figure 8.3

shows natural population increase of

these two groups between 1969 and 1981.

High annual population growth

rates of more than 4.5 per cent among bedouin resulted from access to
modern health facilities and also the continuation of the traditional
desire for a large family.

Newly married couples usually wish to build

their own separate houses, at the same time the parents wish to hold on
to their children closely by providing finance and a plot of land.

If

there are official restrictions against the use of this land for building
housing, parents and sons do not hesitate to contact the relevant
authorities to obtain exemption.

Thus very often Arabs succeed in

obtaining building permission during election years when parliamentary
members need the Israeli-Arab citizen votes.

Moreover, if such perm-

ission was unobtainable the new houses would be built on the shared
private-state land or on state land closest to their parents• houses.
Figure 8.8
group settlements.

illustrates such a phenomenon in the Jawam1s and Luhaib
In both there is the tendency to concentrate the

newly built housing units on private bedouin land, and those households
which are constructed on state land or on private-state lands are usually
attached to earlier existing households.
(ii) Spontaneous and planned houses in close proximity but not mixed,
as in the Ghuraifat and Mazarib groups (Fig. 8.8 ).
These two groups tended to have a different pattern of population
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growth between 1969 and 1981 (Fig. 8.3) related to in-migration of a kind
not common among the Luhaib and Jawam1s.
Field research (1981) data confirm

that after the 1974 Second

Master Plan was approved, two external groups of bedouin had migrated
to join both tribes.

These groups were close family relatives of the

Ghuraifat and Mazar1b, formerly scattered individually in small groups
in various places of Galilee.

The group which migrated to Ghuraifat

numbered 43 persons (5 households).

They came from the Plain of Acre
which was formerly used as one of the Ghuraifat 1 s grazing grounds. (48 )
The large group of Aiyadat, numbering 249 persons (32 households), migrated
to their relatives the Mazar1b from the vicinity of Tivon. (49 ) This
area was formerly communal grazing for many small bedouin tribal units.
Most of these families were landless, their attachment to their
ancestor 1 s grazing ground was perhaps to an existing supply of water
and the wells they l1ad dug.

They could not build any permanent houses

on land they did not own, which was mostly undeveloped state land, but
they wished for better conditions in the area of their main tribal
group.

Since Beit Zarzir was an opportunity to obtain leased land they

were encouraged to migrate to join their main tribal groups.
Two other small groups shown on Figure 8.7
spaces between the four tribes, one family from the

migrated to the empty
~ilf

tribe and one

from the Ghazalin tribe who joined their settled relatives, in their
turn immigrants from a Nazareth suburb.

The new bedouin immigrants

concentrated close to the main tribal groups of Mazar1b and Ghuraifat.
The main reason for the similar pattern in Figure 8.7 for

tl1~

groups of

Ghuraifat and Mazar1b was because the bedouin immigrants agreed to settle
on state land (Fig. 8.8

).

One can easily distinguish between the

houses which were established along linear roads in the Ghuraifat case
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and along a ring road in the case of Mazar1b.

In both patterns houses

were grouped in parallel or linear patterns.
One may conclude that in spite of the planners 1 attempts to direct
bedouin to settle on state lands, most of Beit Zarzir

1

S

original

inhabitants managed to continue to build new houses on private lands,
an aim which has been observed through their spontaneous sedentarization
processes.

The bedouin of Beit Zarzir thus approached the guided

sedentarization with caution and the planners did not achieve much
success in guiding the construction of new houses on state land.
Poeulation growth 1969-1981

8.3.3.2

The distinctive pattern of relatively high rates of population
growth following the recognition of planned bedouin settlement has to be
explained in the case of Beit Zarzir, and perhaps in other regions in
Israel
(i)

by

two major factors:

An immediate growth is caused by immigrants, this is due to both

the feature of bedouin group migration and the unrestricted nature of
land lease.

The state is the landowner and practically any applicant

can choose the lot he desires.

The applicants are restricted to only

a single lot and must establish a house within three years.
is no danger of an individual leasing several lots.

Hence there

An interesting

adjustment to that restriction, bedouin had to develop ideas of leasing
lands and keeping their group within a compact territorial unit.

Several

cases were observed in Beit Zarzir where two brothers or a father and
son leased two lots separated by another one or two plots in order to
preserve leasing the latter plots in the future.

The rationale of this

approach was that other bedouin would not be prepared to build a house
which divided the two brothers or the father and his son.
will not lease plots beside existing bedouin houses.

Also bedouin

This idea involving
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several lanrlless families competing between themselves to gain the best
location of plots consequently leads to continuing population growth.
In the long run the rate of population growth of this kind will decrease.
In contrast, the local bedouin's approach to settlement is different.
He first exploits all the possibilities of building on his own land and
hesitates to lease land because once bedouin obtain permission to build
on state land their chances of obtaining further permission for building
additional houses on their private lands are minimised.

From this new

point the second master plan {1974) was much more flexible than the first
(1~71)

because of the relatively large space where bedouin could obtain

land legally.
(ii)

The second factor of demographic growth comes from high natural

increase and decreasing out-migration.
After the official recognition of bedouin settlement, the settlers
have less need to emigrate because some of the disadvantages in the formerly
un-recognized status have been removed.

Inhabitants of a recognized

bedouin settlement are unlikely to migrate into a similar bedouin settlement because of the same restriction on building new housing except on
state lands. They are also unlikely to migrate into the suburbs of towns
and Arab villages (non-bedouin) because of high land prices.

For example,

the price of one donum of land on the Southern side of Eilabun village,
where local private land is included within the village master plan,
exceeded 1.5 million Israeli lira in August l~81.( 5 0)

However on the

eastern side of the village where private land is available outside
the village master plan, one donum costs only one-fifth of the former
price, because building houses in land outside the master plan is prohibited.

The land prices vary from one village to another and from one

side of the village to another.

Owing to this situation there will be a

greater tendency for the bedouin living in towns and large Arab villages

-359to migrate into recognized settlements rather than the reverse.

Planning

bedouin villages on existing spontaneous settlements has thus been a
great stimulus to the stabilization of the bedouin population.

It was

not the absence of electricity or a clinic which was the main disadvantage in the formerly unrecognized spontaneous bedouin settlements,
but the absence of an asphalt road.

With good roads bedouin are able to

maintain similar patterns of occupation to the majority of the Arabs in
Israel, with workers returning daily to their families.
The recognition of Beit Zarzir as a planned town in 1971 came at
a time when the bedouin were conscious of the lack of communications with
other major settlements.

Indeed some 10 families from the Luhaib had

actually migrated to Nazareth between the years 1958-1971 for various
personal reasons, but the lack of roads and other services was a major
cause for this migration.

8.4

Conclusion
Planned bedouin settlement in Israel is still in the early stages

of development.

Despite this fact there are some common conclusions to

be drawn from the experience of two decades:
1.

The policy of planning has not changed fundamentally throughout the

three strategies of housing scheme, build-it-yourself and the recognition
of the spontaneous settlement.

The planners have continued to designate

State land for bedouin housing and at the same time have prohibited the
use of private land for this purpose.
2.

The planners intended to direct spontaneous sedentarization with

purposes in mind other than the mere provision of modern services to the
bedouin.

Moreover, providing services became merely a means rather than

a goal within this policy.
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Planned bedouin settlement in Israel was influenced primarily by the

State's need to acquire private bedouin land for Jewish settlement and
to secure bedouin manpower for the Israeli labour market.

In the

particular case of Israel, the State's desire for Arab bedouin land was
not necessarily for economic or security needs.

However, Zionist

ideology is involved here, which aims to place - "all the lands in the
homeland in the hands of the people by having most of the real estate in
Israel become the property of the State and the Zionist movement".

Thus

the restriction of establishing new houses on private land was aimed at
both nationalizing the land and making the Arab bedouiA landless.

By

making the bedouin landless and leasing them State land, provided Israel
with more effective control over the Arab minority than the earlier
direct military rule (1948-1963).

A new sort of control expressed through

the mechanism of dependence on the State to supply the means of livelihood,
and land on which to live,came into existence.
4.

It is true that the state did not force bedouin to join planned

settlements.

However, bedouin opportunity of remaining on their land is

limited since the State can declare, at any time, that it needs the land.
5.

Bedouin groups who agreed to migrate into the planned bedouin

settlement were mostly landless individuals and tribes who had become
landless after the Authorities acquired or expropriated their lands during
the early years of the State.

In addition the planned bedouin settlement

is likely to attract both the groups of bedouin who were not able to
integrate socially with their tribes and also bedouin living in towns
who could not afford high land and house prices.

Such mixed composition

is likely to become characteristic of the planned bedouin settlement
in Israel.
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CHAPTER NINE
CONCLUSIONS
l.

The Evolution of Semi Nomadism in Galilee
This thesis has attempted an analysis of the factors instru-

mental in changing the way of life of a pastoral community, a process
which las ted over one hundred years.

This process was influenced by

a wide range of factors which arose primarily out of political and
economic developments occurring in the Middle East, and particularly
Galilee itself.

The emergence of various forms of bedouin settlement

during the last three decades has been the physical expression of the
diverse forces involved, one of which was Israeli state policy towards
its Arab citizens.

There are clearly direct links between the processes

and the patterns of sedentarization; the former reveals the challenges
faced by the community while the latter is the response to this
challenge.

This study examines the specific case of a small semi-

nomadic group who migrated into a humid environment and eventually
settled there.

From the environmental viewpoint a large number of

differences in the processes of sedentarization can be seen compared
with other cases in Arid Zones.
The study has discussed the case of pastoral tribal groups who
were mostly

11

pushed" from the Syrian desert into the humid environment

of Galilee west of the Jordan Valley.

The period of this migration is

generally thought to have been during the last two hundred years of
Ottoman rule in Palestine (the 18th and the 19th Centuries), although
there are several groups who became established in Galilee later, in
the first half of the 20th century.

Despite the variety of causes

and the different circumstances of their arrival into Galilee the
bedouin groups generally found the region•s climatic, political and
economic conditions favourable, allowing them to maintain a semi nomadic
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life for more than a century.

During this period, the bedouin tribes

of various ethnic origins established their tribal territories within
the existing settlement pattern of Galilee in the empty spaces between
villages, and in areas with a low population density.
Generally the lowland areas were chosen by the tribes of nonnomadic origin and non-Arab race.

However, the mountain areas and the

desert margins along the Jordan Valley attracted predominantly Arab
tribes.

All these groups have subsequently attached themselves

permanently to distinctive geographical areas where sufficient uncultivated land for pasturing their flocks could be found.
2.

The importance of administrative policy changes
The various forms of state intervention policies into the trad-

itional bedouin life proved to have the most important effect upon their
sedentarization, notably regarding the reduction of pasture and agricultural land.
The bedouin in Galilee claimed the right of ownership over the
land upon which they were encamped following the important Ottoman
Land Law of 1858, and more significantly after the British Land Registration of 1928.
life.

These laws fundamentally altered bedouin traditional

In economic terms there arose a conflict as the new agricultur-

alists began to gain land at the expense of the pastoralists, resulting
in reductions in the amount of pastoral land while the bedouin population
increased in size.

The reduction of the pastoral land was accelerated

by the establishment in Palestine of an administration of European
type, backed by force which defined and enforced new international
boundaries and internal land use boundaries such as forests, orchards
etc.

The policies of the British Mandate in Palestine would arguably

have completed the destruction of semi-nomadism in Galilee with or
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without the complication of Zionist colonization.

But the inevitable

friction between administrator and bedouin was aggravated by Zionist
pressures to accelerate the processes of land acquisition and land
settlement.

Moreover, British policy of afforestation which further

eroded the economic base of nomadism paved tribal movements, as
authorised in 1942 by the Bedouin Control Ordinance.
3.

Changes in the Traditional Economy
The improvement of Palestine's economic infrastructure during the

British mandate {1918-1948) indirectly accelerated the process of
sedentarization.

In general, the effect of economic development on

nomadic sedentarization is reflected in the establishment of permanent
settlements.

The change from a traditional subsistence economy to a

modern cash economy enables the bedouin to raise their living standards,
acquire modern equipment and erect permanent stone houses.

The most

common means is for the bedouin to enter the modern economy as wage
earners, for example in the oil industry.

However, in Galilee a more

profound effect on bedouin economic development was the process of
private land acquisition from the neighbouring sedentary-fellaheen
community, as the latter found labouring more profitable than agriculture.
The transition from raising livestock into agricultural activities
was clearly seen in three trends.

First, the selective pattern of

acquiring new bedouin land, whereby patches of land suitable for
immediate cultivation were chosen in valley bottoms, between hills and
on the plateaux, reflected in a dispersed pattern of settlement.

Secondly,

the increasing dependence of bedouin on agriculture was seen in the
remarkable appearance of some fellaheen and non-bedouin tenants living
in bedouin camps in order to cultivate the land of the bedouin sheikh.
Thirdly, and perhaps the most important factor, is that industrial
development around Haifa Bay during the 1930's and 1940's did not attract
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the Galilee bedouin labourer significantly.

This accounts for the

difference between the Galilee and the Negev bedouin (living in an arid
area) who move commonly become labourers in the same period.

Such

differences in the role of wage-labour in the processes of nomadic
sedentarization is largely explained by the fact that the humid
environment of Galilee gave more opportunities to its bedouin to combine
livestock with agriculture successfully.
The process of complete transition into agriculture was prevented
because of various factors beyond bedouin control which led to the
reduction of both pastoral and agricultural land.

As a result there are

two major reasons explaining the surprising absence of genuine bedouin
agricultural villages in Galilee.

First , all the bedouin tribes who

were camping in the plain areas (associated with the area given to the
Jewish state according to the United Nations partition proposals of
1947) disappeared from these areas following the 1948 War.

Secondly

the remaining bedouin tribes in Galilee were those who formerly camped in
the hilly areas(i .e. areas given to the Arab State according to the
United Nations partition proposals of 1947) some of whose agricultural
land was expropriated by the State in the first years of its creation.
Thus the intermediate stage of agriculture was not reflected in the
sedentarization process, in a pattern of agricultural villages.
4.

The end of semi-nomadism and the establishment of bedouin settlement
The processes of sedentarization were finally completed in 1948,

when the Israeli-Arab war left Galilee with only one-third of its
original bedouin population.

This event gave enormous impetus to the

processes, and it was followed by fifteen years of strong military
rule, restricting bedouin movement and confining the remaining 5,000
bedouin to specific areas.

Forced sedentarization is a justifiable
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description of these practices.

During the last thirty-five years of

the Israeli States• existence two new types of rural bedouin settlement
have emerged in Galilee, spontaneous and planned.

These settlements

are clearly distinguishable from the local Arab villages by distinctive
features such as their small size, the dispersion of housing in each
settlement, and the use of new building materials.
This study shows that both the geopolitical concept of the
"Judaization of Galilee" and the Government policy towards the Arab
citizens in Israel have influenced the development of the bedouin
settlement.

The bedouin in Galilee are part of the Arab minority in

Israel, who were viewed by the Israeli Authorities as having two
contrasting dimensions.

They were viewed as Israeli equal citizens

but also constituting a potential danger, threatening the wellbeing of
the Jewish State by their geographical concentration and rapid demographic
growth.

In this respect the contemporary problens of the bedouin in

Galilee are not so much being bedouin, but rather being Arabs in a
Zionist State.

It is very difficult not to conclude that these Arab

citizens are treated as "second class citizens".

In this context

the Israeli Authorities have failed to convince their bedouin citizens
that the planned settlements were initiated for the benefit of the
bedouin themselves.

This is also very clear to the Negev bedouin who

see their crops dying because of lack of water, whilst the nearby
Jewish kibbutz has a full swimminq pool. (l)

A similarly discouraging

picture is also familiar to the bedouin in Galilee.
No one could convince the Sawaid bedouin and the four tribes of
Beit Zarzir that the Authority has recently supplied them with
electricity and water because of a moral responsibility to improve
their standard of living.

Even the poultry houses of the neighbouring

Jewish settlement (a few hundred metres from the bedouin houses) of
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Shezor and Bet Lehem Ha Gelilit, had obtained these services at least
ten years earlier.
The delay in supplying modern services has been justified by
claims that such settlements are "illegal" but this argument should be
rejected.

The designation of "illegal" or "unrecognized settlement"

is an ingenious excuse to deprive the bedouin of their lands and to
avoid paying capital to develop their villages.

Nevertheless bedouin

villages which enjoyed "recognised" status did not always enjoy the
benefit of all the basic services and infrastructure.

Thus, the four

unusual characteristics of the processes of sedentarization in Galilee
set out at the beginning of the thesis (page 4)

appear to be

well supported and confirmed by written evidence and extensive fieldwork.
5.

pro~cts

(i)

for the future of Galilee bedouin

Legalis~tig~~!he

settlements

The present-day bedouin in Galilee are facing a severe crisis
associated with the impossibilities of legally expanding their settlements.

The pressures of modernization are increasing; when a new

generation wishes to establish modern housing on their parents' lands,
the planners prevent them from doing so.

Even though the settlement

has been "granted" "legal status, this does not mean that they are
allowed to expand their settlement on their own land.

Thus the claim

that the control of spontaneous settlement is aimed at preventing the
bedouin from the illegal annexation of extensive areas of state lands''
is unacceptable.

In fact the bedouin are struggling to settle in their

private land, avoiding State land.
The future of the unrecognized bedouin settlements is an uncertain
one.

It lies primarily in a continuation of two factors: firstly, in

how far the state goes with the policy of "Judaization of Galilee",
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and secondly, how long the young generation of bedouin are prepared to
stand against the pressure of modernization and to accept the present
low level of living conditions.

The recognition of a new bedouin

village is a political problem since it contradicts the national policy
of the "Judaization of Galilee".

There are several Arab villages in

Galilee whose inhabitants have been evacuated since the establishment
of the state, to other existing villages.

The reason proved to be

not for security purposes but rather to take over their lands as well
as reducing the number of Arab villages.

Moreover, the new planned

bedouin villages are named in Hebrew, in order to diminish Arab
identity as much as possible.

This strategy is probably the main reason

behind the policy of refusing to recognise some bedouin settlements
rather than the claim that they should not be recognised either because
they are allegedly too small, or their houses are too scattered.
A partial solution to the contemporary crisis might be achieved
if the Government permitted real bedouin members to participate in
making decisions concerning the planning of their villages.

In 1974

the Government authorized a "bedouin committee" to deal with Galilee
bedouin affairs.

This Committee consists of 22 members from all

Government departments.

Unfortunately there is only one bedouin member

on the Committee, and this single chosen bedouin was the Mukhtar of
~ujairat

Bir el Maksur, a man who had persuaded his people to sell their

lands to the state after 1968.

Because of his influence the

Authorities had their only major success in their policy of "concentrating bedouin groups".

The bedouin regard this "bedouin committee" as

a major obstacle to any progress in developing their villages, yet any
bedouin demands have to be approved by it.

However, the real aim of

this committee, most bedouin feel, is to increase the State land through
acquisition of bedouin lands and hopefully gather bedouin votes in the
parliamentary elections.
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The future of Galilee bedouin may be judged from the experience
of the last thirty five years under Israeli rule.

There has been no

planned effort to integrate the bedouin into the State economic and
political system on the basis of equal citizenship.

The state concept

of integration is that the bedouin should take their place as a minority
group within the Jewish state.

There are no independent Arab political

parties permitted in the "democratic constitution of Israel in which
11

the bedouin could perhaps effectively present their case.

However,

their economic well being has been encouraged since the ending of
itary rule in 1963.

mil~

This was aimed at controlling the Arab minority.

There has not yet been an attempt to develop the Arab sector economically
or industrially.

One example of such economic control
11

11

can be seen in

the advertised jobs published by Israeli daily newspapers, where most
opportunities are confined to people who served in the Army, \'Jhich
indirectly means Jews.

Thus the Arabs -who are not obliged to serve

in the Army - are badly discriminated against, being demoted to the
bottom of the job market.

In a period of economic recession the Arabs

will suffer worst and will find a return to the land is the most secure
future, although there is not sufficient cultivable land to support the
whole Arab population, most of Arab lands in Israel (pre 1967 border)
having been transferred into state ownership, by various methods.

Since

its establishment the state has sought to nationalize land; it now owns
93% of the country's total area and still strives to increase its
holdings.( 2) This compares with the 6.8% of Jewish landholding in 1947
(one year before Israel was created).
It is thus suggested that the Arabs in Israel (including the
bedouin) should start initiating the first step towards changing their
11

Economic Interdependence

11

into one of "Independence

11

•

The industrial-

ization of their villages could be one means of achieving this, but this will
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be achieved only by the initiative of the Arabs in Israel.
little expectation that the Jews will assist them.

There is

The future prospects

for industrialization in the Arab sector is a possible long term
solution leading to the fulfilment of some of their aspirations.

There

are many examples of Industrial villages in the world, notably in the
Jewish sector in Israel, where they have had great success, most
recently in the occupied territory of the West Bank.

There is no reason

why this should not occur in the Arab villages of Galilee.
(iii) Planning policies and service provision
"To advance and modernize life in the Beduin villages
is possible only if they are realigned on the basis
of modern planning. It may reasonably be assumed
that the Beduin population, which includes a fair
number of men of considerable natural intelligence,
will cooperate in this, in order to obtain the
benefits of reasonable modern services ... (3)
This research has shown that modern physical planning in Galilee appears
to be designed for one group of citizens at the expense of the other.
In the case of Galilee, the policy of Judaization has undoubtedly
prejudiced progress in the physical expansion of bedouin villages.
It is misleading to conclude that bedouin are rejecting modern planning
purely because it is 11 modern 11 •

With the high price which must be paid

for modernization (which includes the loss of land), it is not
surprising that they reject it.

It is true that the small size and

the dispersed pattern of bedouin settlement has disadvantages and is
"undesirable from the point of view of an efficient functioning of
4) It a 1so requires
community services from the population concerned.
11

(

a high capital outlay for maintaining a reasonable infrastructure.

The

same disadvantages also apply to the new Jewish settlements eatablished
recently in Galilee (Mizpe), on top of mountains, with only some
6-12 nuclear families.

That these Jewish settlements are enjoying a
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high level of modern services with lower populations than that of the
unrecognized bedouin hamlets is a clear indication of the bias in modern
planning.

The high capital outlay involved in establishing even small

Jewish settlements contradicts any economic argument for refusing to
provide services to the bedouin villages.

In Sawaid Kammana for

example (Plates 7.26. 7.27) water pipes and electricity pass between
the houses to the nearby Jewish settlements.

Supplying these services to

the bedouin here would require minimal Government capital.

Ironically the

Sawaid Kammana have been asked to move to the planned settlement of
Wadi Sallama presumably to become labourers while the planners have
encouraged the new Jewish settlers to fence off extensive areas in the
mountain for raising goats to maintain themselves!
The planners aimed to concentrate the bedouin in order that they
might become labourers, or more likely "to provide neighbouring Jewish
I

settlements with cheap labour".~

5)

Two questions arise in view of the

official policy of creating a labour reservoir from the bedouin villages;
first, are the authorities prepared to guarantee security in the Israeli
job market? and secondly, are the Authorities willing to provide training
in order to fit them into long term job security?
questions is

The answer to these

certainly~·

Marx's (1980) opinion relating to the Negev bedouin is equally
valid in relation to the bedouin of Galilee.

"The option to return

to pastoralism should remain open, even if only few people take it
up ... ( 6 ) This might be the best solution, in order to attain both aims
of firstly, modernizing the bedouin (through the provision of services)
and secondly, avoiding demoralisation of the bedouin.
It is important that planners and decision makers do consider
the opportunity of turning the small bedouin villages into kinds of
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agricultural hamlets in which pastoralism continues through modern
improvement of pasture.

The provision of basic services will not

require massive investment in the present situation in Galilee.

These

services could be associated with services to nearby Jewish villages.
In the long run such hamlets will turn into large villages and even
small towns.

In this case planners should consider the imaginative

possibility of turning these hamlets into mixed Jewish-Arab communities.
6.

Integration, isolation or dispersion?
The human geography of Galilee could be a model of regional

integration.

The bedouin community is a cultural and social group

which shares with the Arab population their national identity, religion
and language, but which is nevertheless isolated from full social interaction (such as intermarriage) because of their tribal affiliation.

At

the same time they also have weak economic integration with Arab
villages because of their low level of economic development.

In contrast

their economic integration with the Jewish sector is very considerable
but this integration could decrease once the Arab sector develops
economically.

Bedouin social integration with the Jewish sector is very

limited and this is not only because of different national and religious
affiliations, but is also partly due to the psychological feelings of
Arab minority groups which seek to preserve their Arab identity in the
Jewish state.
The bedouin maintain a high degree of social integration between
themselves; despite the fact that sometimes the same tribe is dispersed
between several non-bedouin and other bedouin settlements, its members
continue to maintain their tribal affiliation through visiting and intermarriage.

The tribe may be geographically disbanded but is still socially
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bound together.

Today it is very difficult to describe the Galilee

bedouin in terms of total isolation, or segregation from the wider
society, but it is also difficult to describe them as being assimilated.
However, they are certainly not dispersed and are unlikely to become
so in the near future.

Despite the fact that they are a minority

within the Arab minority in Galilee, their numbers are becoming numerically
large enough to allow them to be recognized as an independent community.
7.

Suggestions for further research
This research could be used as a basis for a further study of both

nomadic sedentarization and the Arab village in Israel.

Many topics

have not been thoroughly investigated and it might be useful if geographers
and anthropologists paid attention in the future to the following topics:(i)

Perhaps the most urgent topic for research with regard to the

bedouin in Israel should be the origins of the population of the planned
bedouin settlement.

These new bedouin settlers appear to include not

only those of tribal origin, but also a number of reverse migrants from
urban areas back into the rural planned bedouin village.
(ii) There is the need to further explore and define the concept of
"sedentari zation".

The present research touched upon this topic in the

case of Galilee only from the socio-economic perspective (page 2ul ) ,
Changes in culture, and political organisation clearly deserve
attention.
(iii) Comparative studies between bedouin and non-bedouin Arab villages,
including for example :
(a)

The fact that the rate of demographic growth among recently
settled bedouin is higher than that of non-bedouin villages.

(b)

The employment structure in bedouin villages appears to be
largely confined to the service sectors, whilst the population of
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non-bedouin villages, contain higher proportions of personnel
in skilled employment.
(c)

The non-bedouin villages enjoy better access to modern services
than do the bedouin villages.

(iv) It would be fruitful to investigate the social interaction of
the various tribal groups which have concentrated in the non-bedouin
rural and urban areas, with their non-bedouin neighbours.
This study is the record of a community which has displayed
remarkably successful adjustment to changing economic and political
circumstances, and to the pressures on its traditional way of life.
It is arguable that the bedouin probably accepted the fact of the
creation of the State of Israel before any other Arabs in Israel.

The

state should therefore give this community, and all the Arabs in
Israel, the opportunity to integrate into the wider society as equal
citizens.

The geographical realities of their settlement location,

and their dependence upon essential services such as water leave little
room for the bedouin in Galilee to stand up to the State of Israel.
Equally, the Jews should see that the bedouin are not a threat to their
state.
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tribes 'which camp on each s i de of t he J or dan v1 c. s J isc ua se d.
2. · · There ure foul' tribe s a ff~ te d , so f ur L•G Julilee
~1atriot is concerned ~ : n~mely t h e -~gr, U h~zzuwi ; u , Bsw a ti
und Da~hat w~
.
3.
·· At pr ese nt Yhe u o member of ol"V of t hcoe tribe s livina
o n one •id e wishes to pass to the othe r oi de of the r iv er , 11i1icp
IWJ:l¥ of them t'requen·tly do, he is a up ~ osc d t o b e in possession
ot a paesport aud to ha ve .it vi so ' e d for eat ry i nto the other
.~
' jtnrr1tor~; Illltur ally none of these tribes men Jo thi s nor is 1.t
: ~\
.~~· ~ . praotiouble to e:>..-pect them to c omply 1Vi t lJ suoh f or1nali tic s .
. The r e aul t l !l th1:1t i ns t eeu of ,L)assiJ'!L thr o, l~Jh th e ~:;u thorised
';
'points of eutry uul eJLlt they uae one or or e or tile nume t' :.J llB
'I
forde •vhich exist across the riv ~r .
'.L'll " a L..trGe .umbe r or
l,lUi te innocent pereone a re tur ned i nto .J Ot e ntiul luw · br ealcera
·~
t~nd t here is no adequute · check on who ent e rs O !' l ~ av- es the
country.
4.
The :;>rt;SCnt p ropos ul, Sl.lblllitt eJ j ointl; oy lh•. Heedly
un d the . Uutlaeerif of Irbi tl is t h... L u ay s t e111 of bo=·J er pu sses
be in~roduced the passe& t o ·be is s ed o1 ly to memo:3rs of the
tribes Tll8ntiolied in ·par a._, rai.)lJ 2 abo v e , by the Juutoserif' t.llLl /or
1 the ' Diutr1ot Of'fi ce r, Beisrul, Vd li d , · so f'u.i" uli P~l ~ stine.' io
1
, cono~.rll8~, rpr a,L>eci!'led a r eas in Bc ie Ltn ::iub-Di et. riot. 1
..·::t:
6. , _, As you are· aware such an ar r ulJL C"rrJe. t ulrl' J.dy exists
: 4.~
a loJlt th~ rro~t1er ot.'·falestine borderil l[; the Lebanon onJ Syriu. · t
6.
I 'reel confident t im t such an arrt.llJbCroent will t' ac.i.li;~
I tute control b;y tbe- IIJIDi" raUon Depa~tment c.nd the Customs
·\~
, ' Preventive Ser vice 8nd will assist tbe ·P olic e 1n contr olling
/ t'
: movement along that . part ,or 'the Pale stine - 'J.'l'd llli-J. ..>r· Llll
··;,_;;'
fro'rit1e1• 'w~1l o:: h, is conta1nei.l ,111 the 1 '!1 ·;;;1 ~ J uu- District,
: ~l
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.
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.
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~/·'·/;;,w .,.,...._ __., ·ue+< ·--·11-

So urce:
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APPENDIX 4

Appli cation for th e sc heduling of the tribal campin g
along the Palestine-Lebanese frontier - the Arab
al ~amdun, ~ l st May 1945.

~~.~~.·~. ~.~·.: .':~~~:::~TRICT

GOVIfl'i'::'!\'1..'

....-.Y,..,....._.
No.Jl, ~§7/a.~. _

;> L .. :

I,.. ,

r-·~{;-;;~. ,

'.
emu~:~ S~CRQTJIRY.

" -~··-·

COMMI&SION£R'S O ..P'IC ..

CJAULI!£ DISTRICT,
NAZARI!TH.

~

..

·--Yi' s·~4t ~

t2 /:/ t!1.i ~· . :i.So~:. i.

The Local Security C011uni ttco hall reco :ll! rt!nded
that the Palaatinian tribe Arab el H~doun should bv
schaduled uni.ldr the Bedouin Control Ordinance 194.2.
The tribe, which numbers eome 260 per~ons,
inhabits the area along the PaleatiM-Lebaneerl frontier
in the Safad sub-dis triet.
The tribe smen er~ notoriouu
cattle thieves and smugglers and are constantly iT•l.Pl icated in thefts on Lebanese:~ territory.
The Lebanese
authoritles ·rocently pl'oduoed to tb8 .t~esiRtlint Dlst.J' io..:t
Commi asi onar, sa fad, a list of twenty-four such cr'il'lc s
in which members of the tribe sre believed to have been
· concerned since the beginning of 1942.
One of the
latest and most serious incidents involving the death
of a Lebanese was recorded in paragraph liJ o f my fort nigh t ly
report for the .PerioJ 1-luth ~ebruary, 1946.
2.

3.
In thte~ instance., arrests were made, t u t it v:lll
be realiFJcd that i t is frequently difficult to bring
charges against speoi£ic individuals in cases vf ra id ing
ttoroas the i'rontier.
It is acooJ•dingly deuirab le in
the interests or aecuri ty on the frontier ttnci of good
relations with the Leban,ae authori·tiE:e that I should
be empowered to control the movement~:; of the tribe a nd
take punitive action ae contenwlated by the Ordinance,
where individual charges cannot be brought.

J

4.
I, therefore, endorse the recomnendation of the
Local Becurt t,y . 'Jommi ttee snd request tlu:lt the IUJh
Colllltlsaioner Will order tluit the Ordlnuncd should apply
to .Arab tjl Hsmdoun •.
.'
" .. ~.._.p
..,f,
::..,....,

. u-

\

z:..

DI~TRICT COUM1SSIOM6R
: ~~ Dli:IT:..UQT.

Copy to:

.\

H.Q., 15 Area.
.
Superintendent of Polloe, Galllae District.
Aaaiatant District Conh1aa1oner, Saf'ad.
, ',

..

.. .,~. . . '
·•
'i>f ' 1',.
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·
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..'
Sour ce

lSf.\ , I ~G 2, Y/ Se/ 42
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APPENDI X 5

Petition from th e Subaih tribe to the High
Commi ssioner for Palestine concerning th eir
grazing lands at ~~ount Tabor, 14th January 1946.
----- - ~ -- c~;u : ,

( r. ~ ; " ;
,/

,....,

(!_ • __ ..,....
- :. ,

His Exoollenoy
The H1!}1 Commissioner
JU'USalem

I G.' ..

r---~-/.1./!l/!i .4:

- - - - - - -- -

J E

~

1, ~·i ·

4

Potitioaers

:.. Bllssein el A&sad • Aasad el Jlohaaed,
Ikhreis el Alij Jloh•ed ol Jlit'loh md
Raj Ioh&T Ali el Warwar all e'f Tribe
:Bsh Sbibli .Arab Sbeih llazareth Sub- Dist rict

Request

:-

Graz~

l e u of Jlt. Tabor

We bes ~ be pez.itted te submit the followia& for favour
of Tour E:mell•o;r' s ld.K oouideratiea :_ . tiae ap • area of about ,000 clunUil8 were taka h'oa
eur l • u -- . .J!Ore s1,Ta te lhadeorio .Ap'ioultural Sobool &d aDOther
area o'f 5000 chjMws were siT• '\e the Pal.eatine Jewish Ooloaization
Aaaooiatiea md ,aoG ~· reaaiaed u Gruiq 1•4s for our Oattle
ad nooka •• 'the :But-urthem Bide of lit. !rabor ad we were
pnllised b;r the GeTerDaDt that this area will be alw...,.s used as
GrU!:nG l•cl8 fer eur fl.eoks.

!bree --~ as• hreat Departa•t om.oera o•e to the
tribe •d ••ted .~ ' tic mlea 'fer ereotias U.. a1111ta md barbed
wire for the parJMjae ef a•ktas these lade u OIDTeraaent Reaened
Area but . . han pre..-cted th• as these lmu are the oJll.y s:razins
area fer our n..oka ad had n that time subKI.tted oeJ~plaints te
this effeot, ad up till aaw we haYe nethi.Jls reoeiTed.
We, therefere1 bes Your :ixoelleao;r te ld.ndl7 oensider that
this area o:t ~ ~ads be kept :ter us u p:nmised by the
Gove:rmlellt as we . have u ether lads for our Oattle ad flooks.
Hepins thlrt this, our demand 'ftill be :taYourabl;r ool\sidered
Thaalr:s Very lluoh ad utaost Respeots
Yours Most Respeot:tull;r
.

...

~·

'

...

Oopies to : Director of land ReSistratiea
hreat DepU'taeat - Jerusalem
Diatriot Oemmisaiomer Galilee Thre' District Offioer
Nazareth

,

Source

ISA ,RG2, L/23/ 46

,•
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APPENDIX 6

Petition from the Arab National Fund on behalf
of thr. Subai~ tribe concerning the disappropriation
of l ,206 donum of the i r land near Mount Tabor for
forestry development, 19th March 1946.
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Application from the tribe Arab ~ uwaitat
for the purchase of their former land
at Mount Carmel,24th October 1946 .

APPENDIX 7

{ll

GOVERNMENT OF PALESTINE.
IN

R:E .. L \

No.

COMMISSIONER'S OFFICES.

LASE. QUOTa

HAIFA DISTRICT.

287/31.5 - 2

· ·- ·.

HAIFA.

·~ 4o
~'7'

October, 194bo

CJUEF S&TimTARY .

1 forward herewith a petition addressed to the High Commissioner
on behal1' of the Arab Suwai tat. These semi nome.dic Arabs were··turned out
some years ago f'rom the lands on which they bad been squatting on /A?,Urf
C~l and are now applying to retur-n there by purchasing 'at a ~':.-"n~ orice'
the 663 dunama wbioh constitute parcel 1 of Block 11896.
Their proposal, which 1 have discussed with representatives 01' the
Ie.nd Settlement and li'orests Departments is clearly out of the question, if
only because the land ooncerned is in the middle of a closed Forest "rea.
-

2.
1t would however be an adyantage f'rom every point of view i f the ttibe
could be settled and 1 am examining the possibility of some alternative
subsistence area be~ng provided for them. Unfortunately any land which is
likely to be available is such aa would need a considerable ar. ~unt of hard
work for its development and I am not certain that the present petitioners
are capable of making the necessary effort.
3·
The case is by no means an isolated one and the large number of
landless Arabs in this District with no settled occupation is a matter of
some concern.

vxwvJ

1ACTIN:; DISTRICT CO.iiJm>SION!-:R.

So urce: ISA, RG2, L/157/46
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Application from the High Comm issioner of Pale s tin ~
for the sched ul ing of s~ ven bedouin tribes of th P
Tiberias District under the Bedouin Control
Ordinan ce, l 942,7th February 1947 .

APPENDI X 8

' .

IN RI'PL~

.......

No•.. ·

.&Ae•

QUO'n

G-o-9-29 . ·····

CtUHF SBCRHTA,."qY, /

Subject

1-. Beduin Oontrol Ordinance, 1942,
•f

....
/
'

/ .'

\ '('V

'

~

•

. In aonneotibn w1 th the protection ot the Tiberia&
Special Area trom•reapass and illicit graaing by beduin and
their cattle, I have bad a auaYey lllllde ot a niDber ot amall semi nomadic trlbea 111bloh .,.,.., in the vicinity ot the apecial area
w1 th a View to their aolledul1~ under the Beduin Contra 1 Ordinance ,
1942, (Lawa 1942, Vol. I, P• . 66),
~
.. 1 attach a DOte by ,th& ' District otticer concerning theee
tribea. Rot all ot thea have 'in the paat inf'ringed the regulations
go"ferning. tbe apeoial 81"ea, but it would _be a convenience to have
them all eobeduled at the ...e . tt.e. It rill then be possible to
take aotton under Section 4 ot the Ordinance to exercise general
aontrol ot " tbeir movemonta,. aa. and when desirable.

3.

Tbe tribe a 81"8 :l. Arab Wabeib
2, Arab Dalqkeb

J. Arab

4.

Qasa~

·

Arab Maabal'qab

5. Arab Tawatreb

6. Arab Nujaidat
1. Arab Kbawalid (sub-tribe ot Trans"'\Jordan tribe).

4.
I. aooordingly request that the High Co!llnission tlr will
exeroiae bie power under Section 3· of the Ordinance as amended
(vide Laws 1945, Vol.I, page 194), to declare that the provisions
ot the Ordinance should apply to the tribes mentioned .

Yf .'f ~ -

DISTRICT <DMMISSIONHR
GALILD ' DISTRICT .

Copy to&Aaat.Diatriot OoDtiaaioner ,
Borthern Galilee •

.

.~ ~ .

,,-

'~
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.t

,.

,,

,'

.--

~ ~:~

ttst· n

t r

trt
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tree#'

1

a

.. . - ---·-

- - - - .. - ..........._-....- _ _ _ _ _......~_
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APPENDIX 9

Contents of the Bedouin Control Ordinance,
No. 18, 24th June 1942 .

...
BEDU~

CO~THOL OHDl~.\~l'E .

No. 18 of
Ill ORDIN .\~t t-: TO co xrr.t: t'l'fJ:s"

Dt sT t:tlT

HH~.
Cm Dll ~s ft)" t -: ns _\

nr.:-<t ·: ll .\L rowr.n tW

, oSTROL OVER XO~L\OIC TP.IBES .\:-ID CO~Dli'"ITIE.; '" P .-\f.ESTI~E l~CfXD ll\G PO\\' F.P.
TO 1:-1\T STW .\TE .\XO PI ' \'TSII OFFE\'CFS 1'0\1 \II TTFO
~~

._..

.

m:

\I F.:\ IIll~flS

T II P.flP.OF.

1 .i ,•h ·

lli

IT E.-ACTED b. · the High C'ommi.-,inlll' r !'or Pnle.-tin e , \\·ith the :Hhirc of the
.\dvisory Council thereof : -

1. ' 'fhis Ordinance ma\· he cited n,.: the He1luin Cnntml Ordi-

~ h n rt titl o'.

nance . l!H'2 .
~l

Tnt ~ •p retat i on .

In this Ordinance -

· "Nomadic tribe" mean,; any nomadic or se mi -nomadic tribe
or corrimunit~- in l'ale Rtine to whi ch the proYi sio n;~ of this
Ordinance lm,·e been applied by order of the High Commissioner under :;ec ti on :l,
"Nomadic trihe~man " means a member of n. nomadic tribe
as defined in thi:> :;ection , whether or not such member is a
ra\e,-tinian subject.
" llelntiYe to the fifth 1legree" of an_,. per-;on mean:; any lineai
descendant of an.'· of the grent-great-great-gran tlparent s of
such person .
3. The High C'ommis:;ioner may by order declare that the provisions of thi;; Ordinance ,;hall apply to an~· nomadic or !'leminomndic tribe or communitv in Palestine ot' to anv nomadic or seminomadic tribe or commtmitv whic-h . or nnv mf.>m.ber of which , may
enter falefltine from timet~ time .
·
!

' '.

Applic:ltion o f
O rdinan ce ro
<" Prt ~)n

nonntlie

;ri bc~.

'

.4~ NDiJtrict Commi»sioner ma> exerci;;e within bis di st rict all
or~yof t_l:~ ~1\owing _powers : - ·
·', (a) e~~Jci;;el f:erieral control and superYision oYer all or any
nomat}ic it~bes or tribesnten, superintend their rno,·ements,
rnd ,Jbere,·er he considers it necessa r~- tlirect them to go to ,
l \ or not to' go to, or to remain in. nn y specified area for am·
~. · SllPcill
ei l])'r iod :
,
J' - . •\"

l

GenPml po\\'t:r

of control and
ion~ st i galion

hy Di.'lt rict
Co mmi ssion<'r.

(b) Iitw~I sti!!at e an.\·
u~- ;tny nomadic trihe,.:man
' "duel'
" ' committed
"

or tribesmen , or any other breach of the peace which t he,v
may commit , ~- hether ;;uch micl or breaches of the peace tonk
place in Pale~t ine ot: else\Yhere. a rre:>t nil persons suspected
of complicity in such offence. impound their movable propet-ty until completion of im·eMigation into the offence. an1l
recover n11 loot and return it to the ow ner;; thereof;

i.
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-2in th e n e nt of th e Di;;trid C'omrni ;;~i on e r co n, idering th :1t
e xi,t fnr .~ uppo,; in~ that a t'ilirl or hrf':u·h
o ( the peace is intt•nd ed b_
,. an y tribe,.;man or tribe~men. hP
may seize ~o much of the montble property of such tribesmar;
or trihe~men and of his ot' their relatin~s to the fifth degTeP.
a ntl retain it fm· ,.;o long-. as he ma.'· consider necessary fro r
th e purpose of holding it n. ;;e mity fo r hi;; Oi' thei r g"'"i
heha,·iour. If suclt raid or breach of the peace i;; committPd
by the tribe,.;man or tribesmen who;;e pmperty is being ~~~
retninetl, ;;uch property nmy he forfeited. and ;;nch forfeitm,•
shall he in addition to the seizme and ;;a le of any furtht•r
mm·ahlc property which rna.v he orclerNl untler ;;ection .') and
to a11y pt>nall _,. which rnay he i111fl'>,:;<'rlnnder .~ectinn i .

(r )

rea ,;~) nabl c g murul.~

I :~c ovcry of

,·aluc of pro ·
rert y lost or
.Inmage•l. from
I rib~ S inf ' O illt -

pli,·at c<i
ll•t·ir

an.! from

kin ~ ml'n .

;j,
rr a.~ a re,.;ult of inrestigat~ol\ hy a District ConuuissiO ill'!
into any otfence committed or beliewd to ha\·e been committ r d
within hi;; district. or into any loss of or damage to property whir·lr
has O<'CIIITt'tl therein , he hn;; rt':ti'on to ht>li eYe that a no1nntl i.·
tribesman or trib('SII1ell ( 11)

committed the offe nce or wilfully causerl the los;; ot· tlam .

ag-e; or

(/1) cnnni ,·L·tl at or itt any way

ah,~ ttt>tl

the

rommi,. ~ ion

of tlr,·

offence or the In,;,; or tla mage; or
(rl failed to rt>ntler all the as,.;i,.;tanre in ltis or their power t ..
tli>'Corer tlrf' oll't>IHlt•r o1· offentlt•rs or to l.'fft>d hi s or t lr,• ir·

:uTe,.;t : or
(r/ ) conni,·ed at the (';;cape of. or harboured, any offender nr
person ,;uspecte(l of lta\'ing taken part in the commis;;ion .. r
the offence or implicaletl in the loss ot· damage ·: .or
J

"' · ·

romhin etl to suppress material C\'itlrn<'e of iho cr.mtl\i ;;,- iun
of I lte offettce or of I hf' O!'<' IUTf'nce of the \o,.;s or tlftmagr.
he r11ay , after holding an enquir~· as pru,;ded for n.nder section ,;
and ttJ?Oil the COilYiction of Stl<:h tribesman 01' Jrib{>g'rnen 'und rr
i<edion . 7 , onler the . "Ciznre and ;:a~e of th~ ·lnO\'(tble->, p~opert_r ••I
;;uch tnl.Jes ruan ot· tnlJ('smen ot· o~ In;; or tlterL' rel:ii l\·~,; fo the fit1 !1
tlegt·ep for the following puqlU:'\t'>' : !
,·,
· 1
(il to reco\·er the mltle of looted propetly ,d,·iclr h~ ,.; · <\1\·e:t.l•
been cli .;posed of oi· cann(lt be seizetl, in o.r~<tJ' i,h>/o~prll~"l · '
tltc owner;; of "" r h l1rOtf'tl pmp...H·t., ~ \ \ 1.
j·
I iii to eoll ed tlt e r;tlue or any fin e;; itnfH)i>ed h~· lrim untlt•r lh:·
0nlinnn c<' .
( r)

~( a nn e r of
ClliJU iry int o

•llft·n<.'P".

o. ~o nomadic trib e~ man "h:t\lb(' con ,·icted nf nn otfen ce· nga in-:
thi;; Onlinance until an Pnquir_,. i11to his cu>1e h<H heen held h.' · I ~'''
Distric t Con1rni ,..~ i o ner . ~n c h enquir.' · ,;hall-. he co nducted . as l:tr
as i;; in the opinion of the Pi><trict C'ommi,.~ioner practicnble '111 ' 1

sd

-

'

3-

~xpt>di•'llt.

i11 t he lliillllle r of a trial he t'ore a m agi~trate exerc tinn g
jmi ;;dil't inn. pnH'i<led that no per;:on ;: hall ha1·e t-he ri .o: - ht
ro he repre ... t> nted h.' an ;HirfK:ate tht~reat.

~um t1Wr.' ·

7.

S tht>

\\"here a.[l'er holding an en• tni r. · as pro1·idetl fo r under section
fli .;; trid Commi,..;ioi'I Pr i;; ,;nti,..fiNl th at nn1· nomadi C' trihes -

OITen~<'s anol
P<'Pn l ~iP• .

man bee 11 g- u ilt~ .. r a li .' nf t he ad,; ot· IJtnis:-<ions ,;et out 111
parag raph ." In ) to (rl inclu,;in~ of sec tion ;) , or

( ill h a>~

( /J) ha i'l failecl. nr i" a she ikh or member of a nomadic tribe

whieh hr.;; fa ile.l . to t·tmlpl , · \rith nn .r tlirection gi1·en by the
Distric t Co m1n i,..,io11 er in e xPrci.;;e nf hi ;; pmrer;; under pnrngmph (a\ of sect ion ~.
ouch tribe;;mun ~ hall he 1leemed io be guilt y of tlll offence again::;t
this Ordinance . and the. District Co rum issioner may con viet him
1>1 sueh offence n cl'o rdin~l~- an d may punish him with a fine not ex ceeding t P.:>O nr with im pri:-:onnu•nt for a tPrm not excef'fl ing- onP
~e_nr or with hoi h ..;;uch penaltit>s.

'8.- (1) Any per::;on se nt enced by a District Commiss ioner under

App0al .

t~e

preC'ed in g :;ection to a fin e excee1l ing £P .l 0 or t~ impri so nmP_n t
ffir a tern1 exeecd:ng- three rnonth .· mny appea l again st h1.;; con\"iC·
lion or against such se ntence b,,- lodg in g· with the District Commi !!~ionE:' r within fift ee n day,; of the !'\E:' nt encE:', a notice setting forth
tbe grounds nf appeal. an1l .th e Di;;trict Co mmi ss ione r shall transmit the same to the High Commi :-:sion er . who rna~- eit her uphold
rbe cotwiction ancl sentence , or uphold the cotw ict ion and reduce
rbe sentence, or uphold the conYiction a nd in c rE:' a~e the sentE:'n ce
1rp to the maxinluii-i peimlty pro,·iii E'tl under thi,.; Ordinance, or
'1U3Rh the conl'iction and order a fre;;h eniJniry. to he held nncl er
«tioft fi . ot· quash the coll\·ict ion wit hont onlering such fre sh
··"9ni r,\1 .. ' · ~
r_.- , ' /

.-\

- 1~)

,;

.

I

~9'1\ict erl per"fln ;;hall not be E:'ntitled to be released on

hli' pending the deci;;inn of the High Comn 1i:;sioner upon any np1'1!1_111uler this ~qct ion; nor

,;Jw B the coBection of an .' · fine imposetl
a confictecl per;:on . or ' the seizure an•l sale of any moYable
. l)l'rt y un•l er . .,;ection :j, be stayecl pe nrlin~ the dec ision of the
' ~~ Com n1i !'!siopfr upon ;Jny such ;\ppeal, tlnle;;::; the District Com n on er ~ :lfr~c t:-: .
'

f

i
, ·..

..

I
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.
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APPENUIX 10

A Note from the Gali l ee District Commi ssioner
concerni ng the implementation of the Co l lective
Punishment Ordinance and the Bedouin Co ntrol
Ord inance in relation to the Arab al ~amd un
tribe, 23rd June 1945

IN lt~Y ~·QUOTa

No•.

Wltt. ret'eren.:e to your lottter .:lo. Y/58/~2
or the s:lat -~· tbe Arab llell4oun 11 ve 1n wnts anci
in Paleatine aN aooaatomed to mo.e their habl tat-

iona althouab 1n a 110111e11bat restricted area about
10 ldlametrea lona abutuas on tbe Paleat1neLebaneae t'I'!Dnt1er.
'fbeT are, bowver, accustomed
aleo to m181'ate acrose tbe t'ronUer and camp and
sraae 1n LebaMM 'terr1toey.
I aubaai t, therefore,
that the tribe •Y properly be reaarded aa aemi·DCaad1c.

Ae ..... rda parasraph 2 or your letter, I
do not coneider that employment of the Collective
Punlahmenta-ol'dinance preeenta a eatlefactory
alternative to echedul1aa under the Beduin Control
Ordinance.
'!'he t'ormer Ordinance contemplates
p~ehment after ~ crtme, but the objective
ao1J8ht in the present caH ia primarily prevention
or rather l~tation or the opportuni~ for crime,
eaay eeoape and ~ring or the Pollee which free
mo.._ent acrose the • fi'Ontier at'rorda.
'l'h1a
objective can moat. easily be attained by the
exercise of. a general supervision over movem~nt
and the tak1N( of advance precautions for which
eectiona 4(a) and (c) of the +attar Ordinance
provide.
2.

_,....,

. .__ , ~- / / / · Y J
~--' .'-' " .:'.- ~ - --.11
DISTRICT

COAWISBION'~R

GALIL&&

Oopy to:-

DISTRICT.

Aaaietant District COIII111.eaioner,
Bafad.

( .

I · .. .

• z, .

·"'"':'·· ··.

, .., , , .,~•I

· ~- •

.. .-.

olo

·"
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-391Application for the scheduling of two
tribes - Arab Mazarib and Arab Subaih,
.
.
8th October 1943 .
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GOVERNMENT OF PALESTIN,
,
--- P~ E ASE

IN REPLY

QUOTE

D

CT

G. 929 ,

No.

~O~~~:~d~~~S OF~i~~ .

~ EE

A. NO ACRE 'USIBJCr.
NAZARETH .

£.,

Octobe r· , l 'd•13 .

HefePcnce ·- You r let t er · ;;. , , Y/ ~,_; /~2
Jated 21st Septcmber ,l943 .

-)

- ' , ·j
c
'

. '-

... . !

'l.'he Llazareeb Arabs numbe1·i n g ahou t 250
so u ls arc n omedic . '['hey car1 \J in a nu around ~. he
Kinv Geor ge the l<'iftJ1 Jubilee J<,o r e s t.
Your fi le
.
L/23 4/35 refe rs.
l t Will f ac ilitate a n y action wh1 ch
-maynave'to be ta ken if tht! por:ers confe l'r e u by
paragra ph 4(a) o f t he ne du in Con trol Ordinance
(C c p . i:o . I of :r-oles t ine naze tte 1 :~04 d ateLl t he 25th
J une , 1942).
'I'he Subeih Ara bs numl;er ine ~:~bo ut 1 3 5 8
souls are nomadi c a nd seni-nomadic li vine; on lands
t o the South 1 We st <. nd No r· t h ··:est of the r~adoori
Agr i cu lturo l Schoo l and ut cer t uin s uu s u ns of the
y e ar +,hey can p in the l'iaLli Sl t~:< l'Eir.
In t lk i r.te r e st.s Oi' ,_•:b lic a ccn r'i t.'l i t i::;
ne c essc. r y .to have co nt r·ol ovu r• .r, r: ~ __ c> -Vf)!'d ~ . o r .;mo ve:
those e lements of the tri be whic l , C f •' ' i) ir' t.he ·.•-Pdi
Sharar a haun t of outlaws bnd absc o nded ofrend<J r•s r1ho
a re she ltered by the s e tr i besMen.
As yo u a re a ware the Be d uin Co n t r 0 l O r d ina n c~
c on fers g re Bt eP po\'lers upon •he co ntrol -.;,!f move me nt
o r · tribes a n d tribesmen tht:m do es the Co llective P u ni shmen tc Ord i na nee.

Source

ISA, RG2 Y/58/ 42
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Description of reasons beh1nd the scheduling of the
Maz[r1b and Arab Subai~ tribes, 3rd Se ptember 1943.
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PALESTIN·E.

3 .f (

NAZAR&TH •
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l~?-1:5.

;··

. :;· .
'·

.

·. ~ ...·: .

..
Subj<! c t

.··

'.

·~·

:- . Be lll'li a -.-•m L t•ol Ul'd L·~:.-~n ·; r: ; : o., 13

·.)!'
R~ i\:

._...

HJ·~2.

· J,

r ::- :11~·:: - · p .. ,le o t inc Ouzc t 1.:" : ; .::~. L.;;U•l, ::i•.l '.li>lo- · .i
mtmt l~o. 1 oi' : ~:~.G.1':'~2 •

L :....t. '.':l. .·: d l•.tiH ..iO:ti.l'U:i v~· .~i.u.<a ur.. IL:
t.. •.. ,,:• ..liJ ·J<.l..>Cih ~. ;~J ~.ll~ ; ,!·-:> •. ii:L::ur.:cb
· no1• .n.t .l ly oJump1J1l!. in t. lJU l. :.t;:: <L't~ Lh 3ll.:;- . i ·i.ntl'1l: ~.
.·

~ r.tade

I

r.:COd~.J·:: J :.

u ·''1li.(;o.tblo

L'.J

:'
2,
'l'hl.! Jubcih IH'C: f ·J.r' ~;,!: lllO::J t ~)!ll' .~ l,LUi •~t :..o.r:J \JEll-'
·· bc~ve •J out. Lil•: l'd ut••: l:• 'L't...~in ·~ le ·.l ~ r.ts at .t:~c:uJ ::i~h the

.!

''oh·l1l;h, ;.!llu t :u!l.'u at'l: ut.•i ·: L' 1' ·• 1lli . u ~~.u;1u 1..1 llu·o~.·: hc~n
( hllr bo11.r in,, .:tb a~,; vndc J •J - .::cHhJ ·.a• ~.
·:;,'tl< • .1 ... •' ·: ~.,;lt•..: oJ l;l a;.: no·. uu1£.:; 11
: · ·unJe" too (.;ollcct.~ve ~·.mL;lrn· .1ts Ol'·li•li• :cL: (1-'-" ..:...: 1'17 :~l·u:~t.on
· '/ol.I) Jmt t.IJO <.;oJ_ltt•ol ur,Jin;j ·wo •.till ;.l\'C !iiC t.~··~c.~u-' con·tro1 ovut• thooc f;..~, Jil'l. •" S wl1o 11vl4 :... •,Juy j,'J.•o :.l ~a· . '.L'i'r)o,

'.

'f;

3.
'£he I.tu~:Jl' C f:i), r•O))I\lut.lou iJOJU ~ :..oo uoulc, . i1;.J'/ o'. •
' tor ln:.tnJ /~ !UL'3, l :.Jttpu J iu Lit •: J·~ i:l[: ~~OL'::c .r."i-'t.h .•'o1•..;c t,
· the rct;1 :; tC'l'·~<l owlv ~ ra ,1\' ~~.,i!.:h ··~·c Lil ·: .j·a'l/1.:-;;1 ifc.Uo.~o;~l
·· l:o'unu;
As :you •J c• c i:.IWoJl'•. ,, h· Jc.-,1t>h .JUUor.:Jl •.o'l.uHt Lltli.&tl
to lwv·~ thcs~ i11'uuo e'o/iL:tc:J 1'.1.'0111 1.>~• :. L ..n.u; ev ~:·: ·. n•• lly
it llll.lY oe noc· ~ e:.;urJ to m·.>v•; ••;')(: tri~•; ;.t<•d 1;. i:ill :u..'!':).L'Il
· 1r.e ereo t(~ r oont. ro 1 if t tw Ut•d i n;.H1CO h~~ a be .;n ~i.l::·l ic d to

''
..

· :;·: ~hem.
;··

. I

:.

I

···.

.

·

'.

''

·•

utt~c;h

.:

!, ..

·

u dl'uft ord o.:t• f·Jl' c:ol..;.;irtcr;;.tiolt•

•;':'

...
.

'

·,·
.

Source

ISA,RG2, Y/58/42
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APPENDI X 13

Appli ca tion from Galilee District Commi ssioner - without
reasons - concerning the ~cheduling of five Galil ee
bedouin tribes, l 3th Septemb er 1Y45.

('
/

,

G

Chief Ge crdtar·r.

- ·.-

/

/

to

..,..,·..

..

·.li t h r-e fePEm0e .
y our lt:t tc:r
No . Y/58/42 of thei3th S~t:t e r.1 ber,
o n t h e sub j e c t of th e s c) 1e du l i ng of
Arab el Hamdoun under t he Beduin
Gontrol Ordinance, 1942 , I request
that the following tribes of t his
d.isti'ict may also be incorporated
in t he s chedule to the. new bill:'·

.Hrab l.-Iawaai.
;:;rab es sweilat.
~rab H'.J ~ei rat .
.Arab Hajajreh .
...:.rab cl Heib.
,_

.

__.::,~ "

-

..

I
..;

·'

.

.

l.

./ .-

,.

~--'-t-v! •- ./

::J ISTRIC'l' cor.a.USSIONER
GALIL~ !!;
DI S '.L'iUCT.

S oul~c e:

TSA, RG2, Y/58/ 42
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I X 14

Summary of a memorandum submitted to the Royal
Commission by Iz zat el Atawneh of Beers heba
Sub-District on behalf of its bedouin,
12th February 1937.

BUIIMARY OF A WWORANDUK SUBMI'!Yl'KD
ROYAL COYIUSBION BY

·IZ~T · EL

THE

'.00

ATAWNEH OF

BEERSHEBA SUB-DISTRICT ON BEHA.LF OF ITS BEDUINS.

---------- -~
After 6ketch1Ag out the history end pGlitics
of the Beersheba tribal Sub-District ead

c~atraoting

its previous position under the Ottoman Regime with i tB
present poei tion - praising the first and

cri ·~iciaing

the second, petitioner summarises tne grievances of
his stib-distriot as follows :1.

Beduin affairs should be catefUlly studied by

Government and Beduin's grievances can best ue

represe n t e~

if Government appoints educated Beduins in senior offices.
T e Roy&l CoJmaiaaion is there fore r e quested to I"ecommena.
so doing.
2.

Goverll:uent sllould af:fol'd educational facilities to

Beduin youth, including agricultural i nstruction and training.
3.

llore scllools should be opened for the Beduins and the

few existing schools should be raised in standardo
4.

Land and Animal taxation stxould be m1 tigated.

5.

Agricultural loans anould be issued to t he Beduins who

sllould be encouraged in dairy faraing.
6.

Roads construction and

~ens

e ssential requirement of the

of COllllUWlication are an

~ eersheba

(grain-producing)

Sub-District.
.f

7.

Water resources should be fully expl ored by Go vernment,

we lls snould be sunk an d

da~Q

e repted -(on pr e ctlcel lines ) .

-39 5-

~
I

I

I

•

e.

:Medical treat•nt 1a lacking and

t~e

five cnief tribal

factions should eaon receive aedical attention.
9.

Land sales to Jewa anould be protlibl. ted, Jewish

i.aigration should be stopped end a legislative Council
in wnion Beduins sbould be proportionately represent ed,
snould be estsbl1sned.
10.

Beduins sbould be sent by Govei'IUient on edcno etiona1

expeditions outside Palestine.
11.

Improvement of agrioul tw-al metnode by introduction

of expert training.

12.

Government. sbould not h8 ve registered in her name

extensive grazing grounds adjoining the Dead Sea

~nd

Wadi

.&.raba.
13.

A boarding

sob.~l

:for girls is called for in which

domestic crafts abould fora tl'te cw-doulum of training.
1~.

Beduins traditions and customs should be safeguarded

and enhanced and tribal courts snould be r.efol"JIIIld:..
judge who does the work of a 118gistrate, is only

A tribal

paid~

ao

per annua and tb.ia ealar:v should be raised.
15.

Beduins should be perai tted to trade in salt and in

be1ag prevented rroa so doing tbey are depriTed o f a large
source of livelibood.
Laat.l .7, petitioner

b~pea

tb.at the Beersheba

Sub-District will not be forgotten in the Royal Commission's
recoamendatioaa.

Petitioner's •~ran4ua is dated Beerab.eba,l2.2.37 .

So urce

·ISA, RG 2 X/22/3 7

~

APPENDIX 15

Application for the purchase of building ma te ri al s
by a member of Mawasi tri be s 9th August 1952 .
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APPENDIX 16 British Land Title Certificate for the lands of
the Luha i b F~lah~t Settlement, 2nd Mar ch 1945.
(a) Front Side

Original copy held by ~1ohammed Sa leh Falah - Luhaib Falahat
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APPENDIX 16

Source

Briti s h Land Title Certificate fu r t he lands of
the Luhaib Fal~h~t Settlement, 2nd March 1945.
(b) Reverse Side.

Original copy held by

~1ohammed

Saleh Falah - Luhaib Falahat

-399APPENDIX 17

Field enumeration of the population of Galilee bedouin
settlements, 1st September 1981

Settlement
Luhaib Tuba

Persons
2 '1 04

23.

Settlement
Kharanbah

1 ,926

24.

Khawa1id

3.

Hujairat Bir el
Maksur
Subaih
. .

1 ,630

25.

~ujairat

4.

Sawaid Kammana

1 '158

26. Tawafirah & Sumair1

250

5.

Ka'biyyah

1 '124

27.

Nu'aim

224

b.

Mazar1b

975

28.

~i

lf Tabash

212

7.

Bosmat Tivon

937

29.

Zanghariyyah

178

8.

~ujairat

868

30.

Muraisat

151

9.

Nujai dat

864

31.

Kaza1nah

151

10.

Zubaidat

768

32.

128

11.

Sawaid Wadi Sa llama

Manshiat Zebda
(Sa'ayidah)

768

12.

33.

Rami1

124

719

13.

Sa'ayidah Umm a1
Ghanam
Ibittin

696

34.

Tuaisanat

119

14.

Ghuraifat

685

35.

~ujairat

15'

'Aramshah

637

36.

Sawaid Humairah

.

94

16.

Wad al Hammam

568

37.

91

17.

Luhaib Furush

556

38.

Umm az
Zirat
Luhaib Ya'ara

18.

Hi lf Umm Rashid

538

39.

Luhaib Fa1ahat

72

19.

~ajajirah

498

40.

Rumihat

67

20.

Luhaib Abu ?aiat)

488

41.

Hamd~n

46

21 . Jawaml's

452

42.

Subaihat
. Ras al 'Ein

38

22. Sa'diyyah

441

43.

Samniyyah

14

1.
2.

Mikman

Source

267
Dumidah

Dahirah

~ujairat

Total
Field Research, April - September, 1981.

Persons
331

250

96

74

23,377
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APPENDIX 18

Field enumeration of Galilee bedouin in non-bedouin
areas, 1st September, 1981

A.

Tribal groups and population in towns:

l.

Shafa •Amr
sawaid
Akrad al Ghanamah
~ujairat

Samniyyah
Ziyud
Akrad al Baqqarah
Khawalid
Ghawarnah
Kabiyyah
Jandi
Muhammadet
Hi lf
Murai sat
Kharanbah
suwaitat
.
Samakiyyah
Qidirat
Luhaib

Persons
952
173
149
141
122
97
88
79
71
59
48
41
39
38
26
23
16
6
2 '168

2.

Nazareth
Luhaib
Nu'aim
Rabayyiah
Turkman
Masharikah
Ghazalin
Khawalid
Subaib
.
Hi lf

146
101
99
60
56
41
33
25
19
580

3.

Haifa
Turkman
Qumirat
Suwaitat
.
~amdun

Zanghariyyah
Nu•aim

Persons
137
37
30
28
31
19
272

4.

Acre
Ghawarnah

Total

128

3' 148

-401B.

Tri ba 1 groups and population in Arab villages:

l.

Tamra
Mawasi
Muraisat
Muhammadat
~amdun

Ghawarnah al Ramil
saw aid
~uja i rat
Kharanbah

Persons
196
144
53
53
23
15
13
9

5.

Qulai~at

Kazainah
Ka•biyyah
Subaihat
.
.
~ujairat

•rbillin
Muraisat
Mawasi
~ujai rat
sawaid
Suwaitat
.
Samniyyah
Hamdun

244
95
79
46
14
14
6

6.

Sha•ab
Akrad a1 Baqqarah
Akrad al Ghanamah
Numairat
Zubaid
Luhaib
Muhmmadat

270
149
47
43
16
13
538

4.

Abu Sinan
Nu•aim
~uwaitat

Sawaid
Suwail at
Khawalid
Hamdun

172
129
113
27
20

14
475

B

Deir Hanna
Mawasi
Muraisat
Suwaitat
saw aid
ua 1ayi kah
~amdun

132
47
22
17
16
10
244

7.

498
3.

Persons
89
82
42
20
10
251

506
2.

•rsfiya
Suwaitat

Eil abun
Mawasi
Luhaib
Nujai dat
Suwaitat
.
Muraisat

243
205
37
29
3
517

8.

Tarshiha
Nu•aim
Suwaitat
Samniyyah
Luhaib
Mawasi

192
82
75
19
8
376

-402B. (Cant.)
9.

Jude ida
Ghawarnah a1
Rami 1
Suwaitat
Mawasi
Muhammadat
~ujairat

Persons
56
36
28
12
7

15.

36
16.

139
10. Al Makr
Al Fadil
Nu'aim
Hamdun
~uwailat

Muhammadat
.

229
95
39

17.
18.
-19.

13. Kafr Yas if
Ghuraifat
Sawaid
Numairat

113

Ki sra
Nu'aim

21.

23.

266

24.

29
18
14

Jish
Hamdun

8

Sheikh Dan nun
8

Samniyyah
Al Mazra'a

7

Samniyyah

19
17
14
Total

4,770

Total A & B

7,918

29
22
51

Source

Maghar
Ghawarnah

Luhaib
Iksa1
Ghazali n

200
56
10

50
14. Dabburiya
Subait;J
.
Zubaidat

1

152

~urfeish

22.

12. Kar Kanna
Nuja; dat
Luhaib

10

'Uzeir
Hujairat

20.

363
Subai~

Daliyat a1 Karmi l
Qu1aitat
Kaza 1nah

17
51
26
8
7
2
94

11. Yafa
Ghazalin
Nu'aim
Hamdun

Persons
22
14

Ar Rama
Luhaib
saw aid

Field Research,Apri1 -September, 1981.
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